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S-ummary of Thesis
Volttme One 
Chapter One
begins by defining the subject area of the thesis, and terminology 
of the title. A brief review of the study of folk drama reveals two 
very significant gaps in our understanding, firstly that .the folk 
play in Scotland has been conspicuously neglected, and secondly that 
no detailed study has been undertaken of the evolution of British 
folk drama. The importance of the Scottish element in the British 
and Irish context suggests that this thesis, in satisfying the first 
demand, would contribute in a major way to the acMevement of the 
second.
Chapter Two
studies the mass of textual and other evidence collected and 
presented in Gazetteer form in Appendix One, and by careful textual 
study discovers that the basic literary form of the plays* final period 
was created in the second half of the seventeenth century.
There follows a. consideration of the relative importance of oral 
transmission and the chapbook, and the cha,pter concludes with a study 
of the decline of the folk play. The imporbant discovery here is that 
the tradition began to die c.1880, and the reasons are suggested to be 
the franchise and trades union legislation of the period which helped 
to convert Britain from a near-feudal to a near-democratic society.
The importance of feudalism is developed throu^out the thesis.
Chapter Three
maps the play, and uses the distribution pattern as a.means of 
discovering the ori^n of the custom. Taking the resurrection motif
V I Z
and the English language as being two diagnostic features of the 
custom, the etlinology of Scotland before 1300 is searched for a pha;se 
that corresponded to the three factors of language, rite, and place. The 
conclusion is reached that the folk play was a product of the 
Northumbrian Kingdom of c.YOO-c.900, and the feudal! sat ion of Scotland 
C.1100-C.1300, The feudal society is shorn to be a.n important influence 
in the making and shaping of the custom.
Chapter Four
examines the many expressions of combat, death, and resurrection 
drama in medieval Scotland, under the headings of animal cults, cere­
monial dance, and Maying rites. The originality of this examination 
produces a new framework in which to understand matp,'" items of Scottish 
1 iterature and history, but in particular illuminates passages in 'brn 
important texts, the ’Plough Song*,, and the *Jen de Robin, et Marion*.
The central source of the folk action is considered to be the Rummer 
and Hinter King drama, but the clarity of the evidence is shown to be 
obscured by the conflux of resurrection, dance and ? hying custom about 
the figure of * Robin*. This conflux produced * Robin Hood*, an imporbant 
and, to some extent, dislocating figure in the development of the folk 
play.
Cliapter live
is therefore devoted to an examination of the relationshin of 
Robin Hood to the folk play, and reveals a. substantial area of folklore 
pertaining to Robin Hood, igpiored or rnisimderstood by scholars since 
the sixteenth, century. He is shovni, in ballai and play, to have 
attracted bird and horse resurrection drama, and to have absorbed 
Srumner and Hinter King attributes. His importance in Rootland is both 
measured and explained, and the Robin Hood of medieval play is listin—
•'/a.ll
gui shed from the familiar Robin Hood of the ballads. Finally, he is 
shown to .be the leading figure of an extremely popular version of the 
folk pla.y in sixteenth-century Scotland, prohibited by Act of 
Parliament in 1555•
Chapter Six
completes the historical survey by covering the years between the 
Reformation suppression of the folk play (l6lO), and the emergence of 
the modem custom (I70I), The century is shown to be one in which the 
custom was transformed almost out of recognition. Certain threads of 
continuity are shown, however, the chief of vrhioh is the trio of folk 
play figures, Peter, Paul and Judas,
Chapter Seven
offers a.n interpretation of the modem pis,y, using the historical 
bases established by the foregoing chapters. The hitherto-enigmatic 
’galoshan’ is explained, and the term *hogmanay’ discussed in the 
context of the folk play. In the enquiry into the season of the play, 
the place of Hallowe’en in the Scottish year is defined. There follows 
a survey of the manner of the play’s performance, and a systematic 
examination of the text and action of the Scottish play, explaining 
most, but not all, of the custom’s obscurities. The chapter concludes 
with a detailed study of the disintegration of the custom, and the 
marks it has left on contemporaiy Scottish traditions.
Chapter One 
Explanations
1* The Title
’Folk Drama in Scotland’ is a title sufficiently novel to 
require some explanation# The ’ folk drama' in question, in its 
latest and hest-documented form, is largely a nineteenth-century 
phenomenon, a brief dialogue and action perfomed by boys aged 
between about ten and fourteen years of age, at Hallowe’en (31 Oct.) 
and Hogmanay (31 Deo#). The custom was kriovm almost eveiy/where in 
Scotland by the naiae ’Galoshans’ (or some close variant), and 
neither the text nor the action differed in any important way, even 
when a hundred miles and a hundred years came between their 
performances. Almost invariably, the action is that two combatants 
challenge one another and fight until one of then is killed . A 
doctor is summoned to cure the dea.d wari'ior, who rises to protest 
friendship and brotherhood vrith his former enemy. The players 
then Tidsh fortune on their spectators, and request money, food and 
drinlc.
The notices of this folk drama are assembled in Appendix One in 
the form of a gazetteer, and together they constitute virtually all 
the primary source material for the modem custom. Gazetteer 
entries are therefore frequently cited as sources and examples, and 
the reader is directed by the appropriate label. This may be a 
precise location (e.g. Abbotsford House) or an unlocated example, 
identified by its collector (e.g. unloc. Chambers), its area
(e.g. unloo. Angus), or by both (e.g. unloc. Galloway: Amott).
2. Folk
To describe such as drama as ’folk’ is to employ a valuable 
but troublesome word. Its value lies in its three-fold, 
implication that
(i) the drama was for the most part performed by and for people 
unconnected with the professional theatre,
(ii) the tradition persisted in localities for considerable periods 
without encouragement from external sources,
(iii) the practice was orally-transmitted.
Although the notions of oral transmission and extemal sources come 
in for critical examination later in this work, the epithet ’folk* 
is still preferred to the alternatives ’traditional* and ’ritual’, 
both of which have found, and still find, favour with critics and 
commentators. ’Traditional’ is put aside for the reason that it 
implies a long-lasting and unchanging custom; one of the theories 
to be advanced in the course of this study is that the ’Galoshan* 
play is a late and distinct form, and the residuum of some widely- 
differing practices* ’Ritual’ is discarded with regret, for it has 
the merit of suggesting that the drama had, in ancient times, a 
religious impulse, and in modem times an unchangi.ng style and 
occasion. Nevertheless, it is an uneasy label for a practice 
which, by the eighteenth century if not long before, had lost a.ny 
profound significance for perfoimer or spectator,
3. Drama
A custom bhat in its last stages took the form of a playlet, 
with characters, eventful action and dramatic dialogue, might 
easily justify the label ’drama’. The usefulness of the word is
consolidated by its derivation (from Gk draein = to do), for the 
widely-held (but unproven) belief that the drama had a religious 
origin suggests that some act of cosmic empathy lay at the core of 
the ritual, in which case it would be more important for the ’act* 
to be done, than to be seen to be done. In other words, the ’doing*, 
or ’drama’ was important; the ’seeing’, or ’theatre’, less so. In 
this light, the alternatives of ’ritual theatre’ and ’folk theatre’, 
with their connotations that the custom made an interesting spectacle, 
have to be rejected, though this not to deny that in modem times 
an audience might gather for the performance (as at Stirling^), 
or be amused by the entertainment (as at unloc. Galloway: Duïolop).
Appropriate though ’drama’ is, it cannot entirely exclude the 
alternative ’play*. Besides encompassing the ’drama’ associations, 
’play’ also embraces the sense of ’game’, and this ambiguity 
preserves the more diffuse form of the custom before the Reformation, 
when it shared" its occasion with what tlie twentieth century would 
term athletic contests, sports and games. Indeed, one of the 
earliest modem records (Bowden) knows the play as ’a game of 
guisarts*.
4. In Scotland
The justification for restri.oting the area of enquiry to 
Scotland cannot be made wdlthout first considering the liistor]/" of 
folk drama research up to the present time.
Serious consideration of the British folk play was 
inaugurated about the year 1090 by T. Pairman Ordish’s 
collection of documents and play texts. The Ordish Collection^ 
now held by the Folklore Society, remains a treasury of source 
material. From this beginning, the study of the subject has been 
advanced by several full-length critical studies. The first of these
p
by Tiddy and published in 1923* printed texts he had collected,
and included an essay in which he supplied literary sources and
analogues for passages from the folk play, from works dating from
the fifteenth to the eighteenth century* This book provided
some of the material for Chambers^ in 1933* when the writer
subjected the British play texts to a misdirected and therefore
unrewarding analysis, and so contributed less to our understanding
than had been given and promised by his monumental work" on
comparative folklore^ thirty years earlier*
A huge impetus was given to the study of British traditional
customs by Cawte, Helm and Peacock by their assembly of
geographical indexes of ceremonial dance and related practices
(of which drama is thou^t to be one)* One retmlb of this labour
was the publication in 196? of Ehglish_Hitual which listed
all the known records of the play in the British Isles and North
America, prefaced by some explanatory and inteiprotative comment.
The work became a handbook for all subsequent researchers, a fact
acknowledged by Gailey in his Irish Folk Drama, by Brody in
7
Helm’s untimely death in 1970 made it seem likely that his only 
other contribution to the study of the folk play would be his 
Collection,^ a most valuable store of documentary and photographic 
material on folk drama* In 1981, however, his two former 
colleagues brought about the publication of The English Mnmmors* 
P l a y a  volume based on bis sunrlving lectures and notes* This 
imporbant publication stresses the Sword-Dance, Wooing, and 
Hero-Combat ceremonies that Helm saw as underlying the English 
play texts, and supports a close analysis of the custom with a 
comprehensive selection of texts*
Several shorter, or less specialised, works command attention*
In the first place, both Ordish^^ and TTelm^  ^contributed articles
12to the pages of Folklore. Baskervill’s essays , written in the
mid-twenties, never exercised their proper influence on British
scholars, perhaps because they were obscured by their appearance
in American philological j no.L^. Alford’s interest in folk
dance and drama helped greatly to recognise their kinship^^ and
comparative folklore study was considerably stimulated by her
research in western Europeî^, Dean-Smith’s essay ’The Life-Cycle 
1*5or Folk Play’ argued from a position of authority that British
folk plays were fragments of an earlier ’life-cycle’ drama, still
preserved into this century in the Balkans, a view repeated in her
survey of folk drama and its study eight years later^^
At the time of writing, the study of folk drama is being
carried forward in different directions, and for different ends.
Its relationsliip with the professional theatre in the later Middle
Ages has brought the folk play to the attention of Wickhara^ "^  and 
18Axton, The former, with his Bristol students, has advanced our 
knowledge of the nature of the folk play, in its wider sense, in 
medieval England: the later has energetically traced the influence 
of folk tradition on the style and content of medieval drama, Tdth 
a special enrichment from his awareness of French plays of the early 
Middle Ages^^,
A different approach to folklore studies has been made by those
uni.varsities that formally suppoit the enquiry into cultural
20 21 tradition, particularly Leeds and Sheffield. At the latter,
the Centre for English Cultural Tradition and Language has encouraged
the use of the computer for the storing and analysis of folk drama
data. From the same Centre has come the fii‘st~frults of a study
of the chapbook, the printed source for the folk play in modern
times?^
This survey of folk drama research in the last hundred years 
presents a very obvious justification for limiting the present study 
to Scotland: of the political units of the British Isles, it is an 
area of serious neglect. (The other unwritten country, Wales, 
seemingly has too little of the custom to warrant a full-length 
study.) The lack of attention given to the custom in Scotland is, 
to some extent, surprising, especially in view of the early and 
prestigious start it could have been granted by Sir Walter Scott 
in the first decades of the nineteenth century. The poet referred 
to the custom in his poetry (see Edinburgh^^), exchanged notices 
of it with correspondents (unloc* Abbotsford Coll.), and 
encouraged performances of it at his home (see Abbotsford House). 
Incidentally, Scott’s recollection of playing Judas 0.I76O (see 
Edinburgh^^) miglit qualify h:lm to be Britain’s first identifiable 
folk-play actor.
Although Scott’s lead was not followed, this area of Scottish
study can boast one conspicuous contributor. Mill’s retrieval and
elucidation of the primary resource material in her invaluable
25Mejjeya,! Drama in Scotland has for fifty years pro'vd.ded students 
with detailed and comprehensive information, and seems unlikely to 
be superseded.
In the narrower field of folklore, three minor contributors 
deserve attention: MacKitchie 1905 '^^ Robb 1925,'^  and Spence 
1945" have risen at twenty year intervals to comment on traditional 
festivals (for example, Yuletide and May Bay), and consequently 
their observations, though useful, fall obliquely on the folk play. 
Buchan has noted some newly-publi shed references to the custom^ "^  
but the only serious field-work, apart from the careful enquires 
made by the local historians like Brian Lambie of Biggar (see 
Biggar), is being done by Emily Lyle, of the University of Stirling
28
and the School of Scottish Studies • With some truth, Buchan could
write that ’considerable scope yet remains for investigation of
29Scottish folk drama and associated customs’*'^
The making good of this considerable neglect is reason enou^ 
for the phrase ’in Scotland’ in the title, but there is another 
intention in this study. Although folk drama has been an area of 
scholarly enquiry for a century, it remains a confused and 
contentious area. To give one example; it is an assumption, shared 
by most writers on the subject, that the origins of the custom are, 
to use the antiquarian’s phrase, ’lost in the mists of antiquity’*
On inspection, these concealing vapours are closer than one might 
suppose. So close, in fact, that Wickham (1974) gave a stern and 
necessary reminder when he wrote that ’almost everything to do vzith 
the Hummers’ Play prior to the eighteenth century is speculative 
and hypothetical’,'’^.
. There is- -an urgent need for some understanding of the origin 
and evolution of the British folk play before the eighteenth 
century, and it is the second aim of tliis thesis to attempt a 
sketch of the tradition from its earliest times, and yet, at the 
same time, confine the enquiry to Scotland* There is advantage 
and disadvantage in this nar:rowing of focus* To define the 
benefits first, it should be obseived that when the folk play 
first came to public attention, in the nineteenth century, it 
was obvious that the English and Scottish practices had 
superficial differences but broad and detailed similarities.
This fact has to be set beside the history of the political 
relations between England and Scotland which, almost from the time 
of their creation as kingdoms, were hostile. This hostility was 
at its height c. 1500, with the Wars of Independence, and 
continued intermittently for another three centuries. After the
8union of the crowns in 1603, warfare in Britain followed religious,
rather than political, promptings* The union of the parliaments
in I7OY may have begun the slow processes of cultural integration,
but it cannot be denied that four centuries of separation and
hostility had cemented differences in popular culture, man^ '" of
which are clearly evident to the present day. The folk play is,
among other things, an expression of popular culture, and it
follows that the similarities the Scottish and English versions
exhibit must either have been laid down befoi'e 1300, or after I707.
If this homogeneity belongs to the earlier date, then it is the
result of migration; if it is an eighteenth-century feature, one
could look for the standardization brought about by the so-called
’mass media’, in tîds case the printed word. In fact, among the
contentions of this thesis both the early and late dates are
significant, but at this stage it is enough to recognize that
some aspects of the folk play are urged to have been present in
Scotland before 1300: four centuries of isolation within the
English-speaking world of medieval Britain makes Scotland a
valuable model for a micro-study of the British folk play*
A second and more particular benefit from this regional
approach centres on the fact that the northern frontier of the British 
folk play runs athwart Scotland, and it appears that a detailed study
of the cultural environments north and south of this boundaiy
reveals something of the determinants necessary for the custom’s
existence.
To turn to the disadvantages of confining the study to Scotland, 
the greatest obstruction is the conspicuous deficiency of written 
records from any time earlier than the seventeenth century. In 
Mill’s words:
Any detailed comparison of the extant pre-Reformation 
records of Scotland with those of England leave us
hopelessly outclassed. The only hurgh records which 
date back to the fourteenth century are those of 
Aberdeen; while even the fifteenth century is 
sparingly represented. Further, there is nothing in 
Scotland to set beside the English Churchwardens* Accounts, 
from which so much information regarding medieval drama 
in England has been derived.
This absence of documentation absolutely precludes the possibility 
of a ’town by town’ history of the folk play practice in medieval 
and Reformation Scotland; in its place the researcher has to 
supply an outline of the custom’s development through this period 
by the best use of all other sources, of poetry and song, drama 
and folklore, art and sculpture.
The availability of English evidence, particularly that found 
in medieval and seventeenth century play-texts, has given cause for 
..some heart-searching. I have tried to eschew it wherever possible, 
even though it might supply ready, and not entirely inadmissible, 
support for theories about the folk play’s development in Scotland. 
Khere there are grounds for recogni%;ing a cultural bond between 
a Scottish and a non-Scottish source, the evidence is used ivithout 
apology: on some few occasions, however, extraneous instances are 
adduced where Scottish evidence is believed to be unavailable.
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CHAPTER TVO 
The ’MoR&m’ Period
1, Modem History
Ci) The Observed Practice
It is unusual to begin what is largely a history with the 
present^ but such a course is compelled by a feature of the folk 
play already noted, that its existence prior to the eighteenth 
century is uncharted and unproven* This absence of record might 
be explained in three ways; (i) the folk play is an invention of 
the eighteenth century, and therefore has no earlier history to 
be discovered; (ii) it is ancient, but all proofs of its earlier 
existence have been destroyed; (iii) it is ancient but its earlier 
forms were so different from the modem versions that researchers 
have failed to see a relationship. Although some truth will be 
found in the first two explanations, it is the third that will 
supply one of the basic hypotheses of this study, and accordingly 
a beginning is made with the modern play in order to identify 
some of the characteristics of the custom, the better to seek 
then among the relics of earler centuries.
The premise that the folk ploy is a descendant of 
ancient folk play, or plays, should not be presumed to carrj’- with 
it the implication that the modem custom is merely a pale 
reflection of some former splendour, doggerel that, in Sir 
Walter Scott’s words, bears '’traces of ancient mysterj'-’ (Edinburgh®’), 
Without in any way den^ ying the phenomenal value of the modem
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custom in its own right, it may nevertheless also be proner to
view the folk play as the remains of other customs, and to regard
it \7ith the same respect of an archaeologist for an ancient site, 
not only for what it is, but also for what it can be shown to have 
been.
In the context of these considerations of ’archaeological 
remains’ it must be said that the folk play in Scotland is a living 
tradition, if now only in one community. The annual performance 
of the ’Galoshan’ play at Bigga,r (q.v.) was linked with the town’s 
Yule Fire, it being a tradition that the actors collected money to
purchase coal for the community bonfire. This annual beacon in the
town centre was discontinued in 1939 end for the duration of the UorlJ.
War, and the instrument for finding the fuel ceased mth it* VThen 
the fire custom was recommenced in 1945, the folk play was not*
Within ten years, however, interested members of the community 
succeeded in reviving the custom* The circumstances of the 
recomraencement are critical In the eyes of scholars of the folk 
play, who distinguish careihlly between the relatively few 
’survivals’ of folklore, and the more numerous *re^n.vals’, some of 
which feature extraneous and misleading matter, and are motivated 
by non-traditional forces* Guidance in making this distinction is 
given by the editors of und, on the basis of
theiz' scrupulous definition, the Biggar play oualifies as a 
genuine ’survival* on the, grounds that it is the Biggar play, 
performed by Biggar people, revived without outside interference, 
and glided by ex-performers from within the comiuinity. The Biggar 
tradition therefore, although it survives only precariously at the 
time of writing, can be regarded as the last surviving folk play
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in Scotland, and one of the very few such in Britain* Its success 
in exempting itself from the. decline of the tradition in Scotland 
will recall it for attention in suhse nent pages*
Apart from Biggar, the survival of the folk play into the 
twentieth century elsewhere is well-attested: the custom seems to 
have been vddespread in Strathclyde in the first decade, and 
somewhat later in Fife, in all cases in industrial toivns and 
villages; rural survivals are noted in the Borders and Galloway.
Most of the records refer to this period, and there is no need 
to insist on the play’s presence after 1850. For the first half 
of the centurj'-j however, the records are less frequent. The 
notice for Galloway is only that of unloc* Galloway: MacTaggart, 
written in 1823. The Borders, on the other hand, are well 
documented: the Peebles record of 1840 is very informative, as is 
Scott’s account of the gixising at Ahbotsford in the 1820$', For 
1815, the V'ilkie account for Ibwden is comprehensive, and the 
same date is implied by the correspondent for Anonm and ïïavâck.
In 1805 a plain enough coniraentary was provide/t by the posrt of 
Traquhair. Further north, there is evidence for Liberton in 1830, 
Falkirk in 1825, and north of the Forth, Dunfemline.hi 1815 and 
for AnguE; and the eastern coiin'bies (see unloc*, Angus) in 1830*
Before moving into the eighteenth century, it is important 
to note how raan;^'’ of these early nineteenth century reports regard 
the folk play as venerable, traditional, and in a state of decay. 
For example, the Jedburgh^ report, penned in 1814 but referring to 
the previ.ous century, believed 'bhat the custom dated from 
Reformation or pre-Refomatlon times. The author of the Traquhair 
repoirb considered the play to be traditional in 1805, and the O’.Tner
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of Spottiswoode, who was horn in 1810, encouraged it as an 'old 
custom^ in her old age. The correspondents for liherton c. 1830 
and unloc. Galloway 1823 hoth regard the play to he in a state of 
mortal decay. The writer of Ahhotsford House (i) speaks of his 
host's wish to 'keep up these old ceremonies'* The hurden of these 
comments is that the folk play custom, at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, was thought hy its observers to he a custom 
decrepit with age, hut worthy of preservation.
The supply of folk play records noticeably diminishes in this 
its first century of modern existence. The Stirling report, dated 
1835» contains a note after the text explaining that 'Inlcy pinky' 
had been a name for small beer 'seventy or eighty years since*.
The implication of this might be that the writer believed the 
text to date from the same period, i«e, c^  1760.
It is certain that the young Halter Scott was playing Judas 
in the Edinburgh version some time in the early 1780# , and much 
the same kind of date may be supposed for the reminiscence for 
Jedburgh. The only location wi.i:h any known connection \7i.th the 
folk play prior to these dates is Ealkirk. The Ealkirk^  ^account 
was written in 1825, but in the description of the event reports 
tha.t troupes could be refused admission by households who kept 
the 'Old Style'. By this is meant an ahierence to the calendar 
of 1751 (a, subject to which this study will rebuini) and the 
implication that there was a tradition in the Eadkirk area of 
visiting with the folk play before 1752. The Falkirk^ account 
is of great importance and interest. The I'ewrt to the Kirk Session 
was that seven young men or boys (they are all described as 'son* 
or 'servant') went about 'in disguise acting things unseemly' on
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the last night of 1701. The occasion, the disguise, the nnmher in 
the troupe, the sex of the actors, the itinerant performance, and 
the Session's attitude to the content, are all consonant \7ith the 
belief that the lads were performing the folk play. The Session's 
warning against their doing 'the like in time coming' suggests that 
it was a traditional event. If this Falkirk^ ' account is, as I 
believe, of the folk play, then it is the earliest modern record 
in Scotland.
In this way, the record of folk play performance can be traced 
from the present day, through a steadily diminishing set of 
references, to the year 1701. There is a second way, liowever, 
in which the existence of the folk play can be sketched, and 
the results of the second, which now follows, makes an interesting 
comparison with the first.
(ii)
The oral transmission of the folk play text is the product of 
two opposite impulses, on the one hand the stubborn adherence to 
tradition and the solemn repetition of the rhymes, even dien they are 
apparent nonsense, and on the other hand the vitality of invention, 
and the welcomed opportunity to make topical reference. The result 
of these two impulses is that words and phrases impelled into the 
text by their topicality are preserved there long after their 
significance has waned.
To give a modern example: the recent Biggar^ reports refer to 
the interpolation of ’liquorice all-sorts', and the adoption of 
the then popular Chuck Berry 'My-ding-a-ling' melody. If the 
Biggar performance were to continue another forty years in this 
form, a researcher of the twenty-first centjry could, with a little 
research into popular music and confectionery, date the musical
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interpolation very exactly, though the sweets would deny a.nything 
more than a very general ascription,
■% the same process., the corpus of the Scottish folk play can 
he examined for similar topical references which, with the passing 
of time, have formed sedimentary layers that can be shovm to 
evidence almost three centuries of 'continuous occupation*. Although 
these topicalities exist throughout the period of the modern folk 
play, for the purpose of strengthening the record at its weakest 
point the technique will only be applied for the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century and before, the period when the historical 
notices begin to falter, A collection of them is given here, 
with the date of their topicality a,nd the location and date of 
their recording,
1820-30 the Regency of Prince George (Falkirk 1840)
0*1815 the eminence of Rapoleon (Falkirk 1825, unloc. East
Lothian 1850)
C.I8O5 the naval war with France might have contributed the
'Blue Sailor* (Symington c„1900), or the offer to
fight 'an;y Frenchman* (Guranock 1883),
1759 the battle of 'Qulnbeck* (Guebec) (Stirling 1835),
Wolfe, the hero of Quebec, was a much-t.ravel 1 ed
soldier, and was gra.nted the freedom of Banff in 
21749 , in part, at least, for his sendees at Gulloden»
1745 the vigour of the anti-Gael sentiment in * take do^.vn a
Highlander's breaks etc* (Stirling 1835) may have been 
prompted by the clan army of the *45, although it
should be added that Montrose's Highlanders of 1644
were similarly distrusted. The reference may not have
a specific stimulus; c.1725 Highlanders were known to
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indulge in systematic plunder of the LowlandsJ 
1739 The Spanish Wars were fought 'around the Spanish shores'
(unloc.,. Angus 1888), The phrase might more easily 
refer to Nelson's sea war (see c.1805 above),
1730-40 The clearing of the room for the play, demanded by
'Haud away rocks, and haud away reels,/ Haul away stocks 
and spinning wheels' (Peebles 1841, but see also Falkirk 
I825, and unloc, Abbotsford) is from this time. Rocks 
and reels began to go out of fashion in the lowlands 
in 1730 and had virtually disappeared by 1740; they 
were replaced by spinrdng wheelsi 
0,1723 the *tirling-pin* (Falkirk 1825) was an early eighteenth--
century door-knocker,
1702 In this year died Benbow, 'the admiral,,., who fought
the battle on the deck' (unloc, Angus 1883), 'Bol Bendo*
(bold Benbow) (Liherton c,1830), end the sailor who
'fought upon his stumps' (unloc, Robb),(The heroics of 
Admiral Benbow are related in folk song: 'Brave Benbow 
lost his legs, / Ï3ut still on his sLimps he begs, / light 
on,,»' It is noteworthy that this feat is mimicked 
by a combatant in unloc » Robb, and also recorded in a 
Border battle over a century earlier. The headstone 
for the 'Maid of Ancrum* in St Boiwvells churchyard 
recorded that, in the battle of Ancnm Moor in 1545»
'Upon the English loons s}ie laid many thumps, / And 
when her legs were cuttit off, / % e  fought upon 
her stumps*^),
l-ë^ R- Stirling 1835 demands 'groats', Tv.ro coins were known
c, 1750 by this name: from I856--56 silver fourpenny pieces
were unofficially known as 'groats', but these come
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too late for this reference, and seem too valuable 
to be solicited* It seems more likely that the groat, 
in circulation from 1662 to c.1730,is the currency- 
intended,
1633 The doctor's 'hocus-pocus' (Peebles 1840) is assumed to
be sham Latin*
'a corruption of "hoc est corpus", by way of
ridiculous imitation of the priests of the Church of
Rome in their trick of Transubstantiation, first noted
in 1633, when it accompanied a trickster's every device'^
Although 'hocus-pocus' has become the standard form
for the phrase, the Scottish texts have versions closer
to the Latin original, and therefore at least as
venerable, for example, the 'hockey-pockey* of
Balmaghie, (See also Chapter Six, pp.239-40)
1644-48 thé years of the last visitation of plague to Scotland,
7when it devastated many parts of the co-untry, might 
have prompted the inclusion of 'plague* in the list of 
cures at SpottisTfOode,
0,1600 The combatants speak of cari-jring 'a sword and buckler*
or, more frequently, *a sword and pistol’. The former
was the infantry equipment in general use in the first 
half of the sixteenth century, and survd^ved in a 
reduced form until 0.I6OO, 'Sword and pistol* was a 
cavalry armament for the Heavy Cavalry in the second 
half of the sixteenth century, and for the Light Cavalry 
thereafter?
At this point in time textual references associated with 
particular moments in history fade (though in later chapters 
other textual elements will be associated with earlier periods
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of Scottish history at appropriate points). As far as the writer 
is aware, the foregoing is the first attempt to investigate folk 
play texts for their internal evidence of origin, and the findings 
are highly significant. In the first place it will he noted that 
there is good evidence for 'continuous occupation' of the folk 
drama custom as far hack as the first years of the eighteenth 
century (1702), a date remarkably consonant with the first notice 
of the custom (17OI). Before that, the topicalities are rarer and 
less convincing, but an exception to this must be made for the 
weaponry of the combatants, which can be dated to have come into 
use at the time of the Reformation in Scotland, and to have become 
obsolete during the religious wars that preceded the Restoration 
of the Stuart monarchy in Britain.
My conclusion is therefore that the records and texts 
combine to persuade that the text of the folk play in its modern 
form was first de'vi.sed. in the second half of the seventeenth century, 
when the weaponry carried by the combatants hnd become suitably 
old-fashioned for what, was, as this thesis will aiypie, already 
an old-fashioned pastime* As far as Ï am aware, this is a novel 
theory, and arrived at in a manner, if not original, at least 
novel in its systematic application. It will be observed also that 
the evilence for the folk play in Scotland in 1701 allows it to 
pre-date the Union of Parliaments, and therefore formally opens 
up the possibility of an origin for the custom before the 
divisions between the Kingdoms c.1500.
It is sufficient at this stage to establish by the evidence 
of record and tex*b that the modem period of Lhe folk play 
began in the second half of the seventeenth century, and to note 
that this notion has been arrived at only by a restrospective 
approach. Later chapters will approach the late seventeenth
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century from the other direction, and thus complete what will 
seen to be the two phases of the folk play's development, Before 
that, however, this chapter will continue with further consideration 
of the modern folk play texts.
lanam-iss
So far in tliis Section the assumption has been made that the 
text of the Scottish play is traditional and generated in Scotland* 
This assumption now has to be questioned in an enquiry into the 
respective importance within the tradition of 'folk*, or oral, 
transmission and that by printed forms, in particular the type of 
book known as the 'ohapbook*.
The evidence from the collectors and perfoirmers of the custom 
is resoundingly on behalf of oral transmission, at all points, in 
its modern history. In fact, only one source acknowledges the 
inspiration of the ohapbook; in a, report belonging to the early 
years of this century the boys of Clla.sfyDw^  purchased penny copies 
of the play in a bookshop callel 'The Poet's Box'. No other 
notice of a published source is made; on the contrary, the 
informants are often at pains to insist on the traditional 
nature of the material, and occasionally volunteer ignorance of 
printed forms (see for example Bl<antyre, of the same period as 
Glasgow^), The notices collected by Carpenter in the 1930s, 
often of performances c, 1870, are frequently explicit on the 
absence of printed fbims, presumably because the collector made 
a point of enquiring on the manner of transmission.
The evidence from the first half of the nineteenth century is 
similar. The correspondent for Falkirk^ * in 1825 writes out the 
text for what he believes is the first time, almost at the same
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time 0,3 Scott and his contemporaries are going to the trouble of 
making copies of the text for their otth interest (see Abbotsford 
House, and unloc. Abbotsford Coll.). The poet of Tranuhair stated 
in 1805 that the tradition was passed down 'from father to son' 
and, as with Scott, the fact that a man of letters was unaware 
of printed sources must have significance. Maidment, the recorder 
of Stirling^, wrote out the folk play text for fear it would be 
lost to knowledge; he too was a literary man. To return to the 
youthful Scott and Edinburgh^' of the 1780s, he writes that the 
verses were repeated, but by rote, a,nd unconnectedly * ; the 
implication of 'by rote* is that the lines lived only in the 
memory of the performers, and the addition of 'unconnectedly' 
tends to confirm the notion that the sequence of verses lacked 
the co-ordination of a ohapbook version, though perhaps one 
should not discount entirely possible gaps in Scott's own 
recollection.
A tradition that can be }ianded down by oral transmission
can be disseminated by the same process, and the Scottish coi’pus
furnishes suita,ble evidence on this pointa The correspondent for
Hawick'"' implies that the version used in the tomi 'was impoi’ted
by the '"Turnbull family who moved there from Ancruin c. 1815; to
draw a long bow at a venture, the 'second* play collected at
Icomb (Gloucestershire)^ first ascribed to a Scottish source 
10by Cliambers, could well have bean carried 'there by the boy
who played Alexander in Stirling^. There are sound textual 
reasons concerning the name 'Galoshan* (to be consilered later)
for believing that the play in Moniaive, and in Scromerston,
11Northumberland ^ was impox'ted from central or eastern Scotland.
Despite the evidence of this nature, there are similarities 
in folk play texts of such a marked nature that it seems impossible
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that oral transmission and migration of people could have brought 
them into bein^. For example,. Beelsebub describes his club and 
pan in identical lines not only in Inlcerman, Melrose and 
Galloway, but also in Sussex, Corir.’^all and Belfast, and in very 
manjr places in between. Such precise similarity, in such 
separation of time and space, raises the question of the influence 
of printed forms of the play*
The Ghapbook
It is now generally recognised that the printed foimi of the 
folk play was circule.tel in chapbooks, the cheap, pocket-sized, 
popular literature on sale in Britain from the seventeenth 
century to the twentieth* Thoir influence on the moiiern folk 
play is supposed to be great, but relatively few have survived 
for scholarly inspection* The reason for this may be easily 
guessed at: chapbooks. were-not the treasured possessions of 
bibliophiles, but rather the 'prompt copies' for the guiser 
bands, no doubt passed from hand to hand in 'the ui'gency of 
rehearsal, and kept in the pocket of the guiser's coat*
Their scarcity is only one source of difficulty* Polk
play editions were frequently 'undated and if their printing was
ever recorded, these records are almost everywhere lost or
destroyed* Attempts to discover the provenance of play
editions by teirtual analysis are confounded by the ease with
12which they could be transported hundreds of miles, to 
locations where they could become mixed with indigenous 
material, or with other chapbooks, the resulting blend perhaps 
talien up by another printer, whose output 'would recommence the 
cycle.
Tith this sketch of the problems in mind, the area of the
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Scottish ohapbook is best approached via Helm, who first investigated
the subject in a study that confined itself to the north-west of 
1SEngland , Among his findings were the facts that the folk play 
appeared in chapbooks from c*1770 until c.1914, and that 
publishing was concentrated in industrial towns. Helm linked the 
second point with the growth of these centres, partly the result 
of the imniigration of agricultural workers from different areas, 
with the consequenii lack of a common popular cultural tradition, 
for which the chapbook play was a remedy.
Helm’s theory is tenable, and relevant to Scotland where, 
for example, the industrial revolution brought multiplying 
populations to Ealkirk and the manufacturing towns on the Clyde 
in the first two decades of the nineteenth century^and it is 
therefore in the light of his rema.rk 'that the chapbooks are 
investigated.
Three of these present themselves for examination. The first 
of these is the earliest chapbook yet identified as a source for 
the conventional folk play, titled ’Alexander and the King of 
Egypt^ A Mock play as it is acted by the Mummers every Christmas’, 
which was printed in Newcastle in 1771 and 1778» and, slightly 
modifieds, in Hliitehaven in 18261"’
The opening lines of the Newcastle text,
Silence, brave gentlemen; if .you will give an eye 
Alexander is my Name, I’ll sing the Tracedy;
A Ramble here I took, the Country for to see,
Three Actors here I've brought so far from Italy,,, 
are closely related to the corresponiing passages in three of the 
earliest Scottish texts (Hawick^’, Stirling^ ', unloc, Abbotsford 
Collection^), all of which were noted in or ascribed to the years
1815-1855*
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Another connection is made by the postscript to the unloc, 
Galloway Mactaggar-b (1825) text, 'Thus is a fellow struck out of 
five senses into fifteen*, and the line,'A man driven out of seven 
senses into fifteen!, from the Newcastle/.Thitehaven chapbook,
Aparb from other, later-recorded resemblances (as at Glasgow^, 
Hamok"^, Helensburgh, and Inkerman) which are omitted from this 
consideration, the cited text seems to be the total connection 
between the first British chapbook and the Scottish texts noted 
within thirty or forty years of its publication.
The conclusion has to be that this chapbook, though evidently 
popular east and west in northern England, was not brought north.
In fact, in the light of the admittedly slender evidence, it is 
probable that the link between the chapbook and the Scottish 
locations is created by the migration of Scottish workers to the 
industrial north-east, of England, carrying these four lines of the 
play text with them* Support for this is given by the name of 
'Alexander*, of Scottish association, and most common in Scottish 
texts, from the earliest record.
The second of these three chapbooks to be considered is a 
compilation made in 1842 by Henry Slight, called 'Christmas: 
his pageant play, or Myste:rie, of 'St. George*, as played by the 
itinerant Actors and Hummers in the Courts of the Nobility, and 
Gentry, the Colleges, in the halls of the ancient Corporations 
and Guild Merchants, and the Public ÏTostelriés and Tavems'J^
A footnote adds that the lengbhy text was 'compiled and collated 
with several curious Ancient black-letter editions'. Its particular 
interest here is that it contains text recognisably Scottish in 
provenance and, as black-letter was a type face in common use, 
broadly speaking, from the mid-seventeenth to the mid-eimhteenth 
centuries, the suggestion is that Slight's sources included at
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least one Scottish chapbook, of unusually early date.
Upon exsmination, however, it becomes obvious that Slight's
obscurantism over his originals was designed to conceal the fact
that he had commingled the NewcastleAfhitehaven chapbook, the
Falkirk^ text (published by Hone in 1827), and a third, non-
Scottish source from which he has taken the doctor's vaunt and 
17Snapdragon,
The last of these three chapbooks has already been the subject
18of a study by Preston, Smith, and Smith » Their findings are that 
a chapbook called Tj^ a-£e9,cig_Fi3y:;.jCUi_St
.Am,u8ement o£ Youth, of which two copies are known to have survived, 
was published by Gage and Gray of North Portland Street in 
Glasgow C.1864. A third ohapbook survives, printed from the same 
standing type, but bearing the name of James Kay d Sons, Enoch 
Wynd, Glasgow, and published in 1875, or slightly earlier* The 
implication of the type-face Eind dates is 'bhat both the standing 
tyq>e and the published play text vrere marketable commodities* 
Purtheimore, a similarity between the text of the Glasgow 
chapbooks and the texts of near’-contenporary chapbooks printed in 
Preston and Manchester is convincingly demonstrated to he the 
result of the former being 'Scottished' from the Lancashire 
originals.
Further proof of this last point is supplied by the chapbook
title, for the label 'Peace Egg' is, in modern times, a phrase
little kno'ivn outside Lancashire* As far as I aware, its last
use in Scotland was to name the Robin Hood play at Linton in l6lO 
19as a 'Pash' play.
The sea.rch th.rough the Scottish corpus for the influence of 
this 'Peace Egg' chapbook reveals one location heaidly indebted
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to it. The Inkerman version has approximately 80 lines that 
correspond closely with this chapbook, about 60f: of the total 
text. The remaining 40^ includes the doctor's cure, and the 
incursion of Brace, Wallace and Menteith (which heroes also occur 
in the east of industrialised Strathclyde, at Wishaw 1910),
The circumstances provide exemplary evidence to sijipport Helm's
theory that chapbooks served immigrant urban populations, for
InkexTnan, as the details in the Gazetteer relate, was a nineteenth -
century 'new town', founded in 1858 to exploit the ironstone
discovered there. The children of families so abruptly brought
together would have no traditional play to perform, and for them
a chapbook would be an a,uthori.tative arbiter among the babel of
different dialogues. An orthodox a.rguinent would be that the
Glasgow chapbook, imported to meet the seme need it had satisfied
in industrial Lancashire, arrived in newly-built Inkerman fresh
from the presses, c. 1864-73» and founded an oral tradition.
Perhaps as a reaction to its 'Englishness', a trio of Scottish
heroes was grafted on, together with a more favoured cure. As
the custom was confined to boys who seldom sperrb more than two
21years in the troupe, in the tliirty years before the text was 
collected the tradition would have passed through ten or fifteen 
generations of Inlieman children, and 'folk transmission' preserved 
60 '^Lof the original text.
TMs is a very credible interpretation of t'le facts, and may 
well be the truth. Nevertheless, theorising about the provenance 
and movement of the play texts has always to be ventured in the 
shade cast by the chapbook, the instrument of mediation whose 
influence is as little understood as it is much susnected. In the 
case of the Inkerman, for example, it cannot be known for certain 
that the text collected in 1900 had not been in chapbook form only
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a few years before. Admittedly, this is unlikely; much more probable, 
for example, is that a new (and maybe ’English') chapbook was 
responsible for the Falkirk^ text collected in 1841, which 
differed so much from the Falkirk^ of 1827* One conclusion, 
at least must be drawn from the circumstances of Falkirk and 
Inkerman: extreme caution needs to be observed in determining 
the 'Scottishness* of the 'Galoshan' play texts, at least from 
the middle of the nineteenth century.
In full awareness, therefore, of the shadow of the chapbook, 
the following observations are offered on the recurring elements 
of the first Scottish texts. In the matter of characters ,
Alexander and Galatian are prominent, and Judas only appears in 
the drama before 1841. Conversely, Dr, Brown and Beelzebub, 
almost inescapable in the post-1841 plays, make no appearance 
in the early records, except in the late-vrritten Hawick%
In terms of 'action', the all-impor-bant cure is made twice by a 
'rod', and once by the 'club*, but never thus in the post-1841 
texts. Finally, in the matter of text, conspicuous in the 
early plays az'e the passages demanding the clearing of tlie room - 
(noted in the Internal dating' to derive from before 1740), 
and the descriptions of the 'Land of Marvels and Plenty', The 
foregoing, and some few other, espeeds of the early ocottish 
plays are taken to be intimations of an eighteenth-centur?/
Scottish chapbook,very influential on the texts in performance 
rrior to 1840, Though this putative chapbook is almost certainly 
beyond recovery, the textua,! elements will serve, at a later stage, 
in this study, to help construct the bridge that connects the 
modem phase of the folk play with the age immediately 
preceding it.
In conclusion, this chapter has so far traced the begi.nhing
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of the modem folk play to the late seventeenth century; the next 
stage in the enquiry is to discover when the modern period ended.
3* ThjAJM oUjia..0f . ■t .h-O.-Fglk  .Elay
At the beginning of this chapter, the continuity of the custom 
at Biggar was cited as proof that the folk play tradition in 
Scotland was not yet extinguished. It is also possible to view 
the Biggar play, not as the last of the modern peri.od, but 
rather as an example of a new phase in the evolution of the folk 
play. The novelty of the play at Biggar, and at other locations 
in Britain, is that it is in the hands of adults who are aware of 
its history and importance, and who believe that they have a 
responsibility to preserve a local tradition, and with it the 
distinction that the custom confers on the community.
This concept of the folk play as a concern for caring civic 
leaders is a world away from the custom noted in ‘bhe nineteenth 
century. There is no reason to believe that the youthful performers 
had any notion of the antiquity of their pastime. For them it 
was a week or a night of excitement and enjoyment (see, for 
example, Glasgow^), but the evidence of the texts, the performers, 
the audience, and the Collectors is that the main stimulus of the 
custom was the collection made at the close of the performance.
For the purposes of this study, there''ore, the modern period 
of the folk play is deemed to have cone to an end when the 
children and the young people ceased from performing the play 
for material gain.
In seeking this point of time, tlio most obvious and 
voluminous source of information, the opinions of the Collectors, 
has to be disregarded. Although some Collectors reported the 
play to be •'/igorous at the time of their writing (for example.
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■Abbotsford House, and unloc, Roxburghs. I'acRitchie), the majority 
feared the imminent demise of the custom, or mourned its passing. 
This is as true of she early reports ss of the late. For example, 
the Falkirk^ 1325 account concludes m t h  this foreboding:
'The above practice, like many customs of the olden time, 
is now quickly falling into disuse, and the revolution of 
a few years may witness the total extinction of this 
seasonable doing*, 
and the Stirling^ 1835 correspondent begins with this justification: 
'As the Schoolmaster is so busy in effacing anj^  vestiges 
of ancient customs and habits, the preservation of this 
relic of the olden time will afford gratification to those 
who ta3.ie pleasure in their early recollections of what 
happy Britain once was*.
The custom lamented in these two extracts lived on in each toivn. 
for at least another seventy or eighty years.
Altîiough these and other commentators exaggerated the reports 
of the folk 'play's death, it is nevertheless t.rne 'bo say that they 
saw the patien'b wane in several measurable respects* \7)iat is at 
the same time both a cause and a register of the ploy's decline 
is the loss of status of the performer. In the firs'b notice of 
the modern tradition, in Falkirk^' 1701, the Kirk Sessions moved 
against a half dozen youths, labelled 'servants' and 'sons'. It 
is very likely 'bhat this description was favoured because 
responsible adults (as masters and parents) were thus implicated 
in the shame, and therefore enlisted on the side of the -"irk 
Session, but it serves to reveal to us that the players were old 
onough to leave home foi' work, and thus probably in their mid­
teens. 'Servants' also labels the players in the Bowden 1815 
account, aui the account from unloc, ^eviotdale 1335 calls them
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Gmung men'. 'Ay the end of the century, the eus bom was in the
h'!.nds of 'children* (at Crieff^ 1884) and 'bairns* (in Glasyow^ ^
C.1875), The declinÊ-'l is observed by the correspondent for
Crieff^; writing in 1881 of events in the first half of the century,
he notes that 'guizors have deteriorated from full-grown men
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and women to children*. . There was another dovmward step from 
tradition with the admission to the custom of girls, as at 
Prestonpans 1914,
The conclusion to be dravm from these dates and ages is that 
by the third quarter of the nineteenth century the custom had, 
virtually throughout Scotland, passed to children. This is the 
broad interpretation of the picture, though it must be noted that, 
in some places (for example, Abbotsford House 1825), children were
kno'.7n earlier, and that throughout the modern record, from
Edinburgh'^ c,1780 to the late Barrhead and Leith 1898, younger 
children assisted as non-speaking supe:rnameraries to the older 
boys.
The foregoing is the register of decline; o.s a cause' 
of decline,;the effect of the play in pcrfomanoe by children 
needs next to be considered. Without wanting at this stage
to discuss in any detail the purpose of the custom, it would
be sufficient for the argument to noke the comment by Wilkie
(Bowden 1815) that
’tradition says that it is very unlucky to let the 
gysarts go out of the house, '"here they have nerformed 
the,t tragedy without ■g'iim.nf them some money to.
drink, to the success of the family'.
Wilkie seems here to be alluding to a traditional belief that 
the 'gysarts* bring fertility and prosperity, or at least an 
absence of misfort-une,to the houses in which they perform, and
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that this 'luck* would somehow he forfeited it the players were 
allowed to leave unrewarded.
The 'fertility-hringer* needs to he one vdth vitality, strength 
of body and voice, and expressive personality. Once the custom 
fell to the children, this traditional purpose was beyond recall, 
for in the land of post-pubertal vitality, the younger boys and 
girls were innocents abroad. The play as performed by children 
lost its essential appeal, and diminished in importance.
As the players diminished, so did the reception of their 
audience, for the lower the status of the performer, the lower 
its regard in the eyes of the community, and as these two 
aspects of the custom declined, so each hastened the other.
It is possible to discern different threads in the audience's 
decreasing interest. There is the scorn of the educated man, 
as at Liberton 1864:
'Of anything I have heard of the theatrical literature 
of our Scottish guisards, there is little but sheer 
common city vulgaidty, and little vrorbh noting even 
for its grotesqueness'.
There was the contempt of the adult for the affairs of the young: 
'The boys would be invited inbo the kitchen. Mother 
would certainly remain as audience and ajiy grovm-ups 
who could be bothered with the ploys of children'
(Crieff^ 1884).
Later still, the house-proud bourgeoisie of unloc. Vale of 
Leven could intimidate the performers:
'Had the Goloshans selected a season other than round 
about the close of the year, they might have evoked 
more enthusiasm. The truth is thst the Vale house­
wives tried to have their homes spotlessly clean -
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especially at that period - and they simply -vere not 
going to allow a wheen 1 audios wi* gla.ury feet to come 
in and make a mess of their kitchens..*'
In tandem with this decl.i>fpe.b%\ in perfomer and audience is a 
detectable change in the notion of the reward asked for and offered 
at the close of the performance. The first mention of reward is 
by Scott in the Edinburgh^ account, where he collected plutn-cake.
A tradition of bread or calie as reward extends to unloc, Galloway 
MaoTaggart 1823 and Abbotsford House 1824-5» but in these places, 
as in Falkirk^ 1825 and Peebles^ 1840, both food and money are 
solicited. The reward of money becomes standard during the 
nineteenth century; it is first mentioned at Traquhair in 1805 
and not until Hurl et of c.1900 is the addition of nuts, and
elsewhere of fzuit and cake. Falkirk , of 1905-10, best represents 
the transformed reward, with its varied assortment of foodstuffs, 
and no mention of money. Ten years later, the Johnstone 1920 
account epitomises the folk play reward of money, when a 
perfomance is suggested as a fund-raising event.
The audience response to the request for money changed 
markedly in the course of the century* At the beginning of the 
period, the Bowden 1815 account repeated the tradition that it 
was considered 'unlucky' not -bo give the gui sers money: Sir
falter Scott {Abbotsford House 1824-5) was ccrnful to .give the 
players the correct sum of money, and the unloc, Bervvickshire^ ' 
c.I860 account recalled that 'known' players were given extra 
pence, "7’he change in t,he patrons’ attitude is expressed by 
the unloc, ■h.fe correspondent, who wrote that c.1850 the boys 
were welcomed by the householders and given coppers, but that at 
the time of diis writing (1903) they had come to behave and be 
regarded as beggars, .A more exact pointing of the moment of
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change comes in the Crieff^ 1884 account:
* performances were mostly to groiTn-ups at home, 
or to friends o"^  the family, as anything like begging 
was frowned upon by his mother*.
As the gathering of money was the chief incentive for the con­
tinuation of the custom, this stigna of 'begging*, which had 
grown so powerful by 1884 as to limit the performance of the play, 
would ultimately prove fatal.
So far the decline in the folk play has been shown, by a 
reading of the accounts, to be brought about by a growing disdain 
by the audience, noted c.1864-1900, the increasing youthfulness 
of the performer, noted almost everywhere by the 1870s, and 
more importantly, the animadversion towards begqpng, noted in 
1884. One more angle on the decline of the folk play iday be 
taken, by a calculation of the years of the last perfoimances of 
the traditions.
Before this import ont assessment is taken, it must be 
admitted that the evidence in this area is not as accurate as 
one would wish* It is difficult to secure a date for the last 
per-’-'oi’mance of a folk play; most ended wit'n a whimper, vdthered 
end unregarded, and even if all the households of a community 
were interrogated, it would be difficult for people to recall, 
maybe at a distance of some decades, the precise Hallowe'en 
o.r Hogmanay in question. Neverthless, an o.oproa.ch to the 
problem is made, with sufficient caution to render the findings 
useful.
In fact, two angles on the demise of the tradition have 
been tsken. For both of them, the assumption is made that each 
of the recorded traditions was in existence in 1840 (unless
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there is good evidence to believe otherwise, as at Inkerman). Three 
t^ qies of record are- recognised on the basis of their usefulness 
in calculating their demise: about fifty of them are deemed to be 
too vague to warrant consideration; in thirty-one instances, the 
infoimation is enough to urov3.de the grounds for a reasonable 
guess for the year of the play's demise; in thirteen other cases 
the correspondent (and/or other negative evidence) suggests a more 
precise year for the tradition's last performance. (Tlie thirteen 
reports in question are Edinburgh^, Crieff^, Ballater, Peebles^, 
Linton, Stirling^ ", Jeibur^^, unloc. Roxburghshire, Falkirk", 
Prestonpans, Nevrbown St Boswells, and Leven).
The tMrty“>one plays for whose demise can be made a reasonable 
guess' are represented on Graph One; the thirteen more precise 
deaths are shown on Graph Two* It will be noted that their 
intimations are broadly similar; there was a slow decline in 
mld-centui-y, and a sudden acceleration which began about 1080, 
keeping its momentum for about thirby years, in which time the 
destruction of the folk play custom we.s virbually completed. Of 
the three aspects of decline already noted, that of begging seems 
the most relevant to this pattern, for the opprobrium abtached 
to begging seems to have gi*own up afber 1850, and have become a
moral imperative by 1884.
The reasons for this rapid decline need to be estatlished. In
the first place, it must be accepted tha-b the imoorted English
chapbooks, with their alien chazuobers and dialogue, were not 
haiTiifzl agents* There is no comment bo be found to suggest that 
they weakened the Scottish custom, and the evidence of the 
popularity of the Gl'-’sgow 'Peace-Egg*, both with the printers and 
v?ith the boys of Inkezman, is that they were rather a source of 
strength.
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3o
Graph One ; Thirty-one traditions for which the year 
of the last performance can be estimated.
(0
IÏ+0 i'ioo 143.0
Graph Two: Thirteen traditions for which the year 
of the last performance is given or implied.
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.Another, in this case... recommended,Te%scn needs to he dismissed,
The Falkirk'^  ^1825 account relates how the folk-actoi’s /^isit
faiTihouses 'unless denied entrance hy heing told that the OLh SFYLE
is kept % The calendar change of 1752 may indeed have had a
damafging effect on the extent of the reception for the folk play,
hut it is not the instrument for the decline c,1880.
The reasons for the swift d é c l i n e r of the folk play in the
second half of the nineteenth century have to he sought in the
changes in the social, political and economic climate of those
decades, and in particular those that would affect the lives of
those whose families would make up the perfomers and the hulk of
the audience for the folk play*
The changes are plainly evi.dent, for the years 1867-1884
saw the legislative processes that brought about modern Bidtaln,
24and the exchange of the almost feudal society of the mid-century
25for the almost democratic government of the century' s end*
Although the political powers of the 'fc-uda.l* establishment were 
sli^ditly eroded by the Reform Act of 1832 (which was marked in 
Scottish cities with the parade of a folk totem'^ )^, the real impact 
came VTith the Refoim Bills of 1867 and 1834 which, broadly speaking, 
enfranchised the urban and rural working-class resrectively. The 
effect of these two Bills was consolidate! hy législation i?i 1872 
introducing secret ballot, and in 1883 prohihitin.x the use of 
wealth to influence the voter corruptly, Tin the same years, the 
effect of industrialisation on tlie traditional attitudes of 
employer o.nd employee was adknowledged hy a series of '“’r-wl'es 
Union Acts, in the years 1871-76, which lifted the restrictions 
hitherto laid on woi'kmen who wished to negotiate the tpims of 
their employment»
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One of the results of this démocratisation of British society 
v;as a fundamental change in the attitude towards charity . The new 
pride of the working class, their feeling that 'Jack was as good 
as his master*, their new-found dignity that came with the 
responsibility of negotiating their wages an I working conditions, 
all cane to be expressed in a refusal to accept charity' , hiijherbo 
the badge of the helpless* As the prime impulse for the folk play 
tradition was the collecting of money, so it came under the ban of 
begging® The reaction of the democratised householder to the 
tradition was now markedly different; in the Havdck^ 1875 account 
*the first of the five had to be a "ferritsome" lad, 
as he had the doors to open and begin the play* He 
often got a reception as inide as his o m  entrance 
had been [i.e. unannounced.], and had many a time to 
rush out more eagerly than he had darei to enter in*% 
to repeat the Crieff^ 1884 comment, 'performances were mostly 
to grown-ups at home, or to friends of the family, as anything 
like begging wds fro-^ nied upon by his mother* *
Begging was more easily pardoned in the very young, especially 
if the reward was inconsiderable nuts and apples* The Hurlet account 
is representative of the final indigiities of the Galoshan play. 
There, probably about the turn of the century, it was performed 
by six-year olds, in their own houses, with the help of * two 
big girls* to dress them and coech then in their parts. The two 
hundred year tradition was on the brink of collapse, for its 
paîlicipants were now too young to maintain it without thO' 
assistance of their seniors, ’dhen this was not fortlicoming, the 
custom disintegrated, and although some names and rhymes for a 
time remained, each of the troupe now gave solo recitations or
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songs, for the reward of the nuts and apples. In this form is the
Hallowe'en gnising carri.ed on at the present tine, and it is
fortunate that the Hew St evens ton account captures the moment in which
the 'Oaloshans* evolved into the 'Guisers*. Gradually, over the
next twenty or thirty years, the new form of guising replaced the
27old, and the folk play was finishedi
Biggar alone exempted itself from this extinction, an example of 
the exception proving the rule. The folk play died because it had 
come to be seen as an instrum.ent for begging; by tradition, the 
Bigga.r play was performed in order to collect money to buy coal 
for the town's Yule Fire, and thus to gather the common wealth for 
the common good. This was not begging, but a fit pastime for young 
men and boys, and therefore Biggar survived the passage from the 
* feudal * to the ’democratic* society.
This chapter on the modem folk play has tended to certain 
conclusions. The more important of these are that the period of 
the modem play is approximately the two centuries from 1680 to 
1880, and that the corpus preserved a recognisably Scottish flavour 
throughout this period, and particularly before c.1840, English 
chapbooks were influential in the new industrial areas in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, but elsewhere and at other 
tines the custom seems to have survived in oral tradition, thou^i 
apparently always in decay. Of significance was the groiTing 
money-making motive of the players, instrumental in bringing about 
a rapid demise of the custom when Britain moved from ’feudalism’ to 
’democracy’ by Acts of Parliament extending the franchise and the 
rights of the working man to negotiate his wages and conditions of work.
The central purpose in beginning this history of the Scottish 
folk play with the present was to discover some determining
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characteristics of the custom that could he recognised in the 
very different conditions of medieval Scotlond,. Tivo other advantages 
have accrued: the next chapters of this study will advance the folk 
play through centuries for which the evi.dence is often less firm 
and unamhi,guous; the modern phase, as defined and described in 
the fore-going pages, can new remain as a firm landfall for the 
voyage. The second advantage is that the twentieth century 
transformation of the custom, with the total loss of text and 
characters, and only the date, the reward, and the disguise 
remaining, will prepare the reader for other, earlier tronsformations, 
hardly less extreme than the one so clearly documented and in living 
memory.
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■ The opening lines of this fra;iment are, 
Silence, merry gentlemen,
Unto my conscience say,
For my name is Alexander
And 1*11 show yon thrice to tie;
';Te are six of ns all.
Six merry hoys are we,
He come to take a ramhle 
In yonr houses ^or to see,
And some treasures for to ^ûve,
For what you freely give to us 
He freely shall receive.
The next young man that I call in
He glowren of me now, (He is Galatian of renown)
And he shall slay the Admiral 
tel then he*11 take the Crown.
No date is given for the custom, hut most of the examples Tiddy 
collected were taken down about the turn of the century. % e  
Icomh text is given in Tiddy, BXdy:,. p.178.
10
Edmund Gliamhers, (Oxford: University
Press, 1969)» p.60.
11 The Scremerston play is given in Helm, The English Hummers* 
llMj pp.66-67.
12 Tlie furthest-travelled on record is the Tiverton (Devon) 
version of * Alexander and the King of Ffypt *, a copy of ^hich was 
recovered in Philadelphia: Alex Tlelm,
(Ihstock: Guizer, I969), p.29.
13 The. Ghn.uhook Hummers* Pla.vs (see above)
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Smout, pp.242-43,
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The information and quotations used here are from Helm, 
pp.39-45.
Henry Slight, The Arohamlorist and Journal of Antiquarj.a^ 
Science, 1 (September 1841 - Febmay; 1842), • ' 176-*83.
His fraud is only too apparent in the difference between 
the vitality and rhythm of the original, and Slight's flaccid 
translation. For example, the widespread begging-rhyme makes up 
the first four lines of the Falkirk play:
Hi.se up gudewife and shake your feathers!
Dinna think that we are beggars,
V/e are bairns corn'd to play 
And for to seek our hogmanay, 
appears in Slight's version thus :
Rise up, {good wives, shake youcfeathers;
Don't you thinlc that we arc beggars]
He are gentles, come to play,
And seek your English good money*
18
H.J* Preston, H*G. Smith, and 1*8* Smith, 'The Peace Egg 
chapbooks in Scotland: an analytic approach to the study of 
cliapbooks', The Bib 1 iotheck, ed,, Douglas S. Hack, 0, Ho,3 (1976), 
71-90,
Kill, pp.257-30.
20 The 'doctor and cure' episode from the cha.pbook, which 
belongs in Xnkerman, is found instead and at ':he same date, at 
Old Kilpatrick, about seven miles north, across the Hiver Clyde.
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It is temptingly easy to suggest that the 'doctor* moved home, and 
allowed an incomer to take his place,
21 Probably local practice varied, but the time served in the 
custom was rpvemed by competition for the places, A boy might well 
be ten years old before he could be entrusted with the role; soon 
after he would consider himself too old to ally himself with the 
younger boys. The practice in mid-nineteenth century Lancashire 
was for boys to join the custom when they were ten, and leave on 
reaching the age of twelve : Helm, -Huyomer gd_._Pl.ay.s., p.50,,
22 Although the style of guising referred to at this point has 
no obvious connection with the folk play, its kinship is sufficiently 
close to offer a useful parallel,
23 In 1752, Britain adjusted to the Gregorian Calendar by 
omitting September 3rd - 13th, the accumulated deficiency of the 
Julian Calendar being then eleven days. At the some time, England
o.nd Hales made the change that Scotland had made in I6OO, of moving 
the begdmiing of the New Year from 'Harch 25th to January 1st, 'Old 
Style' and * New Style' were the labels consequently attached to the 
dates before and after 31st December 1751.
24 It might be said that the society o:"' the first half of 
the nineteenth centuiy was 'feudol' in the sense that, in the main, 
the employers ovaied the land, and the means of production, 
determined the terms and conditions of work for their employees, 
and took a paternalist attitude (with whatever that might imply) 
towards their workmen and their families. Likewise, in the r^ider 
political sphere, power was in the hands of the monarchy and
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aristocracy, or purchased*
This surviving feudalism has been well noted* Peter Nichols, 
the playwright, believes (like Katthew Arnold fl, c*1860-1880) in 
the democracy of travel, and approvingly quotes the poet's welcome 
to the railway for the reason that it would bring about the end of 
feudalism (Peter Nichols, The Freeway (1974)» Foreword)* Arnold's 
hope was, however, vain: 'The close of Oueen Victoria's reign and the 
end of the centurjr saw the so-called 'feudal* society of the country­
side still in being': George Macaulay Trevelyan, English Social 
History/ (london: Longmans, 1978)» p.511*
25 For example, women had not yet been given the vote*
26 King, originally Saint, Crispin, the head of the Coritoain^r^’ 
Guild, occasionally paraded the streets, as a sign of popular 
rejoicing* In Aberdeen 'an at'kempt to abolish the custom in the 
year 1785 occasioned much rioting, and se'veral persons Yrere 
incarcerated . * • * on the 8'bh of August, 1832, it was revived 
to celebrate the passing of the Reform Act'; F, I'arian McNeill,
The Silver Bough, (Glasg'ow: MacLellan, I96I) III, 1^1 (quoting
Joseph Robertson, T,hu Bonk., of. Bon Accq,rd). In Glasgow, 'the
last King Crispin pageant occurred at the passing of ttie Refom 
Bill, and attracted great attention, King G:rispin being splendidly 
arrayed in royal robes', (Andrew KacGeorge, Old Glasg-ow: The Place 
.a2id._it.s People (Glasgow; Blackie, 1888), p*210.
27 In some places, the folk play term has been preserved as 
the name for the modern custom. At the present time, the children 
of Port Glasgow (N35274) know Hallowe'en guising as 'doin yer 
Gloshens', and the same term is known in Greenock and Barrhead*
I am told by the actor Robert ^rotter that g,1955 the guisers in 
Dumbarton (NG4075) were known as 'Gloshins*. An infoima.nt in 
Gaitocham (NS4286) reports that 'Galoshans* was the title of the 
boys in all kinds of old clothing, who went guising with cabbage 
stalks; this village is in the area of unloc. Strathendrick (q.v..) 
Also:
'The work "Galoshan" itself means nothing to most Scots 
people* Here and there it is preserved, as in the /^illage 
of Law, in Lanarkshire (and not in neighbouring towns or 
liages) in the form of a Hallowe'en greeting, "Hill 
you help the Galoshans?", or, "It's the Goloshens*
Plea.se for vdr Hallowe'en". '(A.L. Taylor: 'Galatia.ns, 
Goloshan, and the Inlce.man Pace-Hggers', Saltire Review*
5, No*l6 (Autumn 1958), 42.
Braidwood, recalling M s  experience as a guiser in the 1920s, 
referre I to himself as a 'Galoshie', and remembers the boys asking, 
'Please heln the Gal o shies' ( source a.s for Hu riot ).
CHAPTER THREE
The Origins of the Folk PIav in 5c.QtIand
1. The Lessons of thaJlap
In the first chapter the point was made that the political 
and social history of Britain dictated that the folk play in 
Scotland must he either a post-1707 importation, or the modem 
version of a practice known in much of Britain hy the end of 
the thirteenth century. In the second chapter, textual evidence 
was adduced to show that the modern folk play text was in existence 
by the end of the seventeenth century, and the record of Falkirk^ 
in 1701 was, interpreted as the first notice of the folk play in 
performance. On these grounds it follows that the search for the 
origin of the play must be made in the years before 1707» and 
therefore also before 1296, the year that saw the beginning of 
two hundred or more years of separation and hostility between 
Scotland and England.
To that end, this chapter begins with a survey of the history 
of Scotland, or at least that pa.rt of it that belongs to the folk 
play. The matter of the geography of the play is of the greatest 
importance, but before studying the map of Scotland, it is useful 
to begin by viewing the Scottish folk drama in the context of the 
British Islesi In this task. Maps One and Two (reprinted from 
English Ritual Drama ) are invaluable. They reveal.two important 
facts: firstly that the custom exists only in English-speaking 
areas, in England, Lowland Scotland, Ulster (planted with
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TiAP ONE
Folk Play Locations in Britain
(reprinted from English Ritual Orama, ed. Cawte, Helm & 
Peacock (1967), p.32)
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MAP Two
Folk Play locations in Ireland
(reprinted from English Ritual Orama, ed. Cawte, Helm 
& Peacock, p.34)
English and English-speaking Scots in the seventeenth century),
in the Pales of Dublin and the south-east of Ireland, and in
anglicised South Hales; secondly, that the custom is by no means
uniform, even in England, for south-east England, East Anglia and
north-west England have little or no record of the play. It should
be added that the custom is also riven with differences of style
and sea,son, and that these differences are generally thought to
2be derived from early medieval patterns of settlement. From 
this larger context, therefore, it 7d.ll be presumed that the 
distribution of the play in Scotland will be influenced by (i) 
the introduction of the English language, and (ii) early medieval 
population shifts.
The preparation of a *folk-play* map of Scotland first
required the gathering of, as fai‘ as was possible, a comprehensive
list of the records of Scottish folk pla.y, and a substantial period
of research was devoted to this end. The starting-point was the
list given by CaTrbe et al., the first a.nd only such index, which
3listed for Sootlaud 27 locations and 8 unlocated plays; A 
lengthy search in printed records and personal memories, and 
access to private and archive collections, have made possible the 
enlargement of the Scottish corpus. Although examination showed 
that two of the originally-listed locations Tj-ere erroneous^ it 
vras still possible to increase the locations from 25 to 
approximately 70» a.iid for the unlocated plays to be augmented 
from 8 to 26, The play locations are shoTvn on Maps Three and 
Four.
The locations and the unlocated plays are obviously the 
best information on the extent of the custom, but tvro lesser 
sources of knowledge should not be ignored. The first of these, 
the places where the word 'galoshans* has apparently surMved the
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denisG of the drama, mostly found in the valley and estuaiy,'' of the 
Clyde, have already been listed^ Tpg second comes from the opinions
given by collectors of the folk play on the extent of the practice.
To begin in the south of Scotland, the custom was 'in full force* 
in Roxburghshire (unloc. MacRitchie) and 'most popular' in 
Teviotdale (unloc. Teviotdale). The countryside surrounding 
Abbotsford House, c.1825, could provide seventy performers, and 
an estimate of three or four hundred in the neighbourhood. The 
Bowden account of 1815 regarded the custom as widespread in 'the 
Southern Counties of Scotland', preferring this phrase to the 
'Lowlands' of the manuscript's title. Robert Chambers (see 
unloc. Chambers) stated that the drama, wholly or in part, 'exists 
in everj? pa.rt of lowland Scotland'. The unloc. East lothian 
account includes the comment that the play was 'universally in 
fasliion among the peasantiy of East Lothian in the writer's 
early days* (c.l860), and was 'still very common* at the time 
of writing (1896).
Only two such comments apply to the west of Scotland; the 
Clarebrand account, presumably speaking of the Kirkcudbri^t,
Calloway region at the beginning of this century, states that 
'Hallowe'en's dramatic performance was almost universal'; the 
Glasgow^ (1878) account says that the play 'was acted throughout 
.....Glasgow'.
Further north, the author of the unloc. Stirlingshire account, 
writing with some care about the Stirlingshire of 1880, claimed 
the play 'in the villages at least of the county*. Unloc, Angus 
(1888), referring to 1830, describes the play as being 'said, sung, 
and acted ... in R'orfarshire and the eastern counties of Scotland*.
The manning of the Scottish folk play has been a most revealing 
process in this research, and the distribution map is to bear the 
weight of some crucial interpretation. It is therefore important
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that tills map is accepted as a reliable and meaningful chart, and not 
merely the record of some; random’ relics; of a tradition*
On three points, the map can command respect. The number of 
locations are, as has already been said, the product of lengthy 
and extensive research* Moreover, the 'negative* areas; of the map 
are no less compelling than the 'positive', for the blanlc spaces 
have been assailed through scores of regional histories, local 
reminiscences and vrarks of folklore. These authorities have 
declared against the folk play with such conviction that the 
researcher can have confidence in excluding such areas from 
consideration^
The tliird point concerns the continuity of research. The
1
skeleton of a distribution pattern observed in the first mapning 
was systematically fleshed out during the period of research, 
implying that it was indeed the real pattern, and would be revealed
in more or less detail according to the amount of available data.
7In fact the new locations produced by current research continue 
to augment the distribution pattern already recognised, and I would 
predict this state of affairs to continue.
No use is made in this argument of the collectors' general 
ascriptions, most of which enthusiastically^ apportion the custom 
to areas large and small. It is clear that the writers shared a 
conviction that the practice was widespread and vi.f:nrous, but 
their opinions on its distribution are never justified by 
acceptable evidence. It is very natural to magnify the importance 
of one's recollection by extending its territory (and its antiquity), 
or by exaggerating the imminence of its demise. This is not to deny 
the good faith of any one of the correspondents, whose opinions are, 
as it happens, for the most part, borne out by the map. More 
serious consideration, however, is given to those who confined
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themselves to their own immediate neighbourhoods (e.g. Abbotsford
b'House, unloc. Teviotdale, and Glnsgow ), 3uoh comments on the 
popularity of the custom of^er confirmation for what is readily 
susnected, that the locations map shadows forth an earlier and 
greater density of observances; in this instance the folklorist, 
like an archaeologist, can see a larger picture of the past in 
the shadows thrown by relics at the sunset of a tradition.
To assist the interpretation of the play's distribution, 
certain geographical features have been added to Map Five. The 
play locations in the adjoining areas of northern England and 
Northern Ireland have been added as reminders of the larger context 
of the custom. The 600* contour usefully excludes the sparsely- 
inliabited uplands from further consideration. Two other internal 
boundaries require some comment. The Highland Line^ is the 
frontier between the English and G-aelic-speakinr; areas of 
Scotland, and in view of the assumption that the folk play is 
related to the English-speaking areas of the British Isles, it 
might have been expected that this boundary would have served 
for both language and play. This is clearly not the case, 
Cuidously, it is in fact rather the Highland Boundary Fault 
Line (which in geological teims demarcates the - highlands and 
Lowlands) that provides the frontier that its demographic brother 
denies.
The curiosity of this geological frontier, and the apparently 
ran lorn distribution of the folk play in the south a.nd south-east 
of Scotland, are therefore the two problems posed by the mapping 
of the custom, ^he answers to these problems are to be found in 
the history of pre-1300 Scotland, particularly in the population 
movements before this date. At the same time, the opportunity is
57
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taken to notice cult and ritual observance that relates to the 
central action (of death and resurrection) in the modem folk play.
2* .of. .UQjylanl-SqojJ'ansl
The Gelta''°
The Celts in Europe stretched in a band, from Asia Minor
(Galatia) through iGjpeeoe, Northern Italy, France anji Spain to the
British Isles, in fact, through most of the lands th^t in the
nineteenth century possessed the résurrection drama. Unfortunately
for the clarity of this parallel, the relationship between the folk
play and Celtic influence in Britain is at best ambiguous.
3^0 waves of Celtic migration before the fouith century B.C.
brought the Goidelio Celt (the originators of Irish, Scottish and
Manx Gaelic), and the Brythonio (speakers of the Gallic spoken in
Gaul before A.D. 600, and now only in Wales and Brittany). The
Celts in Britain were Brythonio, and as the. later waves of Teutonic
immigrants pushed wes-Wards, they were squeezed into three western
extremities, Corhwall, Wales, and mid-north-west Britain .(.present-
day Cumbria snd Strathclyde). Further pressure caused these
northern Britons to migrate to their southern refuge in Wales®
It is becoming increasingly evident that Celtic practices in
the Teutonic areas were by no means extinguished by the change
in political control, and that settlements retained their identity
Ii
throughout the medieval period and beyond » > Neyerbheless, it is 
difficult to determine, at least in the fl@M of folk drama, what 
was properly Celtic from ^ a t  was of their fcjuccessore* In modem 
times, Wales presents no record of a ocmbatg death end resurrection 
drama that canndt be explained by
Yet the Welsh mythology oontaiha alluéibnè to the themey' which: ' '
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presumably date from very early times* Oavenlish has recently
investigated the motifs of the Arthurian cycle, drawing attention
to the vegetation and climatic dramas of Welsh legend. For example,
the stoiq/ of Culhwch and Olwen, in the Mabinogion (circulating
c, A.b, 1100, known in park A.D, 800), conceals the nature mybh of
Olwen (the Earth or Spring Maiden) and her father Ysbadadden, the
12stone giant (of Winter), who must die when his dau^ter marries*
M^ uch the same myth pervades the story of Creiddylad, the most
majestic maiden in the British Isles, She eloped with Gwj'i^ hyr
son of Greidiawl (=Victor, son of Scorching - a simmer king),
but while still a virgin was abductel to the north by Gwynn
son of Nudd (the winter king). By negotiation, it was agreed 
that the two warriors would fight for her every succeeding May 
15
The beheading game, probably most familiar in the *Gawain
and the Green Knight' version, came from Celtic legend. In its-
north-west England form it could have been a Brythonio relic,
though the oldest surviving version is an Irish story, 'Brioxfu'j'
Feast*, in vrhich Ouchulain beheads the giant, but is repaid with
14a gentle axe-blow, blunt side dovTnwards, From whichever region, 
this is a product of a Celtic combat, death and resurrection drama. 
Resurrection was also the gift of the Welsh god Bran, who reanimated 
fallen warriors by placing them in his cauldron^^
Clearly, at an early stage, the Brythonio Celts had anthropo- 
morphised the struggle of winter and summer for the earth, and had 
agreed on a ritual date. May Day, for the combat. At least one 
technique for resurrection was known to them. It is clear, too, 
that by the early Middle Ages these motifs were the stuff of 
story-making, I share Roberbson—Smith's view that myth is a 
literacy version of ritual acts,^ ant speculate that the ' 'elsh
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romances imply that Celtic vegetation drama once existed, but that 
their society lacked the requirements for its preservation* Therefore 
although there is a totally negative correlation between the folk 
play and the Britons (in Hales and in the Strathclyde area of 
Scotland), the possibility that the mytholog^r of the Br r^thonio 
Celts influenced the culture of non-Helsh Britain should not be 
discounted*
The Romans
The boundary of the Roman Empire ttps, from A.D. 142 to A.D, 200,
extended northwards from Hadrian's Wall to the Antonine Hall, dra.wn
across Britain ât its narrowest point, between the estuaries of the
rivers Forth and Clyde*
The high status of Latin in the last two thousand years has
tended to magtii:£V the cultural importance of the city of Rome, both
in the Middle Ages and in the modem period* For example, Bernheiraer,
in his discussion of folk drama, writes:
the widespread distixlbution of these idtuals - over
the Balkans, Greece, Asia Minor, North Africa, Gaul,
and Southern Germany - is a key to their origin and
age, for it cannot be a matter of chance that their
geographic dispersion should coincide as it does vith
17the limits of the Roman Ihipire •
It is in Scotland with the Romans as vrith the Celts: although 
a connection seems apparent, there is in fact no useful correlation 
in northern Britain between the Roman territory and the folk play* 
Knoiwlng the Roman use of auxiliaries to man the imperial frontiers, 
the most that could be e^rpected from the Roman presence vrould be 
the mingling of continental traditions mth the Bry^thonic, but 
even this adnixture could only suivive in areas of dense 
occupation in Roman times, vrith some continuity into the Middle
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Ages, Neither of these conditions is satisfied hy the Scottish
situation.
The Goidelic Celts
The Celtic migratory wave, eastwards from Ireland in the fifth
and sixth centuries, moved first into Calloway, and into Stratheam
18
and Menteith in A,D. 768. These "Irish G a e l s o r  "Scots’, 
grew steadily in influence, allied with the Brythonio Celts of the 
north c, 86O, captured Edinburgh c# 96O, and the rest of Lothian 
by 1018.
Gaelic became the dominant language of Southern Scotland, and 
by 1100 was probably in general use everywhere except the lothian 
(i.e. between the Forth vrncir, Tweed)* The supremacy of Gaelic 
was encouraged by the immigration of the Irish and Hebridean 
Norse, who colonised Galloway and Garrick,
The Goidelic Celts share of seasonal drama has already been 
broached with the mention of Ouchulain* A much closer parallel 
\7ith the "Galoshan" scenario is f^ven by 'lood-Hartin in this 
description of an Irish wake-game;
...the actors entered, wearing masks, and fantastically 
attired, carrjring long poles !'or spears, plaited straw 
on the arnns, to represent shields, and "^ ent through 
the form of building a forb,., ,'Vhiist thus engaged, 
a new set of actors, also masked and armed, representing 
their enemies, appeared, ate a general figlit,, *,, * to 
save further bloodshed, it was proposed that a single 
combat should be arranged between the leaders of the 
hostile forces* After a well-sustained fight one 
combatant fell, as if mortally wounded, and was 
immediately surrounded by kronen in cloal^s*, *who 
keened over the fallen warrior. ..*It vra.s then suggested
6 2
that the prostrate man was not dead, and an herh-doctor,»
was led in, and. went through sundry stro-nge incantations.
The fallen man then came to life, and was carried off hy
19his comrades with shouts of triumph.
The rare and crucial resurrection motif is most plain in this
combat drama, observed in the Ireland of the nineteenth century.
So unlike is it to the "Galoshan* folk drama of the ss,me country,
it might well be construed to be an unrelated Goidelic antecedent*
Any further speculation is obstructed by the absence of any such
performance in the Goidelic parts of Scotland, Indeed, the only
to come to my notice is the dramatic jig * Gal 11 each an Dudain*
( "The old Woman of the Mill-dust " ) in which the two dancers,
disguised as an old man and an old, hag-like woman, mime a combat
as they dance. The woman is killed by a thiust, and the man
laments over her body* He discovers that he can resurrect her by
touching parts of her body, and he does so, laughing uproariously,
until the two are happily reunited. The man is said to have a
"dmidic" or "magic" wand in his right hand, and it is interesting
that the same instrument "kills" and "revives"» This dance was
only recorded in the Outer Hebrides (N. and S» Hist, Benbeoula
and perhaps Eriskey), and despite its striking nature, not noted
until 1900, although the accompanying tune was known in the raid-’
20ei^teenth centuiy, ,
Although these two sightings suggest, that the combat/ 
resurrection motif was known to the Scottish Gael, the isolated 
'ami'rare jig is' so far removed from the "GaloHhan^ ai*ea'that no 
connection between the two customs can be made, /mid the-'case: for 
a Gaelic origin for .the'folk; play in'-.Scbtlaml cannot he suitMned# 
Moreover 'it is inconceivable that the Teutonic lowlands of 
Scotland could host a Gaelic custom, for fro® *;he Middle Ages 
into modem times relations between the two peoples has varied
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■between hostility and indifference, John of Pordun, a chronicler
from Aberdeen, was the first to identify the cultural schism,
Writing in 1580, he noted that 'Teutonic,,,is the language of the
21seaboard and the plains'* r King James I and VI regarded the Gaels
as sli^tly subhuman, and attempted, without success, to colonise
22parts of the Highlands with Lowlanders, . The Scottish historian
and patriot Andrew Fletcher noted that even 'at the end of the
seventeenth century, the Highlands of Scotland were foreign country,
25not merely to Englishmen but to Lowland Soots as well', , The cult 
of the romantic ÎHLghlands came in with Sir Walter Scott and Queen 
Victoria, but an Aberdonian of the same century could reminisce on 
the traditional attitude to the Hi glanders in the following terms;
The city of Aberdeen and more than three-fourths of the 
country have been for some centuries devoid of Celtic 
character. Indeed, there are few districts in which 
the feeling of antagonism of race has been kept up
more strongly, or at least used to be some years ago,
24than the Lowlands of Aberdeen•
In its last phase, the folk play was an.instrument of popular 
lowland culture, and as such occasionally included remarks abusing 
Highland manners,^
The Norsemen
In the Viking onset on Britain, the Hanes are knownjbo have
settled in the Dumfries area, and to "have raided in Lothian^".
Their incursion.into north-east Scotland is not precisely understood,
though the current belief is that there was some settlement on the
27coastal plain, and in the river valleys.
Evidence of medieval Danish cult has been gathered by Davidson, 
There was a horse cult in connection with Preyr, and she quotes
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Saxo Grammaticus to show that some Form of ritual drama was 
practisedf^ The Balder myth is generally recognised to he a
nature regeneration story^^ (which may have had antecedent drama),
and she also notes the incidence of hrother-kings who fought one
30
another for bhe kingdom, .■
The tradition of sword-dancing is believed by some to be an
ancestor of the folk play. The two types of sword dancing known
in Northumbi*ia, the 'long sword* of Yorkshire and the 'rapper* of
the Tees-Tweed area, have been thought to be Danish and Scandinavian
51respectively, introduced by medieval immigration * . Alford is one
of ma-njr vrriters to refute this notion by pointing out that the
practice is unlcnoim in modern Denmark and Scandinavia, though
3?
recorded elsewhere in Europe,^.
The Norse ruled Shetland until the fifteenth century, at which
time the islands came to the Scottish crovni and were settled by
33people mostly from Angus and Fife, Sïietland-guising is'markedly 
different from mainland forms, but it is hardly possible to 
distinguish the Morse from the medieval Lowland influences'^ '^
The Morthumbrians
The story of Morthumbria, and the introduction on a major 
scale of Teutonic language (a determinant '"or the folk pls.y) 
into Scotland, deseir/es a brief sumraaiy.
The kingdom of Morthumbria enlarged its northern territory 
in the seventh century, taking in the Lothian, until halted at 
Dunnichen (Angus) in 711*' Thereafter the boundary between the 
Morthumbrians and the Plots was either the Ponbh, the Gari'on 
(nordb of Falkirk), or the Pentland Hills^. There was a 
perceptible Northumbrian influence on the southern shores of 
Fife, and a movement westwards through Clydesdale, culminating 
in the annexation of Kyle in 752^ "^  In the south-west, the
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northern shores of the Solway may have come under Anglian influence
58in the mid-seventh century* The northern, 'Scottish* half of 
Northuiahria was taken hy the Scots between 960 and 1018,
The intensity of Northumbrian settlement is hard to assess, 
but may have been strong only in East lothian and the Tweed valley* 
Of the placenames recorded in the other Lothians in the T'iddle 
Ages, in the Test Lothian 70^ ,^ in the Mid-Iothian 55^, are British,
39
indicating a weakening of Northumbrian influence to the westward*
The Northumbrian influence did not end with the collapse of
the southern kingdom: in 1068 members of the Northumbrian
aristocracy fled into the Scot s-oontrolled Lothian in the face
of Tilliam's advance, though the records give no indication of the
strength of their followingi^ Edgar's royal writs, however,
continued to be addressed to his subjects 'Scots and English',
and one of these, o, 1100, is attested by the names of witnesses.
These men all have ilnglian, Northumbrian or Cimbrian names,
indicating a continuing line of Anglian overlordship in the lothian,
and the possibility is that Edgar allowed Anglian immigration into
41this area to continue* .
The salient features of the Anglian invasions, -with hatching 
to indicate areas of dense and continuous settlement, are shown 
on Map Six, '^Nie map tests the theory that the play is to be 
associated with the peoples of Northumbria: it vdll be seen that 
the correlation between the two is excellent for Lothian and 
Kyle, dubious for Fife, and totally negative for Galloway, 
Strathclyde, and the regions north of the Forth, The conclusion 
must be that the evidence goes a very long way in supporting a 
theo.r;^'’ that the custom was introduced into Scotland by the 
Northumbrians. Particularly favourable is the intensity of play 
location in the Borders and Lothian,and the connection with Kyle
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and the southern, shores of Rife. There rerna.ih, nevertheless, isolated 
locations and groups of plays ivhioh cannot he related to the 
Northumhrian Kingdom, in parbicular the group in Galloway, and it 
is clear that there are other factors bearing on the distribution 
of the folk play that remain to be revealed,
423* Feudalisation
This search for a pre-thirteenth century origin for the folk 
play has so far moved forward through fifteen hundred years without 
success, from the Celts of the Fourth century BG to the con­
solidation of the Lothian by the Scottish King throughout the 
eleventh century* Only two hundred years remain as a proving- 
ground for this thesis, two centuries that witnessed the last major 
cultural change to take place in Scotland* The event in question 
was the feudalising of Lowland Scotland, and if this process 
altered the face of Scotland with its flurry of motte and castle 
building (see below), very much more profound v:ere the changes it 
brought in language, culture, and the framework of society*
Feudalism is at first sight an extremely promising area of 
enquiry, for three reasons. In the first place, it fits into the 
1100'-1500 period with remarkable accuracy;
feudalisation may be said to have lasted for almost 
exactly two hundred years, from 1094 or 1097 $ * • 
to 1296 when . , . *a general war between England 
and Scotland* broke out, one of whose consequences 
was to make English settlement in Scotland . * * 
almost impossible for over three hundred years!^
Moreover, as the quotation states, feudalisation was only ended by 
the severing of sympathetic links between the two kingdoms, and the
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■beginning of the cultural rift on which this thesis of medieval 
origin is ha.sed.
Secondly, * An gl o-Mo ima.n settlement greatly reinforced the Middle 
English elements in Scots speech and c u l t u r e a n d  this extension 
of English is clearly of importance in the investigation of a 
custom already noted to require the language as a determinant*
The third reason is that the preceding chapter recognised 
that the modern version of the folk play declined at the same 
time as the 'feudalism* of nineteenth-century Britain, It would 
he of considerable interest to discover that the society that 
had given the custom life-support had also nourished its birth.
The story of feudalisation is, as might be expected, not 
fully knownt in Professor Barrow's words, the 'evidence is
/I K
variable in quality and will never seen sufficient in quantity'/
V/hat will be found here is only a selection from tha.t evidence,
and one is therefore well aware of the risk of distortion,
NevGîTtheless, the following argument is pursued in the belief that
the evidence is sound enough to warrant the conclusions.
The purpose of the exercise was to modernise Scotland on
the European model, introduced into England and ’tales by the
Normans* The Scottish Kings therefore brought in younger sons
from landed families in England, Brittany, and north-west "^ rance,
men reared in feudal society with little hope of iTilieritance at 
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home. To operate their fiefs, these new feudatories brought with 
them tenantry to work on the estates, sez-^ /ants for their strong­
holds, and tradesmen and artificers for the needs and skills 
of the castles and burghs, little is known of the identity 
or strength of these underlings, but the assumption is that 
they came in strength, for the new society demanded new skills, 
and the new rulers, planted in an alien land, needed people they
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understood, and trusted to support and defend them* A large
household, for one of high ranlt, could number half a hundred!'^
farm-servants and tradesmen, and the families of all these,
might bring the total into three figures. The size of this working
population is important, for a popular custom, in this case the
folk play, required a substantial population for its support*
The cultural heritage that these people brought is also
important, and therefore their geogrs.phical end ethnic roots are
of interest. The feudatories are Anglo-Norman, French, Flemish
and Breton (with some later Scots); where the greater immigrant
population is concerned, it might be presumed that the larger
number travelled overland from England, and the English estates
of these feudatories (whatever their 'nationality') were mostly
in Cumbria, Yorkshire, Shropshire and Somerset, Greater than
these, however, was the Honour of Huntingdon, which hod come to
the Scottish crown by marriage in 1114, and remained under its
sway until 1286:
It is of course a commonplace of Scottish history that
the Honour of Huntingdon, with estates scattered across
ten or eleven counties, though concentrated chiefly in
the shires of Huntingdon, Cambridge, Bedford and Northampton,
formed the main catcliraent area from which the stream of
feudal entrepreneurs flowed into Scotland!^
Huntingdon is important here, and its significance in another aspect
will recall it to attention in the following chapter*
For a summary of the colonization of Scotland in this period,
it is easiest to turn again to Professor Ba,rrow:
Surviving record shows incomers from the south in 
almost every parish of southern Scotland exoeut in
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Galloway and Garrick, while north of the Forth there was
fairly intensive settlement in Rife, Gowrie, Angus, and
Meams, the Aberdeenshire districts of Garioch and
Pormartine and across most of the lowland country between
49the Spey and the Beauly river,
This summary is a fair commentary on a map which I arrived 
at by noting those feudal centres of seeming importance, established 
before 1265, a year which marks the hi^ water mark of the tide of 
immigration, and a time when the most desirable land had been 
granted (these fiefs are listed in Appendix Two). These feudal 
centres (and the locations of the modem folk play) are given 
in Map Seven, and it will be perceived that for the second time 
there is correlation between an historical event and the pattern 
of the custom. This correspondence, moreover, is consolidated by 
a more detailed examination of the fief and play relationship, and 
this is now undergone, looking at the separate regions of Scotland, 
beginning in the south.
The Borders
'The Borders' is the modern name for an area that mi^t be 
more properly described here as Tweedale, Teviotdale and the 
Merse. The distinction of this region is that it is dense in 
folk play, intensive in Anglo-Norman settlement, and strongly 
Northumbrian in character. The latter two are probably related, 
for Barrow infers that 'feudal settlers in that (south-east) 
corner of Scotland could more easily be fitted into existing 
settlements'^^ and Duncan suggests that the king was able to
translate the Anglian landholdings into the new style of tenure
S1without having to introduce a new feudatory. Another indicate 
of the security of the social order comes with the presence of
Scottish
F-.efs
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religious houses, wealthy and relatively unprotected institutions: 
in à twenty mile triangle of the Tweed and lower Teviot, on the 
southern boundary of the kingdom, were four monasteries and two 
nunneries, all founded before ll65*
The evidence of this area indicates that the folk play in 
Scotland has survived most strongly where post-Northumbrian 
society has been overlaid by feudalisationV
South-west Scotland (Galloway, Garrick, jlnhanddlA' and Nithsdale)
■Map Ei^t shows three differing areas. The western area is 
the simplest to describe, for west Galloway and Garrick had little 
or no feudalism and furnish no evidence of the folk play* The 
central area shows both fief and play, and so aligns itself on 
the side of the theory, that relates the play to a feudal society. 
The eastern area, where there is fief but no play, offers more 
resistance*
An interesting solution to the apparent disparity is offered 
by a small excursion into the history of the area. In 1174j, a 
rebellion led by Uhtred and Gilbert, the lords of Galloway, brou^t 
about the destruction of the king's castles, and the death of all 
the English and French in the area, in other words, an abrupt 
revei'sal of the feudalising process* Such, at least, was the 
report made by Roger Howden, Henry II's ambassador, although 
modem historians have accused him of exagge.rating the seriousness 
‘ of the revolt. The first independent verification of Howden*s 
report came with the discovery of fire damage iîi an archaeological 
y e%oat%tion at the Motte at tJrr# A eeqond vindtoatippt might be 
granted by this absence of folk play in Nithsdale, Annandale add 
the dales further east, for Professor Duncan mT^tes: that later 
events in Galloway *may most plausibly be 0.%g)3:ained by Henry II*s
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As for the knot of plays and fiefs in central Galloway,, their 
presence is explained hy the fact that these fiefs were all 
established in the decade following the rebellion by the restoration 
of Htenry II*s power in the area, and his precarious agi'eements with 
later lords of Galloway, one of whom (Roland) brought ir) feudatories 
from English Ourabria in the 118%
This explanation of the Galloway problem is broad and simple@ 
but leaves some unresolved problems* The chief of these is the 
position of the fiefs in the Dales* It is welI-3mown that the 
Annandale fiefs continued after the rebellion, and the same may 
be true for ifTithsdale and the others^ , and the question remains 
why one set of fiefs could produce the folk play and not another'»' 
Moreover, Galloway remained Gaelic-speaking into the fourteenth 
century, and it.hss been established that the English language 
is a determinant for the play*. It is likely that the answer to 
these problems lies in the quantity, of English speakers in the 
region*' If the lords of Galloway were, buccessfhl:,in expelling 
the majority of the Anglo-Normans, without imperilling the 
existence of the Dales* fiefs, then they may have removed the 
necessary population base for the custom* ‘The Cumbrian English 
immigration into central Galloway, however^ alert to the dangers 
of insmj^otion, may have been accompanied in strength* Some 
proof of this might be seen in the number of mottes in the areaj^, 
and in the presence of a medieval- town in 1220 in the vicinity 
' % of ITrr motte* We mi^t therefore^donaider the. situation of an 
island of English-speaking peoples within Galloway, nouîishing 
a non-Gaelic, custom, but sensitive to the cultural climate'*
In the later discussion on thé ^season^ éf it will ,
be noted that only in 'old* Galloway whs the play performed at
7 5
the Celtic festival of Hallowe'en*
Finally, in this discussion of Calloway, it should be noted 
that Honiaive is an isolate between the 'play* and 'non-play* areas. 
It is also an isolate in another sense, for its text includes the 
word 'Galoshans*, which a later passage will show not to be a 
Calloway term* The possibility that this tradition is a late 
importation should therefore be entertained*
Strathclyde
Three distinct areas require comment* The most valuable, for 
the theory now being advanced, is the group of play and fiefs 
around Biggar, in Upper Clydesdale, where there is the closest 
congruence between a cluster of five Flemish fiefs and Scotland's 
most enduring tradition* To the west lie the Ayrshire districts 
of Kyle and Cunningham, and to the north, the Glasgow conurbation* 
Kyle was, as has been said, a part of the Northumbrian kingdom, 
and the évidence of the Borders is that this, with the extensive 
feudalisation of the area, should produce folk play in some 
quantity. The coastal folk play of Kyle might well be so ascribed, 
for there was infeftment of a kind similar to that of the Biggar 
variety. The folk play customs in the Kyle uplands, however, 
are in the coal-mining villages, and introduce the problem of 
eighteenth and nineteenth century population shifts of Lowland 
workers, and their ability to transfer local cultures over large 
distances. The poet Robert Bums, an early folklorist, who spent 
his youth only a few miles from the northern trio of folk play 
locations, failed to include the custom in his catalogue of 
’Hallowe'en* folk customs in his poem of that t i t l e .
Further north. In the Glasgow region^ the problem is more 
acute, with the vast sprawl of urbanisation and influx of 
population swamping the character of the medieval fiefs* The
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custom as recorded at Helensburgh has some of the 'archaic* features
of the Scottish play, but the new town was laid out as recently as
1776, and it grew as a dormitory suburb for Glasgow in the nineteenth
century* The story of Inkerman, as told in the last chapter, must
serve here as an example of the rapidity of change in the
industrialized society* ;
The Lothian i
In Mid- and West-Lothian there is a fair correlation between
fief and play, although here too the urbanisation of the modem
period forbids too Olear-cut a conclusion* The situation in East
Lothian is more interesting, for here is an 'Anglian* district,
with some record of infeftment, yet in its eastern coastal area
remarkably barren of the folk play.
The explanation here requires the introduction of a new factor,
the distinction between the jurisdiction of the king and the earls
of Scotland* In the words of Professor Barrow:
It was at the highest levels of society and in certain
aspects of royal government that preservation and
continuity were most sharply contrasted with the
English experience* The earldoms survived intact,
Five of them, admittedly, were by 1286 in the hands
of families of continental origin c. * * But the
remainder, Caithness, Ross, Mar, Athol 1, St rathe am,
Lennox, Fife, and Dunbar, were still possessed by 
native comital dynasties* ,
It is not possible to be precise on the facet of societal
organisation that differentiated the monarchic and comital systems
and, presumably with other effects, permitted or forbade the
folk play custom, but with remarkable consistency it will be
noted that the earldom was inhospitable ground for the tradition*
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At its simplest, the reason may be that the earls carried out 
their own brand of feudalisation, and in doing so merely changed 
the ground rules for their client landlords, who had less need 
to import foreigners for support and defence, and no cause to disrupt 
the local culture* For whatever reason, the East Lothian con­
tribution is to posit that the earldom is an inhibition' for the 
folk play, even when the Northumbrian and feudal factors are 
present, as they are in Dunbar (see Map Nine)* '
Fife
Map Seven shows folk play on the south shore and in the 
industrial areas north of the Forth estuary, and fiefs in the east* 
The presence of the plays on the south shore could be the result 
of the Anglian influence at the time of the kingdom of Northumbria, 
augmented, as in the Borders, by later infeftment. The absence of Ibe 
play elsewhere in Fife, even where there were fiefs, must be 
explained by the fact that Fife was an earldom, that feudalisation 
there was oarried out by the earls, and that the political flavour 
of the old 'kingdom* was unchanged in these two centuries*
Lmmoz*.
Apart from Henteith, which was in the hands of the Stewarts, 
these earldoms remained intact, and so fall into the pattern 
predicted by Dunbar in East Lothian* The Lennox, north of Glasgow 
and the Clyde estuary, 'remained free of Anglo-Norman incomers 
and it may be presumed that the plays in the industrialised Vale 
of Leven, and in Helensburgh, are nineteenth-century importations* 
Infeftment in Menteith was limited to a few places in the southr^est 
of the area, and in the absence of precise information, these mi^t 
be associated with reports of the tradition in the villages of 
Stirlingshire (unloc, Stirlings,)* Stratheam was moderately
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affieoted by immigration* I have been able to note two feudatories,
and trace two of the fiefs; both are within seven miles of Crieff, the
only location for the folk play between Stirling (20 miles) and
Arbroath (50 miles)* Atholl has no folk play and was not feudalised
(the charters of the Earls of Atholl were attested by AthoIlmen
of Celtic name and origin)* While it is therefore possible to make
!
out a case for Crieff as a feudal centre, it must be recalled that 
the town was completely destroyed in 1716 by the Jacobites, and 
not restored until after 1751# l!he town was an industrial centre 
in the eighteenth century, and a spa in the. nineteenth; the break 
in continuity and the immigration this history reveals combine to 
persuade me that Crieff is not a feudal survivor*
Dee Valley
The dominant factor in the discussion of this large area is 
the increasing Celtic or Gaelic influence, and the corresponding 
decrease in Anglo-Norman presence, even where the English language 
is spreading* To begin in the north of the Highlands, the fiefs 
were in the main granted to Scots, albeit first-generation immigrants* 
There was some resistance to the incomers? the Berwickshire feudatory 
south of Loch Ness was killed and his castle razed in 1228* The 
renaissance of Gaelic power in the fourteenth century reversed the 
direction of the feudal society, both to the north and the east of 
the mountains* In the words of the social historian, T.C. %mout,
*Many a family in the east with a Norman pedzlgree likewise trans­
formed themselves into Highland chiefs, either to preserve their 
:p'gwer':in'a new environment or to further their banditry^
In short, then, although there was feudalisation north of the 
Tay, a combination of "Celticness* in the inhabitantSj, and a period 
of relative weakness of the Edinburgh monarchy g and strength of
60
the Gaelic earls, united to oblige the *new® society to recede to 
the 'old**
To explain the phenomenon of the folk play in this region it 
need only be said that Ballater is not to be derived from the ancient 
fief of Aboyne, ten miles down the valley, but from the fact that it 
is a new town, growing up after 1760 when one with a.n eye for 
business discovered 'healing waters* there, and created a spa* The
j
other location, Arbroath, survives on the extreme south of this 
area, on the coast, away from the Gaelic mountains* It is difficult 
to judge whether this is a genuine survivor from the thirteenth 
centuiy, or a late transplant from Central Scotland* Later in this 
work it will be shown that the influence of Glasgow in the nine­
teenth century spread the Hallowe'en season in easteivi Scotland, 
and the suspicion remains that Arbroath (and Leven) may be affected 
by immigration from Strathclyde,
The Mounth
At the close of this geographical and historical excursion, it 
is convenient to refer again to the Highland Boundary Fault which, 
it will be remembered, was earlier suggested to be an obvious 
thou^ inexplicable boundary to the folk play. In the light of 
the inspection of feudalised Scotland, it is clear that the folk 
play depended for its existence on a combination of fief and Anglo- 
Norman population, either imported (as in Galloway) or resident 
(as in the Scotland south of the Pbrth-Glyde line)* In this 
connection, it would be useful to discover Bome evidence that 
the granting of fiefs by the King somehow tooki the Highland 
Boundary Fault into consideration*
Such a document has been preserved* In 1213, King Willian 
stated in a grant that the recipient was to receive twenty marks
^until I or my heirs give him 20 marks* worth of land on the south 
side of the Scottish Sea jthe l^rth of Fortî^ or between the Mounth 
jthe mountains^ and the Scottish Sea'^ *'^ ^
The implication of the terms of this grant is that the king had 
exhausted the supply of suitable land for fief-making south of the 
mountains, or the Highland Boundary Fault, The reasons for not 
offering land north of this line may be two-fold. It has already
I
been suggested that the land to the north lay largely in the power 
of the earls, and that infeftment there was largely their 
responsibility.
There is, however, another factor, Kapelle has pointed out 
that the settlement of Norman barons often depended on whether 
the land they were offered could grow wheat for bread; in his 
words, 'despite their wealth, bread was the primary item in their 
daily diet, and second the quality of one's bread was a symbol of 
personal s t a t u s I f ,  as he suggests, the oats/wheat-growing 
line determined the advance of Norman settlement, then this would 
be relevant to Scotland also, and to the qualification of the fiefs 
that the king could offer to incoming feudatories. One of the 
Bruces is alleged to have complained of Annandale that it could 
not provide wheaten breadf^ this apparent inconsequentiality 
returns with some importance in a later discussion, at this point 
it is sufficient to observe that the quality of the soil and 
climate were significant criteria to incoming Anglo-Normans, 
Conclusion
Thè distribution of the folk play can now be explained.
Ignoring those districts into which the custom mi#t have spread 
as a result of the eighteenth and nineteenth century industrial­
isation, the pre-thirteenth century origin depended on a community
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willing to support the prosperity of Anglo-Norman, French or
Flemish fiefs. The boundary between the 'Anglian* and the Celtic
parts of Scotland is drawn by Professor Barrow between the Forth
and the Clyde estuaries; *in the thirteenth century the whole of
Scotland north of Forth and Clyde was still Celtic in low country
and highlands alike'f^, The earlier examination of the Northumbrian •
!
kingdom claimed some southern influence on the north shores of the
65 -Forth , and this is bome out by the folk play map; this addition
is therefore made to the 'Anglian* area. To be subtracted from
this area are Galloway and Cariick, in the south-west, where 
Gaelic remained in use for another hundred years*
Within this broad outline there are certain exceptions* Dunbar, 
as an earldom within the 'Anglian* area, resisted the custom*
Within the Celtic area, feudalisation succeeded in creating the 
necessary conditions in south—central Galloway. This conclusion 
is 8upmai?ised on Map Nine,
Feudal Traces in the Modem Folk ZLav
The conclusion of the foregoing examination of the modern 
history and pre-thleenth century origin of the folk play is that 
in part it owed its existence to the feudal society created on the 
Anglo-Norman model in the thirteenth century and came to its demise 
through the destruction of that society by the reforming legis­
lation of the nineteenth century. In short ^feudalism' is the 
frame and setting for the folk play, ariiit would be strange if 
the play custom did not reflect this in its text and action, and 
in the ciroumstanoes that attend, add hâve attended, its performance* 
To Investigate the attendant circumstances first, it should be 
recognised that feudalism was a powerful influence in the creation 
of the class system in Britain, and the notion of divisions on the
8 3
basis of a hierarchy of 'worth*. Barrow'contends that the gulf 
that opened up in England between the powerful and the defenceless, 
those that bore arms and those that were expressly forbidden to so 
do, was less wide in Scotland:
Of course, the king and the great magnates dominated the 
; land and its people, as they were to do until the
eighteenth century, but the majority of baronies were 
‘ small, knighthood remained comparatively rare, and
there seems to have been much less intensive villan- 
i^ation of the peasantry.^ .
Nevertheless,there was a new hierarchy in Scottish society 
which led from the King himself to the humblest members of the 
fiefs;
■Among lords, knights and lairds the appearance of a 
meaningful "feudal" relationsliip was maintained over 
many years by, for example, the giving and taking of 
homage, by wardship and marriage of the person as well 
as wardship of the land, all of which reinforced the 
social relationships among these men, the clientage 
of one and the protection of another. This appearance, 
however, was surely selective; it ignored the much 
greater legion of homages and fealities and tenures 
which led to no such relationship^ which were devoid 
of any content except the payment of feu duty and 
relief and the giving of sasine.-t 
My view cf the folk play custom, is that It served to make good 
the deficiency that Duncan notes here, and to 'reinforce the social 
relationsMps' in the 'greater legion of homages' that existed 
further down the social scale. Proof at. mich a distance in time 
is necessarily difficult, but not impossible* Duncan goes on to
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indioate ways in which the feudal relationship could be symbolically 
expressed:
Even better if it were renewed each year by a symbolic 
transaction, the handing over of gloves or spurs, to
remind the parties and outsiders that a title and
65'guarantee of title still existed."^.
At the close of the Bowden play, the boys sing a song whose 
significance is obscure:
As we came by yon well we drank 
We laid our gloves upon yon bank 
By came Willie's piper to play 
Took up our gloves and ran away 
We followed him from town to town 
We bad him lay our bonny gloves down 
He laid them down upon yon stone 
Sing ye a carol, ours is done.
The Bowden text is one of the earliest, possibly dating from the 
close of the eighteenth century, and it may be that this song 
contains a relic of the forgotten feudal duty of bringing a pair 
of gloves to the landlord host.
If the gloves were a 'legal* reminderp there was also a need 
to remind employers of their obligations. The 'Plough Song* 
(discusséd in detail in the following chapter) seems to be a 
traditional 'death and resurrection* ceremon^ g^ functioning as a 
means by which the ploughmen and herdsmen present themselves to 
the 'Lord' for service, or hire»
Almost as important as the legal and industrial relations 
would be the purely social interactions, whereby the lower tiers 
of society could assure their leaders of their loyalty and obedience,
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and the upper tiers could re-state their benevolence. Relics of 
this interaction may he discerned in modem times in the Spottiswoode 
account. There we read that the Lady of the House * encouraged the 
observance of the old Custom *, one of these being the performance 
of the folk play ’at Spottiswoode House in presence of her ladyship 
and her guests’. The reporter’s choice of ’observance’ and ’in 
presence’, and the place of performance, all have class (and 
ritual) overtones. The sense of hierarchy is also apparent in 
the Polwarth account, where the visits are first to the Manse 
and second to the ’laird’s big house’, though the rank order 
here has perhaps been altered by the Reformation (see Chapters 
Four and Five). One further example illustrates both the attitudes 
prevalent during the Reformation and the continuity of this 
•feudal’ practice; the Selkirk^ account notes the custom of the 
folk play visiting the ’shirra’s home’ (’shirra’ = sheriff); 
in Elgin in l604 two girls were accused by the Kirk elders of 
dancing before the Sheriff’s gate.^. The remembrance here is 
close to the core of feudalism, for the Sheriff was the Kin^s 
Officer*
The tradition of the folk play would bep to some measure, 
protected by its patrons, the upper class* because as the inheritors 
of the feuars’ privilege, they would incline towards a conservatism 
that protected their position, and reject new, more democratic 
forms of government and reformed rellgiouB practice. In January 
1640, the Moderator at Elgin could put on record, a question and 
answer on the success of the proMbltio% of tpresum non- 
dramatio guising in the town, thereby revealing that the Session^s 
powers did not extend over the door-step of Lady Murray’s house;
...there was publick guysing and great disorders in the 
town of Elgine thir festival tyme© past, he inquired
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of the provost whether there was anie such thing or publick
going to masse as was reported, ansuered ther was no such
thing within the town except it had bene within Lady 
67Murrayes house*.
These are signs that the folk play, and other traditional 
customs, were used as gestures of obeisance in work and hlsiy# As 
the working class grew rebellious, however, the same structures 
served as vehicles for popular feeling in matters of morality, 
and also for expressions of defiance against the upper classes. 
Examples of this might be seen in the emergence of King Crispin 
at the time of the nineteenth century Reform. Act^^, and in the
69depositing of a dead horse outside the door of a Glasgow minister# 
The lower classes thus displayed their loyalty (or disloyalty) ; 
the upper classes demonstrated their benevolence, and with this 
point is rejoined the notion of begging, already noted to be the 
mainstay of the folk play custom in modern tijnes. Ho evidence 
can be adduced to show that begging was an important aspect of the 
custom in the thirteenth century, though few would doubt that some
show of liberality by the feudatory would be expected by his
impoverished tenants, Heverbheless, it is useful to note that 
it was in keeping with the nature of Norman, society that wealth 
could be redistributed by this form of alms giving;
a marked peculiarity of Norman lords was their Impulsive,
somewhat spectacular charity to the poor, with the
consequent spread of the donor’s f
It is not unreasonable to suspect that tl&s Norman trait would 
be exploited by the poor, and that the folk play, and other 
traditional customs, would be their instruments.
The best evidence that the rewards to the folk players were 
feudal in origin comes in two modem accounts. Sir Walter Scott,
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in the Abbotsford House^ 1826 account, says that the reward for the
•ancient custom* was a silver penny and white bread for children
residing on the laird’s land, and a copper penny and a farle of
oa.t-cake to each stranger’* What Scott is describing here is a
differential reward for petty-feuars and tenants, and others.
He goes on in the account to say that this was ’regularly’, that is,
by regulation, the dole, which suggests that the formality of the
transaction of social obeisance had become time-honoured. Much
the same conclusion can be dram from the unloc, Berwickshire
accourit, dating from the middle of the nineteenth century, where
children who were known were given an extra reward, ’Children who
were known’ I interpret a,s a weakened form of ’children residing
on the laird’s land’, a re-stating of ’tenants’ families’.
To turn from the ’attendant circumstances’ to the text
and action of the play, it is possible to present the evidence
under the same' headings of obeisance and defiance. There is
only one overt expression, of defiance, but one is at a loss to
account even for that in the dialogue of a custom designed to show
deference and loyalty to the King’s feuars. These people raised 
71mottesÿ and later castles, as their strongholds in the country 
they had come to rule over. These castles are mentioned in two 
plays from the earliest stratum of Scottish play texts (Peebles^ 
and Falkirk^), in a couplet implying them to be hostile and 
uncharitable;
VIhen I gaed to the castle yett, and tirled at the pin,
T h %  keepit the kgys b’ the castle, and wadna let me in#
The basis of Norman power was, of course, the m^l-ciad 
kni^ti' X believe that tMs concept is the origin of a recurring 
verse (with many variations);
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My head is made of iron.
My body’s made of steel.
Also my hands and knuckle bones,
No man can malce me feel.
These lines have been taken by other commentators to refer to the 
frost-bound earth of winter, to the scaly hide of the dragon, and 
to parts of the plough, but I take them to be a ges-bure of 
obeisance to the all-powerful Norman knight, in helmet and 
hauberk. The Norm& themselves were well aware of their military 
superiority:
Scottish spears are long, but their shafts are wood.
72Our arms are steel and we are clad in mailo
The foregoing quatrain often occurs in the vaunt before the
combat, in which the two cha$picns fight to decide which of them
is to ’wear the crown*. In effect, the combat is seen as a duel
to decide the moral or political right, and it is entirely
relevant to point out that duelling in Britain derived from ’Trial
by Battle*, brought to these shores by the Normans, and first
75recorded in Britain in 1096, My inference is that the struggle 
between Summer and Winter, for possession of the land (see Ohapter 
Four), was in the context of Norman society re-interpreted as the 
Summer King proving his right by ’Trial of Battle ’.
It is possible, too, that "Alexander’, the name for one of 
the combatants in many of the Sioottish texts* originated in 
Scotland (though it is also known in Englan,d)o There were 
"three kings o:É ^ btïànd Tdth ;this.name, their reigns occupying 
the years 1107“1124, and 1214-1286. If the folk play champion 
tWa known as early as the thirteenth century, it would 
prefigure the loyalty extended to the monarchs George and William 
in the nineteenth century. A strong contender for the honour here,
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however, is Alexander the Great, of Macedon, who is often specifled 
in Scottish texts. He, too, haS Norman support, for he was esteemed 
by them as the very flower of chivalry and military skilll^
Conclusion
Although the search for an origin for the modem folk play 
has come to its goal in the two hundred years preceding 1296, some 
care has been taken to avoid implying what form the custom may 
have taken at this time, or ihdeed. in the five hundred years that 
followed. The previous chapters have constructed a beginning and 
an end for the ’Galoshan* folk drama ; the next stage ?n:ll be to 
study the Middle Ages and the Renaissance’: in Scotland for 
indications of the nature of the popular dramatic form at those 
times, for one of the praaises of the followi.ng chapters is that 
inasmuch as the ’Galoshan* play is the chief dramatic custom to 
survive into modem times, it may have inherited the remnants of 
failed customs, as well as evolving itS'otoï*
it will be observed that althou^ the case for some kind of 
dramatic custom is made, and a half dozen lines, a character's 
name, and an attitude.to the combat cautiously attributed to the 
thirteenth century, go.od; evidence for tÊ#, WQiqui%'\of the 
custom is found in the. (hature\.of -tlie . reception of the visitors. 
.This is a reminder that the custom has to bo perceived in its 
totality of season, place, and Amctip^^^ this wider
perspective must needs be maintained: in Jiert stages of this
V
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 ^The foundation for this survey of early Scottish history
is taken, unless otherwise stated, from Duncan, The Malclng .of. .a
Kingdom (see pr^ evious note)*
10 For a recent survey of the Celt in Britain and Europe, see
D.B. Gregor, Celtic: A Comparative Study (Cambridge: Oleander
Press, I960)*
11 This theme was explored by Dr* Anne ïtoss (of Southampton
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In a later, tenth-oentuiyf limiigratîèn of * Scandinavian
Gaels' from Ireland, there were settlements in Galloway and north­
west England (around Chester)* Galloway (e^ '^ .land of the foreign 
Gael*) gained its name from this event (John Geipelg The Viking
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Legacy (Newton Abbot; David & Charles, 1971)s P* 71 *
It is interesting to consider this dual migration in conjunction 
Tdth the presence of the beheading motif in 'Gawain and the Green 
Knight', a medieval poem written in dialect forms thought to belong 
to north-west England, and note the possibility that the theme in 
the Irish 'Bric^u's Feast' might have been a legacy of this incoming 
(see above, under 'Celts')*
9T.G* Wood-?iTartin, Traces of the Elder_Ealths_,Q£_Irelfmd 
(London: Longmans, Green & Co*, 1902), I, 315“1^*
Alexander Carmichael* Carmina Gadelica (Edinburgh & London; 
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to the 'mill dust' denotes a black-face disguise, for the threshing 
of Hebridean oats is said to have blackened the thresher's face* 
There is a note of a combat dance in the Cath nan Curaidh 
(contest of warriors), 'where a Celtic Saul slays his thousands, 
and a Celtic David his tenf of thousands' (ibid* p.207), but 
there is no element of .resurrection*
^ T*c* anout,
( London 5 Oolllns/Kontana, 1972), p*39*
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ibid*, p *1054
Andrew Fletcher of Caltoun, edV KGo mokenzie (Edinburg: 
Porpoise, 1955), p.&O*
A iborreauondent in Notes land Queries  ^gth ser*, 9 (January. 
July 1878), 5* V:
See i f  or example, the doctor in Stirling®'* The particular 
stimulus for such remarks was suggested 1% Chapter Two, in the 
passage on internal dating, to be Hi^ilaad rebellion and 
stealing*
Bunoan,, p.88.
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Some tentative evidence for Scandinavian/Danish settlement 
in north-east Scotland is given by R.A. Dodgshon, 'Scandinavian 
"Solskifte** and the Sunwise Division of Land in Eastern Scotland', 
Scottish Studies, 19 (1975), pp*l—13.
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K.H. Ellis Davidson, Gods and Earths of Northern Enrone
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1964), p*64, citing Sexo Grammaticus,
Gesta. Danorum, tra.ns* Elton (1894), 6, 195, p.228,
ibid,, p *36* 
ibid,, p,98*
Ifugh Rippon, Di_s.co.ve_rina: English ?oIk .Dance. (Aylesbury:
Sliire Publications, 1975), p*22.
Violet Alford, Sword Danco pnii Dnana. (London; Merlin, 1962),
p.55.
David Murison, The Guid Scots ?onra.ie (Edinburgh: Blacb,70od,
1977), pp.36-37.
34 The best su:cvey of the guising practices in the northern 
islands is Ernest ÏÏ, Ifarwick,
(London; Batsford, 1975)•
35 Duncan, p*53. 
ibid., p.61, 
ibid., p.65. 
ibid., p,64. 
ibid., p.119.
ibid,, p.126.
Evidence of tlie later presence of the Anglian population in 
south-east Scotland come? from the note of the army invading Enp;land 
in 1217 under Alexander II: it was said to be comprised of 'English, 
Scots end Ga.lwegisns', of which the 'English' were the men of 
Lothian'* A,A.M. Duncan, 'The Making of Scotland', in VTlio Are 
the Scots?, ed. Gordon Mensies (London; "EC, 1971), P*129.
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The material for this vi.ew of feudalisation is taken from 
Duncan, The Making of the Kingdom, pp. 133-409; Barrow, The Kingdom, 
of the Soots, pp. 279-361; R.L.G. Ritchie, The Nortna,ns in Scotland 
(Edinburgh: University Press, 1954): "^ illian E. Kapelle, The 
UorgAn Onnnpests of the North (London: Oroom Helm, 1979): Barrow, 
The Anrlo-Horman Era ln_S(iQ±bi8h_liill^^ (Oxford: O.U.P., 1980). 
Barrow, Anglo-Uoman Era, p.7. 
ibid., p.117. 
ibid., p#33* 
ibid., pp. 12, 31f.
'Under the household officials a large staff of servants 
operated. In 1265 the king’s sister Eleanor de I'ontfort, Countess 
of Leicester, had more than sixty, while in the 1270’s the 
household of Logo de Clare * » « included -tv70 knights, "numerous" 
squires, thirteen grooms, two pages, a cook, a doctor, and raany^  
clerks and lesser servants’; Joseph and '^ 'ances Dies, Life in a 
Medieval Castle (London: Abelard, 1975)» pp.96-97.
Banrow, Anglo-Norman Era, pp«,97‘-?8* }Mrvovr later queiicjs 
the truth of this ’commonplace’«
Barrow, Ai^gla^riTomm^ p. 30. 
ibid., p.41*
51 Duncan, p.384,
IMd., p.183.
In view of the importance of English in the cultural context
of the folk play, it is interesting that southern Annandale was
resistant to the language, being still strongly Scandinavian:
Barrow, Anvlo-Noi*mg.n Era, p.49*
53 Conversation with Professor A,A.M. Duncan has been helpful 
on this point.
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and Duncan suggests that most of them were built in the half-oentury 
after 1186: Duncan, p.l85*
Robert Bums* prestige as a poet has overshadowed his 
pioneering work in folklore* Much of his collecting was from his 
mother, and his mother’s elderly woman servant: see Mary Ellen B. 
Lewis, ’ "The Joy of My Heart", Robert Bums as Folklorist’,
Scottish Studies (School of Scottish Studies, University of 
Edinburgh), 20 (1976), pp,46ff*
Bums’ omission of the ’Galoshan* play seems powerful 
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even in districts where the tradition is practised. Alternatively, 
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56 Barrow, pp. 1“7-55.
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Smout, p.41.
59 Duncan, p.181.
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63 Duncan, p.62.
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-The. ■Records of El win (Aberdeen: Dew Spalding Club, I909), 
I, 119 (3.1.1604),
^  m a * .  I, 354.
See Chapter "Two, n*26*
An explanation of this circumstance will be offered in 
Chapter Four, in connection with the 'Resurrected Horse*.
mtohie, tomaag, in p#7i.
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Scotland; Duncan p,436.
Ritchie, Normans in Scotland, p.264, citing Allred of 
Rievaulx, De Bello Standard!, ed. R* Howlett (R.S., 1886),
•Chronicles of the Reigns of Stephen, Henry IX and Richard I,*
III, 181-189.
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in the thirteenth century (see Ritchie, Ho naans in England. p.546n,). 
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Bulk of Alexander, ed. R.L.C..Ritchie (Edinburgh & London:
Blackwood, 1925).
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CîlAPTER FOUR
Folk Play Foms Before the Reformation
1* Thg„..EQ,ig.,
So far, the modem folk play has supplied all the evidence; 
its text has measured its modem history, and its locations its 
time of origin. It has shown itself to have been in existence 
in the thirteenth century, and to have emerged into the light 
of day during the eighteenth century. The next challenge of 
this enquiry is to write the history of the five hundred 
intervening years.
Clearly, this history will not be that of the ’Galoshan* 
play, for that has been shown to have evolved o.lTOO* Instead, 
the search must be made for earlier forms of this drama. Tîie 
eighteenth-cehturyff6Ik play was fleshed out -with patriotic, 
comic and 'archaic* verse; when this is stripped away we are 
left with the skeletal action of regeneration, of death and 
resurrecrlMtv To discover the dramatic forms from which the 
•Galoshan* play evolved, the need is to discover other, earlier 
skeletons. The search will be not for the play, but for the 
action, and it will be made in dramag,, and. fragments of dramas, 
wh68#kihsMp:\#th' -the- W #  sometimes seem -
remote.
*Re^neration*, as a dramatic,theme, has already been, 
introduced (in the previous chapter) in the mythologies and
9 9
rituals of the earlier inhabitants of Scotland, To show how these 
rituals continued'in medieval Scotland, when Christianity was the 
dominant cultural influence, it is helpful to rehearse the fashion 
in which Christianity made its way in Britain, in the face of pagan, 
or pre-Christian, belief and practice.
In brief, the conversion of Scotland to Christianity was in
two phases, the first gradual and relaxed, the second (the Reformation)
brief and violent. The gradualist approach was taught in the well-
known letter from Pope Gregory to Abbot Melitus in A.D.60I, advising
on the conversion of the southern Britons by Augustine:
the temples of the idols in that country should on
no account be destroyed. Fe is to destroy the idols,
but the temples themselves are to be aspersed with
holy water, altars set up, and relics enclosed in
them. For if these temples are well built, they are
to be purified from devil worship, and dedicated to the
service of the true God. In this way, we hope that the
people, seeing that its temples are not destroyed, may
abandon idolatry and resort to these places as before,
and may come to know and adore the true God. And since
they have the custom of sacrificing many oxen to devils,
let some other solemnity be substituted in its place,
such as a day of Dedication on the Festivals of the
holy martyrs whose relics are enshrined there. On
such occasions they mi^t well construct shelters of
bou^s for themselves around the churches that were
once temples, and celebrate the solemnity with devout 
1feasting,:
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In the fashion recommended in this letter, Christianity 
systematically invaded and absorbed the whole apparatus of paganism, 
occupying the sites (with the substitution of the 'relics* for the 
’idols*), re-assigning the local rites to the appropriate saints, 
and preserving the sacrificial ox and the ’shelters of boughs’
(later to be called ’May bowers’) under new names. In the same 
way, pagan festivals of calendar, solstice and equinox were over- 
stamped with Christian occasion, and the widespread ’caroles* of 
Yule re-written as the carols of Christmas. In all of these 
(and I suspect other) ways, Christianity overlaid paganism, with 
such thoroughness that the student of folklore learns to read 
the medieval church calendar as a commentary, at only one remove, 
on the presence of a pagan occasion and ceremony.
Such a ’reading* is obligatory, in the absence of any plain 
description of the folk play either before or during the Reformation, 
The reason for this absence of record is simply that the central 
mystery of the old, as of the new, religion was regeneration and 
resurrection. To the churchman, a resurrection drama was first 
paganism, and afterwards a paro,dy. of the Risen Christ, in either 
case a blasphemy to be abhored. In the early Middle Ages, the art 
of writing was virtually the monopoly of the Church, so much so 
that ’priest* and 'scribe* (’cleric* and ’clerk’) were synonymous. 
Nith this absolute control of the written word, the Church had the 
power to make the record of pagan resurrection drama a blank* On 
one occasion, the involvement of a priest in a May Game allowed 
the veil to be lifted; elsewhere the reader has to depend on the 
pagan sub-text to the Christian ceremonial, and on the inferences 
to be dra^ from a miscellaneity of medieval reference.
A secondary source of material is to bé found in the Craft
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and Guild records. It is reasonable to believe that when the Church 
' specifically forbade pagan rites, the customs were not immediately 
abandoned by their adherents. It is likely that these believers, 
unwilling either to flout the religious authorities or to desert 
rituals.they had learned to trust, would continue their practices 
privately rather than publicly, and in the presence only'of those 
concerned with the purpose of the rite, whose work or profit 
depended on the ’blessing* invoked. In this way, scraps of ritual 
practice would pass easily from the general community to the workers 
concerned, and thence to the Guild, the medieval organisation that 
came to represent the Interests of the labourer, the tradesman, 
and the merchant. This theory provides an acceptable explanation 
for the constancy (to be noted in this chapter and the next) with 
which the Guilds and their members appear as sponsors of surviving 
paganism*
e
Neverth^ess, while Church and Guild records may provide the. 
mainstay of the information for this investigation, no source of 
information is disregarded in a search that sweeps across the 
broad face of medieval ceremony. This search is organised in 
the following pages as a survey of those relies of medieval 
ceremony that hint at death and resurrection actions for totems 
from the plant and animal kingdom,
2* Animal Cults 
Birds and Fish
The search, be^ns wi*th a focus on l'Wùld call the
•vaunting of parts•* There stu^ves, in coetzy and song, verses 
that seem to share a common theme, _whibB' .I"#m%ld explain as the 
exaggeration of the size and utility of the- parts of the dult
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animal. To begin with fish, a good example of the t:,q)e is the
traditional song *My Old, Herring*, well-knowa on the eastern
seaboard of Britain, The song lists the parts of the fish, and
specifies the uses to which they might be put; 'my old herring's
head', for example, would 'make as fine an oven as ever baked bread*,
Fish feature in a/b least one midwinter custom: children are noted
to have carried fish dressed as dolls in their Hew Year's Day
2visiting custom in Brechin^, but fish rites have no discernible
influence on Scottish folk drama, and retire from our attention*
Of more importance are the birds, in particular the robin and
the wren, For both, there exists a * vaunting of parts* set of
verses. That for the robin is called * Hobin Redbreast*y or
'Hobin Redbreast's Testament*^ and is cast in the form of the
dying words of the robin, bequeathing the parts of his body (his
beak, feathers, right leg,, left leg, etc) for specified purposes.
In the final verse, 'like a little king*, he turns Lady -'/ren awsy,
calling her a 'little cutty-quoen*, The parallel poem for the
5wren is entitled 'Hise Hillie'," in w-m.ch i;he hunter of the wren
makes confident but extravagant claims for the uses to which he
will put parts of the bird's corpse.
The link between the biitls, hinted at in the close of 'Robin
Redbreast* is of some importance, From the robin's tu m i  n g a,way
of the Trren at the point of death, it ’*nuld be correct to infer
an earlier 'marriage', for in the medieval period it was believed
that the two birds were supernatural kin, ('The robin and the
6wren are God's cock and hen* ), The crucial reference in this 
connection was made in The Gomnla?/nt of Scotland (1549) j in the 
remark that 'Robeen and the litil vran var hamely in vyntir'/
-hich suggests that the two birds were winter wooers, ^his
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reference is the second in Scottish literature to name the robin, and 
associate it with the wren. The first reference, c.1450, preceded 
notice in England by over 200 years;
Robyn redbrest nocht ran 
But raid, as a hensman,
And the litill we wran 
The wretchit dorche was.^
The name 'Robin* for the red-breasted bird is known 
only in Britain, and in the Netherlands, where it is recorded in 
Dutch and Frisian dialect.^, In other languages of Europe, the 
distinguishing red front grants the name (e.g. Du, Roodborst ;
Ge* Rotkehlchen; Fr. Rouqegorqa), and it is of importance to this 
study to observe that 'Robin' has been added to, and has come to 
supplant, the descriptive name of the 'dying* bird, so chosen, I 
presume, by virtue of the blood-stained breast it may be fancifully 
said to display. The most familiar representation of the Robin as 
a 'dying* bird is in the traditional song 'Whe Killed Cock Robin?',
' where the death of the 'cock* bird is mourned by 'all the birds 
of the air'. From this detail of the lament, it should be inferred 
that the Robin is understood to be a favourite among birds, 
and his death lamented by all his fellows. The reasons why this 
bird should come to be known as the 'Robin' will be sought in 
the following chapter.
The naming of the wren is also of interest. The attachment
9with 'king* or 'ruler*, which is arguable in its English form,
is very obvious in Dutch (winterkoning, winter king) and German
(zaunkdniq, hedge king). Moreover, the wren has been noted as
the centre of a midwinter custom in which it is trapped, decorated
with feathers and ribbons, and used as a totem in a visiting/
10collecting custom, before being released. In earlier centuries,
11
the wrens were killed. Th custom was noted in Galloway c.1825,
when boys caught a wren, and decorated its 1 gs and neck with
1feathers before releasino it.
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The contribution made by this survey of the robin and the wren 
is three-fold* Firstly, the ’vaunting of parts’ for both birds 
occurs when their respective deaths are imminent, and is voiced 
as a death-bed speech by Robin Redbreast, and as a vaunt by the 
slayer of the wren* Secondly, the setting of these vaunts implies 
that the two birds were considered emblems of a ’midwinter marriage ’, 
and that eminence (as chief, king, or queen) was ascribed to each* 
Thirdly, this eminence was rewarded by a ritual and lamented 
death; in the following chapter, it will be this feature that will 
be related to the choice of the name ’Robin* for the redbreast*
The Ram
The version of ’vaunting of parts’ most popularly known is 
probably the song known as ’The Derby Ram’, which celebrates the
t
monstrous size of its subjects features* This song is, however,
merely a version of the lyric that accompanies the ’Old Tup*
ceremony of the Sheffield area in England, sometimes a partner of
13the folk play in that area* The Scottish version of this lyric
is known as ’The Ram of D i r h a m i n  which the location is
presumably Durham, a town about fifty miles from the Scottish
border, and with no known connection with the song or custom.
The ’Old Tup’ of the Sheffield area is frequently made by
fixing a sheep’s head to a pole, which is held by an operator
concealed with a sheep-skin, or sacking. The same practice could
be recognised in sixteenth-century Scotland with the sheep’s head
on a stick used to frighten a character in Idndsay’s ’Cupar Banns*
15
of 0*1540, The frightening aspect of the sheep disguise seems 
to have been of lasting popularity ; a rhyming couplet written in 
1696 uses the guiser’s ’black tup* costume as a basis for
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comparison!
Thou would terrify the souterkines
16More than a gyzard in black sheep skins* .
In only one of the modem folk play accounts is the disguise noteds
in the unloc* MacRitchie material the Beelzebub character is said
to have worn a sheepskin coat with the wool turned outwards* The
ram disguise is also recollected in the Falkirk^ account, where
masks with crooked horns are said to have been most favoured*
The fore-going gives grouAd for associating the ’vaunting
of parts’ with the slain ram, but the addition that this cult
animal makes to this progress towards the ’death and resurrection’
scenario comes with a consideration of the name (as with the robin
and wren), and in the ram’s role in Scottish folklore. The name
17•Tup’, in its Scottish form ’Toop’, signifies the male of the
species, and is extended to contain the meaning of ’copulate’*
The death of the tup can only precede its resurrection into a
greater vitality in which it can perform its required acts of
regeneration. At the present time, in the sheep-farming area
of the Scottish Cheviots, the rams are put to the ewes at the end
of November. The patron saint of Scotland, St* Andrew, has his
feast day on November 3Pth, and the traditional meal for that
18day is sheep’s head* , A possible explanation for these 
circumstances is that, before the date was ascribed to St* Andrew, 
its importance in the sheep-farming calendar made it the occasion 
for the celebration of the sheep^rcult, of the only modem
-^l^ihder is the relic :of .Dt]fee?oqreiscmial?^ f^  -
It is helpful for this theory that faint: traces of 
cult - remain in the ’Cure’ episode of the folk play* In the 
Qubthquan account, the ’Greek Doctor* vaunts his ability to
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rejuvenate an old woman *by giving her three drops of my Juniper 
inlc, tine end horn which is commonly called the ram’s horn’. This 
obscure, gin-based potion, known as the ’ram’s Horn’, is given here 
as a sexually-reinvigorating medicine.
Also of the Cure is the doctor’s frequent claim to salve the
’root’, ’rout’, or ’rot*, which I interpret as ’sheep rot’, and
possibly a memory of the time when a doctor raised the tup, and
was therefore skilled in all the ailments that afflicted sheep.
No doubt the Church moved against such ceremonies; Chanteloup
of thirtèènth-century Worcester prohibited ’ram-raisings’
(arietas levari); Wickham suggests that this ban might refer to
19the horns on a maypole, but it might be simpler to understand 
it as a ban on the death and resurrection' ceremony for the 
tup#
This consideration of the ram as a cult animal in Scotland
has found echoes for the ’vaunting of parts’, ’marriage’ (or
copulation, or ’wooing* for alteinatives), and death; it has 
added ’resurrection’, and, with St. Andrew and the ’Cupar Banns’, 
a particular attention to the (severed) head of the animale This 
particular focus is maintained in the consideration of the next 
cult animal*
The Ox
Douglas was kindly received, and admitted to the King’s 
table; but in the midst of the feast, some armed men 
beset him,, quite defquqeless as he was, and put a 
Bull’s Head Upon him, which, in those times, |c*144(^ i 
was a messenger and isigri of deatho .
This opaque anecdote from the historian Buchanan is explained
by an understanding of the ox’s part in the development of folk
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drama. The importance of the animal for pagarolsm was made evd.dent
1
in the ’many oxen’ of Pope Gregory’s letter, and the notices of
21ox ’sacrifice in medieval (and modern) Scotland. The vital 
evidence for folk drama, however, is to he found in the remarkable 
’Plough Song’, brought to contemporary attention by Shire and 
Elliot.^ ; Their chief concern, like that of P e n t o n , is with 
the plough, and with the pastime (of which the ’Song’ is a relic) 
as an ancestor of the ’Plough Plaÿ’^ ^ . and whilst this is a 
useful and reasonable stance, it has resulted in the aspect of the 
ceremony most important to this study, that of the ’Plough Song’ 
as a ’death and resurrection’ play, being overlooked.
Before this interpretation is made, it is useful to summarise 
the information relating to the argument already set out. The 
’Song* (printed in Appendix Three) has been assembled by Shire 
and Elliot from a publication of 1666, and other manuscripts*
It was compiled by Thomas Node, the vicar of St. Andrews (1575“’
92), presumably when the Reformation had brou^t about its pro­
hibition. The inclusion of ’Chim.stian’ phrases, as for example 
’in the rood’s name’, shows a willingness to conform with the 
Reforming spirit, which harmonises with the view that the text 
(in the form in which it has come to us) deri,ves from c.l500,^ ^
26thou^ the music seems slightly older# - The ’Song’ is located 
firmly in the feudal society, the text clearly demonstrating that 
the ploughmen and others are asking to be hired, by the ’lord* to
whom they are offeiing their ’heartly seîjvdoe’. In other words,
tho ceremony is a foimal social interàc#pn% m  m  expression of
obe;ls^oe, in the manner suggested for the lb Ik play in the
previous ohapter#
To turn to what is, at least for thie ©tady, the central act
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of the ’Plough Song*, two reasons (or excuses) are given for the
killing of the ox. After two- lines expressing the speaker’s (or
singer’s) dutiful loyalty, there fol'’o^'^s a dozen demanding the
beast’s death on the grounds that he is old, tonthless, too weak
to move, and unworkable. This description is at odds with the
accusations (in 11. 19-20) of wrenching the plough-bolts and
disturbing others’ cattle, sins for w^ich death is the requested
penalty. Taken together, these contradictory reasons embrace
27both the ’dying ox* and the ’scapegoat* “ death ceremonies.
The actual si raying of the old ox has its coimiiontary in lines
40»-45, in paraphrase: ’Ask (all the lord’s servants and workjnen)
if they will crowd round me, and make me as fa.st and secure as if
I were bound with osiers, so that I may be despatched by having my
head severed from my body. The old ox, '^hip-free, is dead*.
Despite the corruption of the text (which one might suspect to be
at its height in the ’resurrection’ aspect of the song), it might
be possible to see in this description o:'!' the death, a parallel
with the fi{ptre in the ceremonial sword dance, in which the dancers
circle about the ’victim*, locking their ’swords’ ti htly about the
neck, and withdrawing them sharply, th.e victim sometimes doffing
28his headgear to indicate decapitation^ Having c:rowded around 
the old ox for the slaying, we must resume thet the assistants 
spread themselves again, so that the --spectators r.iay view the 
’decapitated ox’ lying on the ground*
The resurrection of the ox is, as might be expected, made 
almost unrecognisable. After n. promise to ’bring xtth me my 
fair fresh ox’ (I.50) there follows a description of the plough, 
and the brief ’the goad is sha:n-) to poke his belly until he moves* 
(1,65). Even this reduced version, however, preserves the structure
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of the ’resurrection’* The incitement to ’hrod’ (poke) his belly
recalls the Instruction to ’brod'the old ox until he is dead* (1*14),
and suggests that the instruments referred to as ’gad wands* (1.62)
were used as ceremonial ’swords’, and were the tools of both death 
29and resurrection* . The instruction to ’poke his belly until he 
moves’ (1*65), moreover, implies that the New Ox is lying on the 
ground, and requires to be roused, for a standing ox would be goaded 
on the rump, to be urged forward. These two details confirm that 
there is one ox, which is killed and resurrected, a fact implied 
already in the announcement of the death (1.48), where the old 
dead ox is called ’Trip-free’, This name is obviously that of 
the lively, capering New Ox, and indicates that when the revision 
of the ceremonial was undertaken the reviser forbore to invent 
a name for the redundant animal.
In brief, then, in its rudimentary form, the action was that 
the dancers dancqd round the weak and aged ox (a performer 
wearing an ox head or disguise^^), and mimicked the severing of 
its head. While the dancers then offered the audience some 
distraction, the ox dancer replaced his disguise, ready for the 
moment of resurrection and the occasion for his vigorous dancing 
and gambolling.
Valuable though the ’Plough Song* is as an example of ’death 
and resurrection’ of the cult animal, the verses make a crucial 
contribution to this thesis in the addition they make to our 
understanding of the nature of the ’vaunting of parts’. It will 
be noted that the ’Plough Song’ contains no such passage, nor has 
one been noted for the ox elsewhere. Instead, the death of the 
ox and its resurrection are separated by nine lines (11.51-59) 
wliich merely list the parts of the plough, and do so in a prosaic
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style, more like a catalogue than a song, indifferent to the claims
of alliteration, rhythm or rhyme. This ’plougli parts’ passage has
every sign of being a late and hasty interpolation, and Fenton
points out that it appears for the first time in the published 
31
version of 1666, , The conclusion must be that an impoverished 
’naming of parts’ for the plough has replaced the customary 
’vaunting of parts’ for the ox. This exchange might be seen as an 
expression of satisfaction with the technology of the plough, but 
I am Inclined to believe that the ’vaunting of parts’ which, from 
the evidence of the ’Plough Song’ provided the distraction for 
the audience between the death and the resurrection of the cult 
animal, was an aspect of the pastime to which the religious 
authorities took especial exception. In the manner suggested in 
the introduction to this chapter (under 1, The Role of Christianity), 
the’workers with oxen* (plouglmien), who preserved the ox cult 
longest, were compelled to make this adaptation, and to present 
the revived ox (who during the ’parts’ episode had prepared 
himself) not as an embodiment of fertility, but as a more docile 
and agile draw-ox.
The importance of the ’Plough Song’ to this ,study is that it 
is the only surviving text for a ’death and resurrection’ drama 
in pre-Re format! on Scotland, The substitution of the ’plou^i 
parts’, moreover, irradiates the folklore of the herring, robin, 
wren and ram, because it suggests that the ’vaunting of parts’ for 
these creatures are the remnants of ’death and resurrection’ 
ceremonies in their cults.
An indication of how well-known or widespread the ox ceremony 
once was is found in the explanation of the quotation that heads 
this Sub-paragraph, According to Buchanan, writing of the death of
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Douglas C.1440 (the earliest date ascribed to the ’Plough Song’ by 
Sliire cand Elliot^ )* his enemies ’put a Tail.l’s Head upon him, which, 
in those times, was a messenger and sign of death’. The apnarent 
opaquity of this reference to the *DlB,ck Bull*, or ’Black Ox’; , 
custom vanishes in the light of an understanding of the ’Plough 
Bong*, The ’bull’s head’ put upon Douglas could hardly have been 
real, but more likely an example of the ox-mask vrom by the ox- 
guiser. Familiarity with the pastime made it common knowledge in 
the fifteenth century that the wearer of the ox-itiask was put to 
death, and Buchanan’s story implies that^uch ox—dis.guises were 
not difficult to obtain if needed, and that the custom was therefore 
widespread and common. In the seme passage, Buchanan adds that 
Douglas was believed to be an ’enemy’, a>id a danger to the ’publick 
peace’; these details explain the circumstances in which a murder 
victim was reconciled to his fate, for the ox-mask signifies that 
the wearer deserves to die for his misdeeds (as in the second set 
of reasons for Trip-free’s death, the threat to public peace), and 
that this death is countenanced by (in Buchanan’s story), the 
King himself, or (in the ’Plough Song’) the local representative 
of the King’s law, the chief feudal landlord. liirthermore, it 
is recognised that it is a ’legal assassination* and that, as in 
the ’Plough Song*, no one of the assassins wouli bear guilt for
3
the death;
The intimation that BuchanGn’s sfco^p^J^ gives the strength 
and fomiliarity of the ox pastime in medieval Scotland suggests 
that it played a considerable rj.ert in shaping the modern folk 
play. The most interesting evi.deuce for this belief is, 
unfortunately, not to be foimd in the Scottish corpus, but in the 
I6l6 text of Cliristopher T^arlowe’s Doctor Faustus, where Pettitt^^
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has noted an imaiabiguous reference to the folk play. In a comic 
episode, three men l»\e in wait for Fsustus who, unknown to them, is 
carrying a false head. They strike him down, hew off his ’head*, 
and vie in their treatment of it, which will include nailing horns 
to his head, selling his beard to a chimney-sweep, for whom it would 
wear out ten birch brooms, and using his eyes to make buttons for 
his mouth, to prevent his tongue from catching cold. Faustus then 
comes to life, to their astonishment* Pettitt recognises the 
’death and resurrection’ action of the folk play, and notes that the 
conversation following the ’death’ is reminiscent of verses in 
’The Outty Wren’, ’The Derby Ram’, and ’Poor Old Horse’. Measured 
against the ’Plou^ Song’, however, the similarities extend to a 
’death for guilt’ (Faustus had previously publicly ridiculed one 
of his assailants), the wearing, or carrying, of a false head to 
be struck off in death, and the ’vaunting of parts’ 'that pro^ddes - 
the distraction between the ’death’ and the ’resurrection*.
I have suggested thaj; the substitution for the ’vaunting of 
parts’ in the ’Plough Song’ was a sign that this episode of the 
ox pastime was particularly offensive to the Reformist conscience. 
,It is maybe a sign of the strength of the Reformation in Scotland 
that an episode which could be parodied on a London stage in 1592 
could not, fifty years later, be printed in the verses of a song 
(assuming that it could have been collected in the last quarter of 
the sixteenth century), in Scotland.
No hint of the ’vaunting of parts’ survives in the modern 
Scottish folk play, and relics of the ox pastime are scanty. Three 
texts (Hawick^, Peebles^, unloc. Abbotsford Goll,^) have a 
recollection of the ’scapegoat’ sword-knot decapitation, where 
each dancer protects his personal innocence: at Peebles, for
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example,
I’m sure it was not I, sir, I’m innocent of the crime,
’Twas this young man behind me, who drew the sword sae fine. 
Helm associated these lines with the Dionysos bull-slaying, in wMch 
each participant was absolved, and only the axe was lefb to shoulder 
the g u i l t , I
Two Scottish texts contain references to the animals unloc.
I
Galloway ?v^ [acTaggart, in a text I suspect to be largely the invention 
of the contributor, has an adversary who threatens 
’To fell thee like a homed bull®.
In .Biggar*^ , one of the combatants is compared to a ’stirk* (= young 
ox), but this could be explained as a corruption of ’Turk’.
The evidence is that ’homed animal* cults were extremely popular 
and widespread in medieval Scotland, and the meagreness of the 
survival in modem pastime is an indication not of their unimportance, 
but of how severely they were discountenanced at the time of the 
Reformation?^ It should be realised that these cults were a large 
channel of folk exprèssion, and that a considerable energy flow of 
pastime was diverted elsewhere when this channel was denied.
The catalogue of cult animals is not yet exhausted^ however, 
and attention is now turned to the horse, to whose, cult religious 
objection was early and powerfully lodged, arxd whose celebrants 
therefore had time to modify their ritual, before the machinery of 
civil and religious regulation became too powerful to need to negotiate,
The Horse
. Available evidence for the horse, the last of the cult animais 
to be considered, is concentrated at the ve^ qf end of the medieval
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period, in the sixteenth century and later. The silence of the
Middle Ages on this subject, and a hint of the detestation in which
the horse was held by the Northumbrians;^ suggest that the horse
also was regarded with great opprobrium by the Church,
No ’vaunting of parts’ has survived for the horse. In its stead
is the lyric ’Poor Old Horse’, the lament by the creature for its
age and weakness, in one version with a second stanza very-
reminiscent of the opening of the ’Plough Song’:
You are old and you are cold
Your pace it is but slow
You eats all my hay
And you breaks all my straw
And neither are you fitten
All in my team to draw
We will whip him, cut him, skin him
To the hounds we’ll let him go
37Poor old horse, he must die.
The likelihood is that this is a relic of -the ’dying Old Horse’, 
whose resurrection had become a casualty of Church prohibition. 
Although the foregoing lyric is not Scottish in provenance, proof 
of the tradition in the Inthian is furnished by the poet William 
Dunbar in his ’Petition of a Gray Horse, AuXd Dunbar* (0.15IO), 
who reflects the custom by comparing himself to ’ane Youilîs yald’
(a Yule jade, or ’midwinter dying horse’ aged, worn out by labour, 
and neglected* He asks for the gifts of shelter and new clothing, 
hoping that the King' will command-
Gar hous him now agains this YuilXg,
And busk him lyk ane hi shop! s 
There is support for believing that this Old/Mew Horse custom, in
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which the New Horse vras presented with much finery, was also 
practised at Easter?^ and ’hishopd ' nriiles’ seem to have been 
proverbial for their coverlngsf^
To my mind, the ’Old Horse* ceremony lies behind a curious 
circumstance recorded in Glasgow during the Reformation» It was 
noted on 22nd December 1586 that
’some persons,.** upon the 20th December, called St,
Thomas’ even at 12 at night, went throu the Town with
41pipers etc. and laid a dead horse to the minister’s yait 
It is plain from the hour, the day (the midwinter solstice), 
and the ceremonial procession through the town, that this was no 
mere random practical joke. ¥.y inference is that the citizens, 
annoyed by the prohibitions of the Reformers, had given the minister 
what in a sense he had demanded, an unresurrected horse.
Another expression of the horse cult was through the ’hobby­
horse*. This companion of folk custom has a brief history, with 
only two points of reference, occurring almost simultaneously. The
first of these is in a poem apparently conmiemorating ’The Life and
42Death of the Piper of Kilbarchan’j but in effect lamenting the 
Reformation, the poet implying that ’Merrie Scotland’ and the piper 
died together at the end of the sixteenth centur^ r. Among the many 
convivial duties of the piper was that hf bringing in the ’good play 
meir’»^ ,^ About the same time, in 1617, on the occasion of the 
return of King James to Edinburg, a hobby-horse was required to 
aocompar^ the morris-dancers. The item had to be bought, at no 
little expense or twjuble, from the neai^st point in thé sddthem 
ÿin^cm: ( Berwick-^ ); , the implicatiori being that the hobby­
horse was not to be found in Scotland, nor a man who could make one,
A third manner of presenting ithe horse was to ride upon its
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back, "Two such examples are recorded, each with a paucity of detail 
seemingly designed to deny Ivnowledge of understanding of the custom 
on the part of scribe or reader. In the first of these, a man by 
the name of Tiberius Winchester, on the 26th December I603 in Elgin,
* superstitiously and profanely rode through the town with a bedcod 
Jpillow, pillow-cas^ on his head’* ^  . To the Session, the man : 
confessed to ’having a cod on his head through the town’* ^ . Clues 
to the cult aspect of this event are perceptible in the ’super-' 
stitiously and profanely’ of the charge, and the date of St. Stephen, 
patron saint (among other things) of horses. The meagreness of the 
detail malces it a matter of speculation whether the rider wore a 
pillow-case over his head and shoulders as a disgiising hood, as 
a pillow as enlargement in a ’Big Head’ (or giant) disguise, as a 
sack or receptacle for the collection or distribution of traditional 
gifts (for example, bread), or indeed for any other purpose.
The second example, more significant though hardly more patent, 
is the affair known as the ’St, Obert Pastime*, on record in Dundee, 
St, Andrews, Perth, Edinburgh and Haddington (five towns on or near 
the sea in east-central Scotland), but detailed only in the Perth 
Kirk Session Minute Books at the time of its prohibition, 1577-8.
St, Obert was the patron saint of the Baxters (or Bakers), and his 
pastime was enacted by members of the Guild on 10th December,
In the Perth event there were six participants, for only three of 
whom we are granted information: one acted as drummer, one wore 
’the devil’s coat’, and one was ’riding upon a horse going In 
mumming’; in the opiginG^ l, ’gangand mumchancef * Kirk elders 
insisted on. the ’amendment of the blasphemous ethnic plays of 
St# Tobeirt’s pastime’, bewailing the ’great slander throughout the 
whole country of the Gospel, evil reporting of the town, and
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disdain of the craft *5^ ,
In this last sentence, the outrage of the Reformer breaks 
through the blanket of silence to reveal something of the nature of 
the event. The use of * ethnic* (= pagan) shows that the antiquity 
of the practice is not in doubt, but perhaps even more important 
for the present purpose is the charge that the performance was also
I
'blasphemous*, and a 'great slander* on the 'Gospel*. The claim 
is therefore that the pastime ridiculed the New Testament, and 
since the 'gospel* (the good, or God's,story) was essentially that 
of the resurrected Christ, reasonable inference is that the custom 
involved a mock resurrection from the dead.
Of the three players particularised in the account, the drummer 
is the least interesting; his presence, here as elsewhere, was 
merely to draw attention to a, public event© The second wore 'the 
devil's coat*, and it is made clear by an earlier reference to this 
costume being cleaned at the burgh's expense that this was the con­
ventional medieval devil's costume, possibly used in procession 
and pageantry on other occasions. For the third man, the obvious 
inference is that he represented St, Oberb, but this is nowhere 
charged or admitted. Instead the charge is that he was on a horse
'going in mumming*, and the confession is of being in 'sanct-tobertis 
49play rydand*. , In other words, the crime was being on the horse.
In tMs connection, it is nbteworthy that the phrase 'gangand in 
nmmchance* is ambiguous, referring to man, or horse, or indeed 
both together. One interpretation is that the central figure in 
the pastime was a version of the 'man4iorsè ^, of the same , type 
represented by a tourney hobby-horseS^V
The irider, be it noted, confessed to lading in 'sanct-tobertis* 
play. The obscure Obert, unscriptural and misdripted, lived mostly
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on the lips of the Baxters, who seemed uncertain where his title
ended and his name began. Thus 'Sanct Obert* appeared in the writings
of the time also as *Tobert*, *Cobert*, and with an aspirate,
*llbbert*P  ^, These variants, with some others, will later be shown
to be of some importance.
So successful were the Reformers in obliterating this relic of
horse cult that the search for a fuller understanding of the Perth
Baxters* pastime has to be made in continental Europe. St. Obert
is the canonised Bishop Obert (or Aubert, or Autbert), whose see
52was Gambrai-Arras in the seventh century, , As S^t. Aubert', he
was celebrated in Arras, and in Belgium and northern France, in a
55pastime that involved an ass loaded with panniers of breads an 
unexplained detail that presumably attached him to the Baxters}
The focus for the search for 3t. Obert remains in Arras, for 
that town was the birthplace and stage for a medieval play of great 
interest, *Le Jeu de Robin et de Marion*, written by Adam de la 
Halle of Arras c,12S5, and performed in Arras in 1287, is considered 
to be a re-^rorking of traditional material, and because it was 
written while the author was attendant on the Count of Artois in 
Sicily, may be considered as an idealised version of life in what 
was for some Normans the *old country*P^ ,
For the sake of the reference to be made to the characters of 
this play, a brief summary of the action and dialogue is necessary:
A knight, with a falcon on his leather gauntlet, comes upon Marion, 
or Marote. He accosts her, but she replies that she loves Robin, 
plays the pipes and bii.ng8-her/breA'':'aàil:#hGe8 % e  kni^t
offers Marion dalliancet
Tell me, pretty shepherdess.
Wouldn't you like to come with meg
1 1 9
And have a game on this nice horse
%  the side of the copse in the valley there? (ll*69-72)^^ 
Her reply is,
Please, pleaseJ Back your horse a little!
He almost did me an injury.
Robin's never kicks out at all,
When I walk behind the plou^ (11.73-76)
Pressed further, she answers,
Now, sir, keep your distance, please!
You've no business to stay here;
Your horse will do me damage soon. (11.79-82)
Learning his name, she persuades 'Sir Aubert* to desist. Robin 
enters, and the two share their bread and cheese, and fall to singing 
games, in which Marion gives Robin her garland as a love token, 
and he shows off his dancing skill. Needing other dancers and 
musicians, Robin goes off to fetch them. The kni^t returns, looking 
for his falcon, and is again rebuffed by Marion. When Robin returns, 
grasping the falcon he has found, Aubert beats him for mishandling 
the bird, so harshly that Robin wails,
Barling,. he*s killed me, he really has. (1.525)
Now Aubert abducts Marion, exclaiming 
I don't want any other girl.
And this is the horse to carry you off (ll, 554-35)» 
î'arion's resolute virtue again obstructs Aubert, and he leaves her 
to Robin, and the.friends he has brou^t - a woman (Peronnelle) and 
three men (Baudon, Huart, and Gautier). These six end the play with 
a 'Mock King* present-giving game, 'Kings and Queens' (an indecorous 
truth-telling game), much kissing and wooing talk,,especially 
between Robin and Marion, who celebrate a greenwood wedding, and
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dancing, interrupted only by a brief rescue of a sheep from a wolf 
by Robin.
This early text is of considerable interest in many ways, but 
for the present purpose, it is important to note the attention given 
to the horse throughout. It is reasonable that the kni^t should
be mounted, but it is curious that the playwii^t keeps.on horseback
Lg
an actor whose role is that of seducer. It has been suggested!^
and is most probable, that the actor is 'wearing* a tourney hojrse.
The indivisibility of man and horse, suggested above in the Perth
pastime, is obtrusive in the 'Jeu'. The sexual encounter the
knight offers is 'a game on this nice horse*; Marion seems to regard
the veiled rape as being offered by the horse (11*73-4, 82), a
notion seemingly accepted by Aubert (1.355)* The violence of Aubert*s
horse is contrasted with the gentleness of Robin's plou^ horse
(and the absurdity of the shepherd and shepherdess ploughing is a
commentary on the lengths to which the author felt driven by the
need to satisfy the demands of the covert horse drama).
What I am suggesting is that, for the thirteenth-century
audience, these passages of the play reflected on forbidden horse
57cults in which there was, or had be%i, a. wooing action^ , and, 
moreover, a combat, death, and resurrection, of which the combat 
and Robin's claim to be mortally wounded are the only relics. (The 
horse combat and wooing pastime might well have originated with the 
Normans in their northern home.^^) Supportive of the identification 
of this play with horse cult are also the names of the characters. 
'Baudon' relates : 'Baudet' (= ass^^) 'gmd:':?Hua%^ :":'with 'Robert* j, 
which leads the discussion back to the central issue, the identity 
oÿ 'Aubert*. Marion (also called Rferote* a Fool's bauble, with 
grotesque face and bells^^) is careful to desnsuid her would-be
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seducer's name, and to oall him 'Sire Aubert' (1* 83). The same 
process that interchanged the consonants of 'Sanct' Obert's 
title would operate with 'Sir Aubert*, and produce 'Sir Robert', 
the proverbial partner of • R o b i n B e t w e e n  these three names was 
woven a web of language referring to horses, some of wliich is 
collected in Appendix Four, and which together constitutes a 
very considerable testimony to the popularity and endurance of the 
association, and also to the Church's diligence in finding suitably- 
named saints (in Cuthbert, Hubert, and Obert) to occupy the horse- 
cult festivals and attract their energy.
Tlie 'horse festival' of the Shetlands and Orkneys, performed 
by 'St. Mary's men', is most likely a survival of the St. Obert 
pastime. A direct link with the early medieval continental ■ 
custom was maintained into this century for, of the five men who 
'visited' on New Year's morning, one carried a basket on his back, 
a 'pannier', in which the food was collected, and was known as 
'the oariying-horse' ; the other named member of the troupe was 
the 'gentleman*, who wore straw about his person and sang the 
pastime songf^ This version of the St. Obert pastime could have 
been transferred to the northern isles in 1468, when the islands 
came under Scottish rule, and immigrants, chiefly from Fife
and Anfus, the northern portion of the St* Obert area.^. In this 
manner, the pastime could have been transplanted from the folk play 
area, to survive the follo\7ing century at a safe distance from the 
centres of the Reformation.
This northern 'horse festival' supplies another linîc between 
the 'Obert' of Perth and the 'Aubert' of Arras, The title of the 
northern guisers, 'St. Mary's men', or'Oueen Mary^s men', is
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considered to refer to the Virgin Mary, the Queen of Heaven. This 
name and derivation is tmmistakahly pre-Reformation, and may even 
pre-date the southern title of *3t, Ohert'* To disinter the earlier, 
pagan title, one would seek to make the smallest possible adjustment 
to the Christianising name of 'Mary', A diminutive of 'Mary* is 
*Marion'^^, and it seems likely that these 'horse guisers' were once 
known as 'Marion's Men*, Certainly Aubert and Robin in the 'Jeu' 
might have been so known, for they were both her suitors.
The effect of this interpretation of the ’horse festival ' is 
to promote 'Marion*, or 'Mary', the Mare (0,E, mere), to the 
dominant role in the wooing play, if not the combat drama® There 
are grounds for arguing the primacy of the mare in the other horse 
rite discussed in this section, hitherto called the 'Old Horse*,
It will be recalled that Dunbar referred to himself as 'ane Youllis 
yald', or 'Yule jade'. Yald derives from the Old Norse yalda 
(“ mare), and thus Dunbar's 'Yule yald' would malce one of a party 
(ivith the 'Paysyad'^^ , 'the Old Grey Mare (who), aint what she used 
to be' of the traditional song, and the Mari hczyd^ ^ (Gbey Mare) 
of South Wales) of midwinter and Easter dying Jades?^
The strictness of the Church's suppression of the horse cult 
has succeeded in obscuring the whole picture of its development 
in medieval times, and in eradicating it from the modem version 
. of the folk play in Scotland, This, however^ hardly diminishes its 
importance in this study, for. the main profit of; this investigation 
of the horse (and mSte) iri^ is to discover tha%lthe:'ubtionof 
•R p b in ' is related to thé wooing and combat play for the horse, 
and to: recall that the name is also to be linked to other cult 
animals: to the Ram (for which Robin is a traditional custodian ),
2 5
to the redbreast (which took his name), and to the wren (who became
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his consort). The importance of 'Robin' is by^ mea.ns confined to 
the bird and animal ou].ts of medieval Scotland; later investigations 
in to dance form and vegetational totems will show that 'Robin' 
became the magnetic centre of the regeneration dramas.
5.
To group the notices of ceremonial dance together in a separate 
section is again to make an artificial division for the sales of 
clarity; dance is a mode of expression already found in the 
examination of the animal cults (for example, with the 'Plough 
Song'), and due to re-appear in the following section on Maying 
rites. Again, as with the surrounding sections, this survey does 
not pretend to be comprehensive; consideration is limi ted strictly 
to those 'ceremonial* (as distinct from 'social* or 'display') 
dances that have a bearing upon the folk play© One further 
admissions this section will not attempt to explore the relation­
ship between drama and dance. It is sufficient for the present 
purpose to acknowledge that a relationship does exist, whether or 
not one is the senior partner^^, and to accept medieval dance as 
an earlier and variant form of the modem folk play»
The ceremonial dance form already suggested to be a part of 
the 'Plough Song* performance is known as ®longsword*, a style in 
which the dancers make themselves into a chain, by grasping the 
swords at Mit a^d point, and, in which they make a 'star' , by 
looking the swords together*}. of this 
kind of dance .in Scotland; is thé oelebrated exaaBpl© first known on 
the Shetl^d isle of Papa Stour, and now continued on Mainland at 
Brae?^ This tradition has been the subject of an essay by Allsop^^
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who found the two abiding problems to be the very existence of a
longsword dance five hundred miles to the north of its nearest
brethren (in Yorkshire), and the undoubted literary Englishness of
the accompanying text.
The answer to the first of these problems, and a theory to
derive the Papa Stour tradition from the Scottish folk play area,
is found in the colonisation of the northern isles in the fifteenth
oentury^^. In detail, the tradition of sword-dancing was noted in
71the eighteenth century at Buckhaven in Hfe^ in the area from which
many of the colonists had set forth* The connection between the two
eighteenth-century traditions and Yorkshire is perhaps to be found
twenty miles along the coast from Buckhaven at Crail, where a
72Yorkshire landowner was infefted in 1140* , In the li^t of these 
facts, the simple but e:ctraordinary history of the Papa Stour dance 
could be that it was carried from Yorkshire ko Fife in twelfth 
century, and from Fife to Shetland in the fifteenth century.
The second problem is the origin of the lengthy text that 
accompanies the Papa Stotir dance, in which the leader, St, George, 
calls upon the other dancers in the names of the patron saints of 
the home countries, and France, Spain and Italy, in terms suggesting 
that they are military 'Champions', This patriotic and religious 
characterisation of the dancers may well be a device to def].eot Church 
hostility from a custom that might well otherwise have come under 
suspicion* Later in this study it will be argued that, at the 
;time of the Reformation (c,155P)» texts were created to disguise 
the originals of these pagah/:©!; been, -miggested of the
'§lou^ Song' ). The suspioibp that the Refomation ^ as less severe 
on traditional pastimes in the northern isles (from the evidence of 
such as 'St, Mary's Men'^^), and the relative lack of sources of
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textual contamination in Shetland, assist the belief that the text 
may have been introduced from an English source, (by virtue of St, 
George) and preserved unusually exactly.
Another style of sword-dancing may be recorded at Elgin in 1625, 
where five men (the number occasionally nowadays employed for the 
style of dancing Icnown as 'Rapper' ) were apprehended on the 7th
i
January for 'guising', in that they 'past in ane pword dance in
Paul Dunbar his close and in the kirkyeard with m^ askis and wissoris 
74on ther faces'. Prom the details of this charge can be noted
the midwinter date, the disguise of the dancers (more frequently
noted with guising than with dance), the practice of dancing on
the 'holy ground' (the churchyard) of the locality, and the custom
of 'visiting* the houses and enclosures of the citizens*
Douce noted in England sword-dancing 'in a wild manner, and
as it were in armour, at proper Intervals striking upon each other's 
75staves', but no such tradition has- come to my attention in 
ScotlsndT^ -.- Such a style would be the ancestor of the unloc* 
Perthshire (c.lSJO) play account, where the boys line up 'in two 
parties*,© standing opposite each other', and. engaged in 'stick- 
thwacking', until one fell dovm and pretended to be wounded* This 
emphasis on the clashing of sticks, and the disregard foi^  the 
narrative of the drama, locates this tradition nearer to dance than 
to drama* Other echoes of sword dance mi^t be recorded at 
Biggar^ and unloc* Angus, where three of the players join their 
blades, and at Melrose, where all five or six. performers carried 
a sword;;or stick, pèrhàpis showing that the - f o r g o t t e n , ' dance. 
i8$ill outwei^ed the d ramatic needs of the play}
To turn from the sword-dance to the morris-danc© is less of 
a change of focus than might appear* 'Morzds' dancing, very popular
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77in the Scotland of the sixteenth century, could in theory include 
any style of dance that was performed by dancers with blackened 
faces, as it is now generally believed that the term derives from 
an earlier ^Hoors* Dance'*
Of all the references to morris-dancing in Scotland, one sli^t 
and hitherto-unregarded remark by an anonymous sixteenth-c entury
poet is of great importance to this study* Fritirig‘'at the time of
i
the Reformation, in the part of the Protestant attack on the
priesthood of the Church of Rome, the poet lists the ways in which
dissolute ministers rid themselves of female consorts of whom they
had tired. To indicate the extremes to which they went, he writes,
'Sum for the hure garrls heid thameselff, and is not that a 
78morreis?' (= some, in order to escape their whores, behead 
themselves! What a moriis-dance that îsî)V
Behind the rough humour of the Reformer's sarcasm is the 
familiarity of writer and audience with a morris-dance (perhaps 
with a wooing action) in which the central fâlgwré allows himself, 
more or less willingly, to be beheaded, by the swords or sticks 
of his fellow-dancers. The value of this one, line of poetry is 
that it links the practice of ceremonial dance with the beheading 
motif, already noted in this chapter in connection with the blood­
stained breast of the Robin, and the death ef the Old Ox in the 
'Plough Song'* The Reformer-poet se^ns awaré of this ’resurrection* 
eicanent in the morris-dance, for he uses the name itself as a 
by-ivord for contempt} ,
' ' ' _ ' . -V'v.iiR ,r A'
Slhally, the wooing aption'. in. tW/.'Ch^ar^R#^ 
sign of being founded on à tradition^ dane© fo#* While her 
elderly and untrusting husband sleeps, Bessy is wooed in turn 
by a courtier, a merchant, a clerk, and a the last-named
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being the chosen suitor. The dance form is patent, as the Old 
Man and Bessie are required to enter dancing, and the stanzas given 
to each of the suitors strongly suggests that each enters and 
dances his proposal. This sequence of solo entrances and dances 
is reminiscent of the 'Champions' of Papa Stour, and also of 
! certain of the modern folk play texts (for example Stirling^, 
j unloc. Abbotsford Coll.^^), where the 'Farmer's Son' is called 
on in the role of lover, and has a quatrain to himself in the 
8 ame. vein.
This dance form introduces the idea of the 'wooing action', 
virtually lost to the modem versions of the play in Scotland. 
Nevertheless, the wooing drama had a role in the development of 
the folk play, and that role is among the additions to be made 
by a consideration of the medieval rites of May*
4} ghg M1?eg oQîay
It may seem a digression to seek the oii.tgi.ns of the Hallowe'en
and Hogmanay folk play in the ceremonies that heralded summer, but
in truth the distinction between the two (or three) seasonal rites
79was blurred as early as the fourteenth century^ . and will later 
be shown to haye been totally confounded in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. Moreover, the argument to be advanced 
in the r^ainder bf this chapter is that the main impetus of
the folk play in the ; sixteenth century cam© to be expressed
' ; ' v  ::.C. V.' ' .
within the many pastimes with which the end of winter and the
 '     ' ,
arrival of summer were qelebrated.In ithoxwer^ nsu of this chapter,
attention will be given only to those aspects of the May Games ' \
that relate to the development of the folk play; what follows
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lays no claim to be a complete view of the medieval Scottish 
p astime•
Thirte.enth-Centurv Marring
An entry in the Chronicle of Lanercogt for the year 1282 is 
the earliest record of a Spring rite in Scotland, and warrants 
being given in full:
Moreover, at this time, near Tnverkeithing in Easter 
week (March 29th - April 5th)., the parish priest,
John by name, by way of celebrating the profane rites 
of Priapus, gathered together the little girls from 
the area around the town, and compelled them to form 
a circle, and dance round in a ring in honour of 
Father Bacchus. When he had these females in position, 
in order to inspire immodesty, he carried a represent- 
ion of a phallus on a stick in front of the dancers, 
himself dancing and stamping;mth the singers, by M s  
miming and lewd langage inciting all those who saw 
him to lust# Those in the honourable estate of 
matrimony;, on account of their dignified station, 
although unaccustomed to the practice, tempted others 
. to evil out of respect for thé p3?incipal actor# If any
of the bystandersnçt pai^ipipating in the dance, began 
I to, sneak but; amorously on their own account, he became
worse, and loudly insulted themo
The sins of some men are obidous before they 
are judged# In the same year, ■wBehvhi'S' païi 
were gathered together In the cta^oh in the dawn li^t 
of thé Clast) week of Lent ###.oo, as is the custom, in
*-, -r
A M
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his teaching hour he proved that people could be brought
to repentance by having their skin pricked by sharp points,
The townspeople, indignant of this insult against them,
turned on the man responsible, and he, the author of the
wicked dead, and still unrepentant of his part in it,
in the same churchyard where he had begun thé ring-dance,
had a knife driven throng his body® He sank to rest the
80night, God having requited him as his crime deserved.
The Involvement of a priest is the excuse for the chronicler to
raise the curtain on pagan practice in Lowland Scotland, and it is
for the student of folklore to infer thé custom from the crime, and
81Interpret the commentary. .
Ihverkeithing, in southern Fife, is on the northern boundary of
the Anglian and Feudal area, and the shell of paganism is plain in
the use of the 'holy ground' of the community, now the churchyard,
for the 'ring-dance*, and in the choice of Easter, the Church's
over-stamping of the pagan Spring féstiyalb It was also a calendar
festival, for in Scotland until l600 the New Tear was deemed to
82
begin on March 25th. ,
I Priest John carried’' 'a representation of a phallus on a stick'*
Hy interpretation of this accoTitrefeent is that it was an early 
I 'bauble', the essential property of the Fool^^ and therefore
*. supportive of the theoiy that the instrument at ohé stage in its
I'- ■ : ■■■'. ■ ■ ' ■ ' ' M84:-
i .development was a stick adorned with bladders and à'pBallùS. 1 In
this li#t, Priest John can be seen as the Fool of the tnverkeithing
' ' ' oeremoniy , and the first'on record in. SScotlanc^ . The association of
the Fool and the prominent phallus recurs in fche Cupar play of 1540,
, . where the young wife Bessy chooses the Fool from her suitors on
account of the size of his phallus.
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Priest John seems to have directed his attentions to the virgins 
of the Tnverkeithing district ('the little girls'^^), and to have 
had the co-operation of non-virgins (the married women) in his 
efforts. This degree of co-operation is one of the discordant 
notes in the account, for it implies that the older, married women
were familiar with the custom, and played the appropriate role in
i
support of the 'principal actor'. This is at odds with the 
chronicler's stance that they were 'unaccustomed to thé practice', 
and that the priest 'compelled' the participation of his young
parishioners in his supposedly bookish revival, of the rites of
06Eriapus and Bacchus, This discrepancy offers the choice of
believing that the priest, perhaps recently raised from the laity,
Was attempting to continue a traditional practice with himself
in the leading role, or that he was an income.!’, and appointed by
an alien feudal authority, and that what we have, here is an account
of the transfer of Anglo-Norman customs to H.fe* Insofar as Fife
was feudalised more than a hundred years before-the event at
Tnverkeithing, it is more likely that the chfoMcler's inconsistehcy
about the role of the married women is a result of his unwilling^
ness to admit that the custom was at all common, and his consequent
87effort to make the priest a scapegoat for the whole affair. ,
Certainly Eldest John was. credited total responsibility
for the pastime, to the extent of playing four sub-roles in its 
leadership. Apart from that of Fertility B&pt for wooing fool), 
hh was the Actor, and Leader of the Dance 9 and of the Song. To 
take these sub-roles in turn* the,'dramatic' element is clear, 
thou^i unstressed*' He is described as.being the, leading 'actor' 
or 'mask', and as communicating'by . mimetic movexaent; Whether. . 
there was . any formalised dialogue we are bold} neither can
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we be certain whether or not the player wore a mask; the dual
meaning of persona is most apt in the matter of folk play, for
only rarely in the records of medieval guising are encotmtered
guisers who do not wear masks or visors. Those who have worn
masks know of their liberating effect; the item would be invaluable
to a man leading such a ceremony as this, especially if !he was a
priest, i
As Leader of the Dance, he led a file-danoe (muzhasBbbin in
^Le Jeu,,,' ended the proceedings -with a farandole). He also orgard.sêd 
88the ring-dance, . and in this capacity he was-also the Leader of 
the Song, Each of these activities came to be the province of 
'Robin', Chaucer, writing c,1570, made the 'Robin'., the leader of 
the 'carole', a by—word for the extremes of licence and hilarity, 
much as the Jacobins represented the extremes of religious denials 
This folk, of which I tell you so,
Upon a carole went en tho.
• he, that whylome was so gaye^
i\nd of the daunce the Jolly Robin,
Was tho become a Jacobin',-^^
The proof that the leader of the singing came to be Icnown as
'Robin* is adduced from two important footnotes. The first of
these was attached to one of the earliest surviving' Scottish 
lyrics:
Maydens of. Englonde, isore. may ye mome
For your lemans ye have Ibste at ' ü^mnockisbomé
V
With heve a lowe.
What wenyth the kynge of Fnglonde
So soone to have wonne Scotland^
1 3 2
With rumhylowe,
‘This songe was, after many dales, song in dennces in the carols of
90the maidens and mynstrelles of Scotland*,
This note is a clear statement that this is a ‘traditional* or 
‘folk* verse, and that it was performed hy a minstrel, the solo& 
singer, and the chorus of maidens, in the ‘carol*, a singing-dance* 
It is equally clear from the verse that the chorus of maidens
91supplied the refrains of ‘With heve a lowe*, and ‘With rumhylowe*,
and that the minstrel supplied the yerse, in this case inspired
hy the battle in 1314. Almost three centuntes later, this style
of singing is acknowledged to have taken its name from ‘Robin's
'Chanson de Robin, a merrie and extemporall Song, or fashion of
singing, whereto one is always- adding some#.at, or maye at pleasure
adde what he liste\P^,
The relevance of the ‘carole* to the folk play lies chiefly
93in its use as an expression of lamentation and exultation by 
the chorus of Tmaidéns */.in the medieyal yer#OnSÿ Echoes of 
these may be discerned, and the bhdukihg guality/of the verse 
quoted above may in part be due to the clever fashion in which 
the 'Robin' has' taken, the rejoicing in the battle, and re-worked 
around it the traditional elements of the folk dræia. In the 
previous chapter, in the aeotibh On the QOfdello Celts,: notice 
was taken of a resurrection drama in which the women keened oyer 
the fallen warrior;, the same lamentation by maidens for fallen 
warriors (with a defeated king) is found but neatly turned
to the service of enhancing the loVe-long^ln^ of the Scottish 
maidens, whose 'lemans', one presumes, awe neither dead nor 
distant}, , .. - •-
The lament for the death could easily become the cry of
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exultation for the resurrection. In the Maying poem 'Ghrlstis 
Kirk on the Green*, a man left for dead after the communal fighting 
is discovered, like the Irish warrior keened over, to be not dead, 
and he is brought back to life by three 'routs*, or shouts, by the 
womens
The wivia come furth and up they paisit him,
And fand life in the loun;
And with three routis they raisit him
And coverit him of a swoun
Agane
94At Christis kirk on the greens 
The conclusions to be dra.7m from this thirbeenth^century 
incident at Inverkeithing are two-fold. Firstly, there was a 
''dramatic' element in the summer-heralding pastimes from the 
earliest record, though neither early nor late is the folk drama 
precisely defined. Secondly, the leader of the festivities occupies 
an area shared in later accounts by, 'Robin* (thougii rarely named
as such in Scottish aocounts^^), and -by the *Fertiiity Fool' , end
the importance of this will lie in the addition to the roll of 
Robins that the leader of the summer-f-heralding pastime makes.
Before a summation of the ' Robin' aspect of medieval folk drama 
is made, however, two other features of the May Rites will be 
reviewed. .
fiis  Qrgen Tree
The totem of the May rites,was the which produces , ‘ ■ fi}i ' y  y  - v v  V J w  " O * , /   ^ JL .4. J V J X Z ? : i j.,
 ^  ,1;_____its sweet-scented white or pink flowers in ^arly May, It had
' -Qr - ' '
:’sQlid. associations with fe)H)ility customs in medieval Scotland^ ^
\ . ■  ^ _ ■' " >.7 _ .  ^ ' '
especially at Polwarth, where the final© t© the Tule guising . - '
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97was a dance about the thom trees by the folk play performer si It
is reasonable to suppose that the first maypoles were branches of
hawthorn (or may), and that these were set up in the centre of
communities where needed* When this practice was prohibited in 
98Scotland) , a substitute was sought and found in the instrument
that stood at every cottage door - the brush which, as a*bundle
of brushwood, birch or thom fixed to a short stake, was hardly
more or less than a miniature, inverted 'may pole'.
All the fertility significance of the Maypole was transferred
to the brush (and its close cousin the broom, generally made fmm
green broom), and they became potent symbols in folklore?^- Of
particular interest in this study is the alternative name for the
100broom, the 'besom', itself also a term for a woman, , 'implying
general slatternliness, laziness, impudence or unscrupulous 
101energy', , In my view, the word 'besom' attracted the name '
'Bessie* to the female character who represented the fertility
spirit in raaying ceremoMe.s, and in this light the wooing play
of the Cupar Proclamation^ ^  beoone s more obiriously a re-working
of the wooing play of the Fertility Fool and his 'Bessy',
Although the wooing plaÿ has been banished from modem versions
102of Scottish folk drama") . the broom was still carried in by the 
'Devil' (see . fdr example. 'un%p} Hallow^g. Jolmstone), always 
with the justification tha^t would be used to sweep away the 
ungenerous}
Another symbol pf the 'green tree' was a freshly-gathered 
branch, but for the barrier of this totem^ ^mother group of 
pèrsonï^s have-to 13® Introduced.
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105Wild Man and. Woodwone
The 'wild man of the woods’, or woodwose (= wood-dweller) was 
an anthropomorph of the forest. He and his wife lived apart from 
the haunts of men, often in the recesses of the woods, where they 
communed with and presided over the wild animals. They were in 
human shape and naked, hut leaves grew from their bodies', and they 
were excessively hairy. For fighting and building love bowers 
they used the branches of living trees, giant ’wands’ (in the 
original sense of the Danish w o r d ^ .
Britain has a place in the study of the woodwose, for one of 
the earliest ’wild man' disguises was noted in fourteenth-century 
FnglandJ^^ and only in the Scottish version of the ballad ’Hind 
Ftin' (noted also in Scandinavia and north Germany) is ’the creature 
who carries the maiden off on his horse ... a "forester”, that is, 
a wild man and protector of the woods, who uproots tall trees to 
build a bower for his leveO^^.
Despite this evidence of a Sc.bttish acquaintance,, and the 
•presence of the Wild Man in Hfurb^ ebh plays (see
Plate One^ 'j , the creature is as secretive in the Scottish
records as he was in the forests. The Edinburg printer Walter 
Ohs'prnan, licensed in 1507» chose for his device his monogram 
suspended from a tree, and supported cn éàoh side ly a.woodwose 
and his wife, each bearing "a branch of greenery} The 
'Scottish ’ significance of this symbol is diminished by Berheimer's 
observation that the heraldic device of the wild man and his wife 
was known In the last quarter of, the fifteenth century, and was 
" especially popular with printers} Hfe reprints the mark of the 
printer Philippe Pigouchet, who was adtive 1488-1512, and it is 
obvious that the design (whijCh Bemheimer says was followed by
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PLATE ONE
The ‘Wild Man* Wooing / Combat Play
These two illustrations are Nos. 14 and 16 in Bernheimer's Wild hen in 
the P'liddle Aoes. Each shows the Wild Man being lured (to his death) by 
the Woman, who holds a ring. The Archer and the Bishop await their turn 
in the action, while the audience cower in their houses, visited by the 
Collectors.
Both illustrations are the work of Pieter Brueghel the Elder,c.ÜT&O.
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PLATE TWO:
The Woodwose and his Wife
i
a
m
f
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fff pic(bUc5 Çeuct© a fü|âi$îé be î<î3mc fiirft acÇeuej 
, II) ^ if . fC C C C .iiiL p p -d ^ p ^ iiite v y Ü A O ü tbe Uoufl 
|pouc^pm 5Sofh«^i6iairtb«rnoucdtaparid a fame 
neuue no/hi borne a fen (eigne (ainet ^ e$oq feuan#efif?c
Pigouchet's mark (above), made in Paris 
in 1498, is taken from Bernheimer's 
Wild Men of the iliddle Ages (illustration 
No. 48). Chepman's mark (right) was made 
in Edinburgh in 1507.
»
iMUtruo
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107printers in Paris, Caen, Lyons and Cologne ) was that used by the 
Edinburgh man (see Plate Two).
About the time that Chepman was borrowing the woodwose for 
his advertisement, the creature was making disguised appearances in 
quasi-dramatic folklore, and two such occasions (with the ’Droich’ 
and ’Sir Guy of Gisborne’) will be investigated in due course.
i
The Green Man
A close relative of the woodwose, the Creep Man, is another 
anthropomorph of the forest, and a popular figure in medieval 
pastime, to judge from the frequency with which his image appears 
in medieval church carving. (An example in Glasgow Cathedral is 
of the type that had greenery issuing from its mouth) . The 
fourteenth-century poem, ’Gawain and the Green Kni^t’ is generally 
supposed to have'been inspired by. a ’Gree#Mah’ drama, in which 
the ’giant’ Green Man, covered with greenery and wearing an 
extra ’head’, WAd- beheaded and reyivefe- Grebn no less than
their dramas, are without record in Scotland, however, and only in 
such figures as the ’Burryman’ of South Queensferry"*^^ can such 
a tradition be hinted at. Despite the blank in the Scottish records 
at this point, the Green Man is noted here, to be glanced at later 
as a stag© in the evolution of the folk play îieroé} '
' Summer and Winter Kings 
 ^ A nearer approach to the surviving 'combaj;^  drama is made %  ; 
the intrpduction of the struggle between .;bh© representatives of
summer and, winter for the land. This tradit ion has been identified
' . ' 109
in northern and Sweden y ^ ^ and it may be possible to see à
Saxon transplant in %gland in the *conflicti!0 verts et Hlemis’,^^^
1 3 9
in which Summer and Winter exchange vaunts before the latter is
overwhelmed, and of which the style was ’apparently reminiscent
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of its popular source’.
There is an early note of the Summer King in Scotland, in
connections with King Robert the Bruce, It is reported that his
wife, on the occasion of his coronation in 1300, was moved to
remark, 'Aestimo ^ o d  r_ex. .aestivalia.. .forsltan hvemalis_Jion
112eris’, . (*I think (.because) you are a summer king, perhaps you 
will not be a winter king’), Uhoertsin thpu^i the translation is, 
on the basis of the ’Summer King’ ceremony of the ’conflictus’, 
one can infer the wife’s pride in the public joy and thanksgiving 
at her husband’s coronation, her allusion to his vitality and 
sexual vigour, and her hope that he may never grow old and 
Impotent, and suffer defeat at the hands of a popular adversary. 
This set of ideas was still vigorous in Scotland some three 
hundred years later. Falkland Palace, in Fife, has a portrait 
of Qtieen Elizabeth of i^hemia,. à dàu^téf of James FI, bom in 
the Palace in 1596, at at time when Falkland was a royal residence 
Information attached to the portrait reveals that Elizabeth and her 
husbahxt Frederick, Electbr of the PaJaMnatej, were: known as ’the 
Winter King and Queen’ during their. exile in the Hague after 
being driven from Prague (ihe oùpitai bf J^hemia) in ,
In 1432, the-ïïhiverôity of St , Andrew# fbrbude 'the. custom 
^enjoyed by masters and students) of bAhging in summer} The 
autho^ties deplored the folly and danger of bhe practice.
in which the King of Summer was escorted, by'jm atmed retinue, ' . ^
bearjkg banners, -, The ’danger’ of the must have resided. : '%
in the risk of injury from the weapons, and implies that some sort \ - 'f-'VAKi
of combat was mergone, perhaps between the rival kings and their
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supporters, in the woods beyond the town.
There seems to have been a tradition of public participation
in the battle of Winter and Simmer. The ainth-cen'^^ ‘conflictus’
is ended by a chorus from the audience of shepherds, drowning
Winter’s voice, and calling on the cuckoo and Spring to occupy
the landl^^, The St, Mdrews’ riding has been noted as a source
of public disorder, and in the next century.^  the humorous poem
’Shristis Kirk on the Green’^ ^ , describes Maying festi'^ /ities which
a
begin with dancing and^wrestling match, and degenerate into a 
ludicrous melee. Archery is much abused: one tries to shoot 
another throu^ both cheeks, but misses; another in a fury fires 
an arrow that disintegrates in mid-air; a man struck full in the 
stomach by a shaft has his life saved by his leather doublet: 
not so fortïmate is the priest, a mile awayg killed by an arrow 
shot over a house by one of the Mayers* After this dangerous 
comedy, the company fall to with cudgels, and, it is a yictdjn of 
'this fracas raised by the 'routs' of the 'women in the manner 
already suggested to be a *resurrection’o
There is no doubt- in my mind that the combat of the Summer and 
winter Kings is the essential source for the aotion bf the modem 
. folk .play, and the ritual has left traces In-text and costume.
The two kings are joint heirs to the landg/.@nd 'rule};Altemately 
in half-year reigns* In this light, they are brothers^ . and this
relationship makes sense of such laments (by the victor over his 
vicéim’5 body) as*
Ohî Qhf m a t ’s this l’vè done?
;•; / I’ve killed my brothey Jack, my lather’s only son. (Peebles )
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Moreover, as these kings rule in turn over the whole world, they 
pave the way for such as ‘Alexander, king of Macedon*,
‘"Tho has conquered the whole world save Scotland alone* 
(Peebles^).
In respect of costume, the Germanic summer king was costumed
in ivy and carried a garland, and the winter king wore moss and
straw;^^^ in the ninth-century English ’confliotus* Summer is
'girdled with a garland*, and Winter is noted for his * shaggy 
110hair*. ' , Distinct echoes of these motifs are noted in the modem
*Galoshan* play: straw buskj.ns and beards are conspicuous in the
Falkirk^ account, the Beelzebub of the unloc* MaoRitohie account
118wears a straw belt, and ‘Jack Straw* is a character at Oumnock.
The summer garlands survive vestigially, in. the cry for room for 
’Gorlsnds* (Peebles^) and ‘Gorlings* (unlooo Abbotsford Ooll.^ )}*^ .^
Summer and Winter Queens
120A combat-drama-ha,s been noted in' the Isle of M;an^ , - ■. and a 
vestige of the half-year term of office can be seen in the 
•Hallowmas Bannock* custom, observed in Bufherglen (Glas^ cow) in 
the nineteenth century}^;, The .IQiieen; of May* is on record as 
the recipient of a king’s gift in,I506, .in June at Holyrood and 
in'August at Ayr^ , details :jkKat suggest a longer tern of office 
than her title would nominally allow, and that the tradition was 
widespread. In Edinburg in 1554, the Queen, : Mary of Guise, 
surveyed the morris dancing and the ‘olerk^ pïays from a pavilion 
•of fiqlrer®, Diroh rushes. . ,
, Closer to the orones of the modem folk ;^ lay Cdiscdssed in . t
Chapter a re those hags who become tmbile, on the pattern
■ a . -a ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 7 ■
o f the doctor * s boast at Peebles- and Stirling « The medieval
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model for these is the hag Erin ?ho, in Irish legend, became
beautiful when made love to by Ni all. Her name, % e  Sovereign ty
of Ireland', shows that the story combines the action of a Summer/
124Winter Queen drama with a kingsliip rite# It is likely that this
drama is remembered in the characters of Dame Douce in 'Le Jeu de
125 'la Feulllee' and Dame Jane of the Lincolnshire Ploughboys'
playJ^^j the former pregnant and the latter carrying a baby, both
of them past child-bearing age.
The Winter Dragon
The struggle between Summer and Winter was also represented 
emblematically as the contest between a warrior and a dragon*
The familiar soldier in British folklore is St. George, but the 
choice of this combatant for the patron saint of England has 
distorted this custom within Britain, for George is only one 
among many local and national heroes from Russia westwards who 
troublesome dragons, se^ents and worm#/*
One such local hero was John Somervillej who subdued the 
monster-serpent that terrorised Linton (Roxburgh#.) by riding to 
/it# den\i#ith a burning peat fixed to a wheel at the end of his 
apearj and> thrusting it down the creaturd^s throat# The date 
0;f dte%;ieed is supposed to be 1174, ahdz/Someshhllie was ipewarded 
by the #ft of thé ianda ahout /Mhtohw^/. In one 
sense this is a folk-rationale of the îü L feffeentfof the Somervilles, 
but from the viewpoint of this study it is the scenario of a 
Summer-heralding oombat-drama, where thé Wsnter Dragon is overcome 
by the widespread' sun-symbol of the wheel of fire#
, %  the time of the following century, khe 'winter* symbol of
the dragon, and its connotations of'dearth^ had been formalised in
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the embleraology of war,’- To 'raise dragon* in medieval warfare, 
signified hy raising a banner thus emblazoned, declared the 
intention of bringi.ng 'dearth*, by waging war on crop, beast, 
property and person. This banner was an all-too-familiar spectre
in Scotland: on five documented occasions the 'dragon* was 'raised*
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j in the country in the years 1244 to 1546*
In later centuries, the dragon appears on the periphery of
i
folk pastime. In the earliest records for Lanark, for the year 
1488, payments are made for thé repair, transportaahd display 
of the Dragon (and St, George,) in the Corpus Christi procession 
of the townl^^. This event occurred within a fortni’ght of Easter 
Sunday and the descriptions that remain (of Lanark and elsewhere) 
indicate a mixture of pagan and Christian elements.
The poet Dunbar (c,1515) wrote an Easter Hymn, beginning, 'Done 
is a battel on the dragon blak*, in which Christ's resurrection 
is interpreted in the iraageiy of the May Gama, and the Summer King's 
viptbry over thb^  linter Dragohr Christ^  ié. the *;bbampion?; j newly 
raised from the dead? Lucifer is the 'deidly dragon', the
150'crewall serpent* whose dungeon is emptiedj, and treasure seized, - 
The final pre-Reformation notice of the dragbn comes in 
connection with a pastime at Perth;^ ' A cave on the heights of 
Einnoul Hiii abdvb/the town was./knowp. in sixteenth; century- as 
the .'Dragon's Hole', and was thé: go al» of - an, annual pilgAmage by 
: ;a procession of young men mid -women' whb; made their why' to the 
accompaniment of drums and pipes# That,this Maying custom had 
fertility association is made plain at the tjme of^  its prohibition 
' ' in'.1580, when the Perth elders admitted that they were *not
of filthiness afi^ er to r
Again the curtain of silence has been drawnj but it is reasonable
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to suspect that the young people -of Perth formally gathered at 
the Dragon’s Gave one day in Spring for some kind of ceremony, 
and that the choice of venue indicates a combat between the Dragon 
and a ’Summer King’, supported by those in the procession.
Whatever role the dra.gon may have had in the British folk 
I  play has vanished^î^.as a result of the religious opposition, and
j perhaps the costume difficulties it presents to the guiser. The
choice of St, George as the patron saint of England must have 
affected his popularity in Scotland, and the few Scottish 
play4te%ts with references to dragons and Georges (for example, 
DiggS'r, Bowden, and Inkerman) may well have gained them from 
English chap-books,
Goncluaibn
it has been the task of this chapter to search the records 
of medieval folklore for those customs .and practices wMob, when 
. SuWjëOt'èd to .decay and prohibition * might haye icpntribut ed 
fragments, for the mosaic we know as the modem version of the folk 
play. The search has not been vain. The May Wooing has con­
tributed its besom or broom as an accoutrement * and its garlands 
Cas '^orlings’ ) have lodged in one text* The resurrection pastimes 
■ f or the ram and the ox established the death by beheading, carried 
forwards by: the siTçbeenth-century morris dance* Most impoarbant of 
all, the Stmimer and Winter King pastime M e  ahadWed forth ' the 
' brother kings, who ritually contest, the s®vereign\fcy of the,..
wërldfat six ïùonthly intervals,; each going Intobdeath or' exile - 
; ^ ' 
fér a half-year, to be revived or banished with rejoicing or
■ lamentation/ p /
; This combat of the Winter and ' Summer King might have been
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the direct link with the modem folk play, were it not for the 
extraordinary energy generated by the' coming together of different 
strands of pastime, linked by the name of ’Robin*. In this chapter 
we have noted the blood-stained bird, the redbreast, that took the 
name of ’robin* with his reine the wren; in the world of men, 
’Robin* has appeared as the proverbially-happy shepherd,-and a 
patron saint of sheep, as an equine Sir Obin, and as the leader of 
the May Wooing pastime, as the ’Joly Robin* of the dance and as the 
singer of the ’Chanson de Robin*»
The magnetic quality of ’Robin*, the bigour of the horse- 
cult, and the pure pleasure of the May Game (for the summer- 
welcoming pastime was the best-loved) in turn produced the greatest 
’Robin* of them all, Robin Hood, The following chapter will show 
how the * Robin* lore produced Robin Hood, and demonstrated the 
unsuspected importance of Robin Hood in the history of the Scottish 
(and British) folk play*
■-, . . .'"A".
"(A
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tTotes tn Cha-nter Four
A
Bede, A Histoay/ of the English Church and Peoele, trans,
L, Sherley-Prioe (Harmonsworth: Penguin 1955)? P*86*
2 In the context of adults .visiting with gifts, the writer’s 
childhood memory is that ’we toqk kippers and smokies dressed as 
dolls in crepe paper’: Amy Stewart Eraser, Dae .Ye m -îm*
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1975)'* p»178*
5 Ancient an& Modem .Scottish Songs,_ Feroic Ballads etc, comp* 
David Herd (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1973)* p.166*
^ A Scots Handsel, ed* J*K* Annand (Edinburg: Oliver & Boyd, 
1980), pp.8-9.
5
B* Lyle (EdinWhght'Scottish Text'Society, 1975), p*60« Another 
wren-hunting song is noted by D, Herd, Colle.ëtiôn of Scottish Songs 
etc (1776), II, pp.21Of.
The QxfQr.d_Dlotionauy_ of Ehgli sh Pro verbs, rev* E. P. 'Wilson, 
3rd ed, (Oxford? Clarendon Pp^ss; 1970),:p@680/'
7 ■ ■ ■ ■. ■ ■' ' '
The context of the quotation in n^7 '$8 dôù eroutit hyr 
.sad sang that soudit lyik sorow. ahd feHe litil wran ©to,
suggesting that this was a lament 'for" one or Bofeh of the birds: 
Rol?ert Wedderburn, The Complasnit of Scotland (mtnburfdi:R.T_8. 3.979) f
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 ^ Richard Holland, The Buke of the Howlat (c.1450), 11,647-51.
In keeping with the author’s surname, OEO suggests that ’robin* 
derives from the Frisian robynÇtsje), robynderke, and the Dutch 
dialect robijnt.le. all three designating the red-breasted linnet. 
With regard to dorche (=sduarf, little fellow), se^p, 192-3, below,
9 OED records OE werna c,725, and su gests that the name is 
’obscurely related’ to OHG wrendo and Icel. rindill. It is 
noteworthy that the Dutch and German names are male, whilst the 
British bird is female (Jenny Wren), An Anglo-Norman influence 
may be visible here, from the Fr. reine (Lat, reqina ). which may 
have displaced the more obvious gold-crest from the role of 
’monarch bird’.
10 Notices for the Isle of Man and south-west England are 
given by Christina Hole, A Dictionary of British Folk Customs (St, 
Albans: Granada, 1978), pp,153, 156-7,
11 Noted in the seventeenth century, near Letterkenny in 
County Donegal: Oliver Lawson Dick, Aubrey'S Brief Lives, 3rd ed, 
(London: Seeker & Warburg, 1958), p.ci.
12
Report of the 67th Meeting of the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science held at Toronto in August 1897 (London: 
Murray, 1898), App, 1, p.457.
13
E .C.Cawte, Ritual Animal Disguise (Wocdbridge: Brewer;
Rowman and Littlefield; Folklore Society, 1978), pp.110-17:
Ian Russell, ' A Suru. y of Traditional Drama in North-East ',
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Folk Music Journal, 3» No,5» pp* 399-478*
T.G, Stevenson, e1*, Choice Old Scottish Ballads (Fdinhur^j 
1827) (Wakefield: E.P. Publishing, 1976), III (The Ballad Book), 
v80, no.xxvi,
Th.e_2amiatvne Manuscript, ed* W, Tod Ritchie (Edinburgh:
i
Blackwood, 1928), III, ’Proclamation made in Cupar of Hfe*, pp,87- 
100* The reference to the sheep’s .head is on p*99*
Maidment, Scottish Pasguila, 1696. under ’gysar% in the
Dj;giilQhafix.,at .tha .8c . Q t t l s h ,
xj
Ramsay a #  the Earlier Poets of Scotland, ed, Cunninghm and 
Mackay (London: Virtue, n*d*), p*97, ’The Ram and the Buck*, Ihe 
poem probably composed before 17OO, tells of a combat between 
’h o n e s t . . . r a m ) ,  and ’sneelcing % c k ’ .(the. gp.at),.*,
i A
F, Marian McNeill, The Silver Bough (Glasgow: Maclellan,
1961),. Ill, , 50.
19
Wickham, Medieval Theatre, p.141 *
Georg© Buchanan, History of Scotland (london: bt.P. * %73)#
3rd ed, II, 15-16.
, % 'This story, > ref©rri.ng to the Earl of Botiglas’s murder at th© ‘
/ t t f ' , , ' " \  ^ - 5 V ' / '
instigation ^ of James II, has been suggested to be an invention 
of Boecé, and.the original of a story about Campbell of Glenuroha 
Ct l55d"V 1631), who is said to have produced a black bull’s head
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before a murder, the victim making use of the warning to escape, 
Hume of Godscroft, a seventeenth-century historian, noted that *a 
bull’s head is a token of death*. All the fore-going information 
is taken from Sheriff Mackay, in ’Queries’, Scottish Antiquary,
13, No, 50 (October I898), 89-90, In Kirkcudbright (from ’Kirk 
Cuthbert’) in 1164, ’a bull, the marvel of the parish fôr its 
strength add ferocity, was dragged to the church, bound with ;Cords, 
to be offered as an alm.s and oblation to St* Cuthbert* s Arthiir 
Mitchell, The. Past, in .the_.Present (Edinburgh: Douglas, 1880), 
p. 275, Ox sacrifices were known as late as I656 on Inch Maree, 
loch Maree, in the parish of Applecross (Ross and Cromarty): 
ibid., pp., 147» .271-73, In eighteenth-century Hawick: ’the day 
before the arrival of the Duke of Bhooleuch’s commissioners to 
let his land at Hawick, which took place annually, and was 
called the'Land, setting, a fatted ox was purchased for their 
entertaiment, and that of their guests. On tîiis occasion the 
ohildWng.' And hOt ,.a few of- the .older inhaMbants, were.-waiting 
for tfee approach of the victim^ and accompanied it from 
entrance into the town to the butcher’s cloor^  where it was 
slau^tered. I have heard from old people in Hawick, that, as 
in heathen sacrifices, it had long been the. practice, for the 
devoted animal to be adorned with a chaplet of flcwérs, and that 
music whs not wanting - the town' piper leading the procession, 
playing on h5.s pipes.’s ' Thomas .'Somerville Own Life and Times: 
1741-1841 (Bdinburfdi: Edmonston and Doimlasi.. 1861 ), p, 532,
22 ’ ' ' ■ ■Helena M', Shire and Kenneth Klllobfc^  ’Pleu^ Song and 
Plough Play’, Saltire Review, 2, 6 Cl955)f 59-44, (A text is 
given in Appendix Three),
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25 Alexander Fenton, ’The Plough-Song: A Scottish Source for 
Medieval Plouf#i History’, Tools and Tillage, ed. Axel Steensherg, 
Alexander Fenton and Grith Lerche (Copenhagen; B.F.C. Gad Publishers),
I, 3,(1970),pp. 175fn
These versions of the folk drama, which include a ’plou^boy’ 
as a central figure in a wooing action, and frequently feature à ’ 
plough were known in modern times chiefly in the Lindsey area of 
Lincolnshire, (see also h, 126)1,
Shire and Elliott, ’Plough Song and Plough Play’,pp,39, 40<>,
’Its general style suggests the late fifteenth century, but 
it probably contains fragments of much older 'bunes*: ibid,, p,43«
The ’scapegoat* carried with it into death all the 
Unproductiye and dèstrùctiyé attribute# pf ; its kihd; ; the extrmme
rt-b.d td .V inrw - n f  -hTto O ld  Ott irrft.n TnOrÂ' g h a t ’  -A jra fép .iaobs. lhacy o the x was mdho' '’so'àpérMW* (see
aiso>m#34 below).
-i The GrenOside/(Yorkshire) Sword Danoei • ,,, the captain
' ■' ' ■■   " ' '
. F Ï ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ • .
' .is the .seventh man wearihg a rabbit-skin cap with the anîiaàlHs'
b k - ? ' , ' ‘ ■ ■
'... %ead, to the froivb. At;bne.point: in;;the''dance’the oa^tain falls
over and the cap is Itnocked off# The dance carries on but the
captain comes back to life ag^n’î Hu^fHbpon, Diacoverihg
, Sjigli'sh Folk Dance (Aylesbury: Shire Publications, 1973) P*9*
M  . 1
Norman Peacock, has pointed out to me that in the surviving^ - V
sword dances of the nineteenth and twentieth Centuries the swords a
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are used as instruments both of death and resurrection*
Ox masks and horns were worn by ox-wassailers in Gloucester­
shire: E.G. Cawte, Ritual Animal Disguise, pp,142-48,
’Unfortunately the section that names the parts of the plough 
and its yoke and trace attachments is found only in Forbes Cantus,
Songs and I^ncies of 1666, and the possibility cannot be ruled 
out that tMs is a later addition’s Fenton, ’The Plough Song.**’ 
p,176, (For the ’substituted vaunting of parts’ theory, one would 
change the first word of this sentence to ’fozrtunately’ ),
The Scottish novelist Robert Louis Stevenson uses a vei^/' 
similar device in Treasure Island, where the pirates si^iify to 
one of their number his imminent assassination by gi-ving him the 
’Black Spot’,
Thomas Pettitt, ’The Folk Play in Marlowe’s ''Doctor Fàustus", 
Folklore. 91, No.1 (1980), 72-77.
Alex Helm ed^, Fight 'Mummers.’ Plays. (London : Ginn, 1971')'# 
p»53. I speculate that'%é holding aloft of the sword-loiot, almost 
always the oiimax of contemporary perfprm^ces of longswpa^ dancing, 
might have originally demonstrated; th#/it. could hold its pattern 
^witWut human aid, and therefore by extension takeylife end be^ ^^  ^ ..
tho guilt without human involvement# , '
35 -
other homed animals/ deserve m e n t In folklore, : y :,-
King David founded the Abbey of Holyrood as the result of an en-
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counter with a remarkably large stag, for when he grasped its 
huge antlers, the beast disappeared, leaving him holding a 
crucifix; DanTid Daiches, Edinburgh (londons Eamish Hamilton,
1978), pp.14-15; the tradition is first noted in the Chronicle 
of Melrose, and I interpret it as a symbolic expression of the 
monarch; espousing Christianity In place of the old religion of 
the horned god,
?hb stag is unimportant to this study, but the goat has some 
significance* Under its name *Buck* (see n*17 above), or 'Buck*
(as in Puck Fair at Killorglin, Ireland), it survived into 
Renalssanoe folklore as an alias for 'Robin Goodfellow', or 
'Hobgoblin*, in ^ iisummer Uifiht:*-è. Dream« Although Ben Jonson never 
completed The Sad\^epherd (his play about Robin Hood), he 
included in his' Argument for Act III the role of * Puck-Hairy *, 
a woodland spirit whose name recalls more stjngly his goat origin;
R.B. Dobson and J* Taylor, %rmes of Robin Hood (Ibndons Heinemann,
1976), p.%55*.
The goat/i's oonhected with the .shoemaicers, or Cordwainers, 
who take their name from Cordoba, a Spanish town famed for its 
workers in goat-leather, via 'cordovan* or *dordwain', a name 
for a goat-skin leather* (Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionai?r)*
The horse , cult may have fostered the attitude that the 
• :diorse^as therefore not to be eaten»
iThe^  V quote I'aooabees to nrovè to
the Christians in Horthurabria (which inolW^id imoh of-southern 
Scotland) that bhe angels rode on horsebacks idhsiilolkhamf.Bible
J  ^  ^ ^ '
RLotùre Boaki edw W»Oi Hassall (londons Oropfflora Press, 1954), 
P.75.
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James Reeves, The Idiom of the Peonle (London: Heinemann, 
1961), p. 175* A localised version of the Dying Horse song in old 
Horthumbria is that collected in Richmond, Yorkshire: Bell's Ancient 
Poems* Ballads & Songs, pp*184-86,
The Poems of William Dunbar, ed. James Kingsley (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1979), Ho,45, pp,126-28: the lines quoted occur in the 
final quatrain. The appellation 'Yeel's jaad' survived into! the 
nineteenth century: Banks, B i i H s h . ' . st.om8.1_.âEmtls!jid, 
III,'x4'2l6.
Bhnics, Cflpndar. ■5o,9.tl..and, I, p. 59.
•The person who does not wear something new on Easter Sunday mil 
be unlucky throughout the year. In Scotland she is called a 
Paysyad,^ (Lean’s Collectanea (1903) II*ptii,p*226,}
'More ryqhe, arraye is, now, with frenzies fjnne,,
Hbbh the bàrdyng of ane Hyscheopis Mule,
Nor ever had Paule or Peter agane yule’: 
?ù)rks_:.OfaSin::Dej^%Mnd^Yed, P, Hamer (Edinburgh & Londons 
Blackwood, 1931-56);, I, p.87, 11,1050-52.
]%hdsay seems to be discussing thé midwinter figures of Peter 
fPaul' (to be discussed in the following chapter).
Mill. Medieval Plays, p.245-
PehfTuin Book of Scottish Verse^ ed. T, Scott (îTarmondsworthî 
Penguin, 1970), p*234. The author is Sir Robert Semplll.of 
Bhltrees, and Kllbarohan is a small town 15" miles ,'wst - bif'':Oïasgow*
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There is an interesting discussion of Sempill's poem in 
Kenneth BUthlay, 'Babble Simpson', Bards and Makars, ed, A.J. Aiken, 
M.P. EcDiarmid, D.S. Thomson (Glasgow: University Press, 1977),
pp.214-20.
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I puspeot this poem to be the source that Sir ?falter Scott 
used when! he added the 'play-mare* to the galaxy of folk figures 
in his noyel The Abbot. I, xiv, the only other reference to the 
Sco 11 i sh pi ay m a re that I have found.'
Cawte, Ritual Animal Disguise, pp.61-3 (quoting from the 
MS Master of Works Accounts of Edinbur#. Castle, vol.15),
*^5 Mill, Maflisval Plavs. piWo
There had been a prohibition in the burgh two decades earlier 
for those who wanted to 'ryd in a disagysit manner' on the EKre or 
Day of St. Nicholas :. ibid., p*’256.
iî)fav,,
p.s. day is ip fast the 13th Dscmbers iChe. Book of Saints. 
comp, the Benedictine'Monks, - of Sti. Augustine Abbey, Ramsgate,
5th edn., (londont. Ad &yOhar;^ ^^ ^^  1966), p.95*
Mill, Medieval Plays. -p.gBO.'
Mill, Medieval jjàvs. p,277;i
A; ^tourney horse* is made of a frwumA^rk draped with 
a cloth hanging to the ground, with a model horse head at the 
front and a tail at the rear: see Cawte, j
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p*8. Worn waist high, and perhaps with dummy legs for the rider 
at the side, it can he an effective device*
Mill, Medieval Plav.s, p.276n,
-Book of Saints. p*95 . ;
I
Banks, Bpitish Calendar Customsj, Scotland. Ill, 194-5# 197* 
Among the collection of St* Ohert references gathered here is the 
information that in Ghent Cathedral, St. Ohert is represented with 
a baker’s shovel: (p.197).
The information in this paragraph is taken from the 
discussion of the text in Richard Axton, Buronean Drama of the,_Barlv M.djle 
Ages (London: Hutchinson, 1974), pp*140-45o
The line, numbers given3;here are as for the text printed 
in Mëddevàl. ■.French;- PI Ays,, trans;. Richard Axton and Johri Stevens .
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1971), pp.265-301.
 ^ ibid., p.262.
The wooing element of the horse play ^ it: may be believed, 
Vf ell early into disgrace* The story of the tehth-oentury a#qt ÿ 
ibtirneying from Ely to Winchester, who had the misfortune to 
i dome upon the West-Saxon-queen disguising herself as a more to
" 'I ' ' O'" k:\ , .  ^ . ' V f
' mate with the horses in the Wew Forest, is used by a thirteenth-' 
oentury chronicler as a deliberate,slanders according to C*E. 
' Wrl(^t, The_.Cultivation of Saga in Anglo-^axon ISigland (Minbur^i 
& London: Oliver & Boyd, 1936), pp.l58-59e
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The indecency of the custom might have prompted ’the riding 
of the treen mare’ as a punishment, for adulterers, as in Aberdeen ' 
in 1656 (Selections from the Records, of ...the. Kirk._SessiDu._PrasWiery. 
a,nd 81/nod of Aberdeen (Aberdeen, Spalding Club, 1846), p, 137.
It is very possibly beyond proof, but I suspect a relic of the 
Aubert - Robin - Marion horse wooing and combat drama to'have 
survived at Slsdon, a village a dozen miles from the Scottish 
border in Northumberland* 'When the demolition of the church belfry 
was uhderbaken in 1877, the masons, discovered a closed cavity under 
the bell-tower, of the exact size to contain three horse sîculls, 
propped against one another in triangular pattern^ jaws uppermost*
The moist probable explanation of this ex*braordinary discovery 
i8 that it represents an extension of Pope Gregory’s advice 
(see n#l) and that the people of KlSdon needed the relics of 
’Old Religion’ among those of the new* The settlement of Elsdon 
is first notod in the thirteenth, century when 'Noràhnisation of 
the area brought 'about the building of a.castle*
Inquiry into this phenomenon reveals: 'bwo remarkable facts, in 
the light of the argpments advanced in this chapter* Tfie church 
is dedicated to- 8t*';, Cuthbert, . a dédÿoation.explaihed by the belief 
that his body.rested there on its journey from Lindisfarne to 
Durham I it is/easier-.'t^  ^belieyehW^& %  dedication nepr esent s 
an aocomnïiJatiôn of the power of thé; horse cult in the nei^bourhood* 
The second fact concerns the results of the measurements made of 
the horse skulls: two., are large and ..the third conspicuously 
«smaller; in the words of the souroo# ’The heads look .to be of two 
drnn^t\ horses, and one of a cob’  ^ Ap;^arently it Is impossible to 
tell the sex of the animal from the skull and I Incline to the 
opinion that the two large skulls were used by the guisers who 1
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played the combatants, and that the smaller one was for the wooed 
female* The source for all the factual matter in this footnote 
is the 'Ristoi^ r of the Berwickshire Naturalists*. Club, 1879-1881 
(Alnwick: The Club, 1882), p*510.
Davidson lists pairs of twin gods and brother kings for the
I
Vandals, the Langobards, the; Swedes, and for, the Anglo-Saxons 
Hengest and Horsa (which she'translates as ^stallion* and ’horse*), 
adding that 'the association with horses is characteristic of the 
Dioskouri, so that these two are of special interest** The twin 
gods (like Romulus and Remus) always fight one another to the 
death: H.R. Ellis Davidson, .Gb_ds_._and Mvths of_.No.rth.ern .limme 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin,. 1964) , pp* 169-71*
59 ,
explains Marotte as ÊaikbCl's. bauble * * ■ 'Peronnelle*, the other 
woman involved, .in. the, ceremqhyri' has n.8m%ti8éd by Dunbar in the 
sense of 'wanton yuung woman’:
Glossary, under perohall*-
Chaucer could use the tpo names to imply total opposites:
'How am I Robert, now Robyn.v
How frere M8nqui),Row Jacobyn** (Rogmunt of the Rose,XT*
A sixteenth-century proverb noted in Scotland 6357^)
'Robin that herds on the hei^t
Gan be as blyth as SiroRobert (Ramsay àhd the
Earlier Poets of Scotland* p*317* preserve!^ fche name, titles 
occupations and dispositiohs,Vof ..thé charac1,er5 in the thirteenth- 
, y century Jeu'» ' , . .f- '
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The association between ’Robin* and 'Robert* is pursued in 
the next chapter.
McNeill, The.■ Silver-Bmigh* III, : 107-9, 137; Ernest W*
Marwick, The Follclore of Orkne-V...-2nd..-8h.etland (Londons Batsford,
David Murison, The-Miid Scots. Tongu.e (Edinburgh: Blackwrood,
1977), pp.36-37.
’The St. Obert area' denotes that part of Scotland marked by 
five toims in which the Baxters celebrated his pastime*
ffcHelll, The Silver BouA. Iir, p.lOT.
Warote.hy which the Marion of *te Jeu* is called, is also 
a diminutive of 'Mary’. ’Marionette’, a diminutive, of ’Marion’, 
has become the. generic word for a ki^'d;pf 'puppet;.! .> Itfmay be 
relevant to note that the 'obin’ words, (hobby-horse, cob, and 
obin) all refer to small horses (see Appendix Four).
Hbie, Pi.Q.tlon^ g:/’.,. of. ..British pp.d85-87i.
' - e  ' ' . 'The Society of Horsemen>Vi , the -equivalent , of . thGi-medleval 
guild for those who worked with horses, were in possession of the 
t secret8 ;of horse-oraft. One of these wap khe trick of 
immobilising a horse, a process 3<nown as ^juding’f Dave Arthur, 
’Heritage’, BBC Radio 3, 1309-Î315 hours, U  February 1978*
’ Reference was made to the perfunctory;. interpolation in the
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•Le Jeu’, where Robin interrupts the games and dances to exit 
briefly and reappear with a sheep, which he has allegedly rescued 
from a wolf (1,586).
In my research into the ancestry of Sadnt and Sir (R)obin,
I visited a shrine of a cognate saint, the church of la-Ferte- 
Saint-Aubin, a few miles to the south of Orleans. The bhief 
guide to the town, given to tourists, reported that the church 
'kept until recent years recollections of sheep-farming in bygone 
days' (La,. (dkÉretî n.p., 1980). .Still to be seen 
In the churbh were a stained-glass window behind the altar, 
showing the Saint against a baOkground of sheep grazing on a 
hillside (said in thetCW guide to be commemorative of St. Roch's 
grass, a preserver of sheep health), and a prominent carving of a 
grazing sheep (not an Agnjus Dei) on the front of the altar. Theee 
two items could not have been moved without causing damage to 
the church; other 'superstitious* relics, more portable, had been
69 M o  let Alford, Sword. Dance and, Dramu (Xondons Merlin Press, 
provides pUbsthntial enquiry in .this a-rea*.
It is at the time of writiiig taught to the boys ^ of Brae 
Schooi by George Peterson, English teacher© The author saw the 
■ÿroupe performanoe at the Edinburgh - Festival Fringe in the late
Ivor Allsop,. 'The Sword Dance of Stour - Shetland*-,
 ^ mik msio Journal, j# Ho .4, 1978, 524-
16o
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John Gibson Lockhart, Memoirs, of the Life of Sir Falter 
Scott, Bart (Edinburgh: Cadell, 1837), HL, .162, The Buokhaven 
dance is described as *war-dance or sword-dance*.
y-'O
The feuar, Ada de Warenne, married Earl Henry, the son of 
David I, and was mistress of extensive English estates. •
i
73 j
The authoritative account of 'Rapper* dancing is E,0. Cawte, 
*A History of the Rapper Dance', Ibjk Music Journal, 4, No.2, 1981, 
99-116. One of Oawte’s conclusions is that the style of dancing 
originated in the eighteenth centurjr (p. 110),
Mill, Ie,di.QYaLi^ l£!y.g,, p.242.
The authentic note of the manliness still affected by sword and 
morris dancers is detected in the detail that one of the five 
being summonsed *baid the officer tell the provest and bid him 
hing himself’: The Records of .Elg3.h :12-34-1800,• -
75 Francis Douce,
Manners etc (London,: Tegg 1839)# p.579, quoting. Wfee,■ : Gohoerning
p.'5i-*i.
f / ^  Similar unsuocess attended the correspondent who asked for 
: ihfoi?mation aboiit * an old Scotch dance, dano.ed with sticks, and 
popular about the time of the *45 fl7453 ’s The goottish 
Antlgnaiy. 1895 . 9. -p.iea. ' < > , .
77 Mill, Medieval Plays. ppV 11,12, 1%  See also McNeill,
. S l l w e r j B o u g h .  I I , p  , 7 7 - 7 8 .
1 6 1
Satirical Poema at the Time of the Reformation, ed. J, 
Cranston (Edinburg: S.T.S* Blackwood, 1890), I, No*29# *A Lewd. 
Ballet’, 1*35.
See, for example, Robert Marmyng of Bourne, ’The Dancers 
of Colbek’ (c.1325) The Oxford Book of ModiovaL English Verse, ed.
C# and K. Sisam (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), pp.145-154, where 
the carol the dancers sing at Christmas has the refrain, the 
leved wode rode Bevoline" (1,34).
Translated from ■ghEQ.uigQ.u ,d,e. ed, J. Stevenson
(Edinburg: Maitland Club, 1839), p.109. An English version also 
exista in ITia Clironicle of Lanarcost, trans* Sir Herbert Maxwell 
(Glasgow: Maolehose 1918), pp.29-30.
81 The chronicler is writing in a classical, Rome-orientated 
stance, interpreting the events as indulgences of Be,cchus, or his 
predecessor Liber, The Roman god of liberated behaviour was 
replaced by Bacchus, a homed god of harvests and plenty, especially 
of the grains and finiits that could be fermented to make stimulants. 
In Scotland he vms represented by John Barleycorn and AJ.lan a 
Maut, Almost three hundred years after the events at Inverkeithing, 
it could be written, ’Bacchus . . . requix’sth at men’s handes * * . 
may games, shrovings . . . (Sir Thomas Chaloner,'
(1550) (Oxford: O.U.P., E.E.T.S., 1965), p.21).
8?
McNeill, Silver Bough. Ill, , ,99.
8 3 ’A fool ivill not give his babill for the toure of Lune’:
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FarguRsn-n’s Scottish Proverbs, ed, E, Beveridge (London: Hlaclcwood, 
1924), p.13, The proverbs were collected 0.1575, and published in
1641.
William Willeford, The Fool and his Soeutre (London: Arnold, 
1969), P.3T.
The place of the 'little girls’ seems to have been of 
enduring importance, Three hundred years later and a hundred 
miles away from Inverkeithing, they appear in the Church copy of 
the event in the Lanark Corpus Christi procession as 'Ursula and 
her Maidens', With hureauoratic precision, the nymphe.ts have 
been translated into the virgin acolytes of ’Ursula*, an obscure 
British saint, who all chose death rather than dishonour by 
the Huns in the Rhineland in 239, or perhaps 451: Hutchinson's 
New.20th Century Fncvclopedia, ed, Horsley (London:
Hutchinson
86 The 'profane rites of Priapus' continued in their 
association with Scottish at least in literature, until
the end of the sixteenth century:
, Quhen that priapus out fpirth falr^
Oîhat god of garding gay# 
from Poemg of MQntmnPlia, ' Supp] emedtàry Volume, ed*
G. Stevenon (Edinburgh: S.T.S,, Blackwood^ 1910), p.215 *Ih 
Somer Quhen the lïeldîs ar fair’ (1590). ■ ■
] The attachment of guilt to the prit-^ s*' is complete, for
i-’ « " V  ^ ' !■ ■ '■'•■■
his murder at the hands of the pai^ishioners is viewed as a
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poetic and divine retribution.
89 The medieval ring-dance was known as a oarole, an‘ Anglo- 
Foman word derived from Lat. Chorus, and GK, choros. For notes 
of Caroles in Scotland, see Mill, pp, 9, 10, 22*
The Oo^plete Works of GeoffreviOhaucer. ed. W.W. Skeat ; 
(London: O.U.P., 1912), 'Bomaunt of the Rose’, I, p.124, 11,74}“ 
44; p.255, 11.7454-56,
Anoiept, Scottish Melo.dles, ed, W. Dauney (Edinburgh: 
Maitland Club, 1836), p,43.
’Rumbylowe* is obscure. It occurs in two Maying contexts. 
In ’Peblis to the Play*, a generally fanciful account of the Hay 
Games at Peebles, it occurs like a ’oarole* refrains 
With hey and how, rohumbelOw
The young folk were full bald (Edinburg Book of 
Scottish Ferae. pp,92ff. 
in this context it seems, to underline the licentiousness of the 
young folk as they danced and made their way into Peebles 
 ^ j&O:word ha survived in Maying to the present 
Mayers’ song at Eelston in Cornwall# with the fefrain.'of’-^ olly 
rumbelow*. Its meaning is unknown, but I theorise that it ud^t 
be linked with the word ’ramble’, which one© had the meaning of 
! , ’to.move around vigorously’; ’rumble’ in ooncomporsjcy English 
has thé non-standard sense of ’fight’, or «I suspect
it 1 t, i ' ' * ' Jthat in medieval Britain ’rumbelow’ carried %e sense of 
vigorous action, particularly in amorous daneing© A sixteenth-*
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century Scottish song 'Sal I go vitht zou to rumbelo fayr’ 
(Comnlaynt of Scotland, p.101) may use the term in the sense of 
’blanket-fair*, or bed*
92
Randle Cotgrave, .telish
tongues (London, l6ll; rpt* Menston: Scholar Press, 1968).*
QX
The traditional robin song ’Cock Robin’ has for its 
refrain, (All the birds of the air fell a-spbMng and a-sighing, 
% e n  they heard, of the death . • * ’ One of the earliest modern 
'carols’, the ’Coventry Carol’, is a lament for the slaughtered 
children.
Rental..Rook of, Sg.QttJlsh. » p» 185, li;ll5-20*
95 , , .
A significant Scottish use is iroxdcg showing .a familiarity 
• with the role of ’Robin*; RobertyHenrysoun (<i.l420*ç:*1490), in
: y. hiS: poem * Robene and Malqyhe’, has Robin .come with This wphdÈ'^
visiting invitation in the normal way, but fche maiden is cool, 
and Robin goes back to his sheept. Penguin Aok_of iS-gattish ■Verse, 
P*107,
qg . ' ' : ■ . ' - ' ,
At. Errol# in 1593. and 1595, Jnen, and women were ■ censured, 
for singing, carols around the thorn-: trees at Yule t perhaps it is 
token of the fertility aspect of tïËs practloe. that the Errol 
. . kirk resolved to punish the oarollers as they would fornloators:
The thorn tirées were also dànced arounti after weddings, a
custom that was claimed in practice from c®1500 to c*1800*
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A nineteenth-century poem claims Tvlay-Sve dancing, and suhserment 
sexual congress, about the thorns in living memory, but at this 
late date it seems unlikely: Minstrelsy of the Merse, ed.
Crockett (Edinburgh: Menzies, 1895), pp* 524-25*
The bonneotion between the hawthorn and forsalien virgl-nity, 
which seems inherent in the May rites at Inverkeithing and Errol, 
and in the bridal ceremony at Polwarth, underlies a brief poem,
’The Hawthorn Green’, in which the writer remarks that the green 
leaves, renewed by the.’finest dew’, come fresh each year, unlike 
a maid’s virginity, which is^ tnce gone: Andrew Crawford’s 
Col 1 ection..of....%llads_jmcLEoiiga, X, p*14*
98
* * • gif ony women about simmer trees singing, make 
perturbation in the passage through burghs for skafrie of money, 
thoy shall be taken,; handelit, and put upon cuckstules’s A& Max^ relî, 
The. History of|Qld .Dundee . (Edinburgh : Douglas, 1844 ), p* 416,
To give one example from a rich store of possibility, ’to 
hang out the besom’ means ’to have a fling when your wife is gone 
on a visit’: Hrew.er’a.:Dlotionary_ofi:_Phra8e and ; Eabje (london: 
Cassell, 1977)'.
ioo ' '■ - .
A ’derogatpi^gtorm’ : CQlliua, ,%gliaWWiioiiaj:y, 1979,
O.E#D* opines that the; two words are ’apparently dî/ffOrent, and 
’c^ uîte distinct * in S* Scots pronimoiatiqhi t M s  ^  I would
ascribe to five centuries of separated applfcc’ifcion* '
ghaaberg, ikontleth,
-n-
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1 0? Some possible remnants of the lost Wooing Play are 
discussed in Chapter Seven, 6*
This section leans heavily m  .Richard Bemheimer, Wild Hen 
in the Middle Ages (Cambridge, Mass*: Harvard University Press,
1952)* Distrib. in G*B* by O.U*P.
104 association between these boughs and ’wands’ in the 
modem sense of the word is explored in Chapter Seven, 6, in the 
discussion of Beelzebub, and the Cure*
105 An English ’capita de woodewose’, appearing in a masque 
in 1548', is the earliest note of a woodwose disguise in Europe, 
excepting Italy:Bernheimer, Wild Men, pp.70-71 *
Bemheimer, Wild Men*. p*128.
Bemheimer, Wild Men, p. 179*
The Bùriyman perambulates the- oommuh-tty on the occasion 
of the Ferry Fair in late su^er, completely covered in the seed- 
%: pods of the burr-thistler MoKeill, Silver B o u g h I?*; # 9 # W * -
Reqee,hoh in/.Ihg^  ^ in the same area has tended to concentra be on 
last two centuries! see R. Judge, Thq Jack 'In the Green (Wocdbridge: 
Folklore Society, 1980)* , - -
Grimm, T.gixtpflifi SMholOgK» PP'.^ 64g f6% 779,
■ lI'A ' ■ . - - .  '■ -V ■■
yrèÆtevai latin Evrica, ed. Helen IfedAsH (tondons Constable, 
1929), PP.82-8T.
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Charles Read Baskervill, ^Dramatic Aspects of Medieval Folk 
Festivals in England*, Studies in Philolo^r, 1? (1920), p.33, citing 
Allen, Mod. Phil., xiv, 30.
g.K. Chambers, Medieval Stace (London: 0«UaP., 1903),
1, *173, citing Flo res. _Ris±oria.mm___CR. 8. ). iii, p.130? also Ceorge
Buchanan, %;nm Scotican.im Historia (Edinburgh: I762), III, " 130. 
Bruce's enemies seized on the remark and, ignorantly or deliber­
ately, used it to devalue the coronation, by claiming that even 
his wife had considered it an ttnaerious piece of rustic revelry: : 
in a mocking poem after Kyrkenclif in 1306,
Kii mad en kyng of soiaere, so hii ner ne sholde,
ÎHÎ setten on ys heved a croune of rede gold.
And token him a kyne-yerds (sceptre), so ner kynge sholde. 
Baskervill, 'Dramatic Aspects of Folk Festivals', p.54, citing 
Haul, MB ^253? also printed in. Hit son, Al2lsidL.80]lgg__aM_B2^  ' 
edé Hazlitt, pp.25^33®
The generally-accepted interpretation of this title is that 
it refers to their having ruled, for: opiy one v/inter, but this 
overlooks both the source of the title, and its applicability to 
monarohs ousted, from their realm;."
114 mil, p;284.
' European folklore offers many example© of : hither s, and 
b2X)ther-kings, whp: fi^it for, and shares a kingdom.:
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Crîiran, Teutonic Mythology, p.764.
Two other instances of straw-costume might he the 'coat 
stuffed with straw* on a staff, carried hy the dancing guisers 
that welcomed in the Mew Year at Elgin in I615 (Mill, p.241), end 
the 'Straboots* (? Strawboots, i.e. straw-buskinned)- character 
referred to in the list of hired men in the 'Plough Song'. The 
same kind of costume might be visible in Claclonannan in January 
1713, when a guiser was accused of wearing 'straw ropes on his
legs» (MbrthemJiotes and Queries. 3 (1889), p#3, quoting from
the Kirk Session Records of Glaclnnannan, Fife).
This is speculative. In fact, the 'gorlands' may be 
related to the costume described in the fore^going note, for the 
use of 'gorland* to signify a straw rope has been recorded in 
Stirlingshire (Linguistio Atlas of Scotland^ ed. J.T. Mather,
H'.H. Speitel, and G.W. hesliO (lopdon, Groom Hel^ n, 1975) s Scots 
Section I.
•tpn
Waldron, History of the Isle of,Man, 12mo, po-93*
, y-
; Thè çbief: toaster in this rite i s khown as the 'Bride* 
(or »Qaeyn» or 'Malden') and la replaced on the morrow for six 
months."by the *Cai.lleach*, or »Auld Wife's McFeill, Silver 
.Boufe I#, '
122f mil, p. 323.
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ib id . ,  p .180.
Cavendish, Kln^ Arthur en&_the Ora,11, p*140.
Medieval French Plays, p.222, 11. 276-9*
126 Examples of this versiori of the folic play are found in 
Philip Sprat ley, Midland lÆummin^ (London: English Folk Dance and 
Song Society, 1977).
The Border Magazine. 25 (Jan-Dee 1920), p.189* The 
Somerville coat of arms shows the burning circle and a green 
wyvem.
In the past year I have inspected the tympanum of L5.nton 
Church which is supposed to depict the evento The relief is 
badly eroded (and now protected by a gl-àss case); the figuration 
of the oariüng is extremely difficult tp:; determine, but the 
horseman riding with the'spear or, more likely, lance ^ appears 
to be attacking two animals*
Sir Walter Scott, who had the advanl^ age of Inspecting this 
relief almost two centuries earlier, also enteitained doubts on 
the relation of sculpture and folk tale:
The sculpture itself gives no countenance to this 
fine stp:^; fOr .the animal, whom thskni^t appears 
to be in the hot of slaying, has no i^esénbïàhce to a
serpent, but rather to a wolf, or hoar." « An
' ' inscription, which might have, thron^ n 11^^ lipon this
è:^loit, is now totally defaced* (51 r Walter Scott,
'  %  '  '  '  '  '
’ Minatrelav of the Scottish Border (Kelsot Ballantyne,
'Y:'
: :
1?0
1 8 0 2 ) ,  p . 91,
The Scottish Antiquary, 2, 50 (October 1898), pp.147-52,
Mill, p.261,
of William Bimbar. p,ll, No,4, *Surrexi.t Bominus
de Sepulchro*,
“'5'' Mill, p.278.
Jacqueline Simpson in Brltièh Dragons (london? Batsford,
1980) provides an admirable overview of the dragon in folklore 
and elsewhere, including some mention of the dragon of the folk play. 
Little or no reference, however, is .made to the dragon as a v/inter 
symbol.
. i
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CHAPTER FIVE
Robin. Hood
1. The Pafiran Connection
The viewpoint to be advanced here, that the full flower of
the Robin Hood corpus owed much to the inheritance of the vast
body of pagan lore, is set forth in the full knowledge that it
is counter to prevailing orthodoxy, which holds that Robin Hood
is largely the creation of the balladwmakers, with some claims 
2
to historicity. It is fair to add, however, that much of the 
difference between the viewpoint of this chapter and that, of 
other students of the Robin Hood tradition can be bridged by 
the understanding that there are in reality two Robin Hoods, 
and that in the following pages the attention is not on the 
familiar figure of the bulk of the balladry, but on the much 
more elusive character in the pre-Heformation folk play.
The first and imnortant business of this section, therefore, 
is to establish the connections between the body of pagan folklore 
in the previous chapter and the proto-Robin Hood of the folk play, 
and thereby discover what has been, hitherto, an important and 
undiscovered link in the development of the folk play. The 
manner of proceeding will be simply to consider the aspects of 
paganism in the same order as they were taken in the previous 
chapter, and to note their point of contact with, and their
1 7 2
contribution to, the Robin Hood corpus.
The link with thé bird cult is discovered in one of the more 
primitive ballads of the Robin Hood canon. In * Robin and Cr'^ deleyn*. 
the two men of the title spend the day hunting deer in the wood.
At the end of the day, Robin brings down a fat deer with his'^ bow,
but hardly has begun to flay the carcass when he is killed outright
by an arrow *out of the west*, - The assassin announces himself 
as *Wrennok of Bonne*, and is described as *a lytil boy*. In the
subsequent duel Crandeleyn is shot: *:through the fork of his breeches*
(according to Dobson and Taylor*s tentative explanation), and 
l?rennok is killed*,/
The debt of this ballad to the bird cu3.t is clearly visible,
*Robin* is named, and the *wrennok* (— little wren) has its 
diminutive quality insisted on in the description *lybil boy*.
To add that the wren is *of Donné* is perhaps to contribute a 
deliberate ambiguity, for the River Don waters the Robin Food 
countrs^:, and the word caries. %e: hintgo^  *dun%\^ ., very: Atting 
for the, * little brom wren*'. T %  ernhity between the
birds ' is transferred to the men without the addition of motivation, 
and the very opacity of. the ballad supports the. theory that it 
derives from the time whën{the * robin and wren* cult was. being 
absorbed by the * forester Robin* ballad^i when the déÉ2>-hunters 
were still movihg to the alien/pattern of the bird ritual.
In respect of the ; hprhpd animals ; Robin Bood * s link with 
the ox was in the horn which he customarily carried and which,
/  ■■■■■■ 7'^ : ^
thou^ he may have worn it as a hunter, waé more frequently 
employed in summoning his oompanioni ? The most important 
horns to Robin were those that crested the ntag, his eternal 
quarry (as in *Robin ; and Gandeleyn* ), and which in saints* talés
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represented the antithesis of Christ!anityP
The conspicuous document to lihk Robin Hood with the horse 
cult is the ballad *Robin Hood and Cuy of Gisborne*, which is 
believed to preserve late medieval material, and to be archaic
9
in language and narrative,. This theme receives more discussion 
later, and it is sufficient at the moment to outline the opening 
narrative, in which Sir Guy, *oIadd in his oapull ^ors^, hyde,
' . ■ . I
Topp,. and taÿ’l'è, and mayne*, is worsted in athletic competition, 
and killed in swordfi^t by Robin Hood, who then exchanges his 
* green* for this horse costume, and severs and mutilates Sir 
Guy*s head, in order, to pass himself off as his own murderer*
Thi s ballad seems to preserve a very rare example of the * dying 
horse* action, 'and to vouchsafe a precious glimpse of the transition 
o f the Robin of the hprse combat drama to the Robin Hood of the 
forest,'
Robin vHbod and horsef^ding are linked in an early mention 
0)f the outlaw hero in Scottish, burgh'recordi . for in b^ordb^ l.ih:. . 
I5Ô8 the * riding out* in honour of the Lords of Hbnaccord was 
ordered ih favour of Robin Hbod and Little Johnl^, The 
particular value of a later entry, in,1535D Itos not so much in 
the *horsef oonnection as in the added Injunction that the yohng 
men should wear *green coats* and the old m w  ^ honest coats*^ / , 
which I interpret as * sober, respectable ooats^, and therefore 
dark, dun-coloured garments, %  this detail of the young,men 
wearing green and the old men wearing brdwn is f the Robin Hbod 
ceremony attached to the tradition of * Green and Brown Robin*, 
the Sumnter and Winter king,'
*Brownv%bin* appears in three Scottish 'ballads.' Ih *HOsé 
' 12
the Red andv^hîte Iily*| j two sisters who tlpA themselves separated
4 ? /
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from their lovers decide to disguise themselves as hoys, and venture 
forth. * White Lily renames herself 'Sweet Willy' and goes to the 
Court; 'Rose the Red* calls herself *Roge the Roun*, and goes 
*. • .to the good greenwood 
Brown Robin's man to be*.
After staying with Brown Robin, Rose gives birth to a baby and the 
sisters are re-united.
5 econt
•BrovTU Robin* is the name of the^allad and the hero who is
secretly admitted to the castle of his enemies, so that he mi^t
pass the night with his sweetheart. To make good his escape the
nexb moming,liis lady has to disguise him in women's clothing,
of green colour, and herself carry and conceal his bow, arrow 
13and sturdy sword. .
14
The thii'd of these poems, *May-a-roe*, has a conthsed 
narrative in which Bynde Henry loves May-a-roe, who deserts him 
for his brother. Brown Robin. He therefore revenges himself by 
decoying her to the forest, and killing her ra.th a mvord, althougti 
she is ei^t months pregnant. He nurWrey the child, whom he 
names after Robin Hood. When the boy grows up, ha seeks M s  
mother, going to the greenwood, climbing from tree to tree to 
gather leaves. He accosts I3ynda Heiuy at the very place where 
his mother was M l  led, and avenges her death m t h  an arrow through 
her murderer's heart.
Tlie constant factor in these three * Brown Robin * narratives 
is M s  role of *TfOoer*. Combatant he is not; in fact, the second 
of these tliree ballads presents the character in what is almost 
a situation of risible cowardice. Nevertheless, in each of the 
three ballads is the vestige of what might have been a rivalry 
situation, of the 'greenwood* versus the 'Couit*, of the hostile
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15castle,^ and the rival lover, and in the second ballad is preserved 
the vital (thou^ much disguised) exchange of clothing, from brown 
to green. ïïhen this motif is searched for in the third poem, it 
is noted that * Robin Hood* the son is in a sense also * Green Robin*, 
for on the way to the 'ritual* location in the greenwood he has been 
gathering green leaves. To subject the mythic content of the third 
poem to one more interpretation. Brown Robin (who disappears from 
the narrative) has his role of avenger pursued by M s  'regenerated 
self*, M s  son, who in becoming the 'Green Robin*, seems to have 
ancestral knowledge of the crime and its location* By this logic, 
the role of 'Brown Robin* in the poem is talcen on by 'Green Robin*,
and it might be therefore argued that in the second and tMrd
ballads 'Brown Robin* becomes 'Green Robin*.
Tlii.s change of Robin's colour, particularly remarked in 
16Scotland^ is a crucial point of contact between the simmer and
winter wooers of May C*-a-roe) and the Robin Hood of the balladry,
where there is early evidence tlaat t)ie dual nature of the outlaw
was readily acknowledged. The earliest printed version of a
Robin Hbod ballad (1510), *A Gest of Ikïbyn Hbde*, has Little John
tell the Hottin^am cook,
'Cowdest thou shots as well in a bcrwe.
To grene wode thou shuldest M t h  me,
And tvfo times in the y ere tliy clothinge
17
Chaunged shulde be*.
Tlie colours are named by Robin Hood in the ballad 'The Jolly 
Finder of Wakefield*:
^0 wilt thou forsake the pinder M s  craft.
And go to the greenwood m t h  me?
Thou shalt have a livery 'trrâce in the year,
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The one green, the other brown*.
Although *Brovm Robin* can thus be reconciled to the Robin 
Hood balladry, 'Green Robin' proves more elusive. The best 
sighting of this figure is in the sixteenth-century poem describing 
the May games of Peebles, 'Peblis to the Play', in which a Wayer 
appears who seems to combine the attributes of the 'Jolly Robin' 
and Robin Hood:
Ane young men start into 4hat èteîd.
As cant as any colt .
Ane birken hat upon his held (birch)
With ane bow and ane bolt (arrow)
Said, 'Merrie maidens, think not lang:
The weddir is fair and smelt*.
He cleikit up ane hie rou^ sang, (struck)
THERE PURE ARE MAH TO THE HOIT (went; wood)
Quod he,
’ . Of Peblis to khe playj^ . ,
The detail of this stanza is extremely valuable. The 'Jolly 
Robin* role of the Mayer is clear in that he leaps into the 
.performing space, and leads the .sihging/!@^ a mah to
. the wood* is presumably the first, line of dV.ÎCarple*}. He woos
the 'merrie maidens', dr^ng them not but to .act
impulsively, and the words of the spng seem, to imply that he is 
alibut to lead a file-dance to the greenwood. M s  'Green Robin* 
attributes are in his clothing and accoutrements. The hat of birch
is tnxusual, "but of Hebin Hood signdfîoanoeî‘*'"'âie boir and arjw» 
which with^ Robin Hood would be merely the^  tools of the trade 
of outlaw, are here emblematic,' The longbow is part of the ,
l&àge^ of the crescent, and therefore %  fertility connotr ; ■
/  ■■V '
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21 22 ations. krroirs are phallic, and the most appropriate
demonstration of-this is. a sixteenth-century Scottish proverb,
25*Sho he8 a quiver for every woodman's arrow’, presumably to 
be spoken of a woman of easy v3.rtue» In conclusion it may be sad,d 
that this Mayer stands at the junction of the Robin of the May
Game with the Robin Hood of balladry, another crucial junction
i
in this development* The figure is dense mth emblem (he even
reminds the poet of a small horse!), but at no point is he
described as wearing green. The 'Lincoln green' of the Robin
Hbod balladry was in evidence at Scottish Mayings, however,
worn by the young ladies of apparently assailable virtue who
dance (a. oarole) at the opening of the (Maying) poem 'Ghristis 
■^ '24
Kirk on the Green%
The ancestry of Robin Hbod in the summer and winter wooer- 
kings of the greenwood, and in the pagan anim.al cults, is revealed 
also by his companions who, much in the way of some of the 
! charactersof modern fblk/pl.ay^-should be viewed ae. illu.0 ràtioh 
of separate strahds in a complëx^'wéfeof Before ' Considering
the named members of the Robin Hood band'-individually, it should 
be .noted, that;- it 'was the praCtiqO of thçir leader - to sunmOn 'them, 
often - at mombhts-, of personal c.risis;,’ with.,the aound of .the.-horn#- 
This depeqdehqe/.on his.y'mer the tradition of the,
^Summer Kihg,'':ycerGiiib^  "at. 8t#'^ ::Ah&r# nf ? of 'Le Jeu'de
Rohin of 1207, (whezre _#hih gathered \té: help him ,. . : „
defeat Sir Aubert), and most distinctly of b W  hinth-centuiyr 
'Gonfiiotu^'f where the victory of Summer is oy)ly/mad'&.pbb'sibi^  ^ . 
:-;hy::;the:f4.ntery!^ tion& .the chorus of shepherdgf ( /
To begin/with Robin Hbdd's closest JCdttle Jolm in^  ■
name at least belongs to a European tradition, of 'lesser^ *
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guisers. Fnier his pseudonym * Crenel efe however, he is
cleo-rly a 'Green Man'. Th.e company, furnish another in George a
Green, a schoolboy whose gang wore his badge, a sprig of green
leaves, on their caps, Re joined Robin Rood's band in the forest
50when a cruel schoolmaster tried to birch him. , His name is that 
lOf.'theewinter-dragon slayer, his badge the token of the 'Green 
M'and- costume, and his true home is the greenwood.' The place in 
btory of the birch (or besom) may be accidental.
The woodwose tradition in the Robin Hood legend is more 
deeply buried. The forest was the home of the outlaw, because 
it lay outside burgh law, and beyond the effective reach of shire 
law, and consequently the man who made his home there lived 'out 
of law'. The woodwose dwelt in the forest (because it was the 
natural world) according to the law of Mature, free and unfettered, 
for to him the laws of men were of no account « He was, from the 
human viewpoint, 'un-lawed' rather than 'out-1 awed't Will Scarlet, 
of the Robin Hood.band, bears a ,name that-ip earlier, forms was 
' written a.s - 'Soalok' ^ 'Sôàrlook ', 'ScadloÇk'-,. and 'Scathelookef^^
I derive this name from scathe (= injure^^) and 'lock', and 
represent the name as 'Will Break-lock*,. the namp of one that 
carinoi be: coh^ined in men's buildings, whethe.r thçy be palaces 
or prisons: by this reasoning it can be seen that 'Will Scarlet 
represents the woodwose in the Robin Hbod tradition.
Will *Scarlock' is believed to have fore-run/ Alien--a. Dale 
in the Matter's ballad action by a hundred and fifty years, the
a : ' . ' X . : - ■;  , 4 '  / ' . / , ■  ...-
S'pa'rlcrok version known by 16005 ,^. and the ballad called 'Robin.
Hood and Allen à Dale' first noted in 1750, » In the baliad, 
a yotmg man,is deprived of his sweetheart by betrolhal to= 
an elderly kni^t. With Robin's help the wedding servi.ce is
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interrupted, and continued on Allen’s behalf by Little John, now 
wear1.ng the bishop’s coat. The ballad ends.
And thus having ended this merry wedding,
The bride she look’d like a Queen,
And so they returned to the merry greenwood.
Amongst the leaves so green.
I
If this is not merely conventional romance, then it is the 
re-working of the wooing drama of the May-game, where the maiden, 
wooed by Old Winter and the King of Sipmér, is restored to the 
latter by his supporters, and given a ’greenwood’ wedding befitting 
a King and ’(pieen’t
The character of Allen a Dale is not; recorded before the 
seventeenth century, and it may be that bis immediate ancestor 
gave his name to the sixteenth-century poem, ’Allen a Maut’.
In paraphrase, this allegorical poem saySf^When Allans vras young, 
clad in green, with long hair';'1ÎM%  ^  men and
women esteemed;him. His ;f08ter^fatK$rM#'@ prostrate,
and Calied 'h'nurse', who’ came with fifty:*flve men of 'war,, who. cUt 
him with sickles and bound him in a cradle of wood* Then he was 
brought into the town, where eyeryonq. liked Mm, for he .made 
heroes of the greatest cowards. His helmet Is a cUp ^ t h  
feather, and when a man sings a carol at Tuley with. A3.iâhe ale) 
in a barrel beside him, he fears no danger on land or sea*♦:
This allegory parallels the verses knoy^ i as ’Jolm %rl©y<^orn’,
-and celebrates the making of ale or beer from barley*’ .In the 
detail]s of the narrative, it is almost a sceym?io for a ’summer 
king* drama^ for the long-haired wild man in Jincoln-green is 
depapitated by men of war, bound in wicker and brou^jt’idtb town,. 
and there resurrected into a greater life thaf confers È0 much ;
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real and apparent comfort on his supporters. It should he noted 
also that All ane, like the Father Bacchus in whose honour were 
performed the sports of thirteenth-century Inverkeithing, is both 
a vegetation and alcohol deity.
The 'Friar Tuck’ of the company is probably descended from 
1 the -'Fertility Fool ^ figure first discerned at Inverkeithlng, for 
;he wears the long dress of the clown^^, the girdle of rushes,^
'and carries the ’ring o’bells’ or tambourine*^ Dobson and Taylor 
noted that there was an anonymous ’friar* connected ?7ith the morris 
dance, who was ’an altogether more jovial and buffoon-like 
character, at first unconnected with the greenwood legend at 
alll5®>l' The.’wooing’ and ’fertility’ aspects of this ’friar-fool’ 
are clearly in evidence at the close of the play ’Robin Hood and 
the Fridr’, where Robin gives him for a danci ng-partner 
'*• • a trul of trust
41To serve a friar at his lust’. ,
-This female person is without a name, and therefore a suitable 
introduction to-the" one .character Cf the Robih llood corpus who 
cannot be traced through pagan practice. Mali- Marion might be 
suggested- to,. derive, from the Marion of 'Le Jeu de Rqbin et de 
Mariod’,, but the line Of descent-is dlfficmit to- Establish, and .it 
is easier) tq argue that Maidf Marion had an independent existence
' ' ' ÀO
before she was joined with Robin Hood* ; I have found no mention 
of Maid' Marion in medieval Scottish records «ignifloantly 
Henrysoun’s satiric inversion of the *Robin Marion’ wooing 
theme is titled ’îfiohene'snd Makyne’^ '^^ *
The last associate of Robin Hbod to be e%gmined for pagan 
antecedent is his adversary, the Sheriff of It has to
agreed at the outset that such a goyemor would be unlikely to
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have the care of a forest, and certainly not one outside his county. 
In nei^houring southern Yorkshire* Several sheriffs of Wottin^em 
have been suggested for the original, but in my view the trick of 
association that connected sheriff with outlaw preferred Sir Robert 
Ingram, mayor of Nottingham and several times sheriff of the 
count .y, not so much because of his notorious connection’with the
j  M tk
Coterel gang of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire as for his name#
To oppose the Robin of the forest with a Sii» Robert of the castle
allowed the two to pursue their in the new area of
balladry, as a finale to the opposition that had begun in the
thirteenth-century *Jeu*, had been noted in the fourteenth century
by Ghaticer, and which had survived as a byword for difference in
45sixteenth-century Scotland* :
This case for demonstrating that Robin Hood became the recipient 
of so much of the energy generated by pagan custom is completed 
by returning to the central fi^re, of the legend,, and explaining 
how this blend, of animal cult,, and: :%ay -;g# came 'aleo to be an 
outlaw and a robber*- I';' " /I '
The 'outlaw' aspect has already been explained in the woodwose 
aspect represented by Will S c a r l e t i t s e l f y t à not a 
sufficient cause for Robin'becoming a mbber^ for he. mi^t as 
easily have been a beggary or a hermit. Tbé 'starting-point for 
. . this explanation is in the practice of alms^collecting, alread^ r 
ëstablished (in Chapter Two) as the motivating force of the folk 
play in the post-pagan era, and related to the establishment of a 
feudal society (see Chapter Three)* To converb the !alma-coUeotor' 
of the May game to the bandit of the forest merely a matter of 
re-interpreting the emblemology of the ’Robin’ figure: the green 
and brown-costumej at first the de#nitive gm* of the mmmer and
'Qï
hi
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winter king "becomes the camouflage of the guerrilla; the 
’supporters' of the summer king in his overthrow”of the monarch 
of winter "become the outlaw gang; the symbols of horn, bow, and 
arrow are given sinister usage; ?o.th the help of all of these the 
basic principle of the adaptation of surviving paganism, that it 
was an instrument by which the poor received money from the rich, 
is elevated in the May game into a moral principle, that Robin
46Hbod only stole from the rich so that, he mi:^t give to the poor.
It is interesting that this principle was first stated by a
Scottish writer, John Major, in 1521 ('He would allow no w%manr;to
suffer injustice, nor would he spoil the poor, but rather enriched
47them from the plunder talcen from abbots’ ), and this admission
of violence on Robin Hood's part has to be set in the tradition
of belligerent begging. Nineteenth-centuiy begging on ' one Edinburg
48Hogmanay was so violent that it defeated the police, and even 
the women who danced about the Dundee, maypole three centuries 
earlier were accused of 'skafrie of, money;', that is, to.o-foroeful 
■ demand for alms'. - The grand oiim'ax of thé ^Robin Hbod Pastime'' 
in Scotland (see belo^) came with the oondénmation of a cordiner 
to be hanged for 'playing with Robene Hud'jf .his crime was made 
clear and unforgivable by John Knox himself g % e  could not be 
h absolved, for he was the chief man spoiled M m  Moubry of ten 
crowns'.4 , This venerable.tradition of robbery In the guise of 
begging oan be perceived in the 'rbbejÀîeamen^s linked in a Statute 
of Winchester in 1285 with another kind of thief known as a 
'drawXatch*, and defined as 'a certain olastj of marauding vagabonds 
that infested the country in the 14th cent,^y with the addition 
that the word derives 'probably from • « . Robert, but the 
allusion is obscure V  , 'Robin* and 'Robèrt® were alternatives
m m
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52for the outlaw Hbod, before the former became the accepted form, 
and the intimation of the Statute is that belligerent begging on 
behalf of 'Robert* was known (in England) at a time contemporaneous 
with 'he Jeu de Robin . ' in Arras*
This notion of the charitable re-distribution of wealth is the 
last of the endowments of paganism to the legend of the outlaw 
Robin Hood to be adduced here. Once again, the 'begging* aspect 
of the tradition has exercised a lasting influence on the folk 
play tradition, for althou^ the trappings of Robin Hood were to 
be stripped from the custom (see the following sections), the 
modern folk play washed its performers of the stain of extortion, 
and charity once again became optional:
And what you freely give to us
We freely will receive*^ (unloce Abbotsford Coll,^)
To derive so much of the Robin Hood legend from paganism is 
to move counter to orthodoxy; to relate the development of the 
Scottish folk'-piqy: to ■ a figure, firmly agsooiaEad vdth .the English. 
Midlands is hardly.less controversial* The ne%t stage, therefore, 
will be to establish Robin Hood's credentials in Scotland*
2,W Jo.biji - t e d S o o t I g M
In the li^t of the traditional view of the. Robin Hood of 
balladry, it would have indeed been curious if the Lowland Scots, 
in centuries when the relations between the rulers of Scotland and 
England were not always cordial, had cho;aen a patriotic^^ English 
oütlaw io.lead their most favoured public ift0^ J^ ry«iaaklng<* Dobson
' ' J '
and Taylor wxpress the dilemma exaotly: 'Precisely how and why 
the Robin Hood legend should have struck m%cb deep ro#s north 
of the Border.baa never been satisfactorily explained'*^;
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Before attempting an explanation, let the depth of these roots
he measured* The first mention of the ’rymes of Rohyn Hbod* (hy
Langland in 1577^^) and the second (o*1410^^) are both made in
England* Thereafter, for one hundred and thirty years, the more
informative observations are made by four Scottish writers, Wyntoun
(1420), Bower (1440), Douglas (1501), and Major (1521)f^ Another
proof of Scottish interest lies in the provenance of the two
surviving copies of the earliest printed editions of the ballads,
dated to o*1510, one of which was found in Edinbur^*^
Scottish interest in Robin Hood was by no means merely
scholarly: Robin Hood and Little John were appointed leaders of
10revelry in Aberdeen in 1508, , and in the same century were noted
as features of the May games in thirteen other towns and villages
59in southern add central Scotland, and evidence of the zeal and 
tenacity with which the citizenry clung to their pastimes is given 
in the following section*
The apparent problem of Robin Hood’s popularity in Scotland 
melts away with the realisation that the outlaw and his band 
evolved from a miscellany of ritual cults, populsr throu^out 
Lowland Britain and therefore pursued equally north ahd south 
of the Tweed* The ’Eaglishness’ of Robin Hood only became a 
problem wiien the folk hero emerged from the folk pastime, and 
required a local habitation and a name* His habitations were 
three in number, and moved progi»esaively southwards, from the 
Scottish/English border to the English Midlands: TTyntoun in 
1420 ascribed the exploits to the forest of Inglewood in Cumbria, 
and later stories were set in Bamsdale^^ in southern Yorkshire 
and in Sherwood Forest, with the connection with Nottingham 
Castle^^
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There was, however, a fourth 'home*, further south, yet more 
Scottish, and not one in which he dwelt, hut one from which he was 
exiled* A tradition noted in the late-sixteenth century identified 
Robin Hood as the dispossessed Earl of Huntingdon* The title is 
familiar here, for the 'Honour of Huntingdon' has already been 
identified as one of the chief sources of tenants and feudatories 
for feudalised Scotland, , and in the Scottish kings ' gift more
cr;.less continuously from 1114 to. 1286* With this title, therefore,
■ 62Robin,Hbod, though of England, is the King o f 'Scotland's man, , and
the structure of the. feudal society* already demonstrated to be •
the ■nurse and upholder of the folk play, operates as- a counter
to the burgeoning nationalism of the fourteenth century by
providing a dual natipnaiity for a hero who would otherwise
bestride these medieval frontiers in an inconvenient fashion*
It has to be recognised that the first references to the
Etmtiligdbn origin come late in the Robin Hbod evolution and that,
' i f  t h e y % è r e \ 3 i g n 8 : , .  b f l S c ^ ^ ^  . ' s M r e ^  i n :  t ^  h e r c r * . , .
they might have been looked for two centuries earlier, before the
Wyntoun ascription (given above)* Additional colour to the Scottish
. claim would haveicome from the traditionf^ the Bari of Huntingdoh
.hàd:ÿ%%:dispo8Sé88ed by an unjust', 'king^  deputy, for by the end of
'the thirteenth: century Sopttio%.claims -on .'Honour' were being
resisted by Edward X* ,J*rora . this time onwa3?%, the Scottish kings
were at one . with the Robin Hood of the ballad- ih saying that their
' -5? : ' ■
right to the 'Honour of Huntingdon*, had i^ sUrped# , The
'  '  \  '  '  ' *  '   ^ "  '
partlot^Ar relev^ce of this detail is'made clear^by the general
theme of^^his chapter, that Robin Hood deTdV/ed. .from, the Hay hero
and Summèr King, for the latter also was a monarch exiled from his
domain by a brother king*
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3* The ItoJila, ,.Hgp.d .Klay-
The burden of the argument of this chapter is that much of the 
energy of surviving paganism flowed in the direction of the May 
Games and the Robin Hood pastimes# A thorou^ exajidnation of these 
celebrations is not intended here, for they occupied several 
Sundays and holy days at the beginning of summer, and were an 
umbrella under which many different games and sports were enjoyed* 
Amongst this misoellaneity of festival, however, was a species of 
Robin Hood drama, and it is the contention of this study that 
the Robin Hood play was for a period of time the most vigorous 
version of the medieval folk drama* The history of the Scottish 
folk play is closely bound to the development and demise of the 
Robin Hbod play, and it is to that history that the chapter now 
turns*
The dramatic element in the Ihverkeithing Maying has been 
noted (see 4* Rites of May; Summer and Vfinter), and 'Le Jeu de 
Robin. * * ' seems to be a sophisticated working of a May play, but 
these thirteenth-century summer plays are separated by one hundred 
and fifty years from the fireb reference to the Robin Hbod folk 
play in Scotland* This raising of the curtain is by a Scottish 
historian, Bower, the continuer and annotator of Fordim's 
Sootiohronloon c*l440# He made the valuable observation that the 
stolidum vulgus (= the foolish people) preferred tales, mimes and 
songs about 'Robertus Hbde and Littill Joharme* to those about 
other heroesf^ From this remark we learn that the two outlaws 
were popular with the 'folk*, or uneducated class, and that their 
deeds were relayed in story, drama, and song* Bower might be seen 
to insist on the vigour of this dramatic tradition; under the 
year 1266 he enters the rise of Robin Hbod and his company.
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'whom the foolish people are so inordinately fond of celebrating
in tragedy and c o m e d y , The interpretation of this remark is
debatahle^^ , but X incline to the belief that Bower is using
'tragedy' and 'comedy' to indicate a dramatic form which might in
its 'tragic*moments show the death, or exile of kings, and in its
'comic' aspect bawdry and ribald horse-play* Î note too that
Bower believes the 'folk' to be 'inordinately' enthusiastic for
these dramatic pastimes, and take that to be his reaction to the
outflow of pagan: energy of whose source he had no suspicion.
Bower's attestation to the popularity of Robin Hbod folk
plays in fifbeenth-century Scotland is the only available evidence:
for an example, of the text of the plays of the period, an English
text of 0,1475» titled 'Robin Hbod and the S h e r i f f , furnishes
the only surviving example* Wiat survives is only a fragment,
or rather, two .fragments*. In the first, a knight promises the
sheriff that he will apprehend Robin Hbbà;V There follows a dialogue 
between the same %0ght;and/>Rdbih,K which it is. apparent
that they are competing with one another in archery,' stohè-thrb^ng,
ajcle-tree throwing, wrestling and, finally and in earnest j sword-
fightihg^^ l Babb .gf these oompe$itibn,s^  wcm by Robin- Hbod
who, at the labt*; decapitates the knight y exchanges clothes with
him, and places the loiight's head in his C R o b i n ' s o r
headgear* (The second fragment of the text is a dialogue reporting
the capture and imprisonment of ^ Robin Hbod and his men by the
Sheriff; this second fragment has no .coherence with the first, and
I believe it to be from another^ Robin Hood pi ay: j, one more nearly.
■allied to the later ballad tra&ition)*' I
' . ' , ' % ' . - ' - 
The O^raordinary events of the first will be noted
■ /."ÏV/P/ : - ' '' ..
to share their detail and sequence with those of the ballad 'Robin
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Hbod and Guy of Gisborne*^ (see above, 1, The Fagan Connection), 
already noted to reveal archaic features# It is a reasonable belief 
that both the ballad and the fifteenth-century play derive from an 
earlier horse drama, in which the beast was beheaded and resurrected# 
The subsequent events of the Robin Hbod drama of 1475 have to remain 
an area for speculation; one theory would be that it was 'the opening 
scene of the folk play action a century later to find its way into 
Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus (see Chapter Four, I, The Ox), in which 
Robin would be ambushed whilst carrying the knight’s head in his 
hood, and ’beheaded’, only to come back to life# Such a play would 
be the product of animal cult, the pastime of the indestructible 
Green Man ', the athletic contests of the May Games, and the 
cunning of the outlaw, and as such would mark an lmpor*bant 
crossroads in the progress of the folk playo
Remarkably, there is graphic evidence for this drama: a page 
of early fourteenth-century graffiti portrays the dominant motifs 
of the action, a head in a hood, a man holding his own severed 
head, and a man holding' a deer and a head in a hood (see Plate 
Three)# The inclusion in this set of the (slaughtered) deer makes 
another connection with the forest.ôutlaw#
There is yet one more aspect of pagan folklore in this ballad 
and story of the severed head, and it is one that draws the 
discussion back to Scotland# .Neither the name ’Sir Guy of Gisborne’, 
nor the unusual prominence that the ballad gives to one of f^bin 
Hbodts brief adversaries has, to my knowledge, been the subject 
of editorial comment, , Both his neme ,and Ms. domain, however, , 
are of interest: J : l : /
’I dwell by dale and downe’, quoth Gi,tye, '
’And I have done many a curst tume#
id-
1
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PLATE THREE
The Beheaded and Resurrected Man
cinim l'r
jjt loriïiiiiiiiiroi!■ >>rT-'yiC
Brninu 
. 'ct^^'i^iiinijnnniîcïfî? 
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TZyi ; d Hi ID ;it frfr.aj)tj- •’ 
r: :•/ n I'av ; i or p .'lrià i'à -^
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The illustrations are six in number, including the cherub playing 
the pipe, and the figure in the first letter (top left). The 
remaining four are associated with the theme of the beheaded 
and resurrected man: from top to bottom these are the severed 
head in a hood, a man holding his own severed head, a man 
carrying a deer on his shoulders, and a severed head.
The page is from the Hours of Beanne d'Evreux, before 1328, in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, and is here reprinted 
from Meyer Schapiro, Late Antique, Early Christian and Medieval 
Art (London: Chatto & Windus, 1980), p.196.
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And he that calles me by my right name 
Galles me Guye of good Gysborne'#^^ ■ 
ïb'" his own testimony, Guye lives *by dale and dovme', end is tberfore 
a woodwose, a wildman, and one, moreover, of malevolent aspect#
This choice of the name *Guye* for the malevolent woodwose and 
horse-guiser irradiates a a small but important comer of the 
Scottish play, for the name occurs only twice in Scottish records, 
and both in circumstances of redolent of the ballad.
One of these occurs in the Gupar Proclamation of Co.1540, 
a text already noted to have considerable folk play association. 
’ïb*'îilAW of the fute band’, the boastful foot-soldier, is frightened 
by the sheep’s head on a stick, ca,rried by the Fool. He exits 
(with dialogue reminiscent of the folk play, ’Wow mak me rowne and 
lat me gae*), fearing that the apparition might be ’Merlin’, or 
the *spréit of gy'7^. Precisely this phrase is used by the guiser 
in the ’Crying’ of & Robin Hood pastime in 1515 (see below), who 
m alee 8 a su.^rising and comically menacing entrance ; offers 
possible iden%%'8's for himself, adding 
And yit gif this be nocht I
Ilwai^ r the spreit of gy (Appendix Five, 11, 15™14).
In the context of these three references, the best explanation 
of the enigma is that by the end of the fifteenth centui^ ,i. .’Gy’ 
had become the name of the composite folklore devi 1-figure j,; embracing 
the King of Winter, the woodwose and the dragon!^ •>
This discussion of ’Gy’ has introduced the ’Robin Hood
Crying’, a text of major importance to this studyj, for. it ..appears,
to be the. only Scottish sur^vor bf Robin Hobd texto Sadly what 
Survives Is only a prologue, and thou,^ it mtr^ve#' versionsl^.
only one makes the connection with the Robin Hbod pastime; the
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reasons for this meagre survive,! are to he made clear below# The
’Robin Hood Crying* is reprinted in Appendix Rive; the lines quoted
here are the proof that, it served to gather together the celebrants
for the ’Riding* to the pastime;
Ye noble merchandis ever ilkane
Address you furth with bow and flane (arrow) ;
!
In lusty grene lufrayej (livery) ;
And follow furth on Robyn Hude,
With harts coragiouss and gud,
And thocht that wretchis wald ga wod
Of worschipe hald the way. (H.138-44)
This Invitation to the merchants (presumably of a Guild) to set
out in their green livery, with their bows and arrows, riding in
procession behind Robin Hood, ends with a plea for high spimlts
as an antidote to unremitting respectability, and since the lengthy
poem has been a humorous and occasionally ribald parody of Irish 
73folk tales, , the reader cannot avoid the thought that these 
merchants needed many promptings to be cheerful.
Apart from this slender link with Robin Hood, the verses grant 
some valuable insights into the Scottish folk play at the dam of 
the sixteenth century, as combat drama and Simmer game# The 
opening lines are particularly valuable, and seem to have the 
idiom of traditional material:
Harry, harry, hobillschowef 
%  guha is comnyn nowe,
: . I wait never, howe, (know)
td'rl Hith the quhorie wynd? . '
A soldane out of Seri and land (Sultan, Syrîa(-land))7^
A gyand strong for to stand.
1 9 2
That TTÎth the strength of my hand 
Beres may hynd*
Oyha is comniyn heir, hot I
A bauld hustuoss hellamy (noisy friend)
At your corss to made a ory.
With a hie soune? (Appendix 11* 1-8, 25-28)
IlbteiTorthy in this passage is the reference to * coming in*, and 
the introduction of himself as a black-faced warrior (a Sultan 
from Syria), which places him in a direct line of ancestry to 
the ‘^Turkish Knights*, *Black Princes of Morocco*, and the rest, 
so common in the modern texts* Later dialogue va.unts his descent 
from a line of kings, and his travels in Europe, features that in 
the modem texts are normally shared by the combatants and the 
doctor. It is also of interest that the speaker refers to an 
entrance that is sudden, surprising and noisy g the tradition , of 
entering unexpectedly can be seen to survive in the modem 
tradition, for example, at Helensburgh* The boast that the spealter 
.could bind bears with the strength of his hand links the character 
with the woodwose tradition, for wildmen, were reputed to have the 
power to subdue bulls and bears;
The spealcer of the * Crying* has. two names * He calls himself 
\*Wê£tlth*, and names hi. s three brpjbhërs :as Welfare *, *Wantonness*, 
and *Play*, and says that they have come to bani.sh care, dearth, 
and distress*. These names-..and, p r p m i s . e s - t ©  the Summer Came 
and the downfall of the Winter. '  ; The èérond: name attributed 
to him is *Dr6ibhl., and this occurs only in ike title and finis 
given to the piece in the Bannatyue version^ '%ne littil Xnterlud 
of the droichis pairt of the play*. The best alue to the meaning
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of the name comes in the Bamatyne manuscript itself, where in the 
title the writer has deleted the word *fule* and interlined 
•droichis*, an apparently arbitrary emendation that suggests that 
the two terms were indistinguishable. In the context of a summer- 
welcoming pa.stime, and the role of the Fool in such sports, I would 
contend that *droich* is related to the Scots *droulc* or'*drook*, 
a transitive verb in the sense of * drench % i and relates to the 
widespread custom of squirting or spraying wâter over spectators 
and participants!^.
The opening line of the interlude has to my mind not received 
its proper interpretation. *RoMllschowe* Î would locate among 
the *fool and dancing* words (see Appendix Four), end I would 
surmise that it denotes the *show* performed by a *hobbil* or 
Fool (which is, of course, exactly what follows). In this contect, 
the * Harry 5 harry*, or *Hiry, hary *, (in the Bannatyne version) 
would be a summoning cry!'^  Admirable support for tliis theory 
is fotind in the account ©f the Battle of the Standard, fought in 
1158 in northern Fiigland by Wormans of England and Scotland; The 
important sentence comes in the telling of how Gilbert de Lascy 
won fame by rallying the wavering troops to the Royal Standards
cum eni.m illls satirice sua propria Standard*
quasi obioe tel cohfhnduntur repercussi;
(for when it was said to them satirically in their own
language, *^rÿ,  ^Standard*, they osme thronging
; 78
together as if they had been, propelled by a weapon);
reading of this sentence ib that foot soldiers
pritloal momept in the battle, ,'and drew" them to the defence of . 
thé Standard, by shouting- the- l^enoh colloo(uialism that. ' ' t,'
drew spectators and supporters to the ensi^ of the Summer'Hng-
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at the May game. If this Is a true reading, it explains the boost 
to morale that this * satirical* mocking of danger gave to the 
Homans, and from the point of view of this chapter, ^ug^ests that 
the combat of the Summer King was well-known 'bo the Homans of north 
Britain as early as the twelfth century, and that the traditional
shout of the May game hardly altered in the following four
79 !centuries.
Thereafter, however, change was rapid. In the discussion of 
the Robin Rood *■ Crying*' it was noted that it was the only surviving 
text to refer to the outlaw, and that the reference was in 1515 
As loan manuscript, but not in the 1^62 Bannatyne version, The 
explanation of these circumstances is patent. The power of the 
Reformation had been gatherihg head in the sixteenth century, and 
was developir^ into a formidable combination of zealous leadership 
strongly supported by responsible citizenry at parish level. The 
Churches attitude towards surviving paganism moved from the tolerant 
to the repressive, and Robin %od c#ie. under a ban by Act of 
Parliament in 1555, tdien it whs " '
statute and ordanit that in all tymes cumming na manor of 
persoun be oho sin Robert %de. no r %till lohhe Abbot of 
unressoun Quenis.ofv.Haii nor utherwyse nouther in Burgh 
nor to landwart in pny t ^ e  tocum^^
It is accepted in thié study; that the May game and the Robin 
Rood pastime were in the sixteenth centm^" the mainstream of popular 
festival, and pastimes of which the people, to use Bower’s phrase,, 
wqre ^inordinately fond*# , %is mainstremi 'Aas peremptord.ly
dsmniéd by the. Reformation in 1555 and, td pursue the metaphor^ the 
dam was at first broken, but repaired'so 'strongly that the currents 
were obliged to find other channels*
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The celebrated breaking of the statute came in Edinburgh in
1561, when the apprentices of the city defied both the Act and a
timely reminder of it from the City Council, and entered in at the
East Port and proceeded to the Tron, where they were met by the
magistrates, Tdiese they turned ’violently and oontemptuotisly*
aside, and passed on to Castle Hill where for some hours they
enjoyed the ’Robin Hood* pastimés, A cordiner was later arrested,
and condemned to be hanged, no less, for ’playing with Robene Hud*,
% e n  popular appeals to the bail lie and the minister John Knox
fell on deaf ears, the crowd took the matter into their own
81hands, and rescued the man from prison, .
The City Council complained of the danger to the public peace
of men in coats.of mail, carrying ’weapons invasive*, including
swords and culverins, but no note is made of any injury caused by
this weaponry and, as has been sho^m already, the chief crime of
51the man cond.emned to hang was. ’begging with ffiolenc©’, Ho addition 
to our knowledge of the Robin Hood play is made by the report of 
these events in Édinbupgh^ but .-it might, be conjectured that the 
armed men were the supporbers of the Summer King, and that what 
fighting took place did so as sport or ’dramatic gome *, Hevertheless, 
In the following year, the disregard for the authority of the City 
Council was alarming, and the Queen was persuaded to issue a pro­
clamation banning ’Robene Hude’s play’ on the grounds that it 
fostered sedition and tumult^At; this time it may be said that 
Temporal and Spiritual power in Scotland were united in opposition 
to the folk play ih its context of the' May gmaes;' in this wajr, the 
obstruction to.; the : flow, of tradition was . shored up, and the statute 
orf: parliament, bêbame an^ ;^ i^  object^ for what hadghitherto
been an irresistible force*
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When the capital had been made secure, the rest of the country 
had to submit. Despite the Statute, the countrj’ people had gone on 
with the time-honoured custom. The poet Alexander Scott, lamenting 
the hold that the Reformation had taken on Scotland, noticed that the 
observance of the Robin Food ceremonies had been extinguished, except 
perhaps with the unregarded peasantry, in his phrase, the ’cloven 
Robbynis’»®^ -; It might be noted that, at this point in history, the 
pastime had reversed to the folk, having been within the century 
first raised to a civic entertainment by the burghs and then 
prohibited by the monarcîlé’
As we might guess, the Robin Hood pastime was extinguished
with difficulty,, burgh by burgh and village by killage?'^ There
85
was a particularly resistant custom at Samuelston, pear Haddington, 
which was played annually on the first Sunday in May, There was 
much unrest in 1589 when the Laird, under pressure from the kirk, 
confiscated the ensigns and drum but even so could not persuade 
the pelebrants to desisti: This village attracted so much attention 
in kirk .session records th#', for one and opce only, a name was 
attached to the Scottish folk play, The play at Semuelston 
wa,s known, as ’The Trik’; rbo relate this title to the argument 
of this chapter, my suggesiion is that it relates to the central 
’trick’ or cimbial subterfuge of the drama, in which Robin Hood 
evades death by tricking his enemy into isevering his ’spare’ b^ad.
Twenty.: years .later..în .lëiô, at the. village of Linton, a few 
miles from the border with J&igland, the Robin Hood play loses its 
last battle» The miscreant players cited intJuded a.yeoiaan farm.er 
(a small farm freeholder) and the Lord’s plàu^Man: (hardly 
’unregarded peasantry* in the social scale of village life), and 
the plays roles included Robin; Hood, Idtt.le John, the Sheriff,
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and the Lord of Unreason*^ Apart from the interest of the age 
and relative dignity of the players, also to he noted is the proof 
of the obduracy of custom, which in I6IO even preserved the ’lord
1 0of Unreason’, a full centuiy after he had been discarded elso^ rhere# 
Forbidden the performance of the folk play, it may be that 
the action was rmembered in ballad form*, This, at least, is the
; QY
basis for my interpretation of ’John Thomson and the Turk’) , a 
poem first noted 0*1586* In the confused narrative, John Thomson, 
a Soot, after three years of crusading, in the East, is i/isited by 
his wife, whom he sends home to Scotland* She instead goes to 
the castle of a Turk, called * Violentrie’* Thomson disfpiises 
himself as a pilgrim to enter the castle, and is received by his 
wife, who then turns him over to the Turk* The infidel takes 
Thomson to the wood in order to kill him, but the Scot leaves a 
trail by hanging ’a ribbon on every branch*. He blows his horn, 
whereupon three thousand of his followers come, b u m  down the 
castle, and hang:his\;Wife oh the: greenwood tree»
Beneath thid farrago, it is possible to see the basic scenario 
of a Summer folk play, in which a Scottish hero combats with a 
’Turkish Knight’, for: thé' favoursuOf the Spring Bride, The Hero 
avoids death by decorating the greenwood with ribbons, in Maying 
style» and by blowing his lipm (in the manner of Robin Hood) to 
summon his supporters to secure him the vi.ctory, in the manner of 
the friends of the . Summer King*
i % i s  chapter has sou^t to establish'the- challenging view ■ v-. 
of Robin Hood as an inheritor of pagan pastime» and as a dominant > ; 
chai^ CteB^ i^^ ^^  ^ he phase of the folk play prior to the Reformatidh;:
In my view, the misuhdefstandings of the role of Robin'Hood in
1 9 8
this area have heert brought about by the misreading of the rubric 
to ’a new playe* of ’Robin Hood and the Friar’, published by 
William Copland' o»1560, This text (which in fact includes another 
known as ’Robin Hood and the Potter’) is said by the printer ’for 
to be played in Haye g a m e s , and this recommendation, coupled 
with the fact that, the two pieces have a very evident origin in
i
balladry,, has peri^aded scholars that it was by such means as
this that the hero' was introduced into the dramatic pastimes
of the- May games# / In truth, these ballad-plays are a world
away from the bloodiness of such as the 0*1475 ’Robin Food and the 
67Sheriff^: , and its echoes of cult action* In ,my view, Copland 
was adjusting to the hostility of the Reformer towards the pagan 
relics by providing plays that exchanged the resurrected ’Green 
Robin* for the more contemporary (and harmless) Robin Hood of the 
balladry# Copland and his contemporaries were successful, the 
exchange- was Aade,, and the ’baliad-play’ made the transition 
from medieval to modem tiims, surviving the Réfôrmatibn??-r
For Scblîland, however, the' adapbation came too loteV the 
time that Copland’s new, ’ballad-plays’ left the presses, civil and 
religious authority in Scotland had for five years , been prosecuting , 
according to Queen ITàrÿ’s statute, those 7^ho impersbnated Robin 
Hbbd#' As we have seen, the ban was vigorously applied,, and ■
-thÙ8(a!pch^\bp.en'#^ up between the English folk drama, with its 
bàilaK^^ # more frequently^ ’stray® .Robin Hbod Gh^ra<^%S7ÿ|1 j
and the Scottish drama where such actions and characters are not 
to be found#
5Phe dam to hold back Robin %od held
    / , ,
neverthless, some seepage, invisible t6 the watchdogs of the i
but enough to warrant the belief that the bradilion flowed on
1 9 9
throng the wilderness that the Reformation made of popular pastime 
in Scotland. The faint signs of this subterranean movement, which 
connects the heritage of paganism with the ’modem* play of the 
el^teenth century, are to be traced in the following chapter.
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 ^ Ryrnes. of Robin Hbod, ed. R*B, Dobson and J. Taylor (London: 
Heineman, 1976) provides a lengthy oomentary on a comprehensive 
collection of Robin Hood material, and insists'.on Robin Hood as 
a hero of balladry, with no reference :to pagan folklore*.
i
2 IA vigorous case for the ’histoitical’ Robin Hood is made
by J.Vf, Walker, The True HiStoCT. of Robin Hood (1952; rpt.
Wakefield; EP Publishing, 1973:).
, ’ • , >
 ^R^ Tnag,..pX. jWl, pp.255-57.
^ Dobson and Taylor’s map, ’Sherwood and Bamsdale’, reveals 
that the River Don divides the two forests: Rvmes of Robin Hood^
P#.69'*
Parallelsy to: ,thi^ Y:%dtmi- Are thé place-names on the Don 
of Bamby Dun, and Duns croft, eight miles north of ISoncaster*
As in the closing lines of ’Robin Redbreast’s Testament’ 
there is hostility between .wren and robin (iee Chapter Four, 2), 
so too the lament that the robin and the wren were ’friendly 
in winter’ (Chapter Two',. n7^ imply that they were hostile
6t another season of thé yeary when the wren slew the robi& 
This would motivate the wren-huut as a revenge slaying, the 
course followed by Gandeleyn in. , the balladv
The bow bhd the horn,: dre,. suggested, to be tbePb^  ^
of the poor man, who lacks ox, cow and cart? Ear1v
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ed. R.L. Greene, 2nd edn. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1977)» PP*250, 
487-8.
^ The motif is of a good king, or saint, who in the forest 
is confronted by a stag of immense proportions. When the man 
boldly grasps the antlers, he discovers a crucifix. The‘story 
is told of King David I in the Melrose Chronicle, repeated by 
Dai elles, Edinburgh * pp. 14-15*
^ of Robin pp. 140-45.
10 It was the practice to ’ride* in the ranter for 8to Nicholas, 
and in the summer for Robin Food: Mill, p p«157y 140.
14 Mill, p. 144. Tlie costume for the winter riding for 
St. Fioholas in 1522 was to be ’water-cloalus’? ibid., p.141
A ; Scottish Ballad ■ Book, edl ©a.vid Buck an (London:. Routl edge 
& Kegan Paul, 1975), p.75.
..^ rlla d , 'Bo,ok, p . 62.
■ 14 ■■■ ■ ' \
' ite is a y , and th o  , po.o t.R .p f p . 650.
% e  idea of the ’hostile castle’ in the folk play
, ' in'Judas’s speech in Falkirk, (see p *87)
It was Child’s opinion that the -hf -'Robin Hood
in Scotland ’was in all probability médiat^ by the name Brown
A*
RoMn’t F.J. Child, ed., The English_and. SaottisT 
5 vols. (Few York: Dover,' 1965), U, 505-06,
2 0 2
17 », P*91*
18 ïh/mes of. Robin Food, pp.148, 149.
Edinburgh Book of SooMlsh Versa, 'vy*92ff.
20 The poet Alexander Scott, writing c*1590» speaks of men 
going out with Robin Hood and Little John to bring in branches and 
seed pods of birch (n86, below). Another reference to the birch 
as a Haying emblem comes in the Edinburgh Hammermen’s Accounts 
in 1501 (Mill, p.229n)*
21 Theseus recognises thié in his ioboiee of wedding ni#it
for his marriage with; 111ppb0#a:
t W  mObn, ' .like to à'Silver bow 
Few-bent in heaven, shall behold th^ ni^t
Of.-.our solemnities’. (MSijapSzÆMK^ I, 1$ 11*9-11..)
22 Oiipid fires what Blalcé.called■dar.rowg of desire’,
m ■Icti3itoglL.Do,gk,.Q£.,Scottish .Yoraq;
Mil, p.284;'
2 6 See Ghepter Four, 2, The, Horse.
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27 See Chapter Four, 4*
28 This tradition of pairings includes Jack and the Giant, 
the Wren and the Robin, the Prior and the Abbot, Robin and 
$ir Robert, the servant and the Doctor.
29' .» PP.90f.
His ballad, under his pseudonym of ’Hie Finder of 
Wakefield’, is given in Ibmes. of EoblzL.EoM.? pp. 146-48«
31 p.329, The clearest glimpse of the 
proto—Robin Hood as a woodwose comes in lines by Dunbar,
Was never w^ rld Rbbein under bewch
•So bauide a berne as' he
25-27)
ari p. 99, ii
32 O.B.D.
33 L» P.172,
34 Ibid*., pp. 172-73.
33 Penguin Book of Scot%Sli Ferse, ml^1W2-Q4t " poem also
goeé under the title of ’Why 8uld ÙbçËt M l m o  Hbnor$t be?’,
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56 The name may derive from the manner of the ’active friars* 
of tucking their habits up into a girdle, to facilitate movement.
William Willeford, The. Fool and ITis .Scent re. (Londons Arnold, 
1969), p.22.
Walker, True Ristorv of .Robin Hood>p.41, oitixig Scott*® Ivanhoe 
for a source*
Perhaps the earliest illustration of this item is in the 
mnd'o.v/ formerly at Bet ley. Staffs, and now in Minsterley in 
Shropshire, which is tentatively dated to the mid-fifteenth 
century. It is illustrated in Old England, ed. Charles Knight 
(London: n.p.,. ?1875)» I^frontispiece* (see also Byrnes of 
Robin Food. p.62n).
.toie.a..DX-Eo.bln.,lQ .aA» P*41
i b W ,  p.214«
V ibid*p*41 o
Henguin .Book ' ■
; ' This paragraph leans heavily on the discussion in Rymea
of. Robin Hbod. pp; 14-15» Where the point is made that seldcM 
% ' .after 1250 .wan the care ^of a forest entrusted to'a," sheriff*#' Tîie
editors add, ’one as left with an overall tnpression that it was
the /sheriff’s presence in Nottinghsmah1.re bhat: drew Hob 
AX , \  y ' '  ^ I - .X \ " X  " yr " ..
comity’ (p*14); ;
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See Chapter Pour, n60.
It is noticeable that the creation of Robin Hood was 
controlled to avoid the inlie.vent class war in the opposition of 
rich and poor: ’From the moment he first steps on to the histoid.cal 
stage Robin Hood is presented as a yeoman h^ro for a yeomsta audience 
Rme.s of Robi]r..gppd\ p.54.
See C}iapter Seven, 8.
’Gif ony wemen about simmer trees singing, make perburbation 
in the passage through burghs for skafrie of money, they shall be 
taken, handelit, and put upon cuclcstules’: Maxwell, The Histoiy
of Old Dundee (Edinburgh: Douglas, 1844), p*4l6x, The edict was 
made in 1555? in 1542, • the Aberdeen lords of Bonaccord were accused 
of being ’common beggàfs and Ekaffars’ : Mill^ po148J
Mill, pp.221-22, 223n.
51
”ane of the prihcipall of that misordoitr, narait tPillone» a 
cordinare . * * he could not be absolved for he was the cheif man 
that spoil lit Johrniè/Mpwbray of ten crownis  ^ o The Works of 
John Knox, ed. David laing (Edinburgh: Wodrow %»oiety, 1846-64),
Bower and Andrew of %ntoun, in- the four decades ,
of the ; fifteenth, cehtuiy, use thé ’Robert ® po m:
Hood, p p .4, 5.
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Other more persistent soli citings exist* Contra.st, for 
example, the lines in Falkirk^ : ’If ye pit nought si liar i’ my 
hag, for glide salce mind our wame’*
C.A
Robin Hood became an outlaw as a. result of unjust action 
by the true king’s incompetent and inadequate deputy, but retained 
his allegiance to the absent monarch. Thus the outlawry was in 
a sense true service to his King,
Bymaa -Min...Hhod, p.40#
ibid., p.1
ibid., p.2,
" ibid., pp. 71-2.
59 Hamely: Edinburgh, Dundqe, ; Aberdeen» Perth, St/ Andrews»
Ayr, Dumfries, Dumbarton, Haddington, Peebles, Arbuthnot, Lasm^ade, 
Cranston, Linton: Mill, p.24.
6n
RoMA p#is«
Buncan» t.brnJOmdom,' ,pp..134-33«
The importance of the Hmtin^onshire comeetion for the Robin, 
Hbod of Scotland has been recognised for some years* In 
elaboration of this theme, Spenoe also -referred to a '
tradîtion.wbîoh he claimed to have found in Hector Boeoe that 
Mttle John : was Wi&ed in Moray ’in the kirk© of Hette’, ,and' 
to what he described as ’a curious rhyming Latin poem written'-
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in 1304 by a prior of Alnwick, quoting "Willelmo Wallace, Scotico 
illi Robin \71iood'* (William Wallace, the Scottish Robin Hood): Lewis 
Spence, ’Robin Hood in Scotland’, .Qiambe.r’s Journal, 9th Ser., 18 
(1928), pp.94-96.
Barrow, O^ ie Anglp-Horman Era in Scottish History, p.18
Duncan, Scotland: The Makinfr of the Kingdom. p#533.
' ■
Rym,é,s„ .oCMbjjiJîW., p*5*
ibid., P.7.'
The debatable area concerns the translation of these Latin 
terms. An awareness of classical tragedy and comedy grew up in 
Europe in the tliird and fourth decades of the fifteenth qpntury,
I
and proof of Bower’s meaning depends on the modernity of his 
knowledge at this point. Mill is cautious on the matter, warning 
that ’mimi ’ did not necessarily carry a dramatic connotation, any 
more than did ’comedioe* and ’tragedioe’: Medleva.1 PlayÆ, p*54.
.o f R obin, .Food» p p .203-07,
Athletic contests were part of the May Games, and this 
scenario could be interpreted as a triangle forged from the 
Robin Hood of balladry, the horse-cult resurrection-drama, and the 
May Games,
For a linking of the athletic contest and the ’wooing* aspect 
of the Hay-Game, note these lines from a medieval carol :
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At te wrastlinge my lemman i ches, 
and atte ston-kasting i him for-les; 
Rvm.es of _RcLblrL_HQ,QA, pp. xlix-xlx.
Jto,qg....o£ RobiiLJîôM» pM44.
Bannatyne Hanus.crint. Ill p#99» 11. 251-52» p. 100, 1.269.
71 The editor of the Bannatyne Mannsoript (see previous note) 
suggests that ’Gy’ mi^t derive from ’guise’ a sensible suggestion 
in ray view, and supportive of ray theory that its force comes from 
grotesque or frightening guisers.
In ’The Plyting of Dunbar and Kennedie*, Dunbar abuses his 
victim’s appearance, sajdng that it is so ugly it
’Garris men dispyt thar flesche, thow spreitof Gy’,
The editor explains this reference to ’Gy’ as "the spirit of 
Guido de Corvo, which haunted his widow and was ultimately 
exorcized by four Dominican friars (Scotichronicop. xiii, 6-9; 
Mackenzie)": Poems_of Dunbar, p.82, 1,172? p,291n.
72 The earlier version, given in Appendix 5ive, was collected 
by John Asloan c,1515* The second, later version was collected 
by William Bannatyne in 1568 ( Bannatyne Manuscript, II, 515ff ),
mock ery of Irish hero-legend fits well the anti-Gaelic 
comedy of the modem folk play (see, for example, Stirling^
(The Doctor)), and the speaker’s admission that he has come to 
Edinburgh because he could not bear to live where ’Irish’ (Gaelic) 
was spoken (Appendix Five, 11, 125—131). Later, in. amorous mood,
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he demands a wife from Lothian or Fife, the English-speaking 
south-east of Scotland (11.162-63).
^  I take it as evidence that these lines were in oral tradition 
in the sixteenth century that the version collected hy Bannatyne 
a half-century after Asloan differed slightly. Asloan’s 1515 
’A Soldane out of Seriand’ had hy 1568 become, ’A sargeand out 
of Sowdoun land’ (a sergeant from the land of the Sultan). The 
exotic vocabulary had confounded the uneducated guisers, but they 
had nevertheless managed to preserve the sense’of ’a high-ranking, 
black-faced military officer’.'
Chambers Twentieth Oenturv Dictionary. OED supports 
droich = dwarf, from Gaelic duergas.
76 The fertilising effect granted to Spring showers was 
mimicked in Summer-welcoming pastime by squirting or thr^mng 
water over participants and spectators, and by immersing them 
in ponds and rivers. Snblematically, the action of the Pool 
in squeezing bladders of water over women was seen as ejecting 
semen.
77 There are other examples of summoning cries associated 
with popular custom. In the present century, there has been 
noted a Basque shout of ’Irrltzina’, and another with notional 
phonetic resemblance to ’hiry, hary’ is the English *A revel, 
a revel’, recorded in 1381 : Forman Simms, ’Fed ludd’s Mummers 
Play’, Folklore. 89 (1978), 2, pp,l66f.
Sir Thomas Gray, Scalachronica (Edinburgh: 'fiait.la.nd Club,
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1836), p.240.
I consider that the chanting of ’hereis he, here is he’ in 
the Biggar^ folk play to welcome the Doctor is the only descendant 
of the Maying cry in the modem folk play versions*
p.30n.
mil, p.214.
Qp
The Queen? à letter, reminding the city of the Act of 
Parliament against Itobin Hbod, was communicated to the City on 
30 April 1562r Mill, pp.223, 224.
85 In May quhe men yeid everd.oh one 
Wt Robene Eoid and litill Johne,
To bring in bowls and birkin bobbyn5.s|
Now all sic game is fastlingis gone 
Bot gif it be amangis clovin Robbynis*
ThO-Poems of Alexander .Scott. ed. J. Cranston (Edinburg? Blackwood, 
1896), ’Of Hay®, p.23.
Little is known of the poet: he is associated with Dalkeith, 
near Edinburgh, and is believed to have lived 1520-1590»
Some bur018 were slow to prohibit Robin Hood and Hock Lords 
of Misrule: Arbroath, Dumfries and Aberdeen are three examples 
quoted by Mill, pp.31-52.
Hill, pp.254-56.
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Mill, pp. 257-60.
Ramnav and the earlier -noets of. Sgo.tlüaa.. p. 655.
In his notes to this poem, Cliild remarks that John Thomson was a 
famous soldier in 1335, and a byword for a submissive husband 
c,l6 0 0. The poem was first noted in 1586, is derived from a 
story of King Solomon and his Queen, and was known in variants 
in Europe in the twelfth century: The Enfrlish and Scottish Popular 
Ballads, ed. Francis James Child (Few York’:.■ Dover, 1 9 6 5), Y, ; >2, 8.
Rvmes of RoMn Hhofl. ppj 208-09.
«- at least there dan he no doubt that Robin entered 
the world of play from that of the medieval tale or ballad’ :
Ré.bin, p.57.
90' ■Discussing the midwinter Robin Hood plays that survived 
into modem times, Lowe notes that each is based on ’thelate 
sixteenth century version of Arthur A' 'Bland’: Barbara Lowe,
’Robin Hbod in the Light of History’, Joumal: The English Pollc 
Dance and Song Society, 8., Mb,4, (Dec, 1955), P* 238.
91 In the surviving Marshfield (Clos) play for example, which 
is not a ’Robin Hood’ play, one of the characters is called ’Little 
Man John’.
GHAFrER SIX
The AfTB of Tivizisiiion
1.
This account of the Scottish folk play has in effect spanned 
thirteen centuries, from the seventh-century expansion of the 
Northumbrian kingdom to the present. Of these thirteen hundred 
years, less than a century remains unexamined, the ninety years 
be" We en the censure of the Robin Food players at Linton in 1610 
and the admonition of the actors of ’things unseemly’ at Falkirk 
in 1701* Less than a century thus separates the medieval from 
the modem periods of folk drama, but in that centuiy such 
changes were made to the tradition that modern eyes have been 
unable to perceive the continuity. In brief, these changes were 
two-fold: what had hitherto been pastime for all the population, 
young and old, became restricted to youths and children, and what 
had hitherto been scattered, 'throughout the Gliristian, pagan, and 
seasonal calendar became confined to 'two dates, at the end of 
October and December,
These are sweeping changes, and it would be misleading to 
imply that they were made vfithin these ninety years, for some 
T/ere in progress long before, and some were completed long after. 
Nevertheless, these ninety years were the years of change, of 
con-v-ilsive activity, and not merely in the field of folk tradition,
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The century was ushered in by a high tide of Puritanism, and the 
turbulence that accompanied the reign of Mary Oueen of Scots* It 
saw the union of the kingdoms of Scotland and England under James, 
civil and religious wars, Cromwell, the Restoration, and the 
struggles of the Covenanters* To the disruption caused by warfare 
were added the miseries of famine and plague* In such a tempestuous 
century, Scotland moved from the medieval to the modem world, and 
it should not seem surprising that the folk play, in mailing the 
same transition, did so unnoticed* With such great matter for 
the scribes* pens, and with such havoc and destruction wrought 
by civil commotion on written records, it is less of a disappoint­
ment that so little report of. the changing folk play has suri/ived*
Indeed, lack of record would be unremarkable, except in the 
kirk session records of the time* Tlie influence of the Cliurch 
has touched on this study at three places: in its early-medieval 
invasion of the places and times of ritual and cult; in its post- 
Conquest deflection of pastime; in its condemnation of custom 
during the Reformation.Church-darived records have in these 
three areas provided invaluable observations of local tradition, 
and it seems doubly strange that these observations should cease, 
or that the Church, having triumphed so resoundingly over these 
(as they saw) relics of paganism, should have allowed them to 
recover in such strength. The answer to these questions emerges 
from a survey of the role of the Kirk at this period.
First, the waxing and waning of the Kirk’s power and authority
1
throughout this period should be charted. The Refoming zeal 
grew in power from 1555 (the year of the Act of Parliament against 
Robin Hood), reaching a high plateau of influence which lasted 
from 1574 until c.l6l2. There was then a slight recession, and
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in 1618 the Articles of Perth restored the observance of the five
main festivals of the Christian year (including Christmas), This
more relaxed phs.se lasted until 1638, when the Covenanters* ethics
proved to be even more rigorous than those at the turn of the
century. No relief from this authoritarianism came with the
Cromwell regime in 1653» or even from the Restoration of Charles II,
for the established Church in Scotland (unlike that in England)
deliberately controlled the pendulum of popular feeling. There
was a gradual groundswell towards more liberal philosophies
towards the end of the century, and in the l690s the Church was
making vigorous efforts to restore the ethical d i m  te of the
l640s. The power of the kirk session over the lives of or dins,ry
people was finally broken by the Toleration Act of 1712; in
Smout’s words, the
Act *expresly prohibited and discharged* civi.l
magistrates *to force or compel any persons* to
answer kirk censures or summonses, , , . Inevitably
the terrors of church discipline thereafter began
2to wane in the popular eye,"
Of the later years he writes:
Some time in the 1720s puritan!sm seems to start to
lose some of its impetus, %■ 1750 it was obviously
declining even in the south of Scotland relative to
3the position fj.fty years before.
This picture of changing Kirk authority suggests that the 
animus against folk pastime was exercised very powerfully in the 
fifty years or more that followed the Act that prohibited Robin 
Hood, It seems likely that this long period of aggression would 
have very seriously undermined traditional customs, and it makes
2,1'5;
the OGoasion of a Robin Hood play, as late as 1610, even at such 
a place as Linton, secluded and remote from Edinburgh, unexpected-. 
At a much earlier date, one would look for evidence of attempts 
to evade the Kirk’s attention which, for something as noisy, 
populous, and as ’May Sunday* obvious as a Robin Hood gome, would 
be inescapable,
%ere are grounds for believing that thé Kirk, at . any rate by 
the end of the seventeenth cenbury» believed that the long crusade 
against the ’relics of paganism* had been successful. In 1694, 
the General Assembly itemised the nation’s frailties as being 
profane and idle sv/earing, cursing, Sabbath-breaking, 
neglect and contempt of Gospel ordinances, mocking of 
piety and religious exercises, fornication, adultery, 
dru.nkenness, blasphemy and other gross and abominable
, • 4sins and va.ces.
The list is comprehensive and yet does not include the ’pagan* 
practices investigated in the tvro foregoing chapters ; one possible 
explanation is that the Ghurch no longer considered such pastime 
to represent a danger to the souls of the people and that, iii its 
opinion, the long war had been v/on. The Toleration Act of 1712 
came, I believe, almost a century too late to protect the adult 
celebrant of Robin Hood and other pastime. The kirk session 
records after I7OO, which have survivei in this more peaceful 
period in far greater numbers, reveal an obsessive interest in 
punishing sexual misdeamours, and it seems that the Kirk’s wish 
to purify society was by the dawn of the eighteenth century 
expressed in this fashion, rather than in the searching out of 
pagan' pastime.
The two main changes in the tradition of folk drama, listed
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at the beginning of this chapter, were brought about by the force 
of the HefoaTOiation, and it is against this chart of Puritanism, from 
C.1550 to C.1750, that the decisive events of I6IO-I7OO have to 
be studied. The first of these is the enquiry into the Robin Hbod 
pastime.
The previous chapter demonstrated that the Robin Hood pastime
was the chief popular festival of the year, pursued with so much
enthusiasm that it was represented by some as etidangeri.ng the
stability of the state. Yet mthin fifty or so years, it had
apparently been vdped from the face of Scotland, The pace and
extent of this banislment is hard to believe: Robin Hbod generated
immense energy in popular custom, and energy, here as elsev/here,
cannot be destroyed. The premise at this point has therefore
to be that the Robin Hood ceremonies were not simply destroyed,
but changed into other foimis in other places, and it is for these
alternatives that the search must be made.
The first aspect to be considered is that of the age of the
performer. Men were active in the custom throughout its time,
and even in the last performance (Linton I6I0 ) worki.ng-43en and a
farmer were cited as the leading players, 'Idult males were
probably the most vulnerable of all to the Kirk’s persuasion:
they could be excommunicated; baptism could be witlield from their
children ; ^ in cases where their Craft made coinmon cause with the
7Kirk, they could be denied the right to work, Hith such powers 
as these, and the willingness to use them, the Kirk effectively 
ended adult pai’ticipation in folk drama, and the Linton villagers 
of 1610 should be regarded as the last of the line (though as a
21.7
matter of historical fact, the two men featured in the Leith 1898
account take the honour).
The fact that men were figuring in the Rohin Hood play as
late as I6IO is itself astonishing, even in so remote a place as
Linton. In the towns and country in central Scotland, it is not
far from the mark to say that young men and children had replaced
men within twenty-five years of the Act of Parliament of 1555* The
change was assisted hy the custom which, as in Aberdeen in 1533»
required the young men to wear green, and the aged men to wear 
8'honest*, coats,, and thus insisted on young and old taking part..
\7hen the *old* were constrained, the 'young* were left in possession 
of the custom. So it was in Edinburgh in I56I, when the affair 
was largely in the hands of the apprentices. Even apprentices, 
however, could be attacked through their craft, and were so,
for example in Edinburgh in 1579» when the craft deacons added
9their voice to that of the Provost, baillies and Council,
V/hen the apprentices were denied the pastime, it descended
to 'unorganised* labour and the young* At St Andrews in 1575»
the Church Commissioners reproved the fact that *of Robin Huids
pl(ayis) certane servands and young children plaid yra certane 
10days*. This is the first reference to ’servants*, a class of
person to recur in this account : at Lasswade in 1583, the Robin
Food play was laid at the door of a man's servant 'and the
11rest of his father's servants and tenants'; when the modern 
play emerged at .Falkirk^ in I7OI, servants and farmers' sons 
were the players, and at Bowden a century later 'servants' were 
again prominent.
The role of the 'young children', referred to at St Andrews 
in 1575» had seemingly by 1578 become a national problem. In that
2 1 8
year, the General Assembly petitioned the King and Counci], to
12forbid May plays performed by 'bairnes at the schools or others'#
Fith this petition, the progress of the Robin Hood play dovmwards,
from working men, to apprentices, to servants, youths, and finally
children, is shormtobe complete* It could go no fuubher and, as
children were elusive quarry for the kirk session, it remained
with them. In the relative calm that followed in the years after
the Articles of Perth (l6l8), six years later in the same city
the Council approved that baimis should go about each week in
13May, with their bows and arrows. It is most likely that these 
schoolchildren would be requesting money for the maintenance of 
the school, merely collecting money in fancy dress, for no mention 
is made of the 'play'.
Tliere is, however, a tantalising glimpse of a Robin Hood 
play tradition maintained by children fully two hundred years 
after the General Assembly had callel for a national ban. It 
comes in Roberb Pergusson's poem 'Leith Races’ (published in 
1773), where the poet writes of jockeys being unseated in the 
hurly-burly of the competition;
Si dike in Robinhood debates 
Hlien two chi els hae a pingle 
E'en now, some coulie gets his aits,
And dirt wi* words they mingle*
The image in the poet’s mind of 'two chiefs' ( in dispute,
and one of them having to 'bite the dust' is very^  much a figure of 
a Robin Hood play, where vaunts and confrontation are followed by 
blows and 'death'# In the Edinburgh district, the phrase 
*Robinhood debates' would have another resonance, because 'Robinhood' 
was the name given to one of the city's debating societies (after-
wards called the ' P a n t h e o n * T h e r e  is value in the choice 
of name for a deha^ting society; it gives a welcome emphasis to. 
the 'language of conflict* in the Robin Hood pastime where 
previously, as in the reports by its enemies in the kirk, only the 
weaponry and physical danger had been promoted,
liirther evidence of the efficiency of children as carriers 
of tradition might be furnished by the ’Singing Game*. This is a 
title given to a traditional children’s game in which 'Gentle 
Robin' selects his choice of fairest girl from the group to dance 
with, having first offered her 'sugar, cakes and wine*#^ If the 
'Robinhood debate* is the descendant of the combat play, then 
the 'Singing Game* could be the modem form of the Wooing 
pastime, which this study first encountered in the Inverkeitlring 
incident of 1282»
It is my contention thst the prohibited combats and wooings 
of the Robin Hood, pastime were passed down to the children by 
parents and schoolmasters at the time of the Reformation, Not 
all adults, however, were able to accept that the customs v/ere 
barred to them, and it is my belief that concerted efforts were 
made to continue with * Robin Hood' elements, legally and illegally, 
in disguised foim.
To talce the 'legal* version first, there were aspects of the 
Robin Hood pastime that had been encouraged by 'bhe burgh earlier 
in the sixteenth century, and which were blameless in the eyes of 
the Church except, of course, that they were called 'Robin Hood',
Chief among these were the athletic contests, and the simple 
practice of 'riding out* of the town.
It vdll be recalled from the discussion of the Robin Hood 
'Crying* in the foregoing chapter that the difference be'bween the 1515 
Asloan and the 1562 Ba.nnatyne versions was that the latter excised
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the reference to Rohin Hood* The implication is that the ’hohle
merchants' continued to 'follow forth' out of the tomi, though
no longer dressed in green and in honour of Rohin Hood. There was
a convenient substitute, however, in the medieval practice of
processing about the parish or burgh in order to confirm
boundaries and establish rights of passage. These customs, now
knovm as 'Common Ridings', absorbed the blameless elements of 
1Tthe Mayings. . For example, in a typical contemporary version,
the leader of the ceremony is called the 'Comet' (a word with
'horn' and 'cavalry officer' association but here probably
referring to the pennant he bears) and his companion the 'Lass',
'Beltane Queen', or 'May Queen'; only virgins (i.e. unmarried
men and women) are eligible for these roles. These tTTO lead the
populace, or as many as \7ill follow, on horseback in the style
of. the burgh-Robin Hoods, except that the bearing of weapons is
18frowned upon* Much is made of ensign-carryingj and banner-
waving, and other rites of suimer are remembered by ducking
19people in, and ri.ding horses through, water# At Langholm
they were careful to carry a spade through water, and to process
20around a tree known as 'Bet's thorn'#
The 'Riding' ceremony at Kelso may preserve a stratum of 
pastime older than Robin Hood. There the riders visit Roxburgh 
Hall at the beginning of the tour. They are known as the
Society of Footmen', but are remembered to have once been
21'Ploughmen', the 'Society' of those who carried whips;' Here 
remain traces of the visit to the chief feudatoiy's home (strangely 
out of place in a 'Common Riding ), and a possible instance of 
the celebrants of an ox ceremony being absorbed in an acceptable 
pastime.
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These now blameless activities could be performed openly on
a summer's day. Those who persisted with the prohibited pastime
were obliged to conceal themselves with secrecy and night. It is
my belief that witchcraft is, at least in part, the Maying ceremony
22performed at night* Part of the gi’ounds for tliis belief is the 
remarkable coincidence between the time of the Puritan assault 
on the May Game, and the persecution of witchcraft in Scotland:
It is an extraordinary fact that in the centuries 
before the Reformation, and again in those since the 
Union of the Parliaments, the number of recorded 
executions for vdtchcrafk in Scotland could be counted 
on one man's fingers; but in the years between I56O and 
1707 considerably more than 3,000 people, and perhaps as 
many as 4 ,500, perished horribly because their
23contemporaries- thought they were witches*'
Some of the connections between the forbidden folk pastimes and 
mtchcraft ore clarified by Lamer* s recent study of the Scottish 
witch. The 'devilish' element, which the Church often saw in the 
animal cults, appears in witchcraft as the 'Demonic Pact', in which 
the witch renounces her Christian baptism, and dedicates her soul
24
to the Devil in return for certain worldly advantages. It is 
interesting that the most common promise of 'khe Devi.l to his
25
followers is that they 'shall never want'^ "' a blessing similar 
to that called down on the household by the folk players of the 
modern age.
The more specific connection bekween vdtchcraft and the 
celebrations at the country Mayings are more obvious in the reports 
from the vjitch trials at Auldearn and Forfar (to the north of the 
'Galoshan' area) in I66I and 1662:
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The parb played by the Devil was in eating;, drinking, 
dancing, kissing, and copulating with them. Superficially 
they provide the best case "or those who wish to maintain 
the reality of witches' meetings and they conform more 
closely than other Scottish confessions to a continental 
stereotype in that they refer to the number of their 
gathering being thirteen, ani they refer to regular 
meetings: 'at Candlemas, Kood Pa,y, Lemmas and 
Hallowmass'f^.
Lamer makes no mention of the witch's broomstick, an item 
in the 'continental stereotype', already noted as the cult object 
of the Maying ceremony.
The conclusion, therefore, is that wbfen the Robin Hood pastime 
was prohibited in 1555» the combat was given over to the children, 
the processional horse-riding continued under another guise, and 
the 'Uooing' game went 'underground'» There was also a four*bh 
refuge, in that seme of the custom could, be removed to another parb 
of the year, where the Refoimiers would not think to find it, or 
discover it easily,
5.
One of the more obvious differences between the post- and pre- 
Reformation folk drama is that, whereas the medieval plays had 
occurred in May, and on sundry festival days throughout the year, 
the modem versions had for the most part congregated about 
Hogmanay and Ifellowe'en, To modern eyes, "Uiis difference is not 
only obvious, but so huge that it would deny any relationship 
between the winter and the summer eg remonies. This is a 
modem error of perception, the natural mist alee of twentieth- 
century urban man, whose life and work is the same in June and
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January, and for whom a common calendar provides the cue and
setting for the annual round of rituals and pastimes,
Ibr medieval rural man there was no such simple routine. For
him the four seasons were the frame for other series of birth and
fruition, a wheel in which turned other wheels, Tlie most vivid
image of this medieval attitude to time sun/ives in the medieval
cathedral clocks, which measure their hours'against the courses of
the sun, the moon's phases, and the turning band of the zodiac.
To give one small example: in Chapter Three, in the enquiry into
the ram cult in Scotland, it was suggested that the traditional
meal of a sheep's head on St, Andrew's Day (30 November) might
derive from the time of the ewe-tupping. For the shepherd, this
was the beginning of his year, which then moved on through to the
lambing and shearing, 'Winter', for the shepherd, would be the
'dead* time: between shearing and tupping.
There is much evidence from the fifteenth century and perhaps
earlier to show that ceremonies occurred. apparently irrespective
of season. Dancing caroles round the green wood, for example, a
Spring rite in modern eyes, was well-known in midwinter, Tvra late-
sixteenth century examples of particular interest come from Errol
where in Decanber 1593 a man was found guilty of the ' singing of
carols at the thorns', aad where in January 1595 a wommr admitted 
27the sarae act* . The account of the modern play at Polwarth reports
that the troupe ended the night by dancing and singing around the
thorn trees on the village green.
This (to modem eyes) strange conformity of multi-seasonal
practice was helped, or reflected by, the habit of choosing a
master of revelry to serve for the whole year. For an example,
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the 'Abbot* (whose origin is most likely ecclesiastical,deriving
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from the Feast of Fools in the three days after Christmas Day) was
appointed for the year in April or May (in Aberdeen, Dumfries, and
Haddington, at least) and in later years was replaced or partnered
by Robin Hood, Hliatever his name, he would preside over, or take
par-G in, midsummer and midwinter celebrations with equal right. For
an indication of the confusion of winter and summer traditions
that this brought about we need only look again <at the records of
the 1610 Linton play of Robin Hood, where the first reference was
to 'the May plays called Lord, or Abbot, of Unreason', and the
29second to the 'Pasch plays'# , The important conclusion is that 
the people were as accustomed to see combat drama in snow as in 
sunshine, and that we should view the appearance of 'Robin Hood' 
style drama at HogEnanay, not as a movement of a ceremony, but as 
the restriction of a ceremony to one of the many yearly dates on 
which it had.always been practised. This argument, it will be 
noted, is parallel to the contention that the Robin Hood game was 
not so much transferred to, as restricte& to, the young, Even so, 
these 'annual' masters of revel, and the medieval attitude to the 
year, made it easy enough to transfer customs across the months. 
Statutes of the Faculty of Arts at the University of St Andrews, 
for the 26 Foveraber 1414, pronounce the transfer of the St, Nicholas 
pastime:
Likewise it was concluded that the celebrations which
the Grammarians hold on the feast of St. Nicholas should
be transferred to the same feast day as the one already
30transferred, because that one takes place in sumimer.
More than a himdredl years later, these 'summer' customs came under 
attaclc, and it was natural for them to return, or concentrate around, 
the other great pastime festival of the year. The joint eminence
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of Pasch (meaning 'Easter' hut extended to cover 'early summer' 
festivals) and Yule is proclaimed in an early-sixteenth century 
poem hy Dunbar, where he derides a nobleman:
Quhairfoir ever at Pesche and Yuli 
I cry him lord off evere full 
That in this regeone duellis.
31He wantts no thing hot bellis*
Yule, however, proved a short-lived refuge for the pastime of
summer, 'Robin Hood' was prohibited by Act of Parliaraent in 1555;
twenty years later the General Assembly drew up a petition for
the Regent, asking for the abolition of all holy days but the
Sabbath, and. for the puni slime nk of those who kept Yule and okher
32festivals by ceremonies, playing and other 'vanities'. Six
years later, i,n 1581, the matter was regulated by an Act of
Parliament T/hich prohibited the observance of such festivals,
32including the feast days of the saiirks; " One effect of this
Act was that the 'Robin Hood' relics, which for twenty-six years
had been 'legal' at Yule, v/ere moved on once more. Popular
resistance to the prohibition seemed as st.rong with Yule as it
had been with Pa.sch, and at Glasgow, for example, the kirk session
sternly cautioned the citizenry against the keeping of Yule in
1594, and reiterated their wa.tuing in 1600, 1602 and l604i^
About this time, however, the Yule ceremonies wore given
an escape route, Sixkeenbh-century Britain had two Hew Year
d<ates, and for some purposes the Hew 1 ear was deemed to begin on
March 25 (much as the contemporary financial Hew Year begins in
.April), The change to 1 January was made in Scotland in 
34
1600- (but not until I752 in the remainder of Britain). This
2-26
calendar-change would have encouraged the movement of Spring 'New
Year* customs, to" themw date and. if March 25 seems., an early date
for the Pasch ceremonies, it needs only to he recalled that Priest
John of Inverkeithing achieved his notoriety in a Spring rite at
35an Easter of this date* ,
The value of this new emphasis on 1 January as a 'New Year'
date is that it provided a new home for the pastimes,, and one
therefore not already under ban by the .Reformers, This secular
feast wa.s moreover during the dark days and long nights, when the
eyes of the zealots might be more easily avoided,
Neverthless, within a few years of the calendar-change, there
was a response to the new festival , In. Elgin, 3 January l604,
a man was accused of 'singand hagmonayis*'^ '^ and in the following
year in Aberdeen the parishioners were warned from the pu3.pit not
37to 'gang thro oh the towne on Newyeiris evin singing a;n;y songis '*
The response "to the transfer can be gauged in Glasgow, where the 
cautions concerning Yule in 1594» l600, l602 £uid l604^^ were 
repeated in I609, but
with this addition, thot no olayes, nor gysings, nor 
pypings, nor drinking, nor any superstitious exercise
on pain of censure?^
(my imderlining).
The reference to 'playes* in this Glasgow I609 note might 
be the first reference to Hogmanay, or at least post—Yulo, folk 
drama for adults. The second, and more impoiiant, .reference is as 
valuable as it is oblique. There are grounds for believing that 
the direct ancestor of the 'Galoshan* folk drama was in per.fo.rma..nce 
in parts of' southern Scotland by I6IO, and that the tradition wo.s 
taken by the emigrants to the plantations set up by James Vf and I
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in Northern Ireland in I6II, (The eridenoe for this claim is given 
in detail in Appendix Six)» If. this claim is sound, then, one 
implication is that the Scottish emigrants regarded the Fognanay 
'Galoshans* as an indispensable part of their heritage as early as 
1610, With this date, the sequence is made complete; the ban on 
Robin Food in 1555 moved the pastimes to Yule; the ban on Yule 
in I58I displaced them to the days follovn.ng Yule; the consolidation 
of Hogmanay in I6OO confirmed 31 December/l January as the new 
festival#'
The result was that Hogmanay became the chief guising festival 
in eastern Scotland, an eminence it has never lost. In r/estem 
Scotland, Hallowe’en revealed itself as the modem date for the 
folk play, for reasons that will be explained in the following 
chapter (2, The Season of Performance), Although the celebration 
of. Cliristmas -\ms permitted fon two decades after I6I8 , renewed 
waves of the reforming spirit again submerged it, and Yule was 
never again allowed (as it was in England at the Restoration) to 
take its place as a pastime date,
4, The Pulsing: Tradition
The emphasis so fa.r in this chapter has been the travels of the
dramatic pastime sent wandering by the 1555 Act, of Parliament, and
its arrival at Hogmanay, If this emphasis has suggested that
Hogmanay was an empty lend, and 00en to immigration, then this would
be misleading. New Year pastimes wore already traditional and our
precise knowledge of the days on which the midwinter pastimes were
lack of
played is frustrated only by the ^ correct medieval documentation.
This frustration is felt nowhere more keenly than in the 
attempt to discover a dramatic guising tradition before the
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Refo.rraa.tion. The one record on which such a belief might be based 
concerns the Aberdonian sutor (shoemaker) who was blamed in 
Jan.us.ry 1445 for having had 'the players of evil plays (or games) 
(,.luBores nalorum ludorum) in his house*^. The arena, the season, 
the mode are all consonant, but it is a tantalisingly brief and 
unique notice, and Aberdeen lies well to the north of the 'Galoshan' 
area, if one discounts the antiquity of the Ballater tradition (see 
Chapter Three, 3).
There are, however, relatively ni.unerous references to the 
practice of guising in Reformation Scotland, and since this word 
in modem times labelled the activity of the folk play performer, 
it is worth examining the earlier records for notices that could 
imply a dramatic dimension.
The word was first recorded by the lord High Treasurer's
department in August 1488, when reward was given to 'dansaris and 
gysaris'i^ .^ 'Guise* is considered to derive from ME glse or gyse 
(c.1300) and guyse (c,1275)» from OF guise (= manner, fashion, 
habit), Gyse, with the meaning of 'disguise', is noted in use 
c,1400, and noted as an abbreviation of 'disguise', from OF
I can detect no consistent application of the term 'guising' 
in the renaissance accoamts. Although the first use at La.nark 
seems to distinguish between dancers and guisors, other scribes 
write of 'guisers who danced*. It is safe to conclude that 
'guisers' altered their dress, and occasionally smeared their 
faces; they frequently danced, played musical instruments, and 
sang, but on other appearances they night have not 'performed' 
at all.
The unbalance of the surviving records has already been 
claimed. In the context of guising it is particularly obvious.
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and in giving the following selection of instances, it is well to 
he conscious of their late, period, and their Ais.Unce from the 
'Galoshan* area. They are chosen because of their detail of 
costuiae and dis^ piise which, it wdfl.l be noted, is most often 
transvestite' in style»
38Such v;as noted in Glasgow in dune 1595 and February l605j
and in Lanark (where the guisers come from Douglas) in the New 
42Tear of 1627»" Beyond the folk play region, in north-east
Scotland, the instances are more frequent. In Elgin, at the end
of December 1598, men confessed to dancing &md guising in houses,
with black faces, female clothing and, in one case, a face about
his loins and a kerchief about his headj^ o.t the New Year in
1615 some guisers were dancing, with*a coat stuffed with straw on 
36a stick*j about Yule in 1629 one guiser had a beard and another
a woman's dress^^ i.n I.667 five men were accused of guising, one
dressed as a woman, one in straw, an) the remaining three wearing
45masks, or 'false faces',-. Much later, and further souiii, in
Claclansnnan in 1713, two young men were found guilty of guising
with black faces, one in a woman's dress, and the other vdth
46straw ropes round his legs,
•Although this evidence is p.arbial, an I. mostly distant from the 
'Galoshan' area, it ha.s scsne value in this study. There seems to be 
a vein of relationship, and therefore characterisation, inmning 
through the recurrence of the Straw tlan and the Lady, and it may 
not be too far from the mark to conjecture that these players were 
relics of the Simmer and Winter Kings* wooing play.
Instances have been given (in Chapter Four) of the survival 
into modern times of the straw, beard and 'false face' disguise, 
but not, it vdll be recalled, of any 'female impersonation'. The
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severity with wl'iich the kirk sessions of the north-east (and
presumably elsewhere)' punished this guising had biblical (Deuteronomy
2 2v,5) authority, as the Aberdeen Kirk Session record of 4 Augu.st
1605 made clear: 'quhilk is accompted abhominatioun be the law of
47God that ony man suld put on wemennis rayment'. It is a 
reasonable belief tha;b it was the vigour vn.th which this 'abhomina- 
tioun* was purged throughout the seventeenth century that accounts 
for the infrequency of young men in female clothing in the modern 
Scottish play (compared, for example, with the Dame Jane character 
of the Lincolnshire Plough Play).
One other notice of midwinter guising requires attention, one 
that brings together the tradition of Yule and Hew Year, and the 
passing of the folk play custom to the children.
5* The. Pro;b.ec.tloii_of_.ib>ie._Por.eiit
Perhaps the most interesting notice of dramatic guising in 
Refomation Scotland is the entry for 19 December 1566 in the 
Burgh Records of Lanark:
Ellesone Tayis deponit be hir grit aith that scho hard 
Besse Tuodall call the minister conimoun theiff; quhay 
wald stoip thair barnis fra the plaj for him, for he 
trouit that the volger Paid gef him ane fie, bot devill
half it a.ll 'bhat his suit get, mensuorne theif that hie
48wes*
My Interpretation of this is that the minister had forbidden 
the children to guise in the folk play that Yule-bime, whereupon 
a mother, angry at the loss of money annually collected by her 
children at that time, alleged that the money had therefore been 
as good as 'stolen* by the minister, which 'thoft' she would repay
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by not contributing to the customary g^ift for the minister raised 
by the contribution of his,flock.
The personal animus behind the mother's response, and the lack 
of any parallel event, suggest that the Lanark cleric was acting 
independently in the matter,and anticipating the anti-Yule movement 
fourteen years later to be expressed in the General Assembly in 
1575» and by Act of Parliament in 1581• At the risk of over­
burdening this item with interpretation, the logic of the mother's 
response is that the money collected by the children, and the money 
collected for the minister, are somehow equivalent, and make a tit 
for tat retaliation. This equivalence should rest in the 'traditional' 
value of the collection, and in the sense of customary and rightful 
dues, in each case.
This Lanark event is unique in the hint it gives of mid%7inter, 
child—generated Ci<,e*. 'folk') drama in southern Scotland, Its
uniqueness makes it valuable and at the same time, unhelpful, because
49it has no context to assist its interpretation,' It might be 
possible to view it as an instance of the transfer of adult 
practices to children, but it comes a mere ten years after the 
prohibition of Robin Hood as an adul'b pastime, and the sense of a 
traditional right infringed, in the bitterness of the mother's 
complaint, is too deeply-felt to be ten, or even twenty, years in 
the making. The more likely inference is that the tradition of 
child folk drama was well-established in the 1560s, though for 
how long, and of what kind, are questions vhich seem unlikely to 
be easily answered.
It is consonant with the findings of this study that the 
mother's objections are stimulated solely by the loss of earnings; 
this impetus for the folk play is to be set beside the crime of
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the condemned man in the Edinburgh 'Robin Hood' of 1561, vdio had 
'spoiled' people of money, and the crucial, importance of money- 
collecting in the modem custom,
Perho,ps the most valuable inference to be dro.vm from this brief 
entry, however, is the measure of Bessie Thodall's anger. Two debts 
are owed to the strength of her indignation. Firstly, and this 
has been a recurrent theme in this search for information about 
the folk play, this rare scrap of information about the Yule 'play' 
comes not as a record of the custom, nor even the banning of it, but 
as evidence for the charge of calumniating a minister, A milder- 
natured woman would have left us uninformed. In the second place, 
the hostility generated by the minister's decision would not, we 
may believe, be assuaged by the witholding of the minister's pence, 
Such mothers would, if they could, circumvent the Kirk's animosity 
by.secrecy, -In-the manner already suggested for"the relics.of 
Robin Hood, the people would entrust the guising pastimes to 
the children, and the Bessie Tuodalls of the Reformatioîi would 
defend their children's right to perform them. Indeed, the children 
could not have maintained the customs without the parents^help in 
costuming, hosting, and rewarding the custom, from the .Lanark of 
1566 to the high watermark of the 'Galoshan' play over three hundred 
years later.
Three other instances of adult support for youthful guising
are recorded in tliis first phase of the Reformation, One of these,
the playing of Robin Hoodjhas already been noted in St Andrews in
1 i1575, and in Perth in 1624, Although the parental he.lp at St 
Andrews is only implicit, the organisation at Perth was by the 
schoolmaster, and consented to by the Council and by the adults who 
were invited to contribute.
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The schoolmaster and the Council were not everywhere of one mind.
Controversy attended the performance of 'the comede . . . of the
forlorn sone* hy the pupils of the St Andrews grammar school in
1574# The drama of the Prodigal Son was a well-known 'clerk* play
in medieval times, and the St Andrews Kirk Session was prepared to
contemplate a performance on condition that the script had first
50been approved by two eminent churchmen, , If we wish to find the 
source of the Session's doubts about the story from the Gospel of 
St Luke (15, w  11-32), we might look at the conclusion of the 
story, where the son is welcomed home with 'musiok and dancing*, 
and the fatted calf is brought in to the command 'kill it; and 
let us eat, and be merry* ( w  23—25). The celebration of the 
killing of a beef animal with music and dancing fonns a link 
between the 'forlorn sone* and the ’Plough Song*, a connection that is 
strengthened by the shared context of a 'resurrection*, ’for this 
thy brother was dead, and is alive again* (v 32). The particular 
interest of these parallels lies in the location, for the ? Plough 
Song* is attached to St Andrews, being first compiled by Thomas
51Wode, who was vicar there from 1575 to 1592j thus taking up his
incumbency at precisely the time 'clerk*’ plays were prohibited by
•52'the General Assembly.
Sohbdlmasters became more ingenious in their attempts to 
smuggle traditional folk play to the youngo In  I6OO, the school­
master, at Mgin was directing his boys in a comedy by y
but : the:' olassioal; mode did not ^ deceive the Kirk Session, for. the  ^
performance -had.'aspects- .already'’ made fmiiili&r ' bÿ:).W.s sthdy# The 
theatre was Hlie freir kirkyaiî*d7 C a playing space that first 
made its appearahbe in the Inverkeithing account 1,, and the 
' bchbabaaster was accused of summoning an audience by having
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someone play 'on the gryte pype', furnishing his hoys with bells 
and dancing clothes, writing the 'infamous' text, and encouraging
55the performers to 'seik silver' while the comedy was being played, . 
Three years later, kirk and schoolmaster had come to an accommo­
dation: eight days were allowed for the performances, but they 
were to be given only in the school, and not in the Chanonry
churchyard, the church itself, or in the street. The times of
54year that this was to h a p p e n M a y  and Yule, . and it seems 
clear enou^ that the kirk's intention was to confine the pre­
pubertal drama within safe limits of time, place and content, and 
in that way to deflect the continuance of tradition.
It is clear that Elgin Kirk Session recognised the device of 
using children to continue the prohibited adult pastime, and acted 
accordingly. Elgin, however, was probably the most vigilant 
Session in the land (even in the year of the Articles of Perth, 
they forbade throjTing snowballs^'^ ). Elsewhere the ruse Trarked, 
and the tradition was safely passed to the children. The reason 
for the success lay in the public attitude to children which was, 
and wliich remained for another three centuries (until the Factory 
and. Education Acts), indifference. There is no reason why the Kirk 
elders should not have .shared the common view that cliildren were
empty vessels, 'ignorant of all godliness' in the words of the
55Book of Discipline, and therefore likewise ignorant of blasphemy, 
incapable of possessing any pastime of significance, demanding 
either admiration or prohibition. Like Pagin's pickpockets, the 
bairns of the seventeenth century were raised in .the sinful practice 
of the traditional folk drama, and collected their ill-gotten gains, 
because they were protected by adults, and relatively inconspicuous 
to thé eyes of the law.
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Their 'invisibility* was greatly assisted by the darkness 
of midwinter, and had they presented themselves in the full light 
of day, it is certain the reforming conscience would have been 
aroused. An Englishman in the retinue of James 71 and I mockingly 
described the reformist baillies of Edinburgh in I617 in these 
terms; Î
...they stop their eares yf you talke oif a playe • . • .
I
To conclude, I am persuaded that yf God and his angells 
at the last day should come down in their whitest 
garments, they would run away and cry, 'The Children 
of the Chappell are come againe to torment us; let us 
fly from the abomination of these boy es, and hd.de
56ourselves in the mountaynesî’- .
Whether the. 'Children' were to perform a 'clerk' play, or sing such 
as the 'Plough Song', the horror of the Reformers at these guisers
in thèir white clothes is real enou^*
6 J .Tho..,-8gvg3itom thrCent\OT .% l k. RI.^ x
In Chapter Two, a combination of play-sightings and textual 
references traced the folk play from the twentieth cenlMj^.back to 
the very beginning of the eighteenth. Now is’ the opportunity to
identify those aspects of the folk drama that evidence their
origin in the century of transition from the medieval to the 
. modern form.
A.-^ sefal place at w M c h .ÿo. ^  . . ...
parental protection, the subject ofrthG p^ in
modem times, the^:^isers.-ar; w è # ' ^ f poker'f 
at Bairhe^ the host instructed his wife to heat the poker in the 
fire.' In both cases, the remark is jesting^ and accompanies a
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welcome. A red-hot poker would be an offensive weapon, but that
is surely not its purpose here, for the visitors are childreh,
performing a harmless play» At Forfar, the poker is the answer
to the question 'Anything for the.guisers?*, and at Barrhead, the
poker is set to heat in the fire at the point when the Collector
of the troupe makes his appearance. The connection between the
'begging* element of the folk play and the branding-iron, for that
is what the poker is, is as old as the Reformation. Branding was
a punishment for beggars, and even a mark by which an employer
57could possess a servant* , More particularly to the matter of
guising, in Elgin in 1597 it was ordained that for any traditional
celebration of Yule, or 'enormiteis', 'disordour or baudice* in
the 'obseruation of superstitious dayis and vaniteis thairof',
58the punishment was to be the *bum.yng of thame on the cheik*.
The best interpretation of the host's riposte at Forfar, and the 
sly jest at Barrhead, is that this is a time-honoured welcome 
for the guisers, dating from the end of the sixteenth century, 
acknowledging the exhortations of the Puritans, but conniving 
wi.th the guisers in disregarding them. The survival of this jest 
for over three centuries is an indication of the determination 
Tfith wliich the parents and other adults conspired to resist the 
edicts of the Reformers.
Much has been made in this chapter of the importanceof the 
Robin Hood and T'aying ceremonies in the development of the folk 
play, and it is to be expected that, even with the change of season 
described above, some Maying elements would suindve. H^ie Crieff^ 
account seems to provilde an example of the May caroles transferred 
to the Hew Year, the musical leadership given to the charge of one 
who, by name (Doctor), costume, and perhaps accoutrement (staff),
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is a folk play figure.
The Peebles^ text (1.3) demands 'Redd joleai^  room for Gorland', 
where the unloc, Abbotsford Collection Text^, of a similarly 
early-nineteenth century date, has 'Red room for Corlings*, I 
interpret these two as variants of 'garlands', and understand them 
as textual survivals of the flowery wreaths borne by the Mayers,
The garlands themselves may survive in the hats worn by the 
combatants at about this period, Thq Carse illustration (see 
Plate five and accomparying dls.cussiôn) .shows two examples of this 
hat, circular, broad-brimmed, and decorated, and the nature of 
the decorations may be those described in the Peebles^ text as 
being 'human profiles' and 'penny valentines', both capable of 
'■fertility* interpretation, and therefore appropriate to the 
Spring lovers.
By the far the most enduring and obvious of the Maying survivals 
is, however, the maypole, in its inverted form of the broomstick, 
carried by the devi 1-figure at the close of the Galoshan text* A 
full discussion of these suryiyals is: ^ ve in the f0llo\7ing 
chapter»
Certain textual elements can also be demonstrated to have an 
origin in this transitional time; a selection of what are arguably 
seventeenth-century textual remnants are given here in their 
; dialogue sequence* To begin with the prologue to the play, that 
at Bowden promises 'act!vous aiid- adtlvage;^  ^a phrase that Tiddy 
' translated as 'activity of youth.and.activity of age', quoting
.33 _#)W; if the lanes and. allies' af^
Such ao-ativity as -this?*3 ■ *.. Jonson» Masque of 
Christmas* Ï6I6), 
to suggest that 'activity* was a promise that guisers of the
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5 9early-seventeenth century found difficult to articulate,
Further, it is a customary boast of Alexander that he has 
'conquered the world, all, but Scotland alone' (Bowden); this 
notion of 'the unconquered Scotland' was expressed by the 
historian Buchanan in the mid-sixteenth century:
Here stopt the Gothic fury; here was orost 
The Saxon bravery and $he Danish lust,
And all the efforts which Normandy could boasto 
If you the mouldy annals will survey,
The Roman Conquest here was at bay . .
It is likely that Buchanan's authority propelled the belief into 
the national consciousness.
The combatants of the folk play speak of carrying ®a sivord 
and buckler’ or, rather more frequently, ’a sword and pistol'*
The former was the infantry equipment in general use from 150O 
to 1550» and survived in a reduced form until c»l600* ^Sword and 
pistol* was a cavalry armament for the Heavy Cavalry 0,1500 to 
I6OO', and for the Light CAvalry thereafter^ It is débâtablé 
whether the authors of the lines chose the most modern and 
formidable weaponry for their combatants, or preferred arms of a 
slightly archaic kind: the former opinion would give an original 
daté of c,l6dO, the latter perhaps 0.I65O*
The death of one of the combatants brings in the doctor, and 
his recitation of diseases-within his cursÿ . èuch ailments as 
'the root, the routÿlthe skit, the scurvy^ Cfrestonpans) are 
ri^hispent of suêh^ÿerse. as the 'Plyting 'betwixt Mont^meile 
'ahdTRqlwa (published; in piTobably 'Written c.l^GO),
in which MontgoméiËé pens some twent^-seven Knes of illnesses. 
Two of these lines.
The Goch, and the connoch, the colic and the coldg
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The rot, the roup, and the auld rest^^, 
demonstrate the alliterative style, and suggest a relationship 
between the dialogue of the folk play and the manner of the 
'Ply ting','
At Spottiswoode, the doctor includes 'the plague* among his 
cures, and it may be that this is a memory of the last instance of 
plague in Scotland, and the devastation it caused in many parbs 
in the years 1644 to l648v^, 
y/hen he embarks on his cure, the doctor frequently proclaims 
the force of his medicine. At Itaurieston, for example (but see 
also Biggar^, Old Kilpatrick, and Quothquan), the doctor spealis 
of the ingredients of his bottle in these terras;
I have a bottle by my side,
All mixed with polks and eggs;
Put it'in with a mouse's blether, 
steer it with a oat's feather#
This kind of fahoy is only a step away from the jocularity of
the five 'Dias' of the Bannatyne Manuscript (1568), where two
doctors vie to create the most extraordinary medicine in comic, 
and almost dramatic, dialogue, for example^
The ghy^ iqf ane grene dow the leg of ane lowss
fyve unCe of ane fie wing the fÿn of ane fluke
At the moment of the cure,, the doctor's incantation often includes
such phrases as ''hockey pockey' X^lraaghie), or 'hocus-pocus'
;v- .;C'Peebles^ )V. :T h is  latter,p h r a s e , in 1694 as a
. ' Reformatioh-bOrn gibe on; hh office of the Boman church;
a corruption of "hoc est corpus*"^5 hy way of ridiculous 3 3'"a M  
Î imitatidh of the priests of the Church of Rome in their
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trick of Transubstantietion, first note) in 1655» when
65it accompanied a trickster's every device.
The popularity of this phrase in mid-seventeenth centu;ry may- 
well have impelled it into the folk play text, most usefully at 
the point where the 'trick* (with echoes of the Samielston May 
play^^) of raising the dead man takes place. In connection with 
tîxls, it is worth noting that the minister penning the Jedburgh'^ 
account thought that the 'mode of celebrating' Valentine's E'en 
and Hallowe'en were*the remnant of the customs of our fathers in 
Roman Catholic times, or had been introduced to throw contempt 
on Homan Catholic usages'; most probably this opinion was bom 
from hearing the phrase 'hocus-pocus'.
There is a curious interlude following the cure, noted at 
Bowden, Crieff^, Falkirk^, Peebles'"’', and vestigially at Helensburgh, 
where the revived victim complains of a hole in his back, insisting 
on its size, that the doctor's fist or tongue could be turned 
round ten times in it, that a coach and four could be driven 
through it, and that it could hold three horses' heads. The 
meaning of thj.s apparent nonsense is investigated in the follomng 
chapter, but at this point it is imporbant to note that in Sir 
John Vanbrugh's The Relapse (I696), there is a patent borrowing 
from the folk play, when the wounded loser of a duel is cured 
by a comic doctor call el in from the street. '!'his 'Dr. Syringe ' 
will 'fetch him to life again', and grossly exaggerates the scale 
of his patient's sword wound by saying that 'a man may drive a 
coach and six horses' into his bodyg^ It is clear that the 
'hole in back' motif was very familiar in folk play before the 
end of the seventeenth century, at least in Cheshire, where Vanbrugh 
most probably encountered folk drama a decade or so before the
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writing of the play*
Certain other remarks made by the revived man require mention 
here. Frequent at this point are images of plenty, especially of 
food. The revived man at Bowden saw 'roast upon rungs* (= roast 
meat on a gridiron), a phrase that appears as 'rost upon ranges' 
in a list of proverbs collected c.1575 and published in 1641*^.
Much more extensively, in lines most often spoken by Judas, a 
picture of a land of plenty is evoked, where the very buildings 
are made from foodstuffs. In the following chapter, these passages 
will be shown to be much older than the sixteenth century, and 
therefore they stand slightly aside from the purpose of the 
section so far, which has been to demonstrate the considerable 
portion of the modem folk play text that proclaims its origin 
in the period c.l550 to 0.I7OO.
Finally in this chapter, attention is turned to an element of 
the folk play which can be said to bridge this transitional period, 
being noted in pre—Reformation Scotland and in the modem folk 
play, and the cue for this is the name of Judas,
T. Peter» Paul and Judas.; the bridge from medieval to modern
The starting-point for this enquiry is the report by Sir 
Walter Scott (given in Edinburgh^), referring to the folk drama 
of the city C.I78O:
we were wont, during my boyhood, to take the characters 
of the apostles, at least of Peter, Paul, and Judas 
Iscariot; the first had the keys, the second carried 
a sword, and the last the bag, in which the dole of 
our neighbours' plumb-cake was depositel.
Some addition is made to this in the Edinburgh^ account:
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"I remem'ber in cMldhood playing judas and bearing the 
bag - the part assigned to me an account of my lameness 
though how that corresponded with the traditionary idea 
of the Apostate I cannot tell",
Scott’s accounts are among the first detailed reports of the modern 
folk play in Scotland, and prove that the trio of Peter, Paul and 
Judas made up part of the midwinter child folk drama. The value 
of this trio to this account is that they can be shown to have 
existed before and after the Reformation, and thus constitute an 
important element in the changing tradition of folk drama in its 
transitional stage.
There is no. other record of the three appearing together, 
and Scott’s account is the last mention of Peter and Paul, Con­
sequently, this enquiry will begin with these two folk figures in 
pre-Reformation times, ■ , .
The first reference is found in the accounts for the Lord High 
Treasurer in 1504: , the ix of Maij, to the harbour helit
Paules bed qulien he wes hurt with the Abbot of Unresoun’^ ^ My 
interpretation of this is that the guiser in the role of Paul was 
injured in the head while performing the May Drama organised by 
the Abbot of Unreason for the King’s entertainment. The Injury 
was probably the result of some.over-rumbustious fun, but it would 
be pleasant to thinlt that the accident happened while Paul was 
being ’beheaded’.
B\ridence that the figures were also the midwinter guisers at 
the same period is furnished by a scornful comparison from Lindsay: 
More ryche arraye is, now, with frenzies fyne,
Upon the bardyng of ane Ryscheopis Mule,
70Uor ever, had Paule or Peter agahe yule .
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The intimation of these lines is that the costumes worn by the 
two guisers in the Yule guising were a byword for finery*
Their role in the ’prosperity-bringing’ games of May and Yule 
was probably the impetus in propelling them into other ’good-luck* 
situations. A late medieval ballad suggests that they were 
regular guests at weddings, with a special responsibility for the 
giving of alms, a gesture intended to confer prosperity on the 
bridal pair, Hynd Horn, a baffled lover who gave his name to the 
ballad, wishing to speak privately to the bride at the wedding, 
takes his disguise and advice from a beggar@ His instructions 
are to walk straight in at the door and, while requesting alms, 
to
Take nane frae Peter, nor frae Paul,
Nane frae high or low o’ them all;
And frae them all ye will talce nane,
71Until it comes frae the bride’s ain hand. ,
Peter and Paul form a ’guising pair’, in the manner of the
Kings of. Summer and; -Wintef, .the mock. Abbot a;nd Prior (for example, 
of Bonaccord in Aberdeen in 1440^^5, and Hohln Hbod and Little 
John, Three factors recommended their choice» It must be presumed 
that the; pressure of the Reformers drove the. people towards more 
Christian expressions of the popular traditions. To replace the 
bombatants of the folk drama with warrior .ssdnts was a natural 
move, .and another brief quotation from the early-sixteenth century 
Lindsay demonstrates their suitability in this respect:
■ ' Saint PeterÏ carved with his keyg . v •
' . , c *
V Saint Paul, well painted with a
As he wbUld fight at the first
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It is clear from this early-sixteenth image that Paul was recognised 
as one who came with a sword; Peter’s bellicosity was demonstrated 
in the Garden of Gethsemane, when he drew his sword, and sliced 
off the ear of the îîigh Priest’s servant (John, 18, v,x)r both
74saints, nevertheless,carried a symbolic sword in the Middle Ages*
They were assisted into their roles in a popular folk tradition
I
by their reputation for being uneducated, and ’of the people’. ;
’In what school were Peter and Paul graduate?’ was the angry and'
rhetorical question put by those irritated by the rise of the
university schoolmen in the hierarchy of the reformed church
after the death of Jolm Khobc in 1372^^.
The third factor that bonded them in popular pastime was the
fact that they shared a common feast-day, on the 29th June, a^date
near to midsummer.’ This, of course, was an important occasion in
the year and Peebles, for example, held a fair on that day and its
76octave in the sixteenth century I , Midsummer regeneration and
sun festivals cohtinped und,er the Christian calendar, in the same
manner as those .dlsciissed in Chapters Three and Pour.' tfo Scdttish
instance of a midsummSr resurrection has yet come to light, but
there is ,a documented, example in. England of ’Risin’ and buryin’ . /
P'eter’,, in which a supposed effigy of St. Peter was dug up on
the 29th Jime, and buried again a week (or ^octave’) laterl'^ :>
Some recognition of the festival in Scotland comes wi.th the action
taken against those who built ’bein, midsmmer and Peter tyrls’
at Elgin in 1591, ) but there Is no elucidation of the ceremony \ ,
attached to these bonfireq*! , .. ;
Peter and Paul ÿ%vê a place in nursery ehyme and proverb which
might seem disproportionate to their impox^tooe as: Saints* In î;
essence they typify ’shared totality’, and their power and ; ,
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authority in Christianity is apportioned as precisely as the reign
of the Summer and Winter Kings. The numerous sayings and proverbs
that feature their names are claimed to originate in their
ecclesiastical positions, but my own belief is that their currency
in popular speech is due more to their eminence in folk pastime
than the disquisitions of theologians. Thus the saying ’Don’t
rob Peter to pay Paul’ is explained as a warning that admiration
for St. Paul must in no way diminish the veneration owed to St.
Peter, but its vernacular energy is mère likely drawn from the
observation that two guisers who share a combat should be rewarded
equally, irrespective of whether they win or lose, or represent 
79Winter or SummerL, It is easier for this argument to cite the
Scottish proverb ’Peter in, and Paul out’ (or ’Peter’s in, ^ d  
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Paul out’ ), a saying that seems to lack any Christian meaning, 
but points at thé eternal alternation between Winter and Summer, 
the Old Year and the New-. It may be that the sixteenth-century 
popularity of the .’peter and Paul’ guising pair has left more 
mark in popular speech ..than in the written records of this pastime.
The same is not true of Judas, the third member of Sir Walter 
Scott’s trio of early Christians. From the time of Scott’s o m i , 
p^forraanoe in the role, Judas seems to have kept his place in the 
custom for the best part of a century, although references -are 
confined in the main to two decades. The first of these is the 
1820s, The Garse illustration of Judas, in the beard and robe 
of the conteraporarj'- Father Christmas, comes from this period 
(see Chapter Seven) though, of course, the painter may have been 
working from memory. Scott’s own interest in folk drama (noted 
under Abbotsford House and Edinburgh) was expressed' in the years 
1821 to 1626, and it is likely that the texts found among his
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papers at his death (see utiloo, Abbotsford Coll.) were sent to him 
about this time. The fullest account of the role is given in the 
Falkirk^ report of 1825, and this version closely resembles that of 
Peebles^, referring to the year 1840. The 1840s are also represented 
by the vague Haddington notice of 1844, in which the only detail is 
the presence of Judas, and this place and date should be«set along­
side the unloc. East Lothian account which, though written in 
1896, refers to the author’s early days at his home near Haddington®- 
Judas may seem an interloper in the folk play, but his place 
there was awarded on two counts. He was the ’Collector’, responsible 
for the begging, for which purpose it has been shown the custom 
existed. Throughout his appearances this role is undisturbed, 
save the unloc. Abbotsford Coll., where he doubles as ’Presenter’, 
and in the last notice, of unloc* East Lothian, where he is a 
combatant.'
Ho record of his role as ’Collector’ in pre-Reformation 
Scotland has yet cpme to notice, but Pettitt has pointed out that 
the- tradition; has .been more adequately documented on the continent.
He quotes the ’larmion’ note, and adds the following:
The traditional status of this part of Scott’s account 
is confirmed by the appearance of precisely the same 
' ! ' . ■ : '. figure ’’Judas med pungen” (Judas with the bag) accompany­
ing the traditional folk play of the Three Magi and the 
Star performed at %iphany in Scandinavia and Geimany, 
a tradition which can be traced back to the sixteenth
Presumably, Judas made his. way into popular pastime in the ,saiap;vway 
\ as, Peter and Paul, as. part of the attempt to reconcile the'cnist^ 
of the people with the desire of the preachers*' The clue for his
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qualification is in John, 12, v.8, where it is written, ’he was a
thief, and had the hag, and hare what was put therein’, a reference
to ’selfish greed’ talcen up in some detail hy the commentary in the
Falkirk^ account.
His second qualification for a role in the folk pastime is his
ranking as Fool. Biiiington has demonstrated that hihlioal
authority, in ’the fool hath said in his heart, ’There is no God’
82conferred Folly on the unbeliever and devil-follower. That Judas 
was familiar in his role of Fool by the beginning of the sixteenth 
century is made clear by the ease with which the poet Dunbar can 
indicate the act of treachery with the phrase ’to gyngill Judas 
bellis’; the inseparability of fools and bells in the mind of the 
same author has already been noted^^
There will be more discussion of the role of the Fool in the 
final passages of the folk play in the follomng chapter; it is 
sufficient at this point to conclude that Peter and Paul (as 
combatants in the May and Yule pastime) and Judas (as Fool with 
bells) were well-known in Scotland from the beginning of the 
sixteenth century, and that they survived the Reformation to appear 
together in the modem folk play c.1780, with Judas surviving 
until C.1850, and perhaps almost to the end of the century. In 
doing so, they provide proof of the continuity of the folk practice 
from medieval times and, in the character and dialogue of Judas, a 
distinctively ’Scottish’ element in the British folk play. The 
position of Judas, in fact, is a basis on which to reject the 
the suppositions that the folk play is an eighteenth-century 
invention, or that it was imported from England,
With this conclusion, this historical account of the folk play 
in Scotland from time of the Northumbrian kingdom of the seventh
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to the ninth centuries, and the feud^lisation of the tvralfth and 
thirteenth centuries, through, to the sur'.d.val.s of th.e tnrrntieth 
century, is complété.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
1.. Th,e Najne ’Caloshan’,
There is no more obvious starting-point for this chapter
than an enquiry into the origin and meaning of the term ’Caloshans*
(and its variants), for the word, despite its currency throughout.
the modern period of the folk play, remains the custom’s most
inpeneti-able mystery•
To give the context of 'bhe problem, the first fact to notice
is that ’Galoshan* is of limited territorial application, for it
is known only in Scotlandv and bhere only in the central ond
eastern areas. In Callo\my, the south-west of Scotland, the
evidence is consistent that the word was neither kyiomi nor used :
the Castle Douglas account reports that the tovm’s {misers
did not know the word ’Galoshans’; the unloc, Calloway Johnstone
account states ’the boys are locally knowfi as îilhite "Boys . . ,
1
in the border counties they are called , • • Calaiians’.-
The word was not recorded until the early nineteenth oeativi^ ?'. 
It does not feature in Scott’s recollections of his boyhood 
experience in Edinburgh^', c. 1780, and this may be explained by 
the (expectedly) vague and confused memory of the event, Neither 
does it occur in the Traquair reference to 1805, although it is
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significant that ’Caesar* appears (uniquely) as a combatant, and 
it is likely that the author was unfamiliar with the word ’Galatian’, 
and substituted a classical hero as a suitable adversary for 
Alexander.' Indeed, the Traquair Caesar is armed with a ’Claymore’.
Thereafter, however, ’Galatian’ makes steady progress throu^ 
the custom. The first note of the word is made by Wilkie, in the 
report attached to Bowden, where he was bom in 1789* The aùthor 
was keen to record the ’ancient customs* of his manuscript’s title, 
and gives ’Galashen* as a combatant, adding the note that the name 
was sometimes pronounced ’Slashen’ (thbu^ I would regard this a 
variant of ’Slasher’, who would slash with his shable or sabre).
He notes that the ’tragedy’ was sometimes called ’Galatian, or 
Alexander of Macedon’, but himself labels the whole entry ’Thé 
Game of Guisarbs*.
The Falkirk^ account of 1825 gives the combatant’s name as 
’Galgacus’ or ’Gallacheus’ (repeated by the Peebles^ 1840 report), 
but in ray opinion this is, like Traquair, an educated ’improve­
ment* of an unfamiliar name. Tlie unloc. Teviotdale Roxburgh’s 
account, credited to the same year of 1825, but written fifty years 
later, remembers ’Galatian’ as a character.
The Abbotsford House reports (1824-5) give ’Galashan 
(Galatian perhaps)* as a ’regular character* in the plays performed 
by the dozens of children that came to Sir Walter Scott’s home; 
at Dunfermline^ in 1826, the play seemed to be knovm by the line 
in which ’Gallashan’ announced himself.
Two additions are made by the Stirling^ account published in 
1855, where the name of the play, and that of the combatant, is 
given in the plural form ’Galatians’. The Peebles^ 1840 account 
also has play and combatant as ’Galatian’, but the plural form of
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the name is known at the same date at Arbroath and Quothquan, and 
is subsequently recorded at more than a dozen locations.
The HLantyre account relating to o. I860 has a curious variation 
of the word,, referring to the two combatants as the ’first’ and 
’second’ ’galoshans’. Elsewhere the usage after the mid-century 
seems to follow the practice of referring to the participants of 
the custom as ’Galoshans’, and this evidence is strong in Glasgow 
and its environs. The Glasgow^ account of c, 1850 introduces the 
usage: ’In Glasgow the party were sometimes called "Galatians*” ; 
in later years the application was noted in Barrhead, Glasgow^, 
unloc, Strathendrick, and unloc. Vale of Leven.
In the present century, two further developments have been 
noted. The Johnstone report, referring to the non-drsmatic 
guising of the 1920s, knew the guisers as ’Galoshies’, where the 
original ’Galoshans’ has been given the more colloquial last 
syllable, and at the present time in Port Glasgow, the same non- 
dramatic Hallowe’en guising is known as ’doing your Galoshans’.
The fore—going survey of ’Galoshan’ usage furnishes the 
evidence for several helpful conclusions. In the first place, it 
seems to be a matter of no significance whether the word was used 
in its ulural or singular fom. Conversely, the two forms of the 
word determined by the pronunciation of the second syllable (for 
the first and third are neutral), are separated by an easily- 
drawn isogloss (see Map Ten), a frontier that corresponds very 
closely to that which separates the Hogmanay and Hallowe’en areas 
(see Map Eleven), and suggests a period of separate development, 
before the modem period of improved communications and printed 
play texts. It needs to be pointed out in this connection,
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MAP TEN
^  = galashan
#  = goloshan
O  = not known
Note the outliers of 
Moniaiue and Ballater, 
and the play area of 
Galloway where the 
word was not known in 
either form.
word.
.not known
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however, that all the early records are of the eastern
form, and that the western form, is not noted until the
third quarter of the century, at Blantyre and Patna. These, however,
are retrospective, and the ’western* form was not committed to
■3writing until the twentieth century I. The gap of over a hundred 
years "between the record of the ’eastern* and ’western* versions
is a remarkable disparity, and is brought about by ia time-lag of
I a,
sixty-five years between the first records (Bowden and G-lasgow ), 
and the curious circumstance that the first Glasgow record refers 
to ’Galatian*..
The second significant conclusion is that ’Galatian* was in 
the first instance the name of a combatant, important enough to 
confer his name first on the play, and thereafter on the cast and 
custom. There is no need to labour the uniqueness of the names in 
the cast list given for the Borders play of the early nineteenth 
century (in unloc. Teviotdale) Galatian stands removed from ’Sir 
Alexander, the admiral, the farmer*s. scn^ . and the doctor*, each 
one of familiar name, rank, or station in life*
The clearest image of the figure will be found in the earliest 
accounts (Bowden, Falkirk and Abbotsford House-#^  all noted in the 
years 1815-1826), and when these are perused for details^ it emerges 
that Galatian is the contender, for the crown or the love of a 
woman, and the one to suffer death*. When revi,ved, by the doctor 
(and earlier àt Falkirk) he is known as *Jackf, complains of a 
h^le in Ids
his former enemy. HO is also., distinguished - '
particular his headgear. 2h jîàie Peebles^ (1840) account, he >
*a large cocked-hat of white paper, either cut out with 
little human profiles, or pasted over with pe?iny valentineb*.
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In the Melrose^ version of 1862, ’Golashin wore a "Gk)lashin-hat" 
made from gilt wallpaper, rounded and gothic shaped, decorated 
with "gum—flowers" [imitation flowers] with a cock’s feather stuck 
in the top*. The Carse illustration (see Plate Five) shows two of 
these hats, one of them worn by ’William Wallace’, a combatant*
The third conclusion that must be drawn from the early evidence 
is that Galatian was attached to the folk play in an important and 
Inseparable fashion from the dawn of textual record (i.e. the 
beginning of the nineteenth century), and that already at that time 
the name was inexplicable to the best authorities. Wilkie (Bowden 
1015) is clearly unhappy with the name, but his comment ’Sometimes 
I have heard Galashen pronounced Slashen’ is unavailing. The 
authors of Falkirk^ (1825) and Traquair (ISO5) take refuge in 
historical emendation,” to Galgacus and Caesar respectively.
Maidment, in the Stirling^ account, will explain ’Inlcy Pinky’ as 
we ale Stirlingshire beer of c.1860, but will offer no gloss on 
’Galatians’. Most significantly of all. Sir Walter Scott writes 
in the Abbotsford House (1826) account that the play included in 
its cast ’one.Galashan (Galatian perhaps) who is a regular 
character though who he may be I cannot guess’. This observation 
is of great value, for it maizes plain three important facts. Firstly, 
Galashan was ’a regular character’, firmly embedded in the custom. 
Secondly, the name had no accepted spelling: Scott had never seen 
it in print, and was here apparently writing it for the first time, 
proof tlipt the word had existed until that time only in oral usage. 
Thirdly, Scott’s admission that he could not even ’guess’ at the 
word’s meaning reveals its sense eluded the understanding of the 
one man of the time who, by virtue of his wide reading, his 
antiquaria.n .interests, and his love for all things Scottish, would
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have known. If Scott did not know, we may conclude, no-one knew.
The ignorance on this point hy these educated and literary 
men of the early nineteenth century points at a class or social 
division between the educated gentry, and the uneducated and poor 
who carried on the custom. We must note the vigour with which 
it was sustainedr while known names were corrupted almost* beyond 
recognition (for example Bold Bénbow became ’Bbl Bendo’ at 
Liberton, and Bold Hector of Castlb Douglas is ’Bell Hector* and 
’Bauldie’ at Balmaghie), ’Galatian’ and ’Galoshan’ survive almost 
intact, even though they lack ’meaning* and (unlike Beelzebub 
and Br Brown) the support of a rhyme. Indeed, as has been shown, 
the word grew in connotation throughout the hundred years of the 
play’s record.' The reservation ’almost intact’ has to be made: in 
Melrose^ (1875) and Crieff^ (1884) the hero is called McGlashan, 
a not-unusual Scottish surname Zf
Scott was unable to ^ess at the meaning, but later commen­
tators have shown ,more imagination* Chambers, (in Peebles^) 
followed the Falkirk = suggestibh that ' Galgacus vvas'> intended o' The 
spelling ’Galatian’ directed the attention to Galatia, a part of
modem Turkey anciently by Celts? Geddes read the word
S' \ '
in the literal sense of Celt, Gaul and Gaels : Beàn-Sbîth identified 
him as ’the Galatians who had a greater fear of. the falling sky 
than of the conqueror of the worlcLf|j|r th©; of Crieff is
suggested by the .recorder to be .the. ’Mao’^'. or .aoû-qf: the/famous 
Galatian St. George; the churchman responsible for the Kilsyth 
record ventured a Biblical source (’Gal^ lanigt^  X suspect; now 
that he must have belonged tp the tribe of Gat-K, and so, the 
chronology is -obscure^. Jbssh Weston also locksd to thé Old Testameh%-' 
and suggested that ’Golishah’ might be a pééudonym for GoliathT^ ,
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a lead followed by Helm,.
It is probable that these educated writers have been baffled by 
the simplicity of the names given to the performers of folk customs. 
Guidance in these matters comes from two Scottish accounts. In the 
non-Galoshan area of the south-west ’the boys are locally known as
White Boys’ (unloc, Galloway: Johnistone); the Irish ’troupes on the
I
manor of' Bidgeway’ were known as j’Hogmanaymen’ (see Appendix Six),
9 IThese two names, and others, show that folk players were christened 
according to some outstanding, feature; of their pastime, usually 
their clothing, their season, or the thing they collected. The 
meaning of ’Galoshan’ can be expected to follow this patterns.
To conclude this first phase of the investigations, it has 
to be recognised that the study of the name ’^ loshan’ in modern 
times has discovered the following:
(i) the ward was in popular and oral use, though not 
in educated and written Fnglishg by the end of the 
eighteenth centu^;
(ii) the name, in; it'S'%fst, fec'drded Sense, referred to
the contender, victim, and resurrected man - the 
’hat* wearer: - ■
(iii) though ’meaningless’, .the word was inseparably attached 
to the play cps^pm, in General and, Eastern Scotland:
(;iv) comparative study ; strongly sugigës tW that the word
derives from a point of costume g reason, or collection,. 
The direction that the pursuit of ’galdshan’ taJces e,t this point 
mirrors that of the whole study, ^ for having vwmkedf back from the 
present*, the researcher comes to a blank in bb& eighteenth century# 
As with the greater study, so again the search for ’gsloshanf is 
hegun in the medieval period, where atteniicn is focussed on the
2 6 5
10^only word likely to provide a source for our quarry#
The word in question is ’galosh’, which came into English as 
Hthe Old French galoche, , itself derived from Late Latin gallica, 
meaning ’a Gallic shoe’* That ’Gallic* in this application 
signified ’wooden’ is clear from the word galopedium* med» Latin 
for ’wooden, shois’
The earlieLt reference for this word in OED. ia^ taken:.'from- 
Langland, a»d dates from 1377.
Ne were, worthy to unhokel his galoche, 
from which it l;s: Qleqf that the (wooden) shoe was fitted with a 
strap, , other, versions-of the. footwear more resembled clogs, :ln 
that the complete shoe w a s o f  wood, or pattens, into which 
the shod foot: wae slipped for protection when walking throu^ 
mud, or other enemies of fine shoes# The modern sense of ’overshoef * 
which developed from the patten, is not recorded until the seven­
teenth century, and since this search for the meaning of; ’galoshan!. 
is for a word that had lost all meaning by the ei^teenth century,, 
the likelihood is that the. earlier ’clog’ or %iatten’ should be the 
object.of attention*
The word can be presumed to have been introduced into the. 
British Isles by the Noimans and French in the post-Conquest .erâÿ:,, 
and into Scotland in age of feudal! s at ion oP the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries* The first records are in medieval Latin,; , ; ; 
caleoha and galoohia. in 12^f (and one notee bhe two variant second
syllableiS at^this earliest date), galoohia fiam. 1328* and galoga' , /
(perhaps, an early f o m  of ’clog’)vin 1564!^ ' ,
' ^ 1 ' ; ' .  ^ '
V  (ff. V  I ^ ‘ ‘  ^ i ) ! J ^ J
Foildidtt^ .'tfce Langland 137T reference fsee above), the word
occurs in many forms, the more significant from the point of view
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of this enqmry being galoge and gal ache (1440), galatch and gal each
(C.l6th), and golosse (Ÿgolossian) #^17th). The first Scottish
15records, in the form gallasCc)h. are noted in I636 and I67O. The 
earlier (I636) gallashes was written in Edinburgh, and is consistent 
with the findings of this enquiry in that the second syllable is in
the * eastern*' form» '
!
The Scottish record is, -nevertheless, very late, and one 
explanation, might be that the word'did not exist in Scotland until 
the ÜMon of the Crowns in I605 brought about a greater linguistic 
transfer» My conclusion is rather that the word, with its connot­
ations, was in use in the late medieval period throughout * Form an 
Britai.h*, and that it died out, probably in the seventeenth 
century (with the change of meaning to ’overshoe*), preserving its 
antique sense only in eastern and central ScotlandSome reason 
for this belief is given below, but at this point we should observe 
the commonsensioal point that the tenants and servants of the 
Frehch and ^^nglorFbrmmi landowners wqiildrh abandon.this
admirable footwear for no other' rehsoh tba^' their. ne# lands lay 
to the north of the River Tweed.’ No other kind of footwear 
replaces the galoche: in Scottish writing, so it is wisest to believe 
that the shoe made its way through these three centuries mthout 
comment by poet,, and without surviving in doctoent;»
- Ih identifying ’galoahah* with galoche* and having noted 
that the variant second syllable has appeared as early as 12^ 
in latin, and 144ÇÏ, in: English, the enquiry Is confronted by the, 
problem of the third syllable» The ninete©Bth'^ '<se?ïtt^ knew the 
eus bom as ’galoshans*^ (gt^lofanCà)) and
indifferently in the sih#lar and plural, and the souro® and 
meàîàng of this final syllable is difficult to establisW
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There are four possibilities. The first for consideration 
is that the original is *galosh-ane« i.e. the one with galoshes. 
Such a label would imply that the troupers were remarkable for 
their footwear, presumably for the noise their wooden shoes, 
clouted with iron, would make as they processed or danced. The 
credibility of this kind of name is demonstrated by a modern 
parallel, where the cartoonist Mil Tidy has in the last decade 
achieved a small fame as the chronicler of *The Cloggies’, a 
fictional troupe of clog-dancers..
A model formation is ’wean* (- small child), from *wee an©’, 
though it must be admitted that, although *wee* is recorded in 
the thirteenth centuiy, *wee-one * does not find its way into 
print until 1692, The poet Fergusson is still writing *wee-ones* 
(= children) as late as c,1770 , when *galoshan* has already
lost all significance.
A second possibility is that *galoshan* is the result of a 
mistaken plural. Seventeenth-century forms of ’galosh* are 
given as gallosliios and galloshoes, where *shoe* has been added 
to tîie root syllable. To extend the error further, .the Scots 
plural word ’shoon* would give the form *galloshoan. So rare a 
form, however, could hardly become so widespread.
The tliird possibility is on firm record. In the wardrobe 
account for Prince Henry, the eldest son of James 71 & I, in 
1607-8 (four years after his father’s leaving Edinburgh), there 
is a list of the youth’s footwear: ’One hundred and fifty-seven 
pair of shoes at 3s 6d: one ditto laced 5s 6d: One pair oT
t>j n
galossians 6s . . Here is the word itself, at a suitable time, 
and in a London/Edinburg context. The use of thé term in this, 
its only appearance%^ is surprising, for these wooden shoes seem
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to be worth twice as much as any other pair of shoes, even those 
with laces. The implication is clearly that ’golossians’ are 
very splendid shoes, expensively produced, and set apart in a 
wardrobe inventory. In the absence of infoimiation, the enquij^ 
becomes conjecture, but it seems reasonable to believe that this 
special and expensive pair of shoes was worn on ceremonial or
ritual occasions* Equally clearly, possession of such bhoes as
i
these would be beyond the reach of the impoverished guisers, of 
Frinoe Henry’s time or later, but this by no means precludes the 
possibility that the dressing-%) for the guising pastime involved 
the mimicking of finery (see for example, Scott’s remarks in 
Abbotsford House^), and that the ’galoshan^ shoes at some time 
in the history of the custom were as conspicuous as the ’galoshan’ 
hat in the early nineteenth century (see Melrose'^).
The fourth possibility is that ’galoshan’ is the corrupt
i 7survival of a verbal form, ’Hdls.sh*' (= to galosh) is on record, , 
but I would pos'^ ilate the verb earlier. to., have dlbo carried' t W  
sense of ’to go around in wooden shoes’. Such a verb would have 
appropriate forms?
In older Scots, the present parbiciple, which is.an^  
adjective, ended in - and, often reduced tP; -an, while 
the gerurtd, which describes the action of the verb and
•*a
is a noun, ended in -in(g)'i;i'
Thus, people who went around in clogs could be said to be 
'^galoshin. and described as *galosb^ .
This conjectdral form: might be brought into the realm :df act-f ' ■ ! ' 
by reference to an hitherto obscure phrase in Dunbar’© poem ’To 
the King’, written at a point when: ha ié attacking ,a màh
he plainly detests, a prelate who, in the poet’s opinion, has
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risen too high in the King's regard. Dunbar*s abusive description 
provides the man
19
With gredy mynd and glaschane gane* ,
*Gane* is glossed as ’ugly face’, but no suggestion is ventured for 
’■ glaschane
in my view, this reference by Dunbar is the only printed form 
of ^galoshan^ to survive from the pre*i.8G0 years* It fits the 
mould extremely accurately: it Jhas the correct ’eastern’ form 
befitting a writefibelieved tô^ liàyé liV^ in Tjothian and life: the 
loss of the first syllable ^sleo ncted at Diggar y Crieff , and 
Damick^) is dictated by the iambic", rhythm^ the ’Galatian’ central 
vowel heightens the^assonanoe of the' final phz'ase.
• The balance, of :'thel:^^^  ^ in' the meaning. Dunbar is
abusing a man greedy for unwarranted prefezment, and he stigmatises 
the man as showing avarice in. mind ^ d  feature* ’Glaschane’ is an 
approximate synonym for ’greedy’, and in- the context of this enquiry 
we can suppose that wh^t Dunbar had in mind «ra-s; the image of the 
poor townsman or peasant, who /disguised himself, perhaps in a hood 
o r gown, and who, begged, or demanded alms and charity . The verse 
paragraph develops the idea:
That wont was for to muk the stabelf/-- 
Ane pykthank in a prelottis dais 
With his wavillrfeit and wirrok 
YTith hoppir hi.ppis and henohes narrm*
And hausy haridis to heir a barrows
" ' ' ' ' ' - -. - r,- .
^ith lut schulderis and luttard bak
Quhilk natur maid^to heir pak; , : ^
With gredy mynd and\glaschah© gane, 
Mell-J-hedit lyk ane mortar stane?^ '
2 7 0
If this interpretation is sound, then Dunbar is using g(a)laschane 
as an adjectival present participle of a verb with something of the 
sense of ’to go about in clogs demanding money* (with the insistence 
in this study on the Importance of money-collecting to the survival 
of the. folk play, this is a highly acceptable meaning), and 
’glaschane’ could be glossed to mean ’peasant-beggar’s (face)^
In my view, this obscure Dunbar phrase is the key to unlock the 
’G'aloshan’ problem. It reveals two interesting facets of the usage, 
firstly, it is clear that by early in the sixteenth century the word 
was' capable of very free ascription,and it is helpful in understand­
ing its loss of meaning in modem times to realise that three 
centuries earlier it was being used in a metaphorical sense at a 
remove from its literal meaning* Secondly, this interpretation 
clarifies the oddity of the character ’Galoshan’ in company with 
Alexander, the Farmer’s son and the rest. My supposition is that 
the guiser originally announced that he had arrived on the ’wooden 
shoe’, money-^requesting business::.■ 
f come here gallashinCg)? 
this line is then made to follow the pattern of the other intro­
ductions, with the result, that 
Here come I gallashin 
can become '
Here comes .1, GalasKan: CHdwden)
and
Bkre qalashon, ( 8 ^  ; - , , - ,
There Is a parallei to this d'evéiôpmiht 'yith the ^kindred, pastime
of WAseailing, where wHat th© d^sitors are ail.agë'd>t8’ have said . - 
(’Faes. Haeli), became thé name of , the aotivi,ty^ , and the verb for the ; ' :
action, was applied, as an adjective Ce'^* wassel bread), and within ..
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the last two decades has become a ’show-business’ name for a group 
of entertainers whose act lay within the genre (’The Wursels’, from 
the variant ’worslin’).
Although Dunbar remains the sole Scottish testimony to this 
galoche-based pastime, some very useful corroboration is supplied 
by Handle' Cotgrave’s irrench/Ehglish dictionary, published in Tendon 
in l6lï*’ He is prolific in the matter of the galoche.
The word itself he defines thus:
GallO'shes Fr, galoche f. A woodden shooe or patten,
made all of a piece, without any latchet, or tye of
21leather, and worn by the poor clovm in winter.
Cobgravë clearly has the clog in mind, but he is ambiguous about 
its wearer. ’Poor clown* probably denotes the ’impoverished 
peasant* but it might equally describe a ’begging comedian’, for 
the dual sense of ’clo'gn’ was present in the sixteenth century @ 
Geitaihiy the winter season matches the custom*
One would be happier with this kind of information -^ rom an 
avowedly British source; sadly, Blunt’s Gdossoaraubia of 16^6 owes 
a' debt to Cot grave, without imposing a,ny of its otim:
Galoches (Fr) wooden shoos, or patens made all of a peece, 
without any latchet or tye of leather, and worn in France
by the poor Clowns in Winter* %at our Fnglish Galoches
■ 22 
are, and by whom worn, everyone knows*
. To.return to Cotgrave: he supplies definitions of Galloches 
(similar to galoche). Gallochier (a foot-post, messenger), and 
Ghllochier (a.maker of Galoches)* There is also Galochier, an 
adijeotiver
. Btse, meane, poore; also clownish^ rade,uncivill, rusticall,
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without manners; as those are that, ordinarily, weare
21
those wooden shooes •
This notion of malting the clog diagnostic of a mode of conduct Is
further extended by Cotgrave’s verb Calocher:
To behave himself rudely, uncivilly, rustically to play
the olowne; also, to trot, or wander undisoreetly up 
21and do^m. .
The addition of this gloss is the element of ’voluntary behaviour’, 
present in the phrase ’to behave himself’. ’Rustically to play 
the clowns’ draws the sense much closer to the idea of a man 
deliberately playing a comic role associated with the rural,
’antique’ way of life. The addition of ’trot, or wander undisoreetly 
up and down* invokes the idea of going about in clogs in an 
’undiscreet’ or imblic way.
These shadowy liints of a practice by poor (and therefore 
money-collecting) rustics, acting like clowns, wearing ologs, and 
clattering around in public, are eijctended once more by Cotgrave’s 
offer of another galoche form, in which the meaning is entirely 
metaphorical:
G-allochesî ra. Sohollers in Ihlvercities, admitted of no
colledge, but lying in the Towns, and being at libertie
to resort unto what (publike) Readers, or Lectures they
please; tearmed thus, because, in passing the streets,
21they commonly weare Galloches*
This university slang for the non~residential student or day 
scholar is nothin jny opinion, merely an expression of the fact
that ’those who come in from outside wear outdoor shoes’* For
a nick-name to achieve such prominence, it requires an emotive 
area of connotation. If we view Cotgrave’s entry in the li^t
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of the findings of this chapter, and the meaning of the ^ galoshinCg) 
in medieval Britain, we can note the following points of similarity 
between the guiser and the day-scholars
each is poor, for the guiser asks for alms, and the day-scholar 
cannot afford to live in a college;
each comes into a ’Big House*, for the colleges were organised 
on the lines of the ’Household*;
each comes into the company of the sons of wealthy and 
aristocratic men, or those enjoying their benefaction and protection;
each has the ’libertie’ of entry to the House, by membership 
or custom;
for each the ologs would be a badge of poverby; 
winter* was the season of the Ibiiversity term, and for the 
visiting pastime*
When the correspondences are itemised in this way, it is easy 
to see that the nick-name would have readily occurred to the wealthy, 
residential students, who doubtless appreciated the deftness with 
which their intellectual snobbery could lay at the feet of the day- 
scholars all the rustic, old-fashioned, superstitious practice of 
the peasantry* It is valuable to note that, w3.th Cotgrave in 1611 
and with Dunbar in I509, the gallochea and the glaschane had brought 
their titles down to the level of scorn.
The business of this chapter so far has been to identify the 
wooden clog with the midwinter visiting pastime* This being done, 
the significance of the attachment needs to be discovered, for it 
must be believed that these protective clogs were worn throu^out 
the inclement months, and whenever the ways were miry, and not 
reserved for ceremonial wear on one or two nights of the year*
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If indeed, the wearing of clogs was significant, then there are 
two possibilities* In the first place, the ’^ lossians* of Prince 
Henry mi^t be the unique record of the galoshes that were worn 
for the purpose of '^ galoshinCg), and therefore^ known as ^goloshan 
(shoes), or simply ’galoshans** One might conjecture that the 
young Prince Henry had guised that midwinter, and that the shoe- 
malcer had made him a pair of "^galoshans fit for a prince* 
Alternatively, the clogs could have been conspicuously noisy on the 
flag-stones of the halls and kitchens, as the troupes of guisers 
’trotted* (in Cotgrave’s word) in, and perhaps danced* Maybe also, 
like Prince Henry, these ologs were specially decorated for the 
o ecasion*
Without den;ying the fact that clogs were vram, we must take 
account also of the metaphorical meaning of shoes, and of the 
essential glaschane,, or begging, element,» Shoes are, in folklores, 
celebrated as gifts themselves, fmd as the receptacle for gifbs.
To demonstrate ’shoes as gifbs*, there is a note that the 
icing gave members of the Scottish court gifts of boots, shoes and 
gaiters in May I5O8, and it is par-kicularly relevant to the argument 
that the recipients were in the main if not wholly the celebrants 
in the guising time* First on the list is ’Sir Oristiem, from 
Alhaloday bipast to Candilmes* (presumably the master of the revels 
that year), and the later names include ’Martin the Spaniard*, ’John 
Bute* (a Pool), and ’The Mores’. ‘ Tliis may well be a record of the 
traditional reward for the mnter guisers, and the idea of the ’luck’ 
that comes from rewarding guisers may lurk behind two stanzas of 
’A lyke Wake Dirge’, a funeral song that Scott prints in his Minstrelsy
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If ©ver thou gave st ho sen and shoon
Every ni^t and alle;
Sit thee down, and put them on;
And Christ© receive thye saul.
If hosen and shoon thou ne’er gavest nan©,
Every ni^it and alle;
24The whlnnea shall prioke thee to the hare hone.*# *
Tîïis giving of shoes became traditional in Scotland, and frequently 
figures as part of a bargain, as an extra demonstration of goodwill 
between master and servant* For example, a Jedbur^ farmer of the 
mid-ei^teenth century customarily ’hired his female servants for 
lOs, with a pair of shoes, for the half-year, and his plou^men for 
d$5s, with the like gift, or bountith, as it was then called’?^
Apart from being useful gifbs, shoes were, and still are, 
symbolic gifts of good fortune, and were given at the commencement 
of an enterprise* They are familiar tokens at weddings, but in 
Scotland they were also thrown after a sailor making his first 
voyage, and the logic of this association with ’beginnings’ demands 
that they also figured in the Midwinter, or Hew Year, custcM* Any 
such role played by shoes must needs be symbolic, for the number of 
people involved would Make the giving of shoes, even old ones, 
impossibly burdensome.
Only one Scottish record supports the theory that the celebrants 
carried with them ’lucky shoes’; in Laurieston^ the Beelzebub says,
Hera comes I, old Beelzebub,
And over my shoulder I carry my clogs*
Kb kind of theory can be based on this instance, however, for it is 
the only such phrase and it occurs moreover in the non-Galoshan 
area of Galloway* The practice may have died out as a result of
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the inconvenience of the tradition*' The guisers may have carried 
shoes as good luck tokens for their hosts, and the latter may have
responded by putting gifts in them* The disadvantage for the visitor
would be the small size of the receptacle* Althou^ the contemporary 
practice in Britain is to put the Tule gifbs in stockings, the Dutch, 
in Holland and in North America have preserved the custom of placing 
gifts in shoes, in the manner of St TMcholas, whom they have given
us as Santa Glaus, (see Plate Pour).
way of summary of this enquiry into the meaning of ’galoshan’, 
my conclusions are that the Anglo-Norman, French and Flemish 
landlords of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were visited 
by their tenants at midwinter for mutual expressions of goodwill.'
OThe clogs worn by the visitors became symbols of the relationship, 
of the povertjr of the well-wisher and the wealth of the host, of 
the travelling of the celebrant and the domestic comfort of the 
house-holder* The sound of clog on flagstone, heard only once a 
year, emphasised in all probability by dancing, became for the 
audience the keynote of the custom. With the help of the associ­
ation between well-wishing, giving and shoes, the practice of poor 
yokels goin^ : round the Big Houses in winter, demanding entrance 
in their unmannerly way brought about, in Cotgrave’s exposition, 
the identification of the custom as ^^ ?^alosMn(g). %  the end of the 
fifteenth century in Scotland, the Judas-like avarice of these 
clumsy peasants had brought the custom into some disrepute, so much 
so that Dunbar could use g(a)iaschane pejoratively. The name was now
firmly attached to the custom, and remained so during the folloT/ing 
hundred years or so, even though ’clog’ came to replace ’ galosh’
as the name for the wooden shoe, leaving galasch to start a new life
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PLATE FOUR
St Nicholas Providing a Dowry : National Gallery of Scotland
Tne illustration is of the story of the poor man with three 
beautiful and virtuous daughters, whom St Nicholas saved 
from disgrace by his provision.
The shoes, the receptacles for the bounty, are conspicuous.
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in the sense of ’over-shoe*. Consequently, when the custom came to 
he re-^ îrritten in the second half of the seventeenth century, ’galashan’ 
was an inseparable term for the midwinter pastime in the language 
of the uneducated poor who maintained the custom, though not to its 
educated hosts, for whom it was by this time meaningless. I suspect 
that some such opening statement as ’Here come I, galoshin(g)’ was 
effortlessly mii^nterpreted by the text-makers as a parallel to 
such as ’Here comes I, Bellzebub’. Such a mysterious and ancient 
character must needs become the central figure in the drama.
It is very clear from the accounts of the folk play that the 
season of its performance became standardised and restricted during 
the last decades of its vigorous life. Its former extent is best 
measured against the theory that the oiiginal European season for 
regeneration ceremony lasted as long as the winter months themselves, 
from the beginning of November to approximately mid-February^^ for 
the Scottish evidence accords very neatly with this broad reach.
In fact, this period has already made its way into this chapter
vdth the reference to the royal dispensing of boots and shoes as
reward to, among others, ’Sir Cristiem, fiom Alhaloday bipast to 
23
Candilmas’ which, in modern calendar terms, is from 1 November 
to 2 February, and suggests that the Scottish court based its 
winter revelry on this over-all period.
Althou^ no modem tradition of the folk play encompasses these 
tliree months, by combining the seasons of a handful of customs in 
the south of Scotland, this period can be marked out* The eve of 
the season is, of course, the Galloway date which, without deviation 
occupies Hallowe’en, the evening of 31 October. This date finds an
2 7 9
early notice at Jedbnr^i^ where, in the aeoônd half of the ei^iteenth 
century the two popular holidays were **Valentine’s E’en" (13 February) 
and Hallowe’en, which two dates this enquiry would see as marking 
the beginning and the end of the winter revel. Two communities 
within ten miles of Jedbur^ share out this season* The first
part is noted with the Hawick^ account, where the folk-players
I
were out from Martinmas (11 November) until the New Tear (1 January); 
the second part is detailed at Bowden, where ’every evening from 
Christmas to Fast erase* en is allowable for the Gysarts to make 
their perambulations* (Fasterase * en « Shrove Tuesday, in modern 
times generally occurring from mid-February to early March)*
Within this grand design, other communities had smaller shares 
of the season* At Barlston, for example, a half dozen miles to the 
north of Bowden, the players guised for about ten days, ending on 
Christmas night. At Biggar^, the practice m s  to perform the play 
in the week that separated Christmas and New Tear’s Eve.
The concentration on Hog#anay as the occasion for the folk 
play in the east of Scotland was found to have begun in the six­
teenth and seventeenth centuries (see Chapter Six, 3)* Geographically; 
it seems to have originated in central Scotland and the north-east.
The ’Hogmanaymen’ and their S^cots cœdgüis have already been 
discussed (see Appendix Six), but in modem times, the earliest 
reference comes with Falkirk# The earliest note of all (Falkirk*) 
accuses the young men of going about on th^ last ni^t of 1701; 
one hundred and twenty-five years later FfeXkirlc^  speaks of 
Hogmanay callers being refused on the grounds that the ’Old Style’ 
was kept, by which we understand that the ohmage in 1752 from 
the Julian to the Gregorian calendar, with the consequent ’loss’ 
of eleven days, had provoked a resistance Wiich expressed itself
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by the celebration of Hogmanay and the New Year on 12 January*
Hhvxng established the importance of the Hogmanay date, and! 
its absorption of the folk drama in eastern Scotland, this occasion 
will serve for a glance at the relation of the custom to the date# 
The name ’Hogmanay* is generally believed to derive from a French 
word, with several regional variations, all with the meaning of 
’a New-Year gift’* The comment in OICD under Hogmanay disguises 
neither the difficulties nor the editorial confidences
Although the phonetic dJ.fference between aguillanneuf 
and the Sc. word is great, the Norman form hoguinan© 
is much closer to hagingme, hogmanay* and it cannot be 
doubted that both the custom and the term are from the 
French*
It is not unhelpful for this study that the occasion is seen
to be another Norman importation into Scotland, and without
challenging the accepted dexivation, it might be useful to measure
the interaction between the folk play and the customa:ry date,
particularly if this would assist in discovering the source of the
“ man syllable of hogmanay*
The first notice of the word that I have discovered is of the
man accused of singing ’hagmonayis’ in the New Year of 1604 in 
27Elgin' o According to the OED definition, tliis xaan was singing
for a New Tear present; my suggestion is that this gift was,
symbolically at least, solicited in the form of bread*
The grounds for this belief are in the alternative names- for
the season in parts of Fifes ’In St Andrews, for instance,
28Hogmanay is still known as Cake Day*; To make the case for the 
interchangeabi 1 ity of ’cake day’ and ’hogmanay’, I would first 
establish that some form of bread or cake was the traditional
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gift for the Hogmanay singing-guiser* The clearest evidence for 
this comes in the Abbotsford Hbuse^ account;
The dole for such it is to these little performers is 
regularly • * • a silver penny and a regular portion of 
what is call’d white bread (household bread vizt*) to 
each child who is residing on the lairds land a copper 
penny and a quarter-circle of oat-cake call’d a farle to 
each stranger.
The feudal distinction between ’tenant’ and ’stranger’ was noted in 
Chapter Three, 4; of more interest here is the ritual place of the 
farle of the coarser oat-cake,and its pairing with the more esteemed 
white bread.
Two guiser chants from the first part of the nineteenth century 
repeat this distinction between the types of bread. At Craigforth, 
near Stirling, the guisers sought only wîiite breads 
Hogmanay 
Trollolay
Gie me o’ your white bread,
29I’ll hae nans o’ your grey.
Adjoining the information for Glasgow*^ , the writer supplies 
a verse that links white, brown and grey bread;
Hogmanay, Troll-ol, Troll-oll aye,
Gi’e us a piece o’ your white bread 
And eke a bittoc o’ your grey,
30Wi’ brown laif dawds for Hogmanay.
The three types of bread differ according to the cjuality and 
refinement of the flour with which they are made. The distinction 
is claimed to have been of particular importance to the French and 
Anglo-Norman feudatories of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
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who are believed to have attached great significance to the quality
of their bread, and to have, in some way, defined their status by
31the refinement of their wheat flour. It would be consistent with
the findings of this study if the reward that the feudatories gave
to their tenants reflected their sense of status in the way that
Sir Walter Scott has indicated.'
There is a very early notice of this hierarchy in bread. Early
in the fourteenth century, in the reign of Robert the Bruce (d.l329),
the Priory of Restenneth in Angus enjoyed a review of its rights
and privileges;
Besides the revenues of certain lands, the jurors also
found that the canons were in full possession of the
curious privilege of ’uplifting on each coming of the
king to Forfar, and for each day he abides there, two
loaves of the lord’s bread, four loaves of the second
32bread, and six loaves, called hugraansV 
This is a notice of remarkable interest for it seems to record 
(the) three grades of bread, and to label the third and cheapest 
as ’hugmans’. A variant of the saine word occurs in the Household
Book of Edward IV, where there is provision in 1485 for ’hogman’
a
bread to be made from the bran of ^bushel of flour for the king’s 
33horses.^
If it were possible to identify the course, grey bread, or
oatcake with this low-grade ’horse bread*, the traditional reward 
3 4to ’strangers* who called in midwinter would be the ’hogman* 
bread of Edward IV, and the day on which it was. baked and given 
’^ hogman day* %ogman(d)ay or, as in Pife, ’cake day*. Again, the 
rise of Hogmanay came with the fall of Christmas, and it is 
consonant with these findings that one of the effects of the
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Reformation was to ban the baking of Yule bread, noted in Glasgow 
and in Perth in the 1580s,
This side-li^t on the manner in which the midmnter guising
tradition could have contributed to the naming of ’Hogmanay* is
inoidential, however, to the central point of this section, which
is that the Hallowe'en and Christmas/Hogmanay areas of the folk
play are clearly marked (see Map Eleven). The frontier that
divides them closely resembles that of the Northumbrian kingdom
(see Map Six), and the isogloss that separated ’galosh* and
’galash’ (see Map Ten), and it is probable that these features of
guising in eastern Scotland are connected with the .Northumbrian
settlement of the seventh-ninth cen'fcuries*
The Hallowe’en season of western Scotland almost certainly
derives approximately the same period. Early in the tenth century,
a migration from Ireland descended on Bxltain in two prongs, the
northern fleet landing in Galloway (to which the incomers, the
Gall-Ghaidhil, are said to have p^.ve,n their name), and the southern
36in north-west England, near the mouth of the De el Kit'hin the
mainland of Britain, the only localities to feature their .folk 
driuna at Hallowe’en are Galloway, and Cheshire, and I theorise 
that both owe tills distinction to tliis ninth/benth century 
immigration (see Map Twelire)*
There is a dlspazdty in the cultural impact that these t?m 
settlements made on their hosts, for whilst in England the’eve of 
winter’ season was confined more or less to Cheshire, in Scotland 
the occasion has become pervasive* There is some interest in the 
Scottish increase.
In the first place, Galloway in medieval times was a larger
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HAP ELEVEN
THE SEASON OF THE PLAY
Hallowe'en
Christmas
and New Year
both seasons
not known
o
• • • O
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HAP TWELVE
The Tenth century Gaelic immigration, and the two areas 
in Britain where the folk play occurs between 31 October 
and 2 November.
Based on the map published by Cawte, Helm and Peacock 
in English Ritual Drama, p.32.
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area than it is in the present day, and included at different times
37Ayrshire and parts of Renfrewshire * In modem* times, the Kyle 
district of Ayrshire was the home of the poet Robert Burns, whose 
work acquired a national status, and whose Ayrshire culture was 
thus granted wider currency* (One of his poems lists the practices 
of ^Hallowe'en*,) The third factor was the rise of Glasgow, on the 
northern fringe of the medieval Galloway, In its growth into the 
*■ second city of the Ihipire*, the city and its satellites became 
the home of 80^ of the Scottish population and, despite the mix of 
ou].tures, the Galwegian and Gaelic remained strong, 7/hen the 
conurbation began to disperse its population, they carried the 
Hallowe*^en season with them. In two towns of the Borders there* 
is evidence of this: in Selkirk^ the Hallowe*‘en season and the 
spelling? *Goloshan* betray a Strathclyde origin; at Jedbur^^ the 
informant volunteered the information that the change to the 
Hallowe*en season was the result of inflTience from Glasgow and the 
nearby towns of i?îdustrial LanarksMre, 'Üiese reports of Glaswegian 
cultural interference were made at the time the custom was about 
to decline; had it continued in strength it is liighly probable that 
the Hhllowe*en season would have spread further.
Around the Tlbrbh, and northwards, other Hhllowre'en locations 
occur among those of midwd.nter„ It is noticeable that there is a 
tendency for Hallowe*''en to occur on the coast, £ind it may be that 
this is an effect of medieval settlement, where the stronger 
incomers ousted the Celts from the good lend, and left than to 
malce their living on the sea. Alternatively, Leveti, in Fife, is 
a late repoit (1930) > and may well be a post-Bums, ex-Glasgow 
pastime, Arbroath, to the north, is more debatable. It is well 
removed from the cultural influence of Strathclyde, and lies in the
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territory already argued to have been reclaimed in the Middle Ages 
from the introduction of feudalism. Whereas Crieff, to the south, 
can be argued to be an heir to Normanisation, Arbmath nay well be 
Anglo-Norman practice returned to a Celtic calendar,
5• Areas and Arenas
Many of the accounts of the modem folk play refer to the area 
or territory covered by the troupe. It has been suggested in this 
study that these territories were originally those belonging to the 
estate of the chief feudatory, or his local representative, and 
that the *good luck* brought by the troupe would be visited upon 
the lands and livestock of the magnate, as well as upon him or 
herself. In this early phase, the troupe would be drawn fi*om the 
estate, and the * Plough Song’, with its list of labourers, furnishes 
a good example of the kind of cer(menial perfonned outside the 
landownei**s home, by his tenants. The same kind of vi.siting is 
perceptible in Reformation times with the midwinter visit to 
Lady Murray’s house in 31 gin in 1640', and in modem times id.th 
the accounts of Abbotsford House, Selkirk*^ , and Spottiswoode,
There are, of course, sound financial reasons for visiting the 
’stately* homes of the district, for their occupants had the 
ability, and seemingly felt an obligation, to reward guisers 
liberally, Tliis pattern of visiting is recorded most clearly at 
He^ irtown St Boswells^, where the boys compleiaented the tour of the 
village with visits to ’neighbouring houses such as Sildon Hall, 
IHiitehill, Brundenlaws, Bowden and Holmes’,
Tliis balance of rich and poor seems to have been thought of 
as good practice, and several accounts spealc of comprehensive 
visiting, throu^out the community, though at this range it cannot
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be determined whether this was undergone for pleasure, for reward 
however meagre, or out of an atavistic need to carry ’good luck’ 
throu^out the community* The Polwarth report seems an almost 
idealized progress down throng the local community, from the 
Manse and the ’laird’s big house’, through farmhouse to the humble 
cottage* There is a touch of pride, perhaps, in the Melrose^ 
recollection of having played in all the houses, ’gentry and 
peasants’#
It was suggested in Chapter Three, 4, that traditional 
oeremonial such as the folk play was a valuable cement for community 
relations* There would clearly be a difference between rewarding 
the son of a poor neighbour, with whom the householder stood in 
some relationship, and giving money to youths whom one neither 
knew nor recognised* The distinction in reward between nei^bour 
and stranger has been cited fi’oni Abbotsford House^; it exists in 
a weakened form in the unloc* Eerwicks^ account, where the 
householder, not trusting to recognise the labourers* cMldren, 
especially in disguise, went to the lengbha of asking for their 
surnames, and giving a larger reward to those known in the vicinity*
Such procedures became necessary when guisers travelled great 
distances. The Eiggar troupes were Icnown to visit nei^bouring 
villages within a five mile radius, but the distinction of being 
the furthest-travelled troupe should go to Edrom, if the report 
can be believed, whose guisers played at Spottiswoode, fully 
fifteen miles to the west*
There is far less information about the territory covered by 
the urban troupes, and only the Falkirk^ account gives any detail*
It is curious that reports of fighting between troupes, for owner­
ship of territory, not uncommon in the English accounts, are unknown
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in the Scottish corpus* One might suspect the situation to he 
different in the urban environment, but In the country at least 
troupes co-existed, sometimes (as for example at Abbotsford House) 
in great numbers, thou^ at that location the infinite generosity of 
the host defused any potential tivaliy.
There was no traditional ’stags’ for the folk player* The older 
texts speak of removing implements of work (e*g* spinning wheels), 
but this may have been a symbolic rather than a real direction* In 
the ’Big Houses’ it seems to have been rare for the guisers to be 
admitted to the drawing-rooms of the wealthy, and no doubt the 
flailing wooden swords and muddy boots were much of the reason* The 
Melrose^ account gives the ’servants’ hall’ as the location, and the< 
drift of evidence is that the kitchen was in most cases the stage 
most suitable for its warmth, large size, stone floor, outside 
entrance, a^râllability of bread and cheese for reward, and a common 
ground on which servants and family could congregate* Each of the 
two illustrations of the modem custom (unloc* Galloway Johnstone 
and the Carse Drawing) show the performance in such a room*
The urban guisers of the later nineteenth century had to
jp
compress their performance into the tenement rooms, as the Falkirk
information reveals : ’The kitchen would be made full of nei^boura,
the youngest children watching from the top of the recessed bed’*
Where the confines of the cottage or tenement made an indoors
performance impossible, then the guisers performed in the street,
’around the doors’ as at Prestonpans or occasionally, as in the
Stirling^, a formal outdoor performance would be given for the 
/
benefit of all the dwellers in a tenement block*
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4# The Performers
The previous chapter set out the way in which the folk drama 
came to the young player as a result of the Reformation* A phrase 
like ’young player’ usefully disguises a vagueness concerning the 
age of the hoys concerned, for there was doubtless great variation 
from time to time, and from place to place* The lower age limit 
ml^it have depended on whether there Tras an elder brother in the 
troupe, and younger sons might well have been useful walk-ons 
in the piece, especially if their demands on the night’s rewards 
were less. The upper age limit was pi-obably dictated by size and 
mberbyr householders might be unwilling to admit burly, disguised
strangers, especially those proposing to fi^t with weapons; from
the youths’ poinrk of view, coming to (the threshold of) man’s 
estate would be reason enough for imttdmg away childish things, 
like guising.
The descent of the play to younger boys, and g;irls, has 
already been outlined in Clispter Two, 3* This descent can be taken 
as an indication of the lack of status that the pastime enjoyed, 
and it should be eiddent from this study that the guising dramas 
and dances were throughout their history performed by the tenants, 
the liired labourers, the servants, and their sons, so much so that 
when the custom emerged into public attention, the educated classes 
were unaware of the traditional term ’galoshan’*
There are two exceptions to this ’--orking class’ cast for the
folk play: Sir Walter Scott brushed the custom when he was a
boy (see Edinburgh*^^) but his ignorance of the term ’galoshan’ in 
later life argues that the pastime was not part of M s  culture; 
the informant for Jedburgh^ was Provost, cut his pride was in a 
fiunily as well as a bur^ tradition*
5* Oostime and
The guiser’s white overgarment is traditional in Scotland, and; 
indeed in m c h  of the British Isles, and parts of Europe.' The 
earliest note of it in the folk drama area of Scotland is in the 
mocking remark made at the expense of the ^reformed* Edinburgh 
baillies of l6l7?
I am persuaded that j f  God and his angells at the last
day should come downe in their whitest garments, they would
run away and cry, "The Children of the Chappell are come
39againe to torment us".
In the nineteenth century, the boys found their vrtiite garments 
in the white shirts of their fathers, or white gowns of their mothers, 
in either case bound at the wais-b with a sash to hold the sword* The 
wh3.te s^ark*^  Is noted early (at Traquair 1805) and continues throu^- 
out the century, declining in the women*s goTms of various colours 
at Glasgow^ c.1880, and disappearing with the night shirks of 
Melrose 0*1890.
Tliese garments were generally unadorned (see Bowden), and the 
decorative energies of the guisere were directed on their headgear. 
The guiser's hat, partitnilarly that of the combatant, seems to have 
been the totem of the custom. Its first note, at Traquair 1805, 
is to *"paper helmets*, but thereafter we read of the * fantastic 
caps* of Abbotsford Hbuse^ 182*5, the high, paper hats of Falkirk^, 
the mitre hats of Havdok^, the cocked hats of Stirling^ and 
Peebles^, and the ldlte«shaped hats of Barlston, with their fancy 
colours and fringes of paper.
The most illuminating of all the descriptions of this headgear 
comes in the Melrose and Peebles accounts. The Melrose^ c.l360 
account states that *Golashin wore a "Golashin-hat" made from gilt
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wallpaper, rounded and gothic shaped, decorated with "gum-flowers** 
(imitation flowers) with a cock*a feather stuck in the top*. The 
Peebles* Galatian of c.1040 had *a large cocked-hat of white peper, 
either cut out with little human profiles, or pasted over with penny 
valentines*. The Carse drawing (see Plate Hve), of twenty years 
earlier, shows two versions of a broad-hrimmed hat, decorated around 
its rim.
The Melrose and Peebles examples point towards a tradition of 
a special hat for the *Golashan* character, and known by his name.’ 
The particularity appears to rest in the .manner of its decoration*
* Penny Valentines*, which I take to be akin to *gum-flo7fers*, and 
small, adhesive illustrations of flowers, birds, hearts and *human 
profiles*, suggest an amatory motif, and may well relate to one of 
the roles identified at the beginning of this chapter as belonging 
to. Golashan, that of Lover. If this role is sou^t in the meoLieval 
antecedents discussed in Chapter Pour, then his ancestor would be 
the Summer King, choosing the Earth Bride as his mate, in defiance 
of the Winter King.
Other versions of the guisers* headgear included the *fools* 
hats* of Darnlck* c.1865, remembered as being a foot high, and 
fringed with coloured paper, and the * slouch hats* of Hawick^ 
o .1870. These las*b had feathers as decoration, ad the cocked hats 
of Stirling^ c.1880 had paper plumes.
A style of dress that was as widespread in Europe as the white 
overgarment, and yet rare in Scotland, was the wearing of reflecting 
material, for example, glass, mizTor and silver paper. l*he 
clearest description of this is Scott’s Abbotsford Hbuse^ account, 
where the boys are *all disguised like chimney sweeps on the first 
of May with such scraps of gilt paper and similar trumpery which
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they have collected, for. months before’. Maybe the labour and 
preparation required made this a neglected tradition, and it may 
have survived vestigially in the badges of the Benbows, Admirals, 
and Bold Sailors who, as at Galashiels^, wore ’a star on his breast’.
Two other traditions of dress competed with the white over­
garment* One of these, known as ’Rags and Tatters’ in parts of 
north-east England, requires the wearing of old clothing. It made 
its appearance towards the end of the century, and is recorded at 
Crieff^ 1864, in Hawick^ of about the same period, and in Biggar^ 
0*1900. Tb.0 last style to manifest itself was the ’theatrical’ 
manner of dressing up to suit the charaotez*, noted at Peebles*
C.I84O in a snight way, but more comprehensively at Ihlkirk from: 
1893, Balmaghie in 1897, and at Helensburgh O.1900*
The periods of popularity of these three styles iiiaJce it clear 
that the white overgaiment is the most ezioient and traditional 
fashion, and that the ’theatrical’ style the most recent, and a 
patent sign that the signifiloanco of the custom had been entirely 
lost. The ’Rags and Tatters’ fashion is the least easy to e;xplain. 
The most reasonable explanation is stimulated by the information 
attached to Glasgow*^ , where the boys are described as wearing 
’humble’ costume. At a period vfhen the play custom was seen by 
performer and spectator as a vehicle for begging, it may have 
seemed appropriate to the actor to look as needy as possible, and 
to dress in a pauper’s rags*
There is of course one character in the play who is an 
exception to this summary of costimie. One way of describing the 
doctor’s dress is to say that he was the first of the ’theatrical’ 
costumes for, throu^out most of the period of the modem play, he
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contrivevi to appear in top hat and morning coat (or some close cousin). 
The earliest description of this costume comes in Peebles*, of 1840; 
two accounts, both early, offer variants on this stereotypet unloc. 
Galloway HacTaggart (1823) has Beelzebub as the doctor, healing with 
his club; Glasgow*, of unknown date but possibly early nineteenth 
century, dresses the doctor in the white shirt and sash, and equips 
him with a rod. The significance of these two early reports will 
emerge in the subsequent discussion of the cure*
An important part of the disguising was the covering of the 
face. Blacking the face is noted early; at Bowden 1815 the writer 
includes dark blue in the face make-up, but at Abbotsford House 
1825 the comparison with chimney-sweeps points at soot or burtit cork 
as the commodity. like the white overgarment, the blackening of 
the face is widespread in folk ceremonial, in Scotland from Ballater 
and Arbroath to %,lmaghie and Jedbur^, in Bhitain, and in Europe.'
Its purpose is smibiguous. At the most obvdous level, it is 
the cheapest and quickest way of disguising one’s identity, and that 
was important for the guiser* In the theatrical sense, it represented 
a black man, and if this is an error of interpretation, then it 
came about early in the Scottish tradition, for the ’Droich’ of 
the ’Robin Hood Galling* (see Chapter Plve, 5) describes himself 
in the Asloan version as a ’Soldane out of Seri.and* (a Sultan from 
the land of Syria), and in the Bannatyne version as a ’sargeand out 
of Sowdoun land* (a sergeant from the lands of the Sultan).
I believe that this error led to the Turkish Knights and 
Black Princes of the modern folic play, and that the original impulse 
for the blackened skin related to the notion that the black man 
was sexually more vigorous than the white, and that the brown-
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skinned King of Sunmirr was a more deserving suitor, for the Earth 
Bride than the pallid King of Winteri^ The- confusion with the Moslem 
wariiors of the modern folk play could have been compounded by the 
scimitars / that they carried, for these were crescent
shapes, and therefore fertility images*
"White faces occur in two accountst Peggy at Balmaghie has a 
white face, and Johnny Funny, the young clown at Blantyre a 
floured face; the rarity of this disguise makes it impossible to 
judge whether it relates to the Winter Queen, or Crone, whether 
it is an imitation* of clown make-up, or whether it was a random 
innovation#
There was, of course, another manner of disguising the face*
The weaning of masks is an ancient practice in Scottish guising#
There mEiy once have been a distinction between disguising (= the.
concealment of self) and guislng C- the impersonation of other),
and it may have been apparent in the choice of the visor, which
covered the face, or the mask or ’false face’, worn in order to
assume another Identity*
If there was such a distinction, it was soon lost# Among the
early records, Aberdeen women in l605 were warned against being
4 t’masldLt and digysit’, and the Elgin swo2,'d-<lanoo of 1623 was 
performed by men m t h  ’maskis and mssoitls on their faces’* 
in neither reference does the writer seem to be mîûcing a distinction 
between two types of face-cover*
In the modern accounts of the folk play, the two types do 
occur* In the unloc* Stirlingshire account, the players wore paper 
visors, and at Balmaghie black masks, sometimes with stylised 
decoration. The Falkirk^ 1825 account refers to the preference for
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masks \7ith crooked horns or beards, but implies that this was^practice 
only in the town; the rural difference, if any, is -undisclosed* The 
wei^at of the evidence is that the earlier practice was to blank the 
face, especially in the Border area; the use of the mask seems to 
have been a later development, or at the most, a lesser tradition*
îfefore closing on the matter of the guisers’ costume and 
disguise, the importance of its effectiveness should be mentioned*
In other parts of Britain, great importance was attached to being 
unrecognisable, much in the manner of our contemporary attitude 
to the men who disguise themselves as Father Christmas* Curiously, 
only -two accounts refer to tliis, neither of thesii early* In the 
Hurlet player’s vrords: ’We had to disguise ourselves as much as 
possible with clothes, also our manner of speaking, so as to deceive 
the people in the houses’ * In the imloo. Galloway Hi all accounts 
’One of the things -fchat provided great acusaaent was identify3..ng 
the players# Anyone -pfho got away witliout being identified was 
very proud of himself’*
Tîîis need for anonymity is, X believe, ancient, and points to 
the ’cosmic empathy’of 'bhe Summer/Winter conba-b, where the guiser 
’is’ rather than ’represents* the natural forces* It is a world 
a'&yay from theatre, where part of the pleasure is in recognising 
the psrfomer, and admiring the skill of the impersonation, rather 
than contemplating -the thing impersonated. It is in opposition to
the matter of rewarding the tenants and strangers differently, as 
at Abbo'bsford Houae^, and it may be that the ’feudalism’ of the 
Scottish pastime has warred on the goisers’ need for anonymi-fcy*'
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6* The Play Performed
Said* Sung and Acted
This heading is taken from the description of the performance 
in the unloc# Angus account, and almost matches the mode of 
performance Sir Walter Scott saw at Abbotsford House^, where the 
children were said to ’recite verses sing songs # # # and recite or 
act little dramatic pieces’#
The extent of the sung element is not easy to gauge. The Bowden 
1815 report; begins with a singing guiser who, if the text can be 
taken literally, is prologue to a sung entertainment:
Redd room, and redd room 
And gies room to sing 
We’ll shew ye the best sport 
Acted at Christmas time#
Many of the accounts specify that the resurrected guiser sings lois 
gratitude to the Doctor, and his professions of friendship to the 
other combatant# Equally clearly, the doctor’s episode could not 
be sung, at least not the short dialogue exchanges concerning the fee 
and his qualifications# The early Traquair reporb (I8O5) says that 
the play was acted#
From the performers’ point of view, a bune for the words would 
be a valuable aid to memory, and also a carapace of form to shield 
them from the self-consciousness of a dramatic performance. Scott’s 
description of the ’merry masquers’ in ’Marmion* (quoted under 
Fdinbur^^) thou^ unflattering, is illuminating:
If unmelodious was the song 
It was a hearty note, and strong#
Numerous accounts testify that the guisers’ voices were ’strong’, 
and to be ’unmelodious’ was no great crime# Perhaps the effect
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was rather that of doggerel chanting at maximum volume, ’roared like
a battle slogan’, in the words of the Jedburgh? informant.
Of the traditions collected in this study, only Prestonpans
(which see) includes a tune. In the matter of the sung text, the
recent (post 1979) research by Emily Lyle 7d.ll turn a new page in
43the study of this tradition# -
Making an Entrance
At Hawick®, the performance of the play depended on a welcoming 
answer to the First Man’s request, ’Will ee let 00 ack?’ (will you 
let us act), a predictable and proper overture for boys who wish to 
perform the folk play for money. There is a most revealing difference 
between this beginning, c#1880, tind the fashion in the same tovnti a 
half-century earlier, found in the infomation for Hhwick^s
The first of the five had'to be a ’forritsome’ lad, as 
he had the doors to open and begin the play. He often 
got s, reception as rude as his own entrance had been, and 
had many a time to rush out more eagerly than he had dared 
to enter in.'
In other words, the guiser entered the house uninv3.ted, and began the 
performance unasked. This is the authentic and traditional invasion 
of the guiseri'^ the bringers of fextility and fortune are not to 
stand on the threshold and -bimidly ask for permission to enter; they 
are rather the possessors of the life Force, and tenporarily above 
human laws and civil manners. That half-century in Hawick spanned 
the declim-e, from the relic of the *luck-b.ringer’ to the advent of
the ’money“COHector’ #
Only one other Scottish location records this ancient mode of 
entry: the Helensburgh account of c.1900 states that the boys
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"practice wag to go- ’’round the doors** lifting up the sneck [latch] 
and walking in*. Unlike the hoys of Hawick®’, ’they were never 
refused entry’J
The survey of medieval folk drama in Scotland in Chapter Iiïve 
provided an excellent example of this traditional entry. In the 
’Robin Hood Crying’ (printed in Appendix Five), the ^Droich’ is 
introducing a Robin Hood play. He begins by irrupting into the 
audience, noisily and unexpectedly:
Harry, harry, hobillschoweî 
Se quha is oommyn nowe,
But X wait nevir howe 
With the quhorle wynd?
Later lines reinforce the idea of his arriving in the audience’s 
midst, violent, noisy but not dangerous:
Quha is coimnyn heir, hot I 
A bauld bustuoss bellamy 
At your corss to make a cry 
With a hie soune?
Tvro other entity rituals are noted* At Forfar, ’when guisers 
called, they said **Onything for the gui^rs?" The correct reply 
was, "Nothing but a red-hot poker". At Balmaghie
the practice was for all except the Doctor to enter the 
kitchen. One being asked ’%at do you want?’ they would 
reply by singing ’Gentle Annie’ or any other song, before 
beginning the dialogue.
The opening lines of the text occasionally preserve reference 
to traditional activity of the first-comer. At Cumnock, the first 
speech commands.
Stir up the fire and give us li^t
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For in this house there’ll be a fî^t*
At Falkirk , Talking Man ’picks up the poker and. suits the action 
to the words’ as he says.
Stir up the fire be on your mettle 
For in this house will be a battle.
In these cases, the ’stir* ^ven to the fire is only one part 
of the general stir of warmth, liveliness and welcome that the guisers 
generate. The thought is several centuries old; it occurs in a 
carol found in a group of Welsh poems written down C.15OO,
Mende the fyre, and make gud chere 
lyil the cuppe, Ser Bbtelereî^^
Bowden and Kilsyth preserve another ancient and widespread 
tradition where a guiser begins by sweeping the playing area. At 
Bowden, the action is accompanied with the line,
Redd up rocks redd up reels, 
and this, coupled -sTith the description of the player as *a servant’, 
makes for a simple matter of clearing and tidying the acting area/ 
Kilsyth may glance back at the earlier tradition for there the play 
♦began by the entrance of an old wife, who, with her besom, swept 
out the floor and retired’. I take this crone to be a surviving 
beldam from the May games.
The entrance made, and the Introduction spoken, the play moves 
■vd-thout delay to the combat.
The Combat
The vigour and liveliness shown by the First Man is exceeded 
by the combatants, whose physical bearing, boldness of voice, vaunts 
and threats are, or should be, of the highest order, in the language 
of the reporters ’fiercely’ (Arbroath) | ’blustering, boastful’
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(unloc. Hoxbur^s); ’roared like a battle slogan’ (Jedburgh*^). Though 
tills style may well suit the boastful soldier of comedy, I prefer 
to ascribe it to the archetypal battle of Winter and Summer, as 
belonging to those kings who had the power to bind the living earth 
to their rule.
Winter and Summer, as combatants, faded from the folk play 
in the sixteenth century, if not before, and were replaced by 
champions more acceptable to the religious authorities. In Ehgland 
St. George v/as an admirable substitute: for the Church he was a 
Christian saint; for the civil government he was the national patron 
saint; for the people he was by legend a dragon-slayor, and since 
'bhe dragon was a winter symbol, this deed made him a Summer* King.
In Scotland, one of the chief roles was given to Alexander.
This is and was a very popular first nïsme in Sobtland, noticeably 
so in the twelfkh and tliirteenth centuries vdien its popularity was 
secured by three kings of that name, who reigned from 1107 - 1124, 
and 1214 - 1286. Tlie Alexander of the Scottish play is not a king, 
however, but ’Alexander the Great of Macedon’, an inspired choice 
in that he alone of all generals could match the boast of Summer 
and Winter of conquering all the known worldi^ If the change of 
name was made in the tliirteeuth century, as the kings’ najne would 
suggest, then the Normanisation of Scotland plays another part in 
tMs study; for the knights of the later Middle Ages Alexander 
the Great was both the flower of soldiery and cliivaliyf^ Tliua 
Alejcander satisfied the popular, civil and patriotic requirements, 
and his place in antiquity freed iiim fi*om entanglement with the 
Church.
He became the basis for variation. The classical hero appeared 
as Hector, and Caesar (at Traquair). Tiie conqueror was updated to
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Napoleon, and localised to Robert the Brace, Sir William Wallace, 
Graham, Douglas, Menteith, and Galgacus. Bhe influx of Hanoverians 
(King George of Macedonia, Prince George, and King George IV) were 
probably the outcome of St* George, patriotism, and English chapbooks-* 
The warrior could be unnatjied, like the ’General’ of Balmaghie, or 
sea-going, like Bbl Eendo (Bold Benbow), the Admiral, and Blue 
Sailor, and although these sailors rai^t be encouraged by sea­
going relatives of the guisers, or pride in the Royal Navy, the 
black or tarry skins of these ’Jack Tars’ mi^t relate to the black- 
faoed warriors mentioned above* Of the remaining heroes,
♦Buokteeth* of Wishaw is a humorous variant for "Mentieth’, and 
’Farmer’s Son* the popular, local hero of the country districts*
There is a textual reminder, even :ln the ferocity of the 
vaunts, that the acti'vity is regarded by its performers as a ’gpme’% 
for one combatant will vow ’to m n  the g'aue* and his opponent 
answer
Tlae game, sir, the game, sir is not within your powerî 
The early Bowden.'report is titled ’Tîie Game of Guisarts’* This 
should be taken to demonstrate that the b-oys regarded the 
’Galoshans’ as one of the year’s pastimes, like others of a semi- 
dramatic nature, but not ’theatre’* Towards the end of the 
nineteenth century, the change of attitude that brought in 
’theatri.cal’ costivne enabled the c oru'e spend en t for the Glasgovf^  
report to describe the activity as ’play-acting’*
There was much variation in the style of the combat. Stirling® 
had ’a stately exchange of blows rather than an osd'iibition of fonoih^’ ♦ 
At Cumnock and Glasgow^, the combatants struck their swords three
times upward and once downward, a pattern they had learned from the 
popular theatre of the day, according to the Glaswegian account.
Other pairs showed more improvisation, as perhaps in the ’hash 
smash’ of Falkirk^*
The death, at Arbroath the wounding, of one of the combatants 
quickly brings about changes. It has already been pointed out that 
Galoshan becomes ’^Jack’ during the combat or after the resurrection. 
The manner of the victor switches suddenly from direst cruelty to 
compassion and lament. Hè discovers his victim to be a kind of 
brothers at Falkirk^ the appropriate dialogue is
Down Jack! Down to the ground you must go - 
Oh Of What’s this I’ve done?
I’ve killed my brother Jack, my father’s only sonf 
Gall upon the doctor.
The recognition of the ’brother’ I take to be another illustration 
of the archetypal combat of the Kings of Winter and Summer, a pair 
of brother kings who shared the kingdom of the earth for six monthly 
terms.'
hx two of the Scottish plays, the victor improbably denies 
responsibility for the death. These two (unloc. Angus and Peebles®) 
resemble the scenario of some of the sword-dance dramas of north­
east Ehgland^^ and elsewhere, where the unwillingness of the individual 
to accept the blame for the killing has been related to the community 
killing a ’scape-goat’*
The lamentation over the death, however, is swiftly followed by 
the call for a doctor, whose appearance sets in train the second part 
of the drama, the resurrection.
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The Doctor and the Pure
The doctor’s episode is the central action of the play and it 
is worth noting, at the outset, how distinctive the passage is. It 
is a prose passage in an otherwise versified text, and the freedom 
from rhyme assists a variation in text and action; its central 
character, the doctor, has already been shown to differ from the 
rest of the players in the style of his costume, and the same 
apartness is evident in three of the Gazetteer accounts: at Balmaghie, 
all except the doctor enter the room at the beginning; in the unloc. 
Perthshire version, the six strike their sticks together before the 
doctor is called to the scene; in the Crieff® account, the Doctor 
is the only survivor of the tradition, still wearing much of the 
recognised costume, with a staff attached to his coat, leading 
the festivity with his fiddle.
, In my view, this Crieff relic preserves the original role of the 
doctor, which was to promote festivity. This rejoicing followed 
his action, which was to raise the Sjjinraer King, or the recumbent 
cult animal, and restore them to the full vigour of their strength 
and sexual vitality. Reflections of this primal role are perceptible 
in the rare glimpses of this character in medieval times.
The best of these comes in a fifteenth-centuiy miracle play, 
believed to originate in the East Midlands of England. It is an 
anti-Semitic piece, a story of some Jews divinely punished for their 
contempt for the theory of transubstantiation. An episode with a 
doctor is interpolated into the play, introduced by the doctor’s 
comic servant ’Colie*, who vaunts his master’s skill in lines 
reminiscent of the ’Galoshan* text in its alliteration, veterinary 
colouring, and sexually-transmitted diseases;
What hath the canlcer, the colick, or the lax,
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ITie tercian, the quartan,or the burning aches,
For worms, for gnawing, grinding in the *,?omb'or in the 
49boldiro . •
Almost immediately, the doctor’s offer to help is refused, and
he leaves the play. That he is given this brief and purposeless
’guest* appearance is a sign of his popularity with the fifteenth-
century audience. Ttmt the Christian propagandist shows him
offering help to the Jews indicates the distaste with which
Clzristians viewed a character who mimicked Jesus in raising the
dead* Further illumination cones from this item. The doctor
is called ’Mayster Brendyche of Braban* (Brabant); Brabant baths
50were believed to spread syphilis, and the doctor’s name may be
read as ’burned itch’, or perhaps ’burned dick*, though the use
of ’dick’ for ’penis® is not recorded before the nineteenth century.^ "*
This theme is rejoined below*.
The only Scottish notice is the record of the monarch’s
jpayment in I506 for a doctor’s gown, hood and hose for his Pool,
52John Bute, who was accompanied by his man ’Spark* . Hy grounds 
for recognising him as a doctor of ’physic’ (rather than Divinity) 
lie mainly in this subsidiary companion* Tliough no such character 
appears in the modern Scottish play texts, elsewhe.re in Britain 
(for example, the Gotawolds) the comedy be'bween the doctor and his 
man forms one of the major attractions of the performance*^^
♦Spark’ would be a suitable name for an over-lively serving man 
who, like ’Colie* of almost the same period, was ever something 
bebreen a hindrance and a help.
These -bwo medieval precursors of the fo.lk play doctor offer 
solid support to the theoiy that the role belonged to the ’revel-
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raalcer’, or Pool, for ’Mayster Brendyche* is a comic doctor, and John 
Bute is a Pool, given doctor’s, clothing. The function of the cure is 
to bring rejoicing where there was lamentation, and joy where there 
was misery* Accordingly, amongst the ailments that the Scottish 
folk play doctors volunteer to cure are griefs of the mind. The 
Bowden doctor can cure *the raaligrumphs*, defined as bad temper, 
spleen, or sulking, and ’the blaes* - sometimes the ’blue devils’, 
or the blues, depression, especially in connection with delirium 
tremens. Elsewhere, the doctor offers to cure ’mallincholy’, or 
♦melancholia’?^
The second function of the ’Doctor as Pool’ was to restore 
the regenerative capacity of the world with the coming of summer, 
an aim first observed in this study with the actions of Priest John
at Inverkeithing (see Cliapter Four, 4). The Bowden doctor vaunts
a cure for * the.burning pintle’ (’pintle’ is an archaic term for 
’penis’), and ’pip’, which was both roup in poultry and a slang 
word for syphilis. Tlie doctors of the unloc. Abbotsford 
Collection can cure the ’pox’ and the ’clap’ (i.e. gonorrhoea). 
Many of the texts have a variation on ’root’, ’rot’, ’rotting of 
snout’, or ’broken snout’, with its double meaning of ’sheep rot’, 
and"the disfiguremenb brought about by venereal disease*.
More general claims for sescual regeneration are made in respect 
of women. The claims to make a woman of sixty like one of sixteen
(Peebles®), or to ’gar an old woman of seventy look as gay as a
young woman of sixteen’ (Stirling®) probably derive from the Summer 
and Winter Queen drama (see Chapter Four, 4), where the crone of 
Winter dies to be reborn as the Bride of Summer*
To examine the manner in which laughter and sexual energy was
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regenerated, we turn to the cures employed. It is a reasonable 
hypothesis that the King of Summer would be revived by Spring weather, 
that is, sunsliine and showers. No ’sunsliine* remedy has come to 
my attention in the Scottish texts (although in England some instances 
of doctors giving ’sun discs’ in the form of yellow pills are noted); 
rain, however, may well be apparent, in two forms*
The most common name for the doctor in Scotland is Brown.
Indeed, his practice is interrrupted only by Dr Jones of Edinburgh®, 
the ’Greek Doctor’ of Quothquan, and Dr 'lore of,unloc. East Lothian. 
’Brown’ may simply be chosen for its itiyme with ’to'wn’, but if it 
has any deeper significance, it may lie in its possible derivation 
from the Anglo-Norman b:min (= cloud), and bruine (= rain)?^, It 
may be believed that revivifying ceremonies in the May Games, where 
the ’Di'oich* (see Ghapter Five, 2) squli-ts water over the celebrants, 
may well have been modified 7rhen the caistom was moved to midwinter. 
Finally, in this connection, the n.ame of the seventeenth-oentury 
Relapse doctor. Dr Syringe, might preserve the name of the 
instrument used for squirfcing liquid (see below, in the passage 
on ’hole in the back’)*
The medicament is a liquid (except for the ’magic snuff’ at 
Innerleithen), and for the majority of cases applied erbemally, 
in W o  drops (throe at Quothquan ) o ■ftie points of application are 
’brow and eyes’, ’nose and bim’, ’nose and chin’, ’nose and toes’, 
’nose and thumb’, ’head and bum’, and ’backand head*. On analysis, 
this list re veal, s itself as vari8.tions on ’nose’' (e.g. brow, chin) 
and ’bum’ (e.g. thumb, back, toes).
Each of these features is sexually symbolic* The hooked noses 
and pointed cliins of the Commedia dell' Arte masks are thought to have
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57had phallic signitflcanoe'J and modem folklore popularly equates
the length of the nose with the sex organ. The ’hum’ or anus, serves
for the female sex symbol, In this respect it appears in the doctor’s
1T
vaunts as the_*rumpel-grane’, where ’rurapel’ - ’rump’; and'‘grane’
= ’division’;^ in company with promises to cure the ’rum el gumption
in an old man’s belly’ (unloc* Abbotsford Coll,®), Elsewhere this
promise is made for ’the rumple^mption of the big toe’ (Hawick^),
and ’of a m.an seven years in hd-s gi*ave’ (Peebles®), ’Gumption’,
51a word of obscure origin, . has a general sense of shrewdness, 
comon-sense*
In summary, the doctor is applying M s  remetîy to the emblems 
of the male and female sex organs, repairing the ’rotting of snout’ 
and restoring the ’rump-ability’ of the crone to that of a ’woman 
of sixteen’. This promise of ae:x;ual regeneration and joyfulness 
is found at its most complete in the garbled verse of the early 
text given under unloc, Abbotsford Collection®:
I <îan cure the pox and the blue Devils 
The rumelgLWiption in an old man’s belly
T}je mrapel'-gxane and the Brandy-'-iv-hirtela (== wnlthings from 
And can raise the man fresh and hale excess of Brandy)
That had lain seven yea;t;’ in his grave.
• ft » n077 I’ll put a little to his nose
And a little to his Dim * . . * , , , ,
The liquid is called ’inlcez’^-pinker’, ’inlcy-pinky’ and ’eenslcy- 
peensky-pansky-po’ft The only explanation offered for this name is 
that of eigirteenth-century small beer (Stirling®), ’Inl<y-pinky’ in
all probability prompted ’the magical touch of my little finger’
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(Peebles®), from the use of ’pinky’ for ’little finger’. % e  true
origin of this medicine, however, is to be sougjit through the details
of the cure from Quothquan, a version which dates from c.1840, and
which was noted by a man who had pei'formed in the role of ’the Greek
Doctor’ in the village. There the boast is that he
can msdce an old woman o’ three score look like ane o’
sixteen, by giving her three drops of my Juniper ink,,
tine and horn which is commonly called the ram’s horn#
Here the translation of crone into nymph is made with the aid
of the ’ram’s horn’ (which is obscure but may have some phallic
significance) and the ’Juniper ink*'. ’Juniper’ I take to be a
reference to the fruit base for the making of gin. Of more interest
is the straight forward use of ink.) wMoh was presumably Indian,
or OMna, ink, originally l;imp-black- mixed M.th size or glue, and
rubbed dovm in water for use*
Witîi this detïdl, the picture of the sexual regeneration euro
is now complete the ’Fool-aS'-Doctor’ applied black, the colour
5B'
of fertility and rebirth^ . to the male and female sex organs. It 
is possible that this cure may have given rise to the black-faced 
guiser in the role of the resurrected man, for several performances
of the drama iTOuld have brought about this result*
There is a second cure in the folk play, of wliich there only 
siundve hints and echoes. The curiosity of the ’hole in the back’ 
of vrhich the resurrected man complains in some of the older texts, 
has already been touched upon in Chapter Six, 6, but it reappears 
here as the reminder of a cure at least as venerable as the one 
already discussed* It is spoken of at Crieff^, Falkirk^, Peebles®, 
Bowden and (vestigially) Helensburgh, always in terns of its large 
size, that the doctor’s fist or tongue could be -turned round ten
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times in it, that a ooach and four could he driven through it, or 
that it could hold three horses’ heads* Anatomical detail is added 
at Bowden, where the hole is said to he in the lumbar region of the 
back, and at Helensburgh, where it is in the loins.
These last two details persuade me that this obscure detail of 
the cure belongs with the ’rumpel-grane’, or anal, activity, and 
the point at issue is to discover how this large hole, or enlarged 
orifice, has been created.
To begin the explanation, we should look first at a nineteenth- 
century record of an Irish wake-gaîiie that shared the theme of the 
^Galoshan’ play. Tlie combat between the two heroes has ended with 
the apparent death of one, and his fall is lamented with the proper 
degree of grief and ceremony mit il the mood is changed;
It was then suggested that the prostrate man was not 
dead, and an herb-<loctor, arrayed with white flowing 
beard, carrying a huge bundle of herbs, was led in, and 
went through sundry strange incantations* The fallen man
CJQ
then came to life.
Xn my view, the ’huge bundle of herbs’ carried by the doctor is not 
the sign of a ’herb-doctor’, for they tended not to cany huge 
bundles, nor to cure by ’sundry strange incantations’. It is rather 
a substitute for the ’living bough*, already noted as the symbol of 
the Green Man (see Plate Two), and carried on the shoulder like a 
club. It is an important etymological point that the word ’wand’ 
derives from a Scandinavian wo:rd for ’the living shoot of a tree’^ ^ 
and this same word is used for the doctor’s instrument of cure at 
Bowden;
and immediately he touches him with a small rod or wand, 
orders hi.m to rise up. Jack*
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The others are re-animated with a toubh of the wand, 
and instantly spring up, all except Poor Jack, who rises 
slowly and complaining of a severe pain, in the lumber 
regions of his back.
The only other instance of this cure is found in another early text, 
that of Glasgow®, where the Doctor carried a rod, which he used to 
resuscitate Galatian*
It is clear from the descriptions that the ’living bou^’ has 
shrunk to a mere stick, but the regenerating strength of the ’green 
wood’ symbol has survived into modem times in these tvro early texts.
The argi'sment is advanced to a different stage by consideration 
of a second metamorphosis of the ’living tree’. In Chapter Four, 4,
it was noted that the living trees that the Wildman and Woodv?ose
uprooted were used for fighting as well as house-building. In the 
first use they were also therefore ’clubs’, and this second line of 
development is illuminating, for the charactex* in the modern play 
that carii.es the club is, of course, Beelzebub, and it will be
necessary to dilgress from the cure at this point to discuss this
character’s ancestry/
The presence of this Old Testament god of the Philistines 
(2 Kings 1:2) has never been explained, even in the more general 
application of the name to mean ’Satan or any devil or demon^^ My 
o\m explanation is that the name, in earlier foxmi ’Boi^ebub’, was 
created in the seventeenth centuxy from the popular description 
of a folk fool. In the manner of folk name-calling discussed at 
the beginning of tliis chapter, the name is made up of the obvious 
and inseparable elements of his costume, his bells and M s  club, 
or ’bauble’. Two lines from a ? c.1540 poem, ’The thrio Tailes 
of the thrie Priests of Peblis’, make it clear that these
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accoutrements were inseparable from the sixteenth-century Scottish 
Pool;
Unto the kirk he came befoir the king,
With club and cote, and mory bel to ring^^
Such a figure amongst the guisers night well be known as
’bells and bauble’, later corrupted to 3elsnbaub(le), and with the
printing of the chapbook, ’corrected* to Beelzebub.
Mox'e will be written about Beelzebub in the discussion of the
end-play. It is sufficient at tliis point to link the character
with the Pool and his club. This instrument has been noted in
Chapter Pour, 4, as a phallic item, and thus it associates itself
with the regenerative power of the ’living branch’ of the Green
Man* It also appears in the modern versions of the folk play as
the Doctor’s instrument of resurrection, and if its appearance
is ambiguous, then that must be expected for the representation,
and the description of the representation, of the application of
the phallus, the male s;ymbol, to the anus, the female symbol* Such
a description is given by Rossiter in his account of an early-
twentieth oentuiy folk play in Gloucestershire when he says of
the cure that ’the club was poked into the coi?pse in a way that
6?struck me as improbable even In doctors*.-"
Mb parallel description is found in the Scottish corpus, and 
the only appearance of Beelzebub as the doctor is in the unloc.
Galloway MacTaggaxt account. Here, however, the club is the 
healing instruments
T/hat can you cure?
(Boizebub answere-bh -)
All disorders to be sure,
The gravel and the gout.
The rotting of the snout;
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Cut off legs and arms 
Join them too again 
%  the virtue of my oluh*
The researcher is entitled to feel more disappointment than 
surprise in finding so little record of this symbolic act of 
copulation, either in the modem folk play, or in its medieval 
antecedents. What glimmers there are tend to remain with the 
animal cults. In the ’Plou^ Song’, the dead ox was revived by 
being ’brodded®, and whilst this action is representing the goading 
of the animal into action, it is interesting to note the use of the 
word ’wand* at the resurrection moment of the ceremony: 
the gad wand is both light and sharp
To brod his belly while he start, hey. (Appendix 11.39-60)
To find support for the same mode of revival in the Horse cult, 
one could look as far afield as the conspicuous "’Obby ’Oss" 
custom of Padstow in Cornwall, where a horse-guiser is the leading 
totem of a Spring festival. The *0'bby *Obs dances tlirough the 
streets, occasionally collapsing as from fatigue, and being revived 
by his ’Teaser’, who dances with him, canying the ceremonial club: 
in this repeated action it is possible to see the relics of a 
’death and resurrection’ action* If one were to look for a Scottish 
parallel to this, one would look in vain, for the St. Obert Riding 
of Perth (see Cliapter Pour, 2), the most likely source, has so few 
details.
If, as I believe, a prominent action of the Dootor-as-Pool 
was to apply the phallic club in this symbolic manner, then this 
would provide the original reason or purpose for the ’hole in the
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back’. It is possible also to discern another, later, justification. 
In many English versions of the folk play, the dead combat here: is. 
brou^t back to life by the extraction of a tooth, For this cure,
the doctor has frequently to enlist the whole team of mummers, for
the tooth is of huge size, and has a lengthy root.
A sixteenth-centuiy Commedia text, called *Zanni at the teeth- 
p u l l e r t h o u ^  geographically removed, is textually remarkably 
close to the British folk play. The scene begins with the doctor 
boasting of his skill gained with conversations m t h  forer fpiera, 
and of the power of his elixir, which he claims will give an old 
woman large breasts and a fertile womb. The 2anni enters, 
complaining about his toothache, and tlie length of the tooth’s 
root, which he says grows so deeply that it would be easier to 
extract it through his anus, vdth the help of clysters,, than throu^ 
his mouth. The Doctor compromises by making the exbraction 
through the Zarmi’a stomach.
The most likely interpretation of the ’tooth-pulli?ig’ 
episode is that it represents a medieva-l variant of the indecent 
action with the phallic club. Vdien the insertion and extraction 
of the Fool’s phallic club became too indecent an act too perfoxm, 
the folk players had to find a substitute item to extract. The 
farcical tooth-exbraction might well have belonged to the time 
when the role of Healer ?fas being transferred from the Fool to the 
Doctor. I theorise that originally the tooth was extracted from 
the anus, later from the stomach, and finally fr*om the mouth. The 
original of the extraction would have lefb the empty space, and 
this would have been the subject of the revived combatant’s 
complaint, Vfhen the action had to be abandoned, the retention of 
the words of complaint would have served, for a generation or so,
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to remind the onlooker of the rough comedy.
In. conclusion, therefore, the original cures of the folk play 
were sexual, and involved the smearing of black, the colour of 
regeneration, on the symbols of the male and female sex organs, 
or the symbolic act of copulation M t h  the Green Ma-n’s living 
bough, or the Fool’s phallus-substitute.
It is a curiosity of the folk play text that the resurrected 
hero is called ’Jack’, no matter how .-rand a title he enjoyed 
before combat. Indeed the Falkirk^ 1825 text begins the trans­
lation at the point when the ’great King of Macedon’ is gaining 
the masteiy over the still-figiiting Galgacusr
Down Jack I Down "ko the ground you must go - 
Oh 01 What’s this I’ve done?
• I’ve killed my brother Jack, my father’s only son£
After the cure, the Doctor’s command is, ’Jack, start to your feet 
and stand£’
The name ’Jack* is ■wi.deap.read in folk play* In England, 
troupes of mummers talc© the name (e.g, ’Plough Jacks’, ’Jolly Jacks’), 
and several individual characters, usually Fools, incorj^orate it 
into their title (e.g, ’Farmer Jack®, ’Jack Finney’). The 
references to the Commedia dell’ Arte have included ’%a.nni’, a 
Venetian corruption of ’Giovanni’ ' that spread the name o.f this 
particular Fool until, as ’zany’, i"^ has entered the language to 
refer to clown-like behaviour.
The change of name remains ime.xplained, for the erstwhile 
brother-king and combatant does not become a ’Pool’ after the 
resurrection. In the light of the ’hole in back’ enquiry, it would 
appear that the resurrection of the hero has retained some elements 
from the revival of the zanni.
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Once the cure has taken effect, the Falkirk^ injunction to 
•start to yonr feet* is obeyed, and the revived man demonstrates 
the full return of his vigour. At Bowden, for example, *the others 
are re-animated with a touch of the wand, and instantly spring up*. 
The same degree of healing has been exercised on the combatant*s 
mind, for in place of the murderous intent h^s come sorrow, 
forgiveness and a wish to be re-united with his *brother* and 
indeed with all ment
Oh brother? Oh brother? why didst thou me kill?
I never would have thou^t that you my precious 
blood would spill*
But since we're all revived 
We'll all shake hands and *gree ™
We'll all shake hands and 'greeg 
And we'll never fi^t no more.
And we will be like brothers,
As we were once before. CHhwick^)
The %oom-Bearers
With the reconciliation of the combatmts the action of the 
drama comes to an end; the text, however, continues* The final 
phase is made up by a miscellany of characters who enter merely 
to recite their verses and assist in the quete ^ r oolleotioi^'^, 
There can be no doubting the former signiflcanoe of these 
characters, powerful enou^ to compel their inclusion in the 
modem version, even though the compiler could find no place for 
them in the action. Prom the point of viw #f the performer, 
the characters were a positive disadvantage@ for they prolonged.
and therefore decreased the number of, the performances, thereby 
diminishing the collection while increasing the beneficiaries 
from it.
In my vie?/, these characters are relics from earlier ages of 
the folk play, figures whose action and dialogue have been lost, 
but whose presence in the annual pastime was, at the time of the 
modem compilation, considered indispensable, and who have there­
fore been fitted out with suitable verses, and attache! to the 
combat drama. This view of these characters is different from 
that strongly canvassed by Dean-Smith, in which she sees British 
folk plays as the wreckage of an archetypal 'life Cycle' drama 
This scenario would have included the conception, birth and 
growing to manhood of the hero, his fight for his lover, his 
death and resurrection. % e  models for this comprehensive 
metaphor for regeneration were noted by British scholars in the 
Balkans in the early years of this century - the 'continental 
analof?ues' referred to in the first chapter. I prefer to see the 
modern folk play as the descendant of the pre-Reformation folk 
play forms discussed in Chapter Pour, and to view the 'stray 
characters* as relics of other pastimes and seasons, agglomerated 
with the combat action at some point in the semnteenth century 
by a compiler of the fragments left of popular pastime at the 
Restoration.
If this view is correct, then the image of the modem folk 
play as a decayed ^Idfe Cycle' drama would be a delusion brought 
about by a compilation brought together for the first time at the 
dawn of the modern period. Nevertheless, in the following 
discussion of these characters, it will be noted that they in 
some cases originated in birth and marriage actions, and it would
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be helpful at this point to refer to a conspicuous survival of such 
a scenario in the British folk play*
The tradition in question is that centred on the Lindsey area 
of Lincolnshire, where the folk play features an action in which 
the crone Dame Jane presents the young hero with a baby she claims 
to be his, with the demand that he acknowledge his fatherhood by 
becoming her husband* Ee decides instead to heed the Recruiting 
Sergeant, and enlist for the army. Below the surface of this drama 
lie the new^bom, the New Year symbol noted in connection with 
Robin Hood (in Chapter live), and the crone who alternates with 
the nymph Cor Maiden) in the Summer and Winter legend; it is these 
archetypes that underlie the first set of characters to be discussed.
The antecedents of these characters were introduced into this 
study in Chapter Four, 4, in the passage on medieval Maying 
ceremonies, where notice was taken of the crone or Winter Queen, 
and the progress of the living bough of the Green Man's consoid;, 
first into the 'summer tree* or maypole, and subsequently into 
the broom or besom.'
These two occur together at Kilsyth, where the play was begun 
'by the entrance of an old wife, who, with her besom, swept out 
the floor and retired'* The action of sweeping X take to be a 
rationalisation of the carrying of the emblem, related to the 
need for an uncluttered space for the performers. At Balmaghie, 
the cast included 'Peggy* and 'Wean* and, although these two had 
no surviving action or text, their appearance strongly echoes the 
Dame Jane and her baby of the Lincolnshire play; 'Peggy* wore an 
ardcle-lengbh dress and an old mutch, and carried an old umbrella, 
while 'Wean* wore a small frock and a be—ribboned hat. Both of 
them had whitened faces, a very rare feature in the folk play,
and perhaps a reminder of their *Winter^ aspect. Two obher 'children* 
are found in the Scottish corpus ; in Biggar^ *Wee Yin* has some' of 
the presenter's lines; at Bowden, *Boy* has grown into the ranks of 
the combatants, and kills St. George*
The * crone ' is thus plainly evident, the * nymph* or 'Maiden* 
less so. The discussion of the doctor's cure has already laid out 
grounds for believing that a lost action of folk play involved the 
transformation of a woman of sixty into a girl of sixteen (Peebles^), 
and my opinion is that, in the modern, versions of the folk play, 
the untranslated crone represents both varieties of the female*
The gï’ounds for this opinion lie in the emblem of the broom or 
besom, which in the Maying pastime v/as carried by the Summer Queen.
So diagnostic is this accoutrement 'bhe.t it has given its nrme to 
the carrier? at Spottiswoode the room is cleared by 'îîossy with a 
besom*'; in the decayed version gi.ven under unloc. Oliambers (a), 
the guiser dressed as a girl wore a-n o.ld woman's cap, carried a 
broomstick, and was called 'Bessie'. I venture also that the 
strength of the attachment brot.igh‘b about the usage of 'besom* as 
a disparaging.' term for a woman^ frou'. the licence of the behaviour 
of the Summer Queen after her transformation from the crone. It is 
significant that the young wife of the 'Cupar Banns*, who cuckolds 
her elderly husband with the ttvp-bearing Pool, is called 'Bessie*
(see Cliapter Pour, 2).
'Bessie* is not the only 'braRmd'earer* of the folk play. At 
Stirling^ ', the last words are spoken by 'little diddlie dots'; in 
unloc. Chajabera (c) the quête verse is given as follows :
Here come I, auld Diddletie - doubt.
Gi'e me money, or I'll sweep ye a* out.
Money I want, and money I crave;
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If ye don't gi'e me money, I'll sweep ye till your grave* 
With this character, the broom becomes a weapon to threaten the 
audience. The name is a corruption of 'the old devil to do out, or 
dout ', or 'de^il tae dae oof, in which the 'devil' element is 
derived from the black face of the character. Again, the discussion 
of the earlier forms of the doctor's cure suggested that blacking 
was rubbed on the face, and if the modem re-interpretation of this 
character is ignored, we are left with the figure of the revived 
Summer King, the black of fertility smearing his features, and the 
green tree symbol in his hand,
Beelzebub
The origin of this character as a Pool, and his earlier role 
in resurrection ceremony, have already been introduced in the 
passage on the cure,' In the course of this, the origin axid 
function of the 'club' were explained; there remains now the other 
1nseparable accoutrement of this character, the 'dripping* or 
®^ frylng' pan*
'iiie etymology of the name demands that the ' club and pan' be 
equated with the 'bells and bauble*, and I therefore accept the 
likelihood that the frying pan is carrie I as a substitute for a 
bell, v/hioh it would more closely resemble when it was rattled 
Y/ith the club, or shaken m t h  the coins collected from the onlookers 
(as at Khwick®')*)
The choice of a 'frying* or 'dripping® pan for Beelzebub is 
not arbitrary, for It draws into the folk play the considerable 
fertility attachment of coolcing pans and utensils. In Oiapter 
Tliree, 2, reference was made to the Welsh regeneration ri'bual 
achieved by immersing the dead hero in a cooking pot, or cauldron,
and in the same category belong the ovens and griddles which,
through the feminine art of cooking, share the procreative mystery
of the fertile womb in giving new life; so, at least, it must have
seemed, when the mixture of flour and \7ater, with the addition of
yeast, and granted warmth and time, swelled into bread* A very
clear example in modem times of the survival of this metaphor
comes in the eighteenth-century poem 'Clout the Cauldron' (i.e.
rivet the cooking pot) where the double entendre of repairing a
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cooking pot and the sexual act is methodically exploited*
Apart from the rivet, male emblems included spoons, ladles
(from their action of stirring cooking pots), candlesticks and
the spouts of kettles* The kettle spout has at least eight
centuries of tradition* The twelfth-century Anglo-Norman play
le Jeu d'Adam features the devils welcoming Adam and Eve to Hèll
by reminding them of the carnal Imowledge that brought their
Fall - 'they shall bang their cauldrons and kettles together*,
6Bstates the stage-direction» . Eight hundred years later, young
Hallowe'en guis or s in lowland Scotland are still reciting a
begging-rhyme also recorded for St. Valentine's Day?
Bang a kettle against a pan
* . * * « * * . * . * * « . .
Up with the kettle and domi with the spout
Give us a penny and we'll get out
Other variants of this fer*hill,ty emblem have been noted in Elgin in
the early seventeenth centuiy? in I604 some women were punished for
70welcoming the New Tear by ri.nging pans, griddles and chandlers •
in 1636 a man was guilty of 'clinking of basons throü^ the town 
71on Uphaly even'. .
In conclusion, therefore, the 'Bell and bauble' that Beelzebub
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carries should be viewed as the female and male sexual symbols, and 
the ringing of this bell, by banging the club in the pan, an image 
of the sexual act, and therefore a disguised fertility wish for the 
onlooker*
The '"Wonderland' verses have already been broached in this, stu'ly
(at the close of Chapter Three) by virbue of their medieval date*
They hold a fur-bher interest in the ?ray in which the motif is
adapted to the need and fmction of the folk drama* The land of
72Cooka^me (or Cockaigne ) is a place of plenty and idleness, 
essentially a country where an abundance of food is available 'STithout 
effort, and is visited (in the Scot’bish play texts) by the Combatant, 
the Doctor, and Judas*
For the Doctor, the country resembles that of the medieval poem 
in its plentiful food,. At Crieff^, he has seen 'cocks and hens with 
knives and forks in their baclvs, n.mnlng down the streets calling 
out, '%io*11 eat me? Who'll eat me?*" 'Mountains of beef and 
rivers of gravy' are sights noted at Darnlck^^ mid Melrose^^, the 
moxmtains being of 'blue snow' at Ednam, and of 'beer' at Melrose^* 
The Crieff*^  doctor has also seen 'mountains of ixsrri.dge and rivers 
of butter milk', and he of Inkerman (ii), 'houses v/hite-v/ashod 
with sour milk and built with pancakes'.
In the modem texbs, the experiences of the doctor are little 
more than embellishments of his travels, through wîrlch he secured 
his status* In earlier versions, however, these experiences might 
have had more [Significance* It is helpiful to involve the Combatant's 
contribution at tïiis point* At Bowden, the revive! Calash en seems 
to speak of his journeys in deaths
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I ha.ve been east, I have been west 
I have been at the Slaerkle-dock, 
and he describes the bizarre and (judging by the informant®s omissions) 
indecent sights of that place. My interpretation of the name 'Slierkle- 
dock* is 'the land of idlers* (from shirk = avoid work; shark = 
sponging parasite;' dock = place of immobility), and this would 
equate the name vjith 'liubberland* (from lubber = idler, lazy fellow,
+ land)♦ a. country of plentiful food referred to in Ben Johnson's 
comedy, Bartholomew Fair;
Good mother, how shall we :flnd a pig, if v/e do not 
look about for't. Will it run off o* the spit into 
our mouths, think you? as in Lubberland? and cry we, 
we?
Tlie Jonson reference firmly connects the 'land of the idlers* with 
Cockayne, and allows us to relate the Combatant's 'vision in death* 
with the Doctor's skill in resurrection. Cavendish has suggested that 
we should view this Cockajne as a medieval version of the Celtic
'Isles of the Blessed', to wliich the dead heroes were carried for
their eternity of bliss, and v/hich was visited by the living hero only 
as a Great Exploit, in the case of Cawaine to secure the girdle of 
invulnerability, Whatever the validiiy of this suggestion, it is 
enough for this fertility-conferring folk play that one of its nimber, 
most frequently the Doctor, has visited the land of plenty, and can 
invoke its aura, in the household of the host.
One other instance of the Cockaj^ nie speech occurs; in the early
Falkirk^  ^and Peebles®’ texts, the motif is given to Judas;
r
VUion I gaed to the castle yett and ti^ l't a,t the pin.
They keepit the keys o' the castle wa*, and wad na let me in.
3 2 4 .
I've been i' the east oarse,
I've been, 1' the west carse,
I've been 1' the carse of Cowrie,
'Jïhere the clouds rain a' day Y/i* peas and Yvi' beans I
-And the farmers theek houses wi' needles and pri.ns?
Two points are notevrorthy? the 'land of plenty' is given a local
habitation^ on the north shore of the Tay estuary, in a fertile tract-
76that became locally famous for the prosperity it brought its fanners; 
the stance of the speaker is that of the outcast, the rejected, and 
the difference is that Judas has seen Cockayne, but forfeited this 
Eden by his treachery* In this fashion, the reviser of the folk
play texb has accommodated an ancient Celtic legend to the presence
of the treacherous disciple, whom we suppose to be included to 
justii'y the traditional que te to the reforadng conscience of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
lM.XQ.aIiL Jit-tba
In the Grleff^  ^version, the collection is taken up by Johnny
Here am I, wee Johnny Flinif7y 
W V  my tunny,
I'm the man that takes the money*
The character's name is made up of a variant of 'John', already noted
as the *J3uropean' first name for the folk-player, and 'Funny', which
I'T
may deri.ve from ME fon (- fool), fotuiv;3he (~ foolery), a straight- 
forward title for yet another version of the ïbol in the modern folk 
play* The 'tunny', or 'tin', rattled with the coins of the 
collection, is the bells-substitute*
'Jolnuiy Blmny' occurs in Galloway (at Clarebrand and Castle
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Douglas), in the Borders (at Damick), in Strathclyde (at Barrhead 
and Biggar), and in Tay side (at Crieff). There are also some local 
variants of the name. 'Betty Funny*, itself perhaps a corruption of 
'Bessy* Funny, is found in the Borders at Bdrom and Selkirk^®, 'Keekum 
Funny" in Strathclyde, in Glasgow^, Old Kilpatrick, Paisley, and 
unloc. Rohh, and 'Tootsie Funny* at Auchinleck. X am at a loss to 
explain the two last-named, hut both *toot* and *keek* have the 
sense of "peep*, *peer*, *pry", and it may be that these two names 
drew attention to the amusing way in which the boys* eyes were 
prominent in their blackened or (in the case of Blantyre) whiltened 
faces#
The collection was received into a variety of receptacles, the 
most frequent being pouches or bag's:
Great big pooches doon tae rna knees.
Fine-for haudin* bawbees. (Gumnook)
The only description of these articles comes at Hurlet, where 
Mickey Eluiny *was so funny with his veiy long coat and big sugar-bag 
pouches*. I suspect that the begging element was diminished if the 
bags were attached to the gulsers* costume, and therefore not thmsb 
at the donors. Sugar bags, having held foodstuffs, would be ideal 
for holding the bread, cakes, cheese and apples of the collection#
One other character warrants discussion. He appears, or is 
described, as *Bîg Head and Little Wit* at Auchinleck and Cumnock, 
but in the earlier texts as 'Meikle Head and Idttle 7fit* at Bowden, 
and 'Muckle Head and Little Wit* at the closely-related Falkirk^ 
and Peebles®'* It is evident that ’the compiler's attempt to justify 
this character's presence and appearance are unsuccessful, and this 
very failure promotes our interest in a character deemed important 
and yet (as at Falkirk^) left 'behint the door*.
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Despite the 'little wit", I do not regard "Muokle Head* as yet 
another variant of the Pool. The only clue we have for the origin 
of the character is the *hig head* which, when we recall the higji 
head coverings of the guisers, must have been very large indeed to 
have become the focus of attention. suggestion is that this name
refers to the *exbra" head worn by the character to be beheaded 
in the drama, in the company of the Green Knight in the Gay/ainO' 
story (see Cliapter Pour, 4), Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne (see 
Cliapter Five, 2) and the Old Ox of the 'Plou^ Song* (see Cliapter 
Four, 2). This origi.n would explain his irapo-rbance in the earlier 
forms of the folk play, and his irrelevance in the post-seventeenth 
century version.
bIn the information accompanying Falkirk , we are told that when 
the collection has been taken,
One of the guisarda ymo has the best voice, generally 
concludes the exiiibition by singing "an auld Scottish 
sang* * . . o ox* the group join in a reel . . . to the
merry sound of the fiddle, vdiich used to form part of the 
establishment of these iti.nerants.
Fortunately, there is in existence an earlji-nilneteenth century 
illustration of tM.s part of the proceedings, ani to a conlderation 
of this art work this s'tud;y now tu m s  *
7« (See Plates Five and Six)
The Carse. drawing is, st the time of writing, the only 
illustration of the Scottish folk play to survive from the early 
nineteenth century. It must be said at the outset that the drawing 
is far from illuminating, a disappointment brougüit about by our 
ignorance of the painter's life and the provenance of his subject.
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hi g carelessnesg as a draughtsman and the unfinished nature of the 
work, doubts concerning the painter's knowledge of M s  subject, and 
the peripheral interest of the folk play itself for the painter. 
Nevertheless, the drawing is uniquely interesting for students of 
the folk drama, and is here commented upon.
The Painter
little is known of Carse's life, and the place and date of his 
birth are not on record. Fe was a pupil of the painter David Allan 
Cd.l807), and applied to the Trustees Academy in 1806. In adult 
life he moved to Widon in 1812, and returned to Edinburg in 1820, 
where he lived until M s  death in 1843* 'IVfo Lothian locations occur 
in his titles: "Oldhamstooks Fair* (1796) features a village in East 
Lothian, 8 miles south-east of Dunbar; Laswade, also referred to in 
a title, is in Midlothian,, five miles south-east of Edinburgh.
Tlie Picture
The monochrome tecVmique was used by the artist on several 
occasions, possibly when he was making studies for a larger picture, 
and one theory is that this pen and wash drawing is a preparatory 
stage, a suggestion strengthened by the labelling of three of i;he 
guisers (see below), and the carelessness of the drawing in some 
places. Although the work has come to be known as 'The Guisers*, 
Carse left the drawing v/ithout a tit.le.
Date a,nd Provenance
The best clue to the date of the work is the v/atermark in the 
paper for 1822. A search through the play accounts of this period 
shows that the closest paz*allel to the events of the drawing are
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found in the Falkirk"^ 1825 account, where the finish of the play 
brings fl idle-playing, singing and dancing, and a Judas to collect 
the "wassel* bread (in the bowl on the table) and cheese (being 
carried in).
Elsmrhere, Haddington (1844), almost mid-way between Lasswade 
and Oldhanstocks, preserved a Judas, and further south, Peebles®' 
(1841) an-d Bowden (1815) mention decorated hats (see below)* On the 
other hand, Traquair (1805) and Stirling®' (1835) bear fev/ if any 
points of resemblance, and thus the drift of the evidence is towards 
a liOthian setting, either. drawn from the painter's memories of 
c. 1880-1690, or modelled on the practice in the Edinburgh area 
in the IS 2:0s*
The figures are discussed separately, as troupe and spectators, 
in two gTv^ ups, according to the numbers tliey are given in Plate 
Six,
The Trouve
Judas (1) The name 'Judas® is written on the bag. With the beard, 
lined hoed and gown, M s  costume resembles that of the modem 
"Father Chris'kmas', believed to have been Inti-oduced into Britain 
from AmeiLica in the early years of tMs century* As the Collector, 
Judas has entered last, and is therefore nearest the door,
H at 1 e a a Oui s e r (2) Tlie face is simply drawn, is In shadov/, and may 
therefore be blackened, or a mask. His position suggests that the 
guiser may be hiding behind the fiddler, possibly because his hat 
(and disgrd.se) has been taken*
F3.ddler (5) He is dressed in a woman's gown and mutch, and is playing 
for the singing and dancing that concluded the performance,
(4) M s  name is written on the hem of his costume.
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He :1s wearing the traditional white over-garment, and the iTide-brimmed 
hat vri.th be-ribboned brim, noted only in Lothian and. the Borders* ïïè 
appears to be singing and waving his svrord.
^Ll.“Mt,t,ed, GirLS,er (5) Little can be seen of this guiser, apart from, 
his high hat, wM.ch is divided laterally, at the point where the 
sword covers it* It is possible that this large hat signifies 
"Muokle Head and Little Wit ", who vms on record at Falkirk in the 
1820s*
The Bishop (7) His title can with difficulty be deciphered on his 
garment, and his identity is consolidated by his mitre hot and his 
crozier* Tliere is no record of a * Hi shop * in any of the modern play 
accounts, and his presence here casts some shadow on the accuracy 
of Carse"s il3.ustration*
The Spectators
Three generations are represented* Grandfather (19) and 
Grandmother (21) are extreme right ; the Famer/Hbuseholder (15) 
stands between the fire and the door, and his wife (17) brings
in a half cheese for the fpiisers* ivr^ /ard* On their left stand three
(12, 13, 14) who could be family, but who are more likely servants.
The five younger cMldren (6, 10, l6, 18, 20) are unmistakable, but
doubt surrounds the identity and actions of the three central and 
significant figures (8, 9, 11)« The young man is fashionably 
dressed and pre,sumably therefore picsperous; the two women are 
hatless and therefore deemed to be immainried, though the candle- 
bearer (11) seems matronly in her figure and dress# The central 
interest of the painting, however, lies in the amorous tussle 
between the young man and woman.
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The iPvent
My interpretation of the action is that the two young people are 
dancing to the song and fiddle msic. The young man has taken one 
of the combatant*8 hats, taking it off his head at the front, from the 
evidence of the position of the thumb and the ribbon (compare with 
Wallace*8 hat). In all probability the hat belonged to Galoshan, 
the second combatant, possibly the hatless guiser behind the door.
The young man is attempting to place this hat on the young woman's 
head, an act she is coyly resisting by turning her head away and 
restraining his forearm.
The young man's attempt is clearly significant, for it is the 
centre of the anbist's composition, and viewed vdth satisfaction 
bordering on encouragement by the onlookers. The indication that 
the young man's action is ritualistic is gd.ven by Grandfather ' 
by pointing at Grandmother, demonstrates that he and she performed 
the same action two generations earlier. The most obvious explanation, 
therefore, is that the 'Galashan hat' represents a fertility or 
marriage emblem, and that placing it on one's sweetheart's head is 
symbolic in the same way as putting a ring on her wedding finger, or 
a mistletoe wreath overhead. This use of the headgear complements' 
the prominence of the 'Golashin hat' of Melrose^ (c*1860), and the 
fertility association of the guisers' hats (see above, 5, Costume 
and Disguise).
This central 'fertility-conferilng* act is echoed throughout 
the drawing* The folk play is over, and the songs of reconciliation 
have been sung. The 'luck' that the guisers bring is being used, 
and on the far right the cheese is being brought in for the guisers* 
bag on the far left, symbolising the interchange of goodwill between 
visitor and host. A large cooking-pot hangs over the fire, and the
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room is full of children and long life. The scene of union and 
goodwill is lit by a candle giving off an unusually bright flame. 
Although we learn disappointingly little from this early 
illustration, the one message that comes through very clearly is that 
although the play itself was perhaps too commonplace for the artist’s 
attention, its semiotic force was felt to be traditional and 
undimmed.
8. aagJjjiQ...aflâ.JU.ajiJitagr.atioji
The decline of the folk play in modem times has already been 
charted in Chapter Two, 5? the contribution of tliis Section is to 
delineate the manner in which the drama broke dovm into the solo 
guising that represents the folk play tradition at the present time.
The greatest single enemy of the drama tradition has been seen 
to be the hostility towards the begging motive, and before proceed­
ing to a more detailed consideration of the way in which this 
hostility was felt, it is helpful to assess the strength of the 
guisers* motivedion. One of the recurring points in tîiis study has 
been the importance, of the' reward to the continuance of the trad- 
ion, so much so that it became a popular belief that the receiving 
of money or food was a kind of I'ight or due on certain ritual 
occasions. It was argued in Chapter Pive that ’Robin Hood* was in 
part an invention to rationalise the element of compulsion in the 
transfer of money from the rich to the poor, and that the Edinburgh 
riot of 1561 was in one aspect the confrontation between the 
historic right to steal on idtual occasions, and the determination 
of public authority to subjuga-te this tradition to the cri.minal law. 
This sense of ancient right did not die in the sixteenth century, 
for the same phenomenon is apparent in Edinburg (and Stirling) in
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the first quarter of the nineteenth century. In 1811, Hogmanay in
Edinburgh was marked by riot and robbery in circumstances that
strongly suggest that youths who had outgrom the Galoshan pastime
formed troupes in which every player (like Beelzebub) carried a club,
and collected alms in a more direct fasliion:
After eleven o’clock at nigiit the principal streets were
taken possession of by bands of rough young men and boys
from the lower part of the town* Armed with bludgeons they
assaulted and for a time overcame the police. They also
knocked down and robbed of their money, watches and hats
79respectable inhabitants 
The training ground for this behaviour may be perceived at 
Craigforth (near Stirling) eleven years later, where the younger and 
admissable guisers seemed hardly less belligerent:
the verses we hear, every returnilng Christmas, recited by
our young people, who, about that time, n m  about the
streets in antic dresses, vdth vi.zards on their faces, and
cudgels in their hands, repeating the following uncouth
linesÎ
Hogmanay
Trollolay
Gie me o’ your vrhite bread,
on
I’ll hae nane o’ your grey#
Pour years later in Edinlmrgh, Sir Walter Scott drily no bed the 
interest the police were talcing in the folk drama troupes who were 
failing to distinguish between begging and thefts
In Edinburgh these Exhibitions have been put dovm by the 
police in a great measure the privilege of going disguised 
having been of late years so much abused that one party in
particular who call'd themselves Rob Roy's gang went so 
far into the spirit of their part as actually to commit 
thefb* (Edinburgh^).
Although theft and assault disappear from the records as the 
police influence made itself felt, Edinburgh managed to preserve to 
the end a doumess of style, a concentration on the business of 
collecting, that could still intimidate householderst
On Hogmanay night I was somewhat disturbed by the guisers 
who rang the bell for admission, then chai'ged up the stairs 
•vTith lowered heads, and at the door of the flat revealed 
soot-blackened features and masks called 'false faces'. 
Given pennies and sweeties, they clattered downstairs and 
on to the nexb block of flats?^
It is reasonable to believe that the early-nrlneteenth oentuiy 
campaign agfiinst the too-vigorous begging brought about some changes 
in the folk play performance, possibly a widespread use of the 
pouches attached to the cos time which, unlike Johnny Funny's tin or 
Beelzebub's pan, could not be thrust at a spectator, and the 
addition of some such disclaimer as,
And what you freely give to us
We freely shall receiveo (Oarnlck''' C.I865)
This suspicion of dishonesby was the cutting-edge of the 
growing public disquiet vdth the custom's begging motivation which 
grew in strength, as was shown in Chapter Two, with the new attitude 
of the 1ate-nineteenth century. Powerful though this am.mus against 
begging was, the war wag won by the cMld-beggar; the casualties of 
the war were the older children, and the folk play itself.
The passage of hostilities followed this course. The pressure 
against too-sturdy begging acted most strongly on the older boys,
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driving th(m from, the custom, and leaving it in the hands of younger 
children in whom the wickedness of begging was less reprehensible.
The six-year old ’champion' of Hurlet represents the extreme of this 
effect. Once the play was accepted without the combative vigour of 
the older boy, it became available to fdrls: Tillicoultry, the first 
account to include girls as players,is contemporaneous with the 
early-twentieth century Hurlet. These were extremely damaging- 
developmentsJ a drama based on the combat between two world- 
conquering heroes rapidly lost its savour when performed by the 
very young and girls*
The ailing folk drama was simultaneously under another pressure. 
At the same time that the social legislation was creating a new 
society, the technological developments were making a new physical 
environment. The last qus,rter of the nineteenth, century was an era 
of Progress, and a time in which relics of pastime and superstition 
were despised for being old-faahioneU It was therefore time to 
discard the folk play,, which was in any case beyond the poværs 
of the young children, to organise and rehearse, or to perform.
The logical alternative was the guising of the present day,
Yfhere the child performs whatever he can, and costumes himself in 
arsj fasMon he may, and where the 'troupe' can be a.ny number from 
one to half a dozen. The seeds of this solution are visible as early 
as Falkirk*  ^of 1825', where singing and dancing continued the 
entertainment when the play -was over. There is an extension of this 
practice at Auchinleck, where it was assumed that the cast would 
provide solo entertainment at the close of the dra-aar
After tho Doctor has cured them all, each individual 
entertains the company in his 7/ay by singing, playing 
a musical instrument, or by any means he can.
Tîie next stage in the disintegration of the play would he for, 
the oast to abandon the drama, and merely perform their solo pieces'. 
Fortunately, there is a remarkable record of this moment in the New 
Stevenston account, at the point in time when the drama is being 
abandoned, but the structure of the troupe preserved:
The perfoimiance took the form of a procession, with each 
of the characters talcing his or her turn and saying a 
rliyme, the recognised leader of the party beginning,
Vfith the exception of Johnny Funny, the invention of the
character and the rhyme was the responsibility of each 
guiser. Johnnny Rinny always remained the same, and had a 
large bag in which the talcings, the nuts and fruit etc,, 
were deposited.
New St evens ton preserved J ohnny Ibnny as the Collector, very
probably to maintain a continuity of reward during t)ie transitional
stage of the mistom. The lengthy Crieff^ account can in the smae
light be I’eai as a description of Hogmanay guising in which the same
process of disiirbegr'ation has happened, the difference being that
Crieff retai.ned the Fiddler - very properly inasmuch as he accompanied
the singing and dancing at the close of the p].ay - o,t the same time
calling him by the name of the Doctor,
A].ways excepting Biggn.r, the folk %)lay vanished from the
Hallowe’en and Hogmanay celebration, replaced by the solo perfoimiances
of children of both sexes at Hallowe’en For the most part, this
practice is known as 'guising*, but in a handfhl of communities a
81
tiny echo of the past is preserved. At the time of writing, the 
children of Port Glasgow (a town 20 miles west of Glasgow) speaîc of 
Hallowe'en guising as 'doin' yer Gloshens*, though no-one knows why.
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Notes to Chapter Seven
4
The exception in Gallou/ay is Moniaive, but this location is 
separated from the rest of the Galwegian plays, and I consider the 
play there to be a late importation from Strathclyde or the Borders.
2
There are two obstructions to the 'easily-drawn* isogloss: 
in the Abbotsford House® account, Scott's visitor, who had journeyed 
to Abbotsford from Edinburgh, names the hero in the 'western' form 
of 'Goloshin*; the Glasgow® account, the first to name the character 
in the west, uses 'Galatian', though this may be justified by the 
fact that the same account deals also with Kelso.
3 The first example of the 'western' form comes in Neil Munro, 
Doon Castle, a novel published in 1923. In chapter thirty-five, one 
of the characters remarks, 'I thocht the Coont looked gey like 
a galoshan in't*; cited in Scottish National Dictionaty under 
'Galatian*•
^ 'MacGlashan* is derived from mac ( = the son of ) = glashan 
(from Gaelic qlaisean. the grey lad, or man),
5
William Duguid Geddes, "The Burlesque of 'Galatian*: The 
Guisards of Scotland", Scottish Notes and Queries. 1st Ser., 2,
May 1889, pp. 177-79.
^ Margaret Dean-Smith, 'An Un-Romantic view of the Mummers* Play*, 
Theatre Research. 8, No.2 (1966), 98,
Y
Bessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance (New York; Doubleday 
Anchor, 1957), p.95.
The combatant 'Goliath' at Scremercton in Northumberland is a 
variant of'Galatians' : Alex helm, The English hummers' Play (Bury 
St Edmunds: Brewer; Rowman & Littlefield, 1581), p.67.
yy-}
7
*^ -K-a-ygaye'b-DocbH--Smith,— tAa-4)3Wlomantle..vi.@w of the Mwmneps’ Play', 
N@ %-9 (196^  » 9Q *
Anchor, 1957) $ "Pw-96-w .
9
For example, troupes in Gloucestershire were knov/n as the 
•Paper Boys', and the 'Christmas Boys',
'Î0'
r reject 'gallus' (= mischievous, high-spirited), because the 
stress falls on the first syllable. Neither can X entertain Gaelic 
vrords, because the custom is so clearly of Ixiwland provenance. There 
are, nevertheless, two Gaelic words of interest in this connection*
Callais, (pronoimced kseltj) in the sense of 'buffoonery' has been 
recorded in mid-Perfchshire, and is possibly related to calaispachrt. 
an obsolete term for 'juggler'. It is well possible thab these words 
were noted in the area of Crieff, a folk play location in mid- 
Perthshire, and that they represent 'Galoshan' in a Gaelic form. 
Glashan is recorded as the name of a Y/ater-horse in folklore in the 
Isle of Man (N. Ariwsmith and G. Moorse,
(Xondon: MacMillan, 1977) p.247) and in north-east Scotland 
(George L. Gomme, (London: Kegan Paul, Trench,
and Ti' b^ner, 1892), pp.73-74, 7 8 In both connotation and provenance 
the word is clearly unconnected vjlth the Galoshan play.
11
Unless othervn.se stated the galoche forms are tfilæn from the
12
Information from From British
and Irish Sources, ed. R.F, Latham (Ixindon: O.U.P., I965).
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(London: O.U.P., 1957)*
L, ed. W.A, Craigie
fw-î » T«rî\7i' wives and vfee—anes gablin*: 'Hadlowfair', v.8.
OED^ citing Archaelogia. 11, p.95#
I am discounting the entry in T, YTright, Dictionary of Obsolete 
Incial English (London: Bohn, 1857)» where the editor defines 
as Galoshes, but gives no precise source for the v/ord, 
apart from the general statement preceding the dictionary that the 
words are culled-'from written and oral sources'.
1 7 ^
Jamieson, (Paisley: Gardner, 1880).
ed. John
18
David Italson, The (Hvi.cl SootB '^.Qnglfi: (Mlnhurgh: Blackwood, 
1977), P.44.
19 The Poems of William Dunbar, ed. J. Kinsley (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1979), p.132, and Glossary.
pp. 132-3, 11. 48-60.
21 Randle Cotgr-ave, 4^ D;u?tlQaiH:lâJC>.f 
(l600) (Menston: Scholaz* Press, 1968).
22
Thomas Blount, GlossografUhja (I656) (Menston: Scholar Press,
1969).
p£.^gcpt3 ,3M , lY , \\»116.
îililsJÆ^UüUÇ}^^ ed. Sir Walter Scott (Kelsor
Ballantyîie, 1802), I, *A Lyke Wake Dirge*, w .  3, 4, pp* 232-33*
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Thomas 'Somerville, T;IyL.Omi_Jd£^ _S]
1861), p.341*
&8, 1741-1814 (’Edinburgh?
26 Dean-Smith, p.94,
(Aberdeenj: Mew Spalding Club, 1903), II»
. 119.
26 McMeill, Silver Bcmgh, III, 97
( Edinburgh ? 1822), II, p„l (item by- 
John Callander, of Craigforth,.
30
Senex, in, \’464.
There is also a reference i:o *grey bread* in. James Watson*s
( 1706 ), od.
■fh-H. Wood (Edinlmrghr S.T.8», 1977) I, v37, in the poem 'The Mare 
of Collington*, w.here one. owes 'five shillings :È'or six grey bread'
31 See Chapter Three, n*60,
32
A,. Jervise and J* Cajimack, M e m fWli pf Angus and th.e Hearps 
(Edin’burgîif; Douglas, 1885) II, 212,
Cited in OED,
34. Senex, p.464, in connection with the Restenneth reference to 
'hugraans' adds 'which is said to have been 'strangers* bread* or 
'aims bread*,
McNeill, Silver Bough, III, 59* In Glasgow in 1586 the 
statute that the bakers should not bake the special 'wastellis* breed
1642 (Glasgow: S.R.B.S., 1876) p.122,
'Those who arrived in the English north-west, under their 
leader lhg3.mundr, obtained permission from the Lady Aethelfled, 
daughter of Alfred the Great, to settle near Chester*: John Geipel, 
The Vikihg Legacy (Newton Abbot; David and Charles, 1971), p,46.
37
Duncan, p.89.
See Chapter Three, n,63.
Mill, p.llln.
Two proverbs to this effect appeared in Fergusson's collection 
made 0,1575: they were reprinted in 1924 in the form given here:
The red is wise 
The browii' trusty 
The pale peevish 
The black lusty.
With a red man read thy rode 
With a brown man brealc tliy bread
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At a pale man draw thy knife 
From, a black man keep thy wife.
Reprinted from the Kelso Chronicle in the Border Magazine 1924, XIX; 
originals in Fe raws son *s Scottish Proverbs, ed. E, Beveridge (Edinburgh 
& London: Blackwood, 1924), p.104.
Mill, p,l63.
itiid., p.242.
See, for example, Emily Lyle, 'The Goloahans', Tocher, 52, 
Winter 1979-80 (Edinburg: School of Scottish Studies), pp.107-112, 
where three versions of the revi.ved man's song are given,
Robert Weimann, ,^i^esp^re_jmd^ Popular T r a d i t i ^ ^ , , 
Theatre, ed. Hoboii Schwartz (Baltimore & Ix>ndoiir John Hopkins U.P., 
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libertaa decembris'.
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TJiaJMiL,Il£JU.S£3lld^^ ed, R.L.Cr. Rltohie (Edinburgh & London: 1925), 
and (Le Roman de toute chevalerie) by
Thomas of Kent, 2 vols, Publications of the Angio-Norman Text 
Society, XXIX - XXXIII.
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ed. O, Waterhouse (Early English 
Text Society, I909), Ejcbra Series, CIV, 11.449-51.
Erasmus Colloquies, trans. C.R, Thompson (Gliioago: University 
Press, 1965), p.l8.
teomaKfij.
Mill,-p.225.
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34
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stepping into the magic pool*
C. ÏÜppeau, Dictionnaire de la langue Française; au Xïî^ et 
au Xllf Siecle (Paris: 1873)t
Enid Welsford, The Fool (London; Faber, 1955), p.300.
545
Black as the colour of fertility is recognised as early as 
C.I4OO BG in Egypt: * Black was the colour associated with regeneration, 
a conception which probably owes its origin to the black colour of 
the fertile soil of Egypt as a source of plant-life': Treasures of 
Tutanldiainun(London: British Museum, 1972), 1* Wooden Statue of 
Tut ankhamun
W.G. Wood-diartin, Tra,ces of the Elder Faiths of .Ireland 
(London; Longmans, 1902), I, 315-6*
60(
64
II, 173.
T}ie indispensability of the bauble to the Fool is the basis for 
the sixteenth-century Scottish proverb 'A fool will not give his 
babill for the toure of Lune': p*13
(see n*40).
62 A*p* Rossiter, Ea%ly Tijiw8 IcLjJm
Elizabethans (London: Hutchinson, 1950), p*25*
63 X witnessed a perfoimiance of this text by the Teatro della 
Commedia dell* Ai'te a L'Avogaila, Venice, at Glasv^ )w University in 
1977* Signora Poli, the wife of the Theatre Director, was kind 
enough to give me a detailed explanation of and commentaiy on the 
scene.
An exception to this organisation is the text of imloc* 
Abbotsford House^, where the 'superfluous' characters are spread
54b
throu^ï the action*
Dean-Smith, 'tin—Romantic View of the Mummers' Play',
'In Lowland Scots, 'besom' is a name applied to a prostitute 
or woman of low character* ; brewer' s Dictionary of^PhmsQ and_FaTfle 
{London: Cassell, 1977)*
67
68 Axton and Stevens, Medl
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Peebles,
70 Records of Elgin, X, -, .119-20,
iMd., p. 230.
70
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75
This connection was first made by Tiddy, Mummers' Play, p,l.l7- 
the reference comes in Ben Jenson, Bartholomew Fair, III, ii, 11,73-75.
75 Cavendish, Kjni^ g
76 Graham, Social Life in the Eighteenth Century, 215n states
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that farmers in the Cars© of Cowrie were rich enou.g}i to purchase their 
own estates,
77 under ftni, 9-nd Xond.
78' The Alexander Cars© pen and wash drawing is held at the 
National Gallery of Scotland, in Edinburgh, It measures 13” x 2Gp’, 
and though left unnamied by the painter, it is now called 'The Guisers', 
The existence of the. painting was comrnmiicated to rae by Dr Emily 
Lyle, and I am indebtel also to Dr L,M, Erringbon of the National 
Gallery and her staff for much useful information about the work, 
and for access to other of the arbist's output. Other biographical 
detail vms furnished by Davi.d and Francina Irwin, .So;;;>tti.sh Painters ;
Pp.
(London; ’Faber, 1975) »|^ 190-19l.
79
(l'Mnburghî Long Syne .Pablislisrs, c,197G), qtioting "bhe ItlihlTux’gh 
historian, NcM. Gilbert,
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^ ^ See Cliapter Tivo, n,27@
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APPENDIX ONE 
Gazetteer
In this appendix are collected together notices made of the folk 
play from I7OO to 1977 (thereby omit jing the field work in this area 
by the School of Scottish Studies.from 1977 onwards).
The information is presented, as often as possible, on the 
following pattern:. 
name of city, town, village or area 
four figure National Grid reference for the location 
the appropriate local government Region 
text
Information
source
comment.
Plural notices for à single location are listed, as far as possible, 
in chronological order of performance#
Urdocated notices, and unacknowledged references are listed separately 
at the end#'
Ebtries are made under the following headings:
Abbotsford House Oulross
Alexandria Cumnock
Alloa Damick
Ancrum Dunfermline
Annbank Earlston
Arbroath Edinburgh
Auchinleck Ednam
Baldemock Bdrom
Ballater Falkirk
Balloch Forfar
Balma^ie Galashiels
Barrhead Glasgow
Biggar Haddington
Blantyre Hawick
Bowden Helensbux'gh
Castle Douglas Hurlet
Clarebrand InJcerman
Crieff Innerleithen
Ihverkeithing 
J edbur^i 
Johnstone 
Kelso
Kilmarnock
Kilsyth
Kinross-shire
Kirkcaldy
Kirkcudbri^t
Lauder
Laurieston
Leith
Leven
Liberton
Linton
Melrose
Moniaive
New Stevenston
Newtown St. Boswells
Ochiltree
Old Kilpatrick
Paisley
Patna
Peebles
Polwarfch
Prestonpans
Quothquan
St. Andrews
St. Boswells
Selkirk
Skirling
Southdean
Spottiswoode
Stirling
Symington
Tillicoultry
Traquair
Walkerbum
Wishaw
unloc# Abbotsford Coll. 
unloo. Angus
unloc. Bannockburn/Dunfermline
unloc. Berwicks
unloo. Buckie
unloo. Chambers
unloc. East Lothian
unloc. Life
unloc. Calloway: Amott
unloc. Calloway: Dunlop
unloc* Galloway: Johnstone: Plate one
unloc. Galloway: Niall
unloc. Kincardineshire
unloc. Galloway: MaoTaggart
unloc. Lauderdale
unloc. MaoRitchie
unloo* North Ayrshire
unloc* Perthshire
unloc* Robb
unloc. Roxlnir^s. Cook
unloc. Roxburghs. MaoRitchie
unloc. StirlingsMre
unloc* Strathendrick
unloc. Teviotdale, Roxbur^s
unloc* Vale of Leven
.Dhaoknonled^ed References
Banks M*fh-
Chev3.ot C.
Cumraing A.D.
Guthrie E.J.
Leishman J.F.
Morrison 0.
Pet lie W.M.
SI ight H.
'The Scotsman*
ABBOTSFORD HOUSE (nT5034: Borders)
Ca) Information
♦Yesterday being Hogmanay there was a constant succession of 
Cuisards - i.e. boys dressed up in fantastic caps, with their shirts 
over their jackets, and with wooden swords in their hands. These 
players acted a sort of scene before us, of which the hero was one 
Goloshin, who gets killed in a **battle for love'*, but is presently 
brought to life again by a doctor of the party*.
•As may be imagined, the taste of our host is to keep up these 
old ceremonies.' Thus, in the morning, yesterday, I observed crowds 
of boys and girls coming to the back door, where each one got a 
penny and an oaten cake. Ho less than %0 pennies were thus 
distributed - and very happy the little bodies looked with their well- 
filled bags*.
Source
Captain Basil Hall's 'Journal' (MS) Abbotsford, January 1st, 1825, 
printed in Join Gibson Loclcharts Mep^ oirs of the life of. Sir Walj:er 
Scott, Bart; (Edinburg: Robert Cadell, 1857), V .585#
X.b,), W o m a t i o a
'In our country there are carried on at Christmas time a sporb 
call'd Mummery by the English Borderers and Guiaardery by the 
Scotch which have still relish of the ancient Mystery. Sacred 
characters are sometimes introduced though rather nominally than with 
any exact idea of personification. . •. *. .At this, day there are remnants 
of the same ancient custom. Every new years day there appear in the 
Courtyard of my House at Abbotsford and in the same way in other 
gentlemens houses in the country perhaps three or four hundred 
children in different bands larger or smaller according to their 
pleasure but all disguised like chimney-sweeps on the first of May 
with such scraps of gilt paper and similar trumpery wiiich they have 
collected for months before* They recite verses sing songs some of 
them very well and recite or act little dramatic pieces which seem 
to allude to the Nine Worthies for you have Alexr. King of Maoedon 
and God knows who besides.' Not to mention one Galashan (Galatian 
perhaps) who is a regular character though who he may be I cannot 
guess* A gentleman who was with me on a visit wrote down some of 
these rhymes.■ If they would give you the least interest I would 
with pleasure send you a copy. The dole for such it is to these 
little performers is regularly.... *a silver penny and a regular 
portion of what is call'd white Bread (household bread vizt.) to 
each child who is residing on the lairds land a copper penny and 
a quarter-circl0 of oat—cake call'd a farle to each stranger**
Source
Sir Walter Scott: Letter to Thomas Sharp dated 7*5.1826, bound in 
BÆ Add. MS 45645, f.546 v., and The Letters of Sir Walter Scott, 
1825-1826, ed. H.J.C. Grierson (London: Constable, 1955), IX, 445f.
AMCANDRIA (NS5979: Strathclyde)
None
Source
James Amott Collection. 
(See also * Vale of Leven*)
ALLOA (NS8895: Central)
Text
Wallace Tlie game, sir, the game, sir, is not within your
power. I'll cut you down in inches in less than 
half an hour.
A lady rerfiemhered these lines from her childhood.
Source
(Annie Dunlop): 'Ayi-shire Notes’ in The_Kj
ïSïta*. 1st May 1948, p.5, col. 1,
ANCRUM (NT6224: Borders) 
Iiifonaatisxi
Althougtx no An.o;rum performance has been noted, the clear inference 
from the Hawick^ information is that the tradition was known in the 
village early in the nineteenth century.
ANNBANK (NS402O: Strathclyde)
James Brown throughout his life had the niclcriame of 'Dr* Brown*. 
"The oorigin may be traced back to his schooldays. It arose from a 
favourite game, and the par'b in it which he always played. Many 
historical figures were represented in the game — Vailace, Bruce, 
the Douglas and others according to the numbers of players available.
There was a battle with wooden swords, and hostilities continued 
until the ground was strewn with the dead. Then the doctor was 
called in, and he appeared with the announcement :-
Here comes in old Dr. Brown,
The best old doctor in the town.
One being asked what he could do, he replied in a long rhyme, and then
he proceeded to apply a magic phial to the lips of the slain with the
result that they all stood on their feet again alive and well"*
James Brown was b o m  in Ayr in 1862, and soon afterwards the 
family moved to Annbank, five miles inland, so that the father, a. 
miner, could be near vfork.
Source
Alexander Gamnie, .From Pit to Palace, (autobiography of James Brown)
(London: Clarke & Co*, 1931), pp.IT, 32.
Comment
No indication is given of the season, but this account is separated 
from the list of Hallowe’en practices.
It is interesting to perceive the insistence that the practice was 
a ’game’.
ARBROATH (N06340: Tayside)
"Dramatic Games.
The old Scotch method of celebrating Hallowe’en..,, recalls to 
our recollection the annual reproduction by our Arbroath youth of 
the old Scotch drama, yclept "Gallashuns". The ’get-up’ was simple 
enou^. All that was required of the actors was to blacken their 
faces and furnish themselves m t h  wooden swords, and they were 
then ready to go to their audience, for their audience did not go 
to them. The play began by the hero Gallashuns thus fiercely and 
boastingly announcing his determination to withstand 'all-comers’:
Gallashuns! Gallashuns! Gallashuns is my namej 
Vith a SKTOrd and pistol by my side 
I hope to win the game!
But the others soon find a champion, vdio as fiercely confronts the 
braggart exclaiming:
The game, sir! The game, sir! is not wltlrln your power.
I'll slash you and slay you in less than half-an-hoiu*!
They fi^t desperately, till, amid derisive laughter, Gallashuns 
falls, sorely wounded. Then enters the doctor:,
Here comes I, Doctor Bro?m,
The very best doctor in all the to'mi 
who very soon cures the wounded warrior."
Source
J.M. Mo Bain, Arbroath, Past and Present (Arbroath: Brodie & Salmon, 
1887), 341-2*
AUCHINLECK (NS552It Strathclyde)
The text is supplied by Dr. William Boyd, who had collected it 
from a man who on many occasions played the part of Tootsie Funny*
Here comes I, bold Slasher,
Bold Slasher is my name,
Sword and pistol by my'side 
I hope to win the garae*
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It lies v/ithin my power,
I’ll cut you up in inches 
In less than half an hour
Here comes I, King Robert the Bruce,
Tîie battle-axe over ray shoulder,
England and Ireland to reduce,
And Scotland to run over,
Here comes I, the Black Prince 
From England have I sprung
Here comes I, old Beelsebub,
Over my shoulder I carry a club 
And in my hand a dripping pmi,
I think myself a jolly man*
Here come I, never won yet,
Big head and Little Wit,
My head so big, my body so small 
I'll do my best to please you all.
Here comes I, old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the town.
What can you cure?
All soits
Wliat is all sorts?
Tiie root, the scoot, the scooring cot,
The rainbow and the curvey*
(After the Doctor has cured then all, each individual entertains the 
company in his omi way by singing, playing a musical instrument, or 
by any means he can* Then finally -)
Here come I wee Tootsie
The best wee man to carry the money.
All coppers, no brass.
Bad money won’t pass.
Source
(Annie Dunlop.),: ’’AyrsMre Notes’ in The KÜJnarno.cïCi-Standard and 
Ayx-Shire Weekly. Hews, 14 Feb* 1948, p*3, col,2.
BALDERNOCK (NS6073: Strathclyde)
Text, and Infoination
♦Hallowe’en was a splendid time for fun, with "guisards" and "Galoshins" 
“ an old rhyme sung at hollowe’en fsic] time was
In come I, GalosMn of reno\m,
A sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to win my cromi*.
Source
Profile of a Parish (Baldemock), el, Jean Stewarb (n*p*: Baldemock 
Amenity Society, 1974), p.54*
Gomment
Tîie parish of Baldemock is'a collection of scattered dwellings centred 
on the conmtmi'by of Balmore*
The reminiscences are not dated, but. might be presumed to refer to 
the end of the last century and the beginning of the present one.
BALIATSR (NO3695: Grampian)
TfX iL„§M _JllfoiM sâi(^
"*In &%llater, in the early 1890s, possibly later,' writes 
Mallei, 'the great excitement that night was the arrival of the 
village lads with blackened faces and wearing weird'costumes, who 
called at every house to perfoim a traditional play, which had among 
its characters, Goloshan with his sword and pistol. Sir William 
Vallace, v/ho "shed his blood for Scotland’s ri^rbs", and "Good auld 
Dr. Broon, the best auld doctor in the toon", who was asked "And 
what made you thé best auld doctor in the toon?" His reply was 
"ICy travels, Sir,
Hi.ckerty Pickevby hedgehog 
Three times round the West Indies 
And back tae Auld Scotland again,
I have gone from fireside to bedside".
Source
Amy Stewart Fraser, Dae^ Ye_.Jii.g'.. .Langsvne? (London: Rout ledge and 
Kogan Paul, 1975) p.%81.
Gomment
The most northerly of the play locations, forty miles from its 
nearest neighbour, Arbroath, Ballater is on ’Royal Deeside’, and 
hardly existed before 1760, when 'healing waters' were discovered. 
The play custom was presumably brought with the influx of residents 
after that date. The lines quoted here are found in the unloc, 
Angus account. The night in question was the last of the year.
BALIOCH (N8398IÎ Strathclyde) 
]^iformation
The folk play was noted, 
Stmrce
James Amott Collection,
(see also 'Vale of Leven'),
BAUilAGHIE (11X71665 Dun fries and Galloway)
Text
Bauld-ie
General
Fauldie
General
Bhuldie
All
Doctor
All
Doctor
Eere comes I, Bell Hector;
Bold Slasher is my name.
My sword is buckled by my side,
And I am sure to w in tïiis game.
This game, sir* 'llrLs v^anie, sir!
It's far beyond yuur power.
I'll cut you up in inches 
In less than half a liour*
You, sir!
I, sir!
Take out your sword and try, sir!
(They fight and the General is killed*)
The Doctor*
(One runs and calls the doctor* He enters)
Here comes I, old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in town.
And what diseases can you cure?
I can cure all diseases to be sure.
9 ,
All If/hat are they?
Doctor Hbokey-pockey, jelly-oalcey.
Down amongst the gravel*.
(The Doctor gives the General a draught from his 
bottle, and he starts to his feet).
Information
The performers were school-children, seven in number. Three of 
them, Bauldie, the Captain, and the General were dressed alike, in a 
'fause face', (a mask) commonly black, a big coat, and an ordinary 
cap, Each of the three carried a stick as a sword. The Doctor'also 
wore a mask (Black with red spots on his chin, cheeks and brow), a 
big 'tilè* hat, and he carried a stick in one hand and a bottle of 
water in the other. For Peggy, the face was painted white, and she 
wore an old ank].e-length dress and an old mutch, and she carried an 
old umbrella. The Policeman had a blackened face, a big brown paper- 
bag on his head, a stick in his hand, and wore a big black coat.
Wean had a whitened face, and wore a small frock, and an ordinary hat 
with ribbons. The practice was for all except the Doctor to enter 
the kitchen. On being asked *?/hat do you want?’, they would reply 
by singing 'Gentle Aiuiie* or any other song, before beginning the 
dialogue.
Source
Rev, Walter Gregor, ’Further Report on Folklore in Scotland’, App,l„
' held at Toronto-in August 1897 
(Londonr Murray, 1898), 259*
BARRHEAD (H83058: Strathclyde)
Infomation
♦*,,,our boyhood expeiiences as ’Goloshans’» I can remember 
seeking an entrance to give a perfoiinance - although I was only a 
camp-follower, and the real performers were my, elder brother and 
others of his age. When St, George, the Black Prince and all the 
other leaders’had made their several appearances and exits from the 
kitchen-stage, and it was coming on for the last turn of ’Tlee Johnny 
Funny' - whose function was to ’collect the money' our host, and 
chief member of the audience would say in a loud whisper to his 
wife ~ "Maiy, pit the poker in the fire". And that, of course, was
the signal for the....... d e p a r t u r e , . B u t , , 'Willie'
(the host) would find out who was treasurer of the gang, and make 
a contribution of as much as a whole sixpence - a lordly sum! - 
to the funds'.
Source
Robert Murray, Annals..of Barrhead (Glasgow: Gibson & Son, 1942), p,15,
10
Cornent
The chief value of this notice in its reference to the 'poker' 
custom, possibly a relic of the branding of beggars in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries (see Chapter Live),
BIGGAR®’ (HT045?t Strathclyde)
Text
King George
Wallace
King George 
Wallace
King George 
Wallace 
King George 
Enter Wee Tin
A room, a room, a Gallant Room!
A room tae let us in,
Stir up the fj.re and mak a li^t.
For in this house there'll be a fight;
If ye don't believe these words I say.
I'll call in King George to clear the way.
Here am I, King George, the great King of Macedonia, 
Who conquered all the world around 
Until he came to Scotland,
And when it grew cold.
To see such a little nation 
So frank, so free, so bold.
The next man I call in to fight with me is Sir
William Wallace*
Here am I, Sir William 7/allace, a noble knight,
Who spent his blude for Scotland’s right,
And Scotland's freedom.
And here I draw my shining weapon.
Tour shining weapon shines so clear 
%iat made you so bold as to venture here.
To venture here you are not able,
And by the point of my broadsword 
I'll make you disable.
You, sir?
Yes, I, air.
Draw your swoixl and try, sir.
Here two T/arriors going'to fight.
Who never fought before.
I'll fix my sword between them both 
And what can I do more?
Light on, fight on, ye merry men,
Light on m t h  all your speed.
I'll give any man a thousand pouiida 
Who kills King George quite deid,
(They fight and King George falls,)
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Wallace
Others
Doctor
Wallace
Doctor
Wallace
Doctor
Wallace
Doctor
Wallace
Doctor
Wallace
Doctor
Wallace
Doci;or
King George (sings)
Turkey Snipe
Tea, Toast and 
Di%tter
Oho, what's this I've done.
Killed Jack my father's only son.
Is there not a doctor in the town?
(As the doctor arrives, the others chant in a
monotone,}
Here-i s-he-her e-i 3-he*-he r e—i 3~he •
In comes in old Doctor Brown 
The best old doctor in the town.
What's your cure. Doctor?
All soirhs.
What's all sorts?
liquorice Allsorts, (This line was a recent
innovation? the original 
, , answer was)
The reel, the rout,
The skitter, the scout,
ilie ringiYona round the scurvy.
How much mil you take to cure a dead man alive?
Five pounds*
Nonsense,
Pour pounds*
Nonsense,
(And so on, until., ,, *, )
Nothing.
You're the man for me.
I've got a little bottle,
Benksy, peenksy, pansky, pô»
All covered with cat's feathers*
Put a little to liis nose,
And a little to M s  toes.
Rise up. Jack, and sing a song.
Once I was dead and now I'm alive,
God bless the doctor that made me survive*
Here comes in old Turkey Snipe,
Pi»om Turkey land I came to fight,
Light I will, and fight I shall.
I'll fight you all against the wall.
Here comes in Tea, Toast and Butter, '
And over my shoulder I carry a shutter,
And on the shutter a lump of butter.
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And here go I, Tea Toast and Butter,
Room Do you see that spider up on the wall?
Ladies and gentlemen, that is all.
Johnny Funny Here comes in wee Johnny Funny,
He's the man that collects the money;
Twae lang pooches doon tae his knees,
Yin for siller and yin for bawbees.
Ladies and gentlemen, ye' never grow fat,
If ye dinhie put a copper in Wee Johnpy Funny's
hat!
Iû £qjaailcm
The traditional performance ceased in 1958; the town New Year’s 
pay bonfire was an early casualty of the war, and the perfomers had 
come to regard the play as the means by which was customarily collected 
to buy the ton of coal that sustained the fire for seven days. The 
play was revived in 1954, in this text compiled from the Biggar 
versions, and performed at the Bonfire.
Tlie oldest tune known for the 'Once I was dead etc' is the polka 
tune called 'My sister Jane', though a few years ago the guisers 
spontaneously changed to a then popular tune called 'My ding-a-ling'.
It is possible that the parb of 'Tea, To ast and Butter' was 
created 0.1910 %  Mr. Robert Moore (see below BIGGAR®) a pex’former 
who had a natural stammer.
Source
Brian Lambie: Collection.
It was collected from Mrs. B.C.Graham (nee Brown) (b.l902) and 
her sister Agnes, in 1952.
biggar '^
Text
The Glaslilns, the Glashins, the G1 a shins is my
name,
With sword and pistol by me side 
And hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game,, sir.
It's not within your power,■
I'll lay you dovm in inches,
In less than half an hour.
Mr,hands are made of iron.
My body's made of steel..,.
The reel, the rout.
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The skitter, the scout.
The ringworm and the scurvy,
The fragments were supplied by Mr. Robert Moore (b*c.l892), in 
1954# The words probably date from c.1902, when he began guising, or 
•seguising* as it was known in Biggar. Half a century later, he would 
seize a stick from the Bonfire, tum his jacket inside out, pull his 
bonnet on his head, and show the young generation how the 'Glashins* 
should be acted. In the matter of costume, he said that performers 
used the trimmings from wallpaper for adornment.
Source
Brian Lambier Collection.
BIGKM®
King George
A Room
T a ^
The Room Step in, King George.
Turkish Knight Here am I, Turkish Kn3.^ it,
Prom Turkey'Land I come to fight.
I fight you. King George,
- - - ■ Who are a man.of courage bold.
Oh, my little fellow,
You talk very bold.
Just like stirks I've been told.
Put out your purse and pay.
I'll have satisfaction before I go away,
Here's two warriors come to fight,
Who never fought before.
I twixt my sword between you both,
And what can I do more?
(The tex*b concerning the fight, the cure, and the collection is not 
given, but it is said to be similar to that of BIGGAR^)
Beelzebub Here come I, Beelzebub,
And over my shoulder I carry a club.
And in ray hand a drinking pan.
And I think myself a jolly good man.
Infoxmatlon
This text was supplied by Mr, Jimmy Macraahon (b.l870), and‘was 
in performance in the early 1880 s, It was perfonned in Biggar, but 
also taken to the village of Coulter and Symington, a few miles to 
the south-west. This is the earliest Biggar text.
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Source^
Brian Lambie: Collection.
BIGGAR^ 1928 New Tear
'towards the end of the year the boys perform a little play from 
door to door for the purpose of raising fimds to buy coal for the New 
Tear Lire, so that it may last throu^out the following day. In this 
play such diverse characters as Sir William Wallace, Alexander, King 
of Maoedon, and King George IT..... engage in mortal combat.... .Doctor 
Brown raises the slain to life again with the contents of his 
marvellous box, and Johnny Funny takes the contributions. '
'Hogmanay'
An* gin the day
Had dwined away, _,
'Seguised' to pay oor coal »
Source , . . . .
W.B; pairman. Ballads o'. Bieear (Glasgow: Millar & Lang, 1928), pp.5, 
10.
OmsmiL
At the time of writing, the play custom is being revived, led 
by Mr. Brian Lambie, and was performed in public by pupils of Biggar 
Primary School in 1982, The Biggar play, directed and perfonned 
by Mggar residents, without the interference of outsiders, is the 
only upholder of the 'Galoshan' custom in Scotland.
One of the many distinctions of the Biggar tradition is the use 
of the term 'seguised* which, it represents the transition from 
'disguise* to 'guise*, could be several centurzles old, and a unique 
formation.
(see also aiCCRLING)
BLANTYRE (#8^998; Strathclyde) 
Texi;
Introduction (outside door)
Get up, auld wife and shake your feathers, 
Dinna thinlc that we are beggars;
We're only baimies oot to play,
Get up, and gie us oor Hogmanay,
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Two Goloshans
1st Gfbloshan
2nd Galoshan 
1st Galoshan
2nd Galoshan
Gbloshans, goloshans, goloahans is my name, 
A sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the gaiae; sir,
Is not within thy power,
I'd slay you down in inches 
In less than half an hour
Hhat's that you say?
I say what I may.
Pull out thy purse and pay.
No, but with my good broad sword 
I shall clear the way.
(they fight and one is 'killed'. A doctor enters, wearing a top hat.) 
CîioruB
2nd Galoshan 
Doctor 
2nd Galoshan 
Doctor
1st Galoshan
Here comes good old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the toim.
Wiiat can you cure?
I can cure
Then what the devil Ccin you cure?
Tlie itch, the stitch, the scurvy and the scaw.
Take a taste of this bottle, '
And pour it down thy tlirottle, '
And if thou art not quite slain.
Arise, Jack and fight again.
(jumping up and singing m t h  Cliorusî)
Once I 7ras dead, and now I om alive,
Blest be the doctor that made rae alive.
Bless the master of this house,
And the mistress too.
And all the little children who round the table grew, 
Y/ith their pockets full of money,
And their table ;full of cheer,
I wish you all good Hogmanay,
And a Happy New Tear.
Clown (enters, wearing a funny hat, his face dipped in flour, turning
somersaults)
Here comes wee Johnnie Funny
He's the boy that gathers the money,
With long, long pouches down to his knees,
Can hold twopence or threepence or throe bawbees.
Tlie informant had received the text from her mother, who had 
received it from her mother. Slie was unaware that it was printed.
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The performers wore ’aiiy old olothes*. 
Source
James Amott Collection*
BOVfiDEN (OT553O: Borders)
Texfa
(Scene first*
Enter a servant with a,besom who sweeps the floor 
singing as follows:)
1, Redd up rocks redd up reels (or, Reddings stocks, redd up
stools)
Here comes in a pack of fools
A pack of fools was never here before
Meikle head and little wit stands behind the door
2. Redd room, and redd room
And gies room to sing 
Tfe’ll shew ye the best sport 
Acted at Christmas time.
(Sometimes one and sometimes all of them repeat at the same 
time, when they first enter into a house, the preceding verse. 
Enter the commander of the band).
Activons and activage,
1*11 shew you the best sport 
Ever acted on any stage 
If you don*t believe the word I say 
Call for Alexander of Macedon 
And he will shew ye the way.
(Enter Alexander of Macedon*)
Hère comes I, Alexander'of Macedon
Who conquered the \7orld, all, but Scotland alone.
And when I came to Scotland 
My heart it grew cold, my heart it grew cold 
To see that little nation, sae crowse and sae bold 
Sae crowse and sae bold, sae frank and sae free,
I call for Calashen, and he will fight wi* me*
(Sometimes I have heard Calashen pronounced 31ashen.
Enter Galashen who kills Alexander*)
Here comes I, Galashen 
Galashen is my name 
Wi* sword and buckler by my side 
I hope to win the game.
My head is clothed in iron
If
My body*8 olothed wi* steel
My buckler*s made o* kuuckle-bone (huckle-bone)
My sword is made o* steel
I call fbr great St, George of England and he will fi^it wi* me,
(Some Gysarts in the character of Galashen, repeat the lines 
thus My head is made o* iron, my bodies made o* steel, my 
a - e is made o* knuckle-bone etc, Galashens is next killed 
by St, George,
Enter St, George of England.)
Here comes I, great St, George of England 
See my bloody weapon, it shines clear 
It reaches up to ray very ear 
Let any man come fence me in
(Enter a boy)
As I was at a fencing school 
I saw a boy turn out a fool 
A fool, a fool, as you may see 
I deliver him up to fight wi* thee
(This dragon, of a boy, enters the list with St, George' 
and stabs him, to the astonishment of the party present.
He falls down on iiis knees, repeating as he looks at the 
dead body of St, George)
Ohou,- ohou, I*ve> killed a man 
I*ve killed my brother's eldest son.
(The servants are ordered to take up the body of 
St. George, but to their surprise, Hè says - )
I am, I am, I am not slain
Eor I'll rise and fight that boy again
(The boy says to him)
To fi^t wi' me ye are not able
Eor my mrord will split your holy table,
(Then the boy transfixes him with his spear, as he is in 
the act of rising to fight him,
A Doctor is next called for, by another of the company, and 
a second cries fifty pounds for a doctor 
Enter a doctor.)
Hère comes I, a doctor, as good a doctor as Scotland ever 
bred
V/hat diseases can you cure?
I can cure the itch, the stitch, the‘maligrumphs, the lep 
[probably leprosy] the pip, the roan, the blaen, the merls, 
the nereis, the blaes, the splaes, and the burning pintle
lO
(Anothei' asks him, )
y/hat more diseases can you cure.
I can cure a man that has lain seven years in his grave 
and more
They V/hat will you take to cure this man?
I will talce £10 to make a complete cure.
(They offer him six pounds which he refuses, then 8, and 
lastly 9*)
Nine pounds and a bottle of wine will do
(and immediately he touches him with a small rod or wand, 
orders him to rise up, Jack.
The others are re-animated with a touch of the wand, and 
instantly spring up, all except Poor Jack, who rises 
slowly and complaining of a severe pain, in the lumber 
regions of his back)
Doctor “Wliat alls your back.
Jack Ttiere is a hole in it wad hold a head of a horse three fold.
Doctor Nonsense, Jack, you must tell me a better tale than this.
Jack I have been east, I have been west
I have been at the 8herckle-dock 
And many were there, the warse o* the wear 
And they tauld me; the Deel there, marries a* the.....
 ...... poor folk.
They % a t  did you see at the %erkle-dook?
Jack I saw roast upo* rungs, » upon tongues, ladies p-««-g
Spanish needles, ten ells lang auld wives flying in the 
air, like the peelings o' ingins, swine playing upo' bagpipes 
cats gaun upon pattens, and hens drinlcing ale.
(Scene last
At the termination of Jack's speech, the gysarts are 
desired to drink with the family, after which they are 
presented by each person in the house with a small sum 
of money for their trouble. % ey lastly form themselves 
into a ring, and as they dance round, all of them sing the 
following carol.)
As we came by yon well we drank 
We laid our gloves upon yon banlc 
By came Willie's piper to play 
Took up our gloves and ran away 
We followed him from town to town 
We bad him lay our bonny gloves down 
He laid them down upon yon stone.
Sing ye a carol, ours is done.
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(Sometimes each of the gysarts sings a carol of the 
preceding sort.)
Information
'In the southern counties of Scotland, a number of young men 
dress themselves in a fantastic manner'and paint or diguise their faces 
and in this situation go through towns, villages, farmsteads etc, enter 
into every house, where they think the inhabitants will allow them a 
small pittance, for which they perform a kind of dramatic game and call 
themselves 'guisarts*. Tradition says that it is very unlucky to let 
the gysarts go out of the house, where they have performed that tragedy 
(which they sometimes call Galatian, or Alexander of Macedon) without 
giving them some money to drink, to the success of the family.
'The Gysarts always dress themselves in white. They appear - 
like so many dead persons, robed in their shrouds,, who have risen 
from their narrow homes, and the simile is still improved from their 
faces being all painted black or dark bluet- their mutches are some­
times adorned with ribbons of diverse colours, but these seldon enter 
into their dresses; as the plain mutch is most common. A sword is a 
necessary article of their dress, which they wear below their shroud 
or go-wn. The evening is the usual time for their appearance, though 
I have seen them perform in the sunshine, in some villages.
•Every evening from Christmas to Pastemse'en is allowable for 
the Gysarts to make their perambulations*.
The extract is called 'Tlie Game of Guisarts*. In a list of 
performers, all except the boy are labelled * servants *.
Source
Thomas Wilkie, Ancient Customs and Ceremonies of the Lowland Scots, 
1815, pp.148-154, National Library of Scotland MS. 125*
Comment
I have ventured to ascribe this text to Bowden, where Wilkie -was 
born 0.1789» in the belief that he is writing from liis o^m experience.
This is the earliest detailed account of the Scottish folk play, 
and extremely valuable for the picture it gives of the Border custom 
about the turn.of the century.
Wilkie may be mistaken in thinking 'Slashen* to be a variant 
of 'Galatian*r it is more likely a corruption of 'Slasher* who slashes 
with his scimitar, shable or sabre (see for example LEITH),
The sign3.ficance of the- carol which closes the perfo,rmance may lie 
in the symbolism of the well and the gloves. Wells were symbols of 
purity: gloves were used in contracts of vassalage by enfeoffing with a 
glove, or by securing a fief by presenting a glove. In view of the 
feudal colouring of the custom (see Chapter Three), it may be that the 
carol remembers the presentation of a glove by vassals renewing their 
tenancy, and therefore demonstrates the use of folk pastime to decorate 
social transactions.
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CASTLE DOUGLAS (NX7662S Dumfries and Galloway) 
Tjext
Here come I, Bold Hector; 
Bold Slasher is my name; 
Sword and pistol by my side, 
I mean to win the game*
Here come I, King Beelzebub,
And over my shoulder I carry a club.
And in my hand a frying-pan,
And I am a better man*
Dear Sir*
I, sir*
Talte out your sword and try, sir.
(One is wounded)
£10 for a doctor.
Hère come I, old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the town.
% a t  diseases can you cure?
All diseases to be sure.
The rout, the gout, the ringy/oim and the scurvy, 
Cure that man.
A touch on the nose, a 'bouch on the toes.
Rise up, Jack, and there he goes.
Here come I, wee Johnny îhinny,
The best wee man to gather a* -bhe money.
Lang pooches down to my knees,
I'm the wee boy to gather a' the bawbees.
Information
The boys sang a va,riant of the song recordsJ in Ayrshire. They 
did not know the word 'Goloshans', nor did the infomant say by what 
name, if any, they knew the play. The infonnant had played at 
Hallowe'en, c.1888.
bource
(Annie Dunlop): 'Ayrshire Notes' in Olie Kilmarnock Standard, n.-^d 
Ayrshire Weekly News,20th March 1943, p.5, cols 1,2.
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OLAREBRAND (11X7666: Dumfries and Galloway)
Text
Fere comes I bold Hector 
Bold Slasher is my name,
With sword and pistol by my side 
I'm sure to win the game.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Take out your sword and try, sir.
Die, sir.
(he 'dies')
Oh, what is this that I have done?
I've slain my father's only son.
Is there a doctor in the town?
Hère comes I old Doctor Bro\m>
The best old doctor in the town.
What can you cure?
The rout, the gout, the broken snout.
If the devil's in a man, I knock him out.
Get up. Jack, and sing a song.
Oh, once I was dead, and now I'm alive
God bless the old doctor that made me survive.
Here comes I, wee Johnny Phnn;y,
I'm the wee boy to gather the money.
Big lang pouches doon tae my knees 
I’m the wee boy to gather bawbees.
Information
'As at Hogmanay, the young people went out guising. Hallowe'en's 
dramatic performance was almost universal. The cast included two 
duellists vrf.th wooden swords, a doctor and a wee fellow in charge of 
the money bag'.
Source
,G,l,a,rebrand Distpict; A Histo.r;r (for Scottish Rural Women's Institutes), 
Clarebrand Women's Rural Institute (Castle 'Douglas: McKlroy, I965)
P.37o
CRIEFF (NN862IÎ Tayside)
Information^
.'Hogmanay in the Olden Times. This ancient festive evening used
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to be observed with great ado on the Saturdays previous to Auld Hansel 
Monday; but since the modem arts of civilisation shifted the New Year's 
festivities to the first days of the Year, guizors have deteriorated from 
full-grown men and women to children. At one time bevies of young men 
and women decked themselves in the most antic and ridiculous apparel 
their imag3.nations could suggest. All the available musical talent was 
pressed into service, and when.at all possible, each squad secured the 
services of a fiddler, who also donned antic habiliments, of which the 
following is a sample, worn by a Bridgend fiddler known as 'The Doctor' : 
Shoes, with spats, blue duffel trousers; with spatter-dashes; long 
drab coat, with short body, high collar, and long tails, with clear 
brass buttons that would do for lids to ale tumblers, a la mode 1800 - 
the whole being sui*mountèd by a red Kilmarnock nightcap with a black 
top as large as a dahlia. To one of the coat buttons hung a staff or 
cormaok, which dangled on his knees. These parties generally made it • 
a point to visit the different houses in the country at different times,
whei'e they sung and danced The songs....(included) 'Bold Brannin
on the Moor' etc. This latter continued long a favourite........
Source
C ©Æ*£. *
(Edinburgh: Facara, 1881), p.252,
Comment
The justification for including tills account is in the name 
accorded to the fiddler of Bridgend, and its comment on the decay of 
custom* The book is claimed to cover the years in the main 1801-60*
Note that the 'Fiddler' who plays for 'bhe }^t-play singing is here 
called the 'Doctor'; and still wears some of the cos'bume, and carries 
the 'rod' or 'wand', of the folk-play doctor. 'Auld Hansel Monday' 
was the first Monday after New Year's Day O.S.
CIÏIIOT ^
Text
'(But now the ling is fomcd and the play begins. 
Jack Macglashan swaggers forward and pixinounces in a 
round voice:)
Macglashan Macglashan, Macglashan, Macglashan is my name,
My sword and buckler by my side, I hope to win the
game.
The King The game, sir, the game, sir, is not within your power, 
I'll draw my bloody dagger and slay you to the floor*
(a brisk fight ensues, and Jack falls wounded)
Then call for Doctor Brown, the best old greasy doctor
in the town.
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Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
King
Doctor
Macglashan
Doctor
Macglashan
(Out springs Doctor Brown with suitable 
medical props**.*)
Here am I, Doctor Brown,
Tlie best old greasy doctor in the town.
How far have you travelled?
Oh, round the world and back again.
■/That did you see there?
Mountains of porridge and rivers of butter milk* 
Anj^thing else?
Yes, cocks and hens irith knives and forks in their 
backs, running down the streets calling out, 
'who'll eat me? V/ho'll eat me?
Anyfching more?
No.
.Anything less?
No.
IThat'll you take to cure a mmi? 
T'en pomade and a bottle of vd.ne. 
I'll give you three.
Ten pounds and a bottle of wine. 
I'll give you three*
Ten poimds a,nd a bottle of wine. 
CJure him -bhen.,
"[Pwo drops to your nose and one to your toes. 
Rise, Jack, and sing.
I can't
V#hy not?
I've got a '/hole in my side that would let a 
coach and four through it.
Doctor How did you get that?
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Facglafshan
Doctor
Macglashan
Doctor
Macglashan
Doctor
*  .(JaclCc « 
(and all)
; ; J olmny Fanny,
Eighting the French,
Hbw many did yon kill?
All hut one,
What happened to him?
He ran away,
(The Doctor once more stoops over Jack with a 
slightly stronger potion,)
Three drops to your nose and two to your toes.
Rise up, Jack, and sing.
Once I was dead and now I'm alive,
Blessed be the doctor that made me alive.
We'll all join hands and we'll never fight no more.
And we'll be as brothers as we were before.
Bless the master of this house and bless the mistress,
too,
With their pockets full of money and their bottles
full of beer,
We \7ish you all a merry Christmas and a happy New
Year*
(,, «.clapping and congx*atulations,
Here am I, wee Johnny EYinny,
Wi' my tunn;y.
I'm the man bhat takes the money,
)
Information
'.,,,an old man's memory - the Cuisers' play of Macglashan as 
performed in Crieff, Perthshire, about 1884,,,,the last of the year 
that saw the performances of the Disguisers or Guisers,
'Tliere were several large families in Crieff in the eighties*
Some time before the end of the year,‘ a group of boys get together 
from one or t^ w) families of pla;/mates, and prepare *bhe well-lcnown 
Guisers' play. The leader would take the part of Macglashan. That 
is the Galgacus character, according to ILK. Chambers, althoxigh it 
has been suggested that he is Mac, tha-b is to say the son of, the 
Gal at i 82%, Sai.nt George himself*
other parts of the King, the Doctor and Johnny Funny..,, 
There were also a few supernumaries. The play was rehearsed......
disgiiisings, crude ones,, were chosen... a grovmr-up jacket, turned 
ou’b, and old grown-up hats squashed or folded upon the head,
... .performances were mostly to gro\Tii~ups at home, or to friends 
of the family, as anybhing like begging was frowned upon by his mother.
... .Tlie boys would be invited into the kitchen, îlother would 
certainly remain as audience and any grom-ups who could be bothered 
witli the ploys of children. The age of the players was much younger
2 5
than the (Thomas) Hardy band....,.*
Source
M.J.P. Lawrence, 'Guisers* Play*, Soots Magaggine. H S 66, No.3 (Deo.
1956), 197-201,
Comment
The custom in Crieff may not be ancient. The town was completely 
destroyed in I716, and repaired in 1731. The town became an industrial 
centre for a while in the late ei^iteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
and a spa later in the ninofceenth century. Tlie interruption in the 
tovm's history, and the cause for immigration in the nineteenth century» 
may well mean that the play in this location is a relatively recent 
transplant.
CIIJ.ROSS (NS9885: Life) 
Text
Here come I, the great King of Macedonia,
Conquered all the world round,
Nhen first I came to Scotland my heart was so cold 
To see this little nation so proud and so bold,
So proud and so bold, so frank and so free,
That I called upon Gallachen to fight along with. me.
Here come X, Gallachen - 
Gallachen is Liy name »•
My svrord and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, is not \d.thin your power,
For m t h  this little weapon 1*11 slay you in less than
hal f-an-hour ,
% a t *8 that you say?
X say what I mean*
Well, let ub begin* (dead man)
Any doctors in this town?
Tea, here come X, the little Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the town,
V/hat can you cure?
The rout, t}ie gout, the ringwoorm, and the scurvyÎ 
Do you think you could cure a dead man?
Oh, well, X*ll try. Here's a little box of inlcey-
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piïikey I got from my great-grandmother-in-law. Pat 
a little on his hack, put a little on his head.. Rise 
up, Jack, and. sing a song.'
Once I was dead, but now I'm alive -
Blessed be the doctor who made me aliveÎ -
And we'll all join hands, and we'll never fi^t no more.
And we'll be happy comrades, as we were before.
Information
The informant was tau^it the text by an uncle from Oulross in 1895. 
Source
*%e, Border 25, No.295 (Ju3.y 1920), 108, Walker & Son, Galashiels,
and Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow. (Reprinted contribution by 
G.B.C, to the 'Neelclv .Scotsman', which edition I have been unable to 
trace.).
CtHitlOCK (NS562OÎ Strathclyde )
Text
A-roomî A-iooml ye gallant boys; and give me room to rhyme.
Te think we're of the dirty cre?y; we're of the royal prime,
S'bir up the fire and give us light for in this house there'll be
a fi^t.
If you don't believe these words, I says Step in, Sir William
Tfallace, and clear the way,
Wallace
Bruce
Wallace
Bruce
Wallace
Goloshans
Here come. I, Sir William Wallace, stout as I am brave, 
Mai^ iy a bold Englishman I've sent to his grave.
'Tis forty years since Bruce's fa'. If I'd him here
I'd lay him low.
Here come I, King Robert the Bruce, my battle-axe over
my shoulder.
England, Ireland to reduce, and Scotland to reign over. 
I killed a dog in yonder field, who tried to make a
Scotsman yi.eld;
I'd rather see my blood to flow, and lay Sir William
Wallace in the snow.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Take out your swoM and try, sir.
(They draw swords and engage with three strokes upward 
and one downward. This is repeated till Bruce is 
slain with a stab and lies down).
Here cones I, Galoshans; Galoshans is my name.
With sword and pistol by my side, I hope to win the
game.
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Wallace
Galoshans
Wallace
Galoshans
Jalse
Beelaehuh
Blue Sailor
Dhole
Wallace
Hairy Cap
Johnny Funny
The game, sir, the game, sir, is not within your power. 
1*11 out you down in inches in less than half an hour.
You, sir.
I, sir!
Take out your sword and try, sir,
(Galoshans is killed and falls)
Here comes I, auld Jalce Strae Straw Strum Striddle,
I*m the man that chased the devil
Through a rock, through a reel, through an auld
spinnin* wheel.
Tîirough a hag of pepper, through a hag of saut.
Did ye ever see sic a man as that: Auld Jake Strae
Straw Strum Striddle.'
(Jake makes for the door when he hears Beelzebub 
coming in.)
Here comes I, Beelze'Imb, Over my shoulders I carry my
club
In my hand a frying pan. I tliinlc myself a jolly man. 
Here comes I, who never came yet, big head and little
wit.
Though my head is so big and my body so small,
I do my best to please you all.
Here comes I, Blue Sailor, Blue Sailor from the sea.
Hith a bunch of blue ribbons tied under my Icnee,
A rose in my 'breast,a sword in my hand.
I'll fight any Frenchman that stands in the land.
(Blue Sailor gives Wallace the *cujy* - a 
challeng3.ng shove with the shoulder. They fi^^t 
and Blue Sailor falls dead.)
Alas! Alas! Nhat’s this you've done? You've killed
mj’ brother's only son:
Only son and only heir. Do you see himi lying bleeding
there?
Yes, I see lii.m lying bleeding there, his blood 
stream flowing round him.
There's no man in all Scotland could handle a broad 
sword like him.
Here comes I, bold Hairy Cap, my buckles shine so bright, 
Before I'd lose so many men, I dravj my sword and fight,
(He is despatched by Wallace)
Here comes I, wee Jolinny Funny, I'm the man that
likes the money 
Great big pooches doon tae ma knees, fine for
handin' bawbees.
2 8
Dr* Broon
Wallace 
Dr. Broon
Wallace 
Dr* Broon
Wallace 
Dr* Broon
A penny or tippence *11 dae ye nae hairm, Sixpence 
or a shillin* *11 no break your airm.
Ladies and gentlemen,you'll never grow fat, if ye 
don't put a penny in my auld hat*
(Collection)
Here comes I, s.uld Dr, Broon, the best auld doctor in
the toon*
I cured a man wi' a broken thoom, sae whit dae ye
thinlc o' Dr# Broon?
Say on, sir*
As I was going over the long bridge of Belfast, and 
the short one of Derry, 1 met my Auntie Pat# She 
roars 'Pat', I roars 'V/hat?* She took me up three 
stairs and down five* She gave me a big bowl of 
broth which took me three nights to get to the 
bottom of it#
Say on, sir*#
The joint of a flea's leg* I broke it in two, and 
put a half in one pocket and another in that* Now 
the next day, as I was going over the same old 
bridge, I met a big Newfoundland dog* It came sniff, 
sniff, sni.ff, till it sniffed one of the bones, out 
of my pocket j and then it ran* It ran and ran over 
Ixitches and ditches near 200 miles# At last I 
catched him by the tail, and sming him three times 
iround my head* He spit in my fist* Do you feel 
i#ie smell of it yet, sir?
Say on, sir#
Rise up, all ye dead men, and sing a song#
Source
(Annie Dunlop): 'Ayrshire Notes' in 
Vfeekly News* No.4422, Dimlop and Dremian, Kilmarnock, 15#3»1948,P»3, cols 1,2.
Comment
It has been suggested that the Irish element was added to this text 
in manuscript rather than in performance by an Irisîiman called lorimer 
(1872 - 1954).
Source
Alex, Helm Collection#
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damick®* (NT5334;
Text
McGlashan
Black Khi.ght
McGlashan
Black Khight
McGlashan 
Black Kill gilt 
McGlashan
Actor
Dr. Brown
Actor 
Dr. Brown 
Actor 
Dr. Brown 
Actor
Borders)
Here comes in McGlashan
McGlashan is my name
With sword and pistol hy my side,
X hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir.
It's not within your power,
I'll lay your body low, sir.
In less than half and hour.
If you lay my body low, sir.
I'll lay your body high;
I don't care a button 
I'll conquer or I'll die*
Here comes in the Blaok Knight 
The King of Macedone,
V/ho conquered all the loiown world.
But let Scotland alone.
When I came to Scotland,
My heart grew weak and cold,
To see a small nation 
Look so stout and bold*
So startling and so bold.
So frank and so free,
Call in McGlashan to fight vd.th me*
You, sir?
I, sir*'
Take your sword and try, sir.
(They draw their iWfordB and start fighting. One 
falls to the ground*)
Oh horrible, horrible, what have I done?
I've kilt my father's only son*
Round the kitchen, round the hall,
A very good doctor I do call*
(Comes in with stick)
Here comes in old Dr. Brown 
The best old doctor in the town*
How far have you travelled?
From York to Cork*
How much further?
From knife to fork*
V/hat have you seen in your travels?
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Dr, Brown
Actor 
Dr, Brown 
Actor 
Dr. Brown
Jack (sings)
Belzebiib’.
Mountains of beef and rivers of gravy,
Geese gaun in pattens and aid wives wearing satins*
Nhat'll ye tak to cure this dead man?
Not enough.
Is five not enough?
Live widna pit a patch on my troosers*
(The Doctor is paid for curing a dead man* He looks 
him over, and then says,)
I've a little bottle in my pcket called Hoxy Poxy. 
Put a little to his nose and a little to his bum, 
Rise up Jack and sing a song*
Once I was dead and now I'm alive 
Blessed be the doctor 
That made me to revi.ve*
There's four of us all.
And some happy boys are we.
We're all going a roving 
Some housing for to see.
Some houses for to see
And some pleatrure for to have.
And wha'b you freely give to us 
We freely shall receive*
Go down into your cellars 
And see what you can f5.nd.
If your barrels be not empty,
I hope you will prove kind»
I hope you will prove kind 
With some whisky and some beer,
I wish you a meriy Christmas 
And a happy guid New Year*
God bless the mistress of tliis house,
The mistress (master?) also 
And all the little baiïnies 
That romid the table go.
0 brothers, 0 brothers,
Why drew your swords 'bo me.
And since we've all revived again 
Ne'11 all shake hands and gree.
We'll all shalce hands and gree.
And we'll never fight no more.
And we shall be like brothers.
As we was once before*
Here comes Old Belzebub,
And over his shoulder he carries his club.
And in his hand a frying pan,
And thinks hisself a jolly old man.
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Jolmny Puumy Here comes iu Wee Johnny Funny, 
I'm. the hoy for a' the money; 
Long pooches doon tae his kneees. 
Fine for haudin hawhees.
Information
The text was given hy Mr* William Hastie, of Damick, who had learned 
it sixty years earlier (ike* 0*1865) from older hoys. He had never seen 
it in print* The hoys wore their fathers' sliirts, tied round with gaily- 
coloured sashes, and blacked their faces, or wore false faces* They 
made 'fools' hats' from wallpaper, a foot high, with fringes of different 
coloured paper. The fighters had wooden swords, and Dr* Brov/n wore a 
tailed coat and lura hat. The guisers went about from Christmas to 
the Hew Year.
Mrs. Hastie, who come from Galloway, talked of turnip lanterns, 
o,nd said that Belzebub had a 'tattle chapper' (potato Imife), but it is 
not clear whether tliis last item of information refers to Damick or 
to Galloway*
Source
James Camenter Collection*
DARNICK ^
Texb
Sir William 
Wallace
Black Knight
Here comes in Sir William Wallace Wight 
ITiio spent his sword in Scotlsnd's right; 
Wi'khin a right, within a ree,
I draw my 'bloody weapon.
My bloody weapon shines so clear,
I venture here, I venture tliere;
The ne^ ct I call in the Blaclc Knighb*
Here comes in the Black Kiight 
The Great Ki.ng of Macedonia,
Who conquered all the vo rid around 
But left Scotland alone,
Wlien I f3.rst came into Scotland 
My heart was so cold,
To see tha-b gxea’b nabion 
So stout and so bold
Galachen
So stout and so bold 
So franlc and so free.
Call in Galashen to fi^^t vdth me,
Here comes in Galashen 
Galashen of great renov/n 
’Tho first went through the army 
Any then took the crown*
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Black Knigîit 
Galashen 
Black Knight
Dr# Brown
Black Kni^ ght 
Dr* Brov/n 
Black Knight 
Dr# Brown 
Black Knight 
Dr# Brown
Black Knight
Dr# Brovnri
Black Kii^t 
Dr# Brovm.
Black Knj.ght 
Dr» Brown
Jack (singing)
(or 'Galashen is my name/ l%th siTord and pistol 
by my side/ I hope to win the game*#)
You, sir?
I, sir#
Take your sword and trjr, sir#
(They spar with wooden swords, and Galashen falls*)
0 see, o see what I have done.
I've killed my father's oldest son#
Around the kitchen, around the hall,
A medico doctor I do call*
Here comes in Old Dr# Brown,
The best old doctor in the tovm#
How far have you travelled?
From Imife to fork*
TDiat have you seen in your travels?
Mountains of beef and rivers of Gravy#
Anything else?
Yes, sir# I once seen a cat chase a rat 
Round pay father's old tiled hat#
Well, how much will ye talce to cure this dead man? 
Five pound?
Five pounds! Five pounds widna put a button on 
my sliirt#
Ten pounds?
Ten pounds! Ten pounds wi.dna put a tack et on ray 
old shoe#
(Idne(s) forgotten about 'Jack coming doon lum 
and eating them all up')
A hundred pounds!
Well, perhaps that might do#
1 have here in my pocket a little bottle of
Hoxy Cro:cy#
Put a little to liis nose, and a little to lois toes
(bum)
Rise up. Jack, and sing a song*
Once I was dead, sir.
But now I'm alive.
Blessed be the doctor
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That made me to revive#
There's, four of us. all 
And. all Damick boys are we 
And we're all going around 
Some houses (lasses) for to see 
Some lasses for to see,
And some pleasure for to have,
God bless the master of this house 
The mistress and require 
And all the little babies 
Around the kitchen fire#
Go down to your cellars 
And see what you can find,
Your barrels be not empty 
I hope you will provide.
I hope you will provide,
With some whisky and some beer,
I wish you a merry Cliristraas 
And a happy, happy New Year.
(After a 
enters.)
concert', either Belaebub or Johnny Pumay
Belzebub
Johnny Funny
Here comes in Old Bëlzebub
And on his shoulder he carries a club
And in his had a frying, pan
Md' thinlcs himself a jolly old man#
Here comes in Johnny Funny 
He's the boy for all your money 
Lang pooches doon tae his knees 
Fine for haudin Bawbees#
Information
The text was supplied by William Sliiel, of Damick, who had learned 
it as a boy c.1890# He had nevei* seen it in print#
Source
James Carpenter Collection.
DUHFSHMLINE ^ (.Nf0987r Fife)
The claildren gave much consideration beforehand to the disguise 
to be adopted, the houses to be visted, and the drama they would perform# 
Three dramas compete! for the children's interests, 'the conflict 
between Norval and Glenalvon', 'Rob Roy', and the Gentle Shepherd' ' 
apart from the one the writer referred to by the line 'Here Comes I, 
Gallashan, Gallashan, is ray name'# Their disguises were sometimes as
gypsies, and they blackened their faces, made long beards from yam 
unravellings, and obtained pieces of hoop iron fmm the cooperage 
for S’ffords*
3 4
Source
A* Ste\?art, .todni^S.ejicm-fi£-
pp* 151-3,
(1886),
Gomment
The 'conflict between Norval and Glenalvon* comes from Home's 
melodrama Douglas (175^)» Bob Roy was recreated for the stage in 
from Scott's novel, and The Gentle Sliepherd* written by Ramsay 
1720-25, was noted in school nerformance in Haddington as early as
1729,
Source 
Terence Tobin,
1974).
(Iowa: University of Iowa,
DUNPEMLINE 
Text
Here comes I, Gallashan, 
Gallashan is my name,
My sword and pistol by my side, 
I hope to win the game*
'Ihkie pinkie® was used in the cure.
jkùiimajküm
The writer is insistent on the prevalence of the custom "50-40 
years a g o T h e  play was in th possession of "every Dunfermline 
child", and was perfoiDied "in almost every house in the city and 
districts on hognianay night". The play's combat mit s brandished 
the Cooper's hoop-metal.
The play was extinct at the time of writing.
Source
The Dunfemline Journal, 1 Jem 1887, p.4, col. 2,
EARLSTON ( H.O9758 : Borders )
Text
First man Radd up sticks, radd up stills 
Here comes in a pack o' fills,
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( sometimes
Galasliina
First Man
Galasîiins 
First Man 
Galashins
King George
Dr. Brown 
First Mêin 
Dr. Brown
Eirst Man 
Dr. Brown 
First Man 
Dr. Brown
A pack o' fills ahint the door,
The lack was never seen afore.
Silence, silence, gentlemen,
Upon me cast an eye,'
My name is Alexander,
I'll sing a trage-die.)
The next that I call in 
Hè is Galashins bold 
He fou^t the battle of Quebeck 
And won the crown of gold.
Here comes in Galashins,
Galashins is my name 
Sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir.
It's not within your power,
I'll cut you into inches 
In less than half an hour*
You, sli*?
Yes, I, sir!
Take your sword and try, sir, '
(They fight with wooden swords, and Galashins is 
killed.)
Here am I, King George,
A man of courage bold.
And now ye've killed Galashins,
And on the floor he's laid 
You'll suffer for it now 
I'm veiy sore afraid*
Is there a doctor to be had?
Yes, Dr. Brown.
Call in Dr* Brovm.
Here comes in old Dr. Brown,
The best old doctor'in the towm.
I've been in France, I've been in Spain 
I've come to cure tlie dead again.
How far Have ye travelled?
Fi*om the bed to the pi a spot*
What have ye seen on yer travels?
Trees blown up by men's ass 
And women raking.....
EUrst Man T/hat can ye cure?
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Dr. Bro’wn- 
Pirst Man 
Dr. Bx’own
First Man 
Dr. Brown 
First Man 
Dr# Brown 
First Man 
Dr. Brown
First Man 
Dr. Brown
All
BelzeWb
or
VRiat'll ye take to oure this dead man?
Ten. pound ten.
Would eight not do?
Ei^itî Eight wouldna put on as guid a coal fire as 
the Divil could go up tae the top of the lum and 
pish it out.
Would nine not do?
Perhaps nine, with a bottle of wine.
V/hat's yer cure?
Boxy Croxy.
What’s it made of?
Hen’s feathers, turkeys blethers,
All mixed up with the grey oat’s tail.
Gang on wie yer cure!
I’ve a little bottle by my side called Boxy Croxy. 
Put a little to M s  beak and a little to his bum 
Rise up Jack and sing a song.
Once I was dead, '
Biit now I’m alive,
Blessed be the hand 
Tliat made me to revive.'
Bless the master of this house 
The mistress also 
And. all the pretty babies 
That round 'the table go.
This nil^t is called Christmas 
A happy good Hew Tear 
And have as many g^ iineas 
As the days are in the year
Blinlcin Jock the Cobbler 
He had a blinkiri eye 
He sold his wife for half a crown 
And what the wau.r wis I.
Here cones in Old Belzebub 
Over my shoulder I cany a club,
In my hand a frying pan,
And thinks myself a jolly old man.
Here comes In Johnny Funny 
I’m the man *bhat takes the money 
Lang pooches doon tae my Icnees 
Grand for haudin bawbees.
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Information
The text was given hy David Hogg, a handloom weaver, who had 
learned it some sixty years'earlier, 0. I865, from older guisers. 
The oostnme had been man’s white shirts, kite-shaped paper hats, in 
fancy colours, with fringes of paper. They blacked their faces, or 
wore false faces. The combatants carried their wooden swords in 
sashes. Dr. Brown wore a long-tailed coat, and preferably a Inm 
hat. They perfoimed for about ten days, ending on Christmas Night.
Source
James Carpenter Collection*
E o n tW R G H  (  1 7 1 2 5 7 31 . t o t h ia ix )
JixEggpatdoti, ,(a l
Then came the merry maskers in,
And carols I’oared with blithesome din;
If unmelodious was ‘bhe song,
It was a heairty note, and strong.
Who lists may in their mumming see 
Traces of ancient mystery;
White shirks supplied the masquerade.
And smutted, cheeks the vl.sors made;
It seems certain, that the Hummers of England, v/ho (in Northum­
berland at least) used to go about in disguise to -the neighbouring 
houses, bearing the then useless ploughsha.re; and ‘bhe Cuisards of 
Scotland, not yet in total disuse, present in some indistinct degree, 
a shadov/ of ‘bhe old mysteries, which were the oïd^ fln of ‘bhe English ■ 
Drama. In Scotland, (me ipso teste) we were wont, during m.y boyhood, 
to take the characters of the apostles, at least of Peter, Paul and 
Judas Iscariot; ‘bhe first had the keys, the second carried a sword, 
and the last ‘bhe bag, in wbuioh the dole of our neighbours’ pliunb- 
cake was deposited* One played a chmnplon, and recited some traditional 
rhymes, another was
• .Alamnder, King of Hacedon,
1Vho conquered all -bhe world but Scotland alone;
Y/hen he came to Scotland his courage gi-ew cold,
To see a little nation courageous and bold.
These, and many such verses, were repeated, but by rote, and 
unconnectedly. There were also occasionally, I believe, a Saint George. 
In all, there was a confused resemblance of ‘bhe ancient mysteries, in 
which the characters of Scripture, 'the Nine Worthies, and other popular 
personages, v/ere usually exhibited,
Source , .
Sir Nalter Scott, Baronet, The Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott, 
%ronet (Edinburgh: Constable, 1821), VI, ’Marmion’, pp. 308-9, 487.
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XnffiXEia'tl.on Ih).
"I remember in childhood playing judas and bearing the bag - the 
part assigned to me on account of my lameness though how that 
corresponded with the traditionary idea of the Apostate I cannot tell*
In Edinburg these Exhibitions have been put down by the police 
in a great measure the privilege of going disguised having been of 
late years so much abused that one party in particular who call'd 
themselves Rob Roy's gang went so far into the spirit of their part 
as actually to commit theft".
Source
The Letters of Sir‘Walter'Scott, ed. H.J*C. Grierson, 1825-1826, IX 
(London: Constable, 1935)» 445*
Comment
Scott was b o m  in 1771, and was a schoolboy in Edinburgh 1779- 
1783# The above reminiscence is of these years, I believe, and 
probably make Scott the first 'known', and the most celebrated, 
participant in the British folk play.
EDINBURGH
Text
Galation
St, Andrew
Galation 
St, George 
St, Patrick 
St, George
Doctor
Here am I, Galation;
Galation is my name.
With sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir, is not within your
power,
I'll cut you down in inches in less than half an hour.
My body's made of iron, my head is made of steel.
I’ll draw my bloody- weapon, and slay you on the field.
Here am I, St, George, I shine in arms bright,
A gallant champion and a worbhy knight,
Y/ho is St. George but St. Patrick’s knave,
Who stole his horse, and was sold for a slave?
I say, 8t. Patrick, you lie, sir.
(They fight, St, Patrick goes dovm. )
Here.am I, the good Doctor Jones,
With a leek for the lug and a salve for the bones, 
Dominum romanum nickitum segs.
Take up the drink, and get upon your legs.
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st. Patrick Once I was dead.
But now I'm alive 
Bless'd be the doctor 
That made me revive,
(They all joined liands and sang some popular chorus.)
Information
The text was in use in Edinburgh c,1870.
Source
A letter from James M, Thompson in The Scotsman, 6th Jan 1903, p.6, 
col. 2, note! by Sam Callander, and communicated to rf^e by Paul Smith,
Comment
A century of tradition is covered by these three accounts, from 
0,1770 vrith young Sir Walter, the police action of c.1825, and the 
ascription of (c) to C.I87O,
M A M  (NT7337; Borders)
Text
first Man
Galashan
Belzebub
Galashan 
Belzebub 
Galashan
Let's ack the Guisarts?
Rad up sticks, rad up stools,
Here comes in a pack o' fools,
A pack o' fools ahint the door,
The, like was never seen afore.
Here comes in Galashan,
Galashan is my name,
Wi* a sword and a pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game,
Her.e comes in old Belzebub,
And over his shoulder he carries his club,
And in his hand a frying-pan,
And he thinlcs hiaself a jolly old man.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It's not vdthin your power,
I'll cut you into inches 
In space of half an hour.
Yes, sir,
I, sir.
Talce your sword and try, sir.
(They fight; Belzebub gives him a punch in the 
guts with a stick,)
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Fourth Actor
Dr. Brown
Fourth Actor 
Dr, Brown 
Fourth Man 
Dr, Brown
Fourth Actor 
Dr, Brown 
Fourth Actor 
Dri Brown
Now you've killed Galashan,
And on the floor he's laid,
And you will suffer for it.
I'm very sore afraid.
Round the corner, round the hall,
Is there any good doctor to he found at all?
Is there any good doctor in the town 
Can save this man. for half a crown?
(Rising up from behind the door)
Fere comes in old Dr, Brown,
The best old doctor in the town,
Hbw much'll ye take to cure this dead man?
Twenty pounds.
Will not ten do?
Ten poons widna put the coals on the fire for the 
Devil to come doon the chimney a.nd pish't oot.
How far have you travelled?
From Linton to Cork 
What have ye seen?
Mountains of blue snow and rivers of gravy.
Jack
(Turns dead man over)
I have here in my pocket a little bottle called
Hoxy Croxy,
Put a little to his beak,
And a little to his bum,
Rise up Jack and sing a song.
Once I was dead, but now I'm alive.
Blessed be the doctor that made me to revive*
Blinkin Jock the Cobbler 
He had a blinkin ee,
He selt his wife for fifty pound.
And what the waur was he.
His pockets full of money,
And his barrel full of beer,
Success to the Guisers,
And a Happy Guid New Year.
About the beginning of the century in perfomance, Belzebub had 
a humped back, and two or three of the boys were dressed as girls, 
wearing their fathers' shirts, and blacking their faces, or wearing 
'false faces'. 'Dr. Brown' had a long-tailed coat, a lum hat, and a 
stick.
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Source
David Anderson: James Carpenter Collection.
Comment
The idea of the gainers heing disguised as girls is a misinter­
pretation of the white overgarments traditionally worn hy the players.
The lump-hacked guiser appears in Scotland only here and in 
Kelso^, David Anderson’s address was noted by Carpenter as being 
’Kdraman, Kelso’, whi.ch the Kelso Post Office inform me is most likely 
Ednam*
ÏÏDROM (NT8255Ï Borders)
T e ^
G-alashen
Second
CaXashen
Second
Calashen
Player 
Dr. Brown
All
Belzebub
Betty Funny
Here comes in Calashen,
Calashen is my name,
A sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It’s not vdthin your power.
I’ll cut you into inches 
In less than half an hour.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Take your svjord s.nd try, sir!
(They fight with wooden sivords and one falls.)
Is there a doctor in the tovm?
Here comes in old Doctor Brovm 
The best old doctor in the town.
I have a bottle in my pocket called hoxy croxy.
Put a little to his beak and a little to his bum 
Itlse up. Jack, and sing a song (or, ’fight again’).
Once he was dead 
But now he’s alive 
Here’s to the doctor 
Tliat made me to revive.
Here comes in old Belzebub,
And over his shoulder he carries a club 
And in M s  hand a frying pan,
He thirdcs himself a jolly old man.
Here comes in old Betty Fun:iy
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Talce all your bread and money, '
Long poocli doon till her knees.
Fine for handin the bawbees.
Ini^ pCTiiation
The text was supplied by John Lyall of Galashiels, who had learned 
it in Edrom sixty—three years earlier (in 1862). The guisers blacked 
their faces, or wore false faces. One was dressed as a girl.
He‘reported that the guisers used to go to ’the houses of the 
gentry’» and included among these Spottiswoode House (q.v.),
Source
James Carpenter Collection.
Comment
Some doubt is cast on the claim that the Edrom troupe visited 
Spottiswoode House by the fact that the two places are fifteen miles 
apart.
FALKIRK ^ (WS8880: Central)
Information
Falkirk Jan. 4 1702.
This day the Session being infonned of John Harbin and Andrew 
.Russell servants to John Ha,lker at Carsebanlc, George Mor.rison.servant 
to Carsebank, Davtld Smily , se.rvant to William - , John Hal son servant 
to Alison Gardiner in Milnerhall, l^illiam Finlay in - and James - , 
son to Robert - Mason they did upon the last night of December last 
bypast go about in disguise acting things unseemly, they appoint their 
officer to - them to appear before them that eighteenth Inst.
Fallcirk Jan. 18 1702,
Tliis day the Officer reported to the Cession that according to 
their appointment he - John Martin, Andrew Russell, George Morrison, 
David Smily John Halson, Hilliam Finlaw and James - who being compeared 
and being examined confessed that upon the last night of December last 
tîiey went about in disguise in an unseemly manvr^ r, the Minister having 
laid before them the sinfulness of their deed, they professed they were 
sorrowtbl for the same, wherefore they were past vdth a Sessional rebulce, 
being notified if they should be found guilty of the like in time coming, 
tha.t the Session would proceed after another manner with them’.
vSource
Falkirk Kirk Session minutes, (CH2/400/4 at p.51)» Scottish Record 
Office,
Comment
A full transcription of the minutes is given, the device - indi­
cating an illegible word.
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The question of whether this is in fact the earliest reference to 
the ’modem’ folk play in Scotland, and perhaps in Britain, hinges on 
the use of the word ’acting’ in the first passage, I am inclined to 
believe that some kind of drama was being performed, and that the Kirk 
Session chose to withdraw the charge in the second instance, and sub­
stitute the more acceptable crime of ’disguising’, in return for a plea 
of guilty, and a promise never to repeat the offence.
FALKIRK b
Text
(Given here with the original notes,)
Galgacus enters
Rise up guidewife and shake your feathers!
Dinna thihic that we’re beggars,
We are baims corn’d to play 
And for to seek our hogmsnay;
Redd up stocks, redd up stools,
Here comes in a pack o’ fools,
Muckle head and little vdt stand behint the door.
But sic a set as we are, ne’er were here before,
(One with a sword, who corresponds with the R^ll^ , 
now enters and says:)
Here comes in the great King of Haoedon,
Who has conquered all tlie world but Scotland alone,
1/iien I came to Scotland my heart grew so cold 
To see a little nation so stout and so bold.
So stout and so bold, so frank and so free!
Call upon Ge,lgacus to fight wi* me,
(If national partiality does not dec^ve us, vre think 
tMs speech points to the origin of the story to be 
the Roman invasion under Agricola, and the mmie of 
Galgacus, (although Galacheus and Saint Lawrence are 
sometimes substii'/uted, but most probably as corruptions) 
makes the ftuiious struggle for freedom by the Scots 
under that leader, in the battle fought at the foot of 
the Grampians, the subject, of this liistorical drama,)
Here comes in Galgacus wha does not fear my name? 
Sword and buckler by my side, I hope to win the game!
(They close in a sword fight, and in the ’hash smash* 
the chief is victorious. He says:)
Down Jack! Down to the ground you must go - 
Oh 0! 1/liat’s this I’ve done?
I’ve killed my brother Jack, ray father’s only son!
Call upon the doctor.
Doctor enters Here comes in the best doctor that Scotland ever bred.
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VRiat can you cure?
(The doctor then relates his skill in surgery,) 
VJhat will ye talc to cure this man?
Ten pound and a bottle of 'wine.
Will not six do?
Cliief
Chief 
Doctor 
Chief
*Rollet Follet* cited as the cMef of the begging guisers in France 
in the sixteenth century, (Col, 16),
Doctor
Chief
Doctor
Jack
Doctor
Jack
Doctor
Jack
Doctor
Jack
Judas
Ho, you must go higher.
Seven?
That will not put on the pot etc,
(A bargain is however struck, and the Doctor 
says to Jack, start to your feet and stand!)
Oh hon, my back. I’m sairly wounded,
V/liat ails your back?
There’s a hole in’t you may turn your tongue ten 
times round it!
IIow did you get it?
Fighting for our land.
How many did you kill?
I killed a* the loons save ane, but he ran, he wad
na stand,
(Here, most unfortunately, there is a "hole i’ the 
ballad", a hiatus wliich irreparably closes the door 
upon our keenest pryi.rig. During the late war with 
France Jack was made to say he had been "figjiting
the French", and that the loon who took leg bail was
no less a personage than Hap, le grand! ’’diether we 
are to regard this as a dark prophetic anticipation 
of what actually did take place, seems really 
problematical. The si;range eventful history however 
is wound up by the entrance of Judas with the bag.
He sayssj
Here comes in Judas - Judas is my rieme,
If ye pit nought sillar i’ my bag, for gude-sake mind
r our wame!
^%en I gaed to the castle yett and ty.*t at the pin,
They keepit the keys o’ the castle wa’, and wad na let
me in.
I’ve been i’ the east cause.
I’ve been i’ the west carse,
I’ve been i’ the carse of Gowrie,
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Where the clouds rain a* day vd’ peas and vd’ beans!
And the farmers theek houses wi’ needles and prins!
I’ve seen geese ga’in on pattens!
And swine fleeing i’ the air like peelings o’ onions!
Our hearts are made o’ steel, but our body’s sma’ as
'ware,
If you’ve onything to gie us, stap it in there!
Information
’The grand affair among the boys in the to^m is to provide them­
selves with fawsqe jfac^ os, or masks; and these with crooked horns and 
beards are in greatest demand, A high paper cap, with one of their 
great grand-father’s antique coats, then equips them as a guisard — 
they thus go about ' the shops seeking their hogmanay. In the carses 
and the moor lands, however, parties of guisards have long kept up 
the practice in great style. Fantastically dressed, and each'having 
his character allot^d to him, they go through the farm houses, and 
unless denied entrance by being told that the OLD ^YLE ig kept, perform 
what must once have been a connected dramatic piece. We }iave heard 
various editions of this, but the substance of it is something like the 
« (above),
’This character (Judas) in the piece seems to mark its 
ecclesiastical origin, being of course taken fiom the office of the 
betrayer in the Hew Testament; whom, by the way, he resembles in 
another point; as extreme jealousy exists ætiong the parby, the personage 
appropriates to himself the contents of the bag, ' Tbe money and wassel , 
which usually consists of 'farles of sho:rt bread, or cakes and pieces 
of cheese, are frequently counted out; before the whole.
’One of the guisards who has the best voice, generally concludes 
the exhibition by singing "an auld Scottish sang",' The most ancient 
melodies only are considered app.ropj.d.ate for the occasion, and many 
very fine ones are often sung that have not found their way into 
collections; or the group join in a reel, li^itly tripping it, although 
encumbered with buskins of straw wisps, to the merry sound of the 
fiddle, which used to form part of the establishnent of these 
itinerants. They anciently however appear to have been accompanied 
vd-th a mu si can, who played the kytll^M» or stock-and-hom, a musical 
instrument made of the thigh bone of a sheep and the horn of a bullock,
’The above practice, like many customs of the olden time, is now 
quickly falling into disuse, and the revolution of a few years may 
witness the total extinction of this seasonable doing. That there does 
exist in other places of Scotland the remnants of plays performed upon 
similar occasions, and which may contain mm%'- interesting allusions, 
is very likely. That noticed above, however, is the first which we 
remember seeing in a particular manner.
Falkirk, 1825. J.H.R. (John Wood Reddock)
Squrc^
William Hone.. Live rv-Dav-Book ( London : V/illiam Tegg, later Hunt
& Clarke, 1826, 1827), II, cols. 18-21,
Comment
This account, the first published report to give detail^proved
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very influential, both directly and, I suspect, indirectly through 
the Peebles^ version- published about fifteen years later.
FALKIRK
Text
Open your door and let us in.
Vie hope your favour for to win;
We’re none of your roguish sort,
But come of your noble train.
If you don’t believe what I say,'
I’ll call in the King of Macedon,
And he shall clear his wa.yj
(Enter King,)
Here in come I, the great King of Macedon;
I’ve conquered this world round and round;
But when I came to Scotland, my courage grew so cold, 
To see a little nabion so stout and so bold;
If you don’t believe what I say,
I’ll call in Prince George of Ville, and he shall
clear his way!
(Enter Prince George of Ville.)
Here in come I, Prince George of Ville,
A Ville of valiant light 
Here I sit and spend my right 
if-)(-f -v-X" ''^ ^^ ^^ nnd reason*
Here I dravr my bloody weapon,
My bloody weapon sliines so clear.
I’ll run it rigtit into your ear.
If you don’t believe V7lia;b I say
I’ll call in the Slasher, and he shall clear his way! 
(Enter Slasher.)
Source
Here in come 1, Slasher; Slasher is my name;
Vfith s\7ord and buckler by my side, I hope to van the
game.
Roberb Chambers: VII^ Ponular
3rd Edition, vdth additions, (Edinburgh: H. & R. 
Chambers, 1841), 299-304,
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FALKIRK
Text.
Slasher
J ack 
Slasher 
J ack
Dr. Brown
Slasher 
Dr. Brovm 
Slasher 
Dr, Brown
All
Jolinny Funny
Information
Stir up the fire and give us light 
For in this house there’ll he a fight 
If you don’t believe a word I say,
I’ll send for Bob Slasher to clear the way.
Here cones in Bob Slasher,
Slasher is my nar^ e,
With ray sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to vdn the game.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Take out your sword and try, sir.
Here comes in old Doctor Brovm, the best old doctor
in the town.
What can you cure?
The rout, the tout, the ringworm and the scurvy.
Can you cure a dead m;%n?
I’ll try, sir,
(he approaches the ’corpse’ wi'bh a medicine bottle)
Itit a little to his nose, '
And a little to his tongue,
Rise up, Jack, and give us a song,
(Jack rises, all join hands and sing, to the tune of 
the chorus from ’Oor C'uitbaan cam* hame at e’en’.)
Once we were dead iTut now we’re alive,
Tlianks to the doctor who made us all revi.ve.
(Each performer sang at lea.st one song before the 
final speech,)
Here comes in v/ee Johnny Funny,
The best wee man 'ba.e draw -(lie money,
Wi’^long, long pooches doon tae his knees.
Please spare us a ha’penny, a pendY, or three bawbees.
The custom was performed at Hallowe’en and Hogmanay, and the 
information refers to the year 1895, At the time of writing (1925), 
Hogmanay guising by children did not involve the folk play. For costume, 
Slasher* and Jack usually wore tin helmets, old soldiers’ tunics, and 
wooden swords. Dr, Brown wore a swallow-tail coat and a ’lum’ hat, 
Johnny Funny contrived to look as funny as possible’. The informant’s 
troupe started fi*om their homes in Hoivgate and visited all the houses 
in the Amothill direction.
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Source
Oiir Christmas. Annual. *Tlie Guisers’, T M  Falkirk Mail ' , Dec ember 1925, 
p.81*
FMjKim  ^
Te%t
1st Entrant
2nd Entrant
3rd Ititrant
William Vfallace 
3rd Entrant 
Wallace 
3rd Entrant 
Wallace
Doctor
Wallace 
Dr. Brown 
Wallace 
Doctor
Toimay Funny
Here comes in the Raraeroo Boy,
The Ranieroo Boy is my name.
Stir up that fire and give us light,
For in this house shall he a fight.
Here comes in Sir William Wallace,
Sir William Wallace is my name,
A sword and pistol hy my side,
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
Is not vdtMn your power,
I shall lay you down in inches.
In less than half an hour*
You, sir?
Yes, me, sir.
Draw your sword and try, sir. Fid end or Foe?
Foe.
Then down you must go,
(He makes a thmst with his sword, and the third
entrant falls.)
Here comes wee Doctor Brown,
The best wee doctor in the town,
YHiat can you cure, sir?
I can cure Rout, Gout, Lumbago, and Scurvy.
C£in you cure that man, sir?
Yes, sir.
Eenty peenty on his nose,
Eenty peenty on his nose (?toes)
Get up, Jack, and gi_ve us a song,
(The man rises and all sing,)
Here comes in wee Tommy Funny,
The best wee man to gather the money.
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long, long pooches doon tae my knees, 
Tuppence, or threepence, or three hawheesw
Source
James Amott Collection.
Comment
’Rameroo’ probably derives from ’Room, a room .
FALKIRK ^
Text
Talking-Ï^an Rise up, auld wife, and shalce your feathers,
Dinna thinlc that we are beggers;
He are but baimiee out to play.
Rise up and give us our Hogmanay
And I will show you the prettiest thing
That e’er was seen at Chris'braaa time.
(Picks up the poker and suits the action to the words)
Stir up the fire be on your mettle 
For in this house will be a battle.
If you don’t believe a v/ord I say 
I’ll send my playei*s all away.
(Sir William Wallace then enters and in swashbuckling style declares he 
is the rightful King of Scotland. He and,B:aice duel, Wallace falls and 
Bruce is told to cheer up by the Talking-Han who brings in the Doctor.)
Here comes in old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the town.
Talking-Man 
Dr. Brown 
Talking-J.Ian 
Dr. Brown
All sing
Y/hat Ccin you cure?
The rout, the tout, the ringwono and the scurvy.
Can you cure a, dead man?
I can try.
(He talee8 a medicine bottle from his bag, ' removes the 
cork, and suiting the action to the words, says,)
Put a little to M s  nose, '
Put a little to his tongue,
Rise up Sir Jilliam and give us a song.
(to the tune of ’Oor Guidman cam’ hame at e’en*)
Once we were dead but now we are alive,
Thanks to the doctor v/ho made us all revive.
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(After the revival, the dancer danced the svrord-dance 
with the wooden swords,, and the singer sang music 
hail songs» including ’Slcinnymalink was very thin, he 
was as thin as a hosepipe’.)
Jolxnny Funny Here comes in wee Johnny Funny,
The best wee man to draw the money,
Lang, lang pooches doon tae his Icnees,
A penny, or tuppence, or three bawbees.
(The cast were then given lemonade, Christraa.s Cake, 
shortbread and black bun, and their bag was filled 
with apples, oranges and nuts. On leaving, the 
Talking*-Man said).
Bless the maister o’ this house.
The Mistress bless also.
And a* the bonnie baimies 
Tliat roun’ the table go*
Information
The players marched through the streets headed by a boy playing a 
penny whistle. They arranged beforehand to visit houses where they 
would be made welcome. The kitchen would be full of neighbours, the 
youngest cMldren watching from the top of the recessed bed. The 
gas-light was turned off during the performance, which seemed more 
eerie in the fire-light.
The combatants were dressed in kiilghts’ anaour, with wooden shields 
and swords. Bruce wore a paper crown. The Talking-4^an was dressed like 
a circus ring-master, and carried a dog-whip. The doctor wore a paper 
hat, and carried a ’wee black bag’, Joluiny Funny wore an over-large 
adult jacket and a cloth cap. The performance was well-rehearsed*
The performance was remembered in the years I905-IO, in the 
poorer part of FalldLrk, where there were numerous tenements housing 
working-class families.
Source
John H,. Anderson, ’The Galoshauns and the Guisers’, B(1innurg}\ Tqtley 
and a letter by the author to Paul S, Smith in March 1977*
FORFAR (_M04550r Ta.yside)
Information
V/lien guisers called, they said "Onything for the guisers?" 
Tlie correct reply was, "Kothing but a red-hot poker". In spite 
of this, they got in and did their guising.’
Source
Jean 0. Rodger, Lang Strang, (Forfar: ?, 197?)•
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Gomment
The ’guising* did not include the play, hut this reference is 
included for the reference to the ’hot poker’ (of, MRRJIEAD),
GALASHIELS ^ (lïï?4956: Borders) 
Text
Black Knight 
G'alashens
Black Knilght
Galashens 
Black Knil^ it 
Golashens
Dr* Brovm
Golashen 
Dr. Brown
Black Knight
Hère comes in I, the Black Knif^t
Here comes in Galashens,
Golashins is my nane;
My sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game,
Tlie game, sir! Tlie game, sir!
Xt lies not in your power,
I’ll out you into inches.
In less than half an hour.
Ton, sir?
I, sir!
Draw your sword and tuy, sir.
(They figtit, and the Black Knight falls.)
Here am I, old Dr. Brovm,
‘ihe best old doctor in the tomi.
ITliat can ye cure?
Fee - fi - fo - fum,
Pit a little to liis nose,
And a little to his bum,
Rise up, Jack, and sing a song.
Once I was dead.
Bit noo I am alive,
Thanlcs to the doctor 
That made me revive.
The text was given by Hn. Snowden of Selkirk, w)io had learned 
it sixty years earlier (c.1865) in Galashiels.
Source
James Carpenter Collection.
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GALASHIELS
Text
The guisers would often enter singing,
Here ooraes in the Guisers, ' 
Tae sing ye a wee hit sang.
If ye gie us a ha'penny, 
We’ll sing ye a wee hit sang, 
If ye gie us a penny.
We’ll sing ye twenty one.
Galadhins
Bold Sailor
Galashins
Sailor
Galashins
Victor
Dr. Brown
Victor 
Dr. Brown
Victim
Johnny Funny
Here comes I, Galashins,
Galashins is my name,
A sword and pistol hy my side,
I hope to win the game.
Here comes in Bold Sailor (or ’Here comes I, little
Boy Blue’)
Bold Sailbr from the sea.
With a hunch of blue ribbons tied under îiis knee,
A star on his breast, and a sword in his hand,
He’ll fi^t any man that stands in the land.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It lies not in thy power.
I’ll cut thee into inches 
In less than half an hour.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Take your sword and try, sir,
(They fight m t h  w^den si/rords, and one falls.)
Call the Doctor!
Here comes in old Dr. Brown,
The best old doctor in the tovm.
What can you cure?
All diseases. (Gome nonsense in an altered vrord-order) 
Here, hand me the medicine.
Put a little to his nose, put a little to his bum.
Rise up, Jack, and sing a song.
(Sometimes the doctor sticks a pin into the victim, 
making him jump.)
Once I was dead, sir, but now I’m alive,
Blessed be the doctor that made me to revive,
(All the cast then sang songs.)
Here comes in Joîmny Funny,
I am the man for all the money.
Lang pooches doon tae my knees,
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Pine for handin hawhees.
The text vras supplied by Hbt. Snowden of Selkirk, who had learned 
it in Galashiels 1870--80, He remembered the false face being made of 
cloth, and having a large nose. Sometimes they blackened their faces. 
They v/ore paper cocked hats.
Source
James Carpenter Collection,
GLASGOW ^ (HS5964: Strathclyde)
Text
Galatian With sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game.
My head is made of iron,
My body made of steel,
I’ll draw my bluidy weapon,
And slay ye on tlie field,
(The Doctor cures Galatian with the touch of a rod,)
IiifQinajiLaa
There were six performers: Galatian, three other lord.glit3, the 
Doctor, and Beelsebub, The boys wore loose frocks or shirts, vrith 
coloured sashes around the waist and across the shoulders. A star, 
made of coloured paper was worn on the breast. They wore high- 
peaked hats, with stars of coloured paper pasted on. Gome had painted 
masks. The Doctor was dressed in the same manner as the Icnights, but 
carried a rod instead of a wooden sword, Beelsebub’s manner was 
described as ’morose’.
Source
George Ritchie Kinloch Ballads, Vol. 7, pp.283-301: MS 25242,12*, 
Houghton Library, Harvard Unilversity, By perrassion of the Houghton 
Library, Harvafd University,
Comment
The text and information given here has been abstracted from a 
short essay comparing the Glas'^w and Kelso (q.v.) plays, and 
relating them to medieval English ’pageants’. The date of the 
observation appears to be mid-nineteenth century, on the basis of 
a reference to an item that "was lately discovered about 1790", in 
which phrase the writer has deleted the word ’lately’, presumably 
deciding to be more exact* George Ritchie Kinloch was bom c.1796 
and died in 1877*
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GUSOT ^ (NS5964: S tra th c lyd e )
Information
’I was pleased to come across an arbicle on ’goloshans’ with all 
the verses intact* It brought ma.ny happy memories of my boyhood days, 
when a few of us boys dressed up in our mothers* short goons of 
various colours, and with swords that we bought in a wee blacksmith’s 
smiddy for tuppence each, made of half round with a sheet iron handle 
to protect our hands while we did our fencing - three up and wan doon, 
as we saw it done in the penny geggie or, as some called it, the penny 
gaff# After rehearsing our parts we sallied forth at Hallowe’en to 
do or die in our effort to give a good account of ourselves among the
folk we called the gentry. We enjoyed ourselves as well as the
audience; and after all was over our play-acting we got back home to 
divide the money received amongst us. And how proud we were to tak 
home the few bawbees we secured vd.th our acting of Goloshans - which 
kept us talking aboot it for days after. I am spealcing of it seventy 
years ago and more; and the same Goloshans was acted long before my
time and long after it Of course many mothers did not approve
of their boys going about the houses play-acting and earning a few 
coppers. Within ma ain ken there were a few v/ho did not approve o’ 
us deils play-acting amang their balms. ’
The writer, who describes himself as a ’Glesca keelie’, writes
that ’it was acted throughout our city of Glasgow’.
Source
(jlnnio Dunlop): ’Ayrshire Hot es in Th.a...iCiImar:ao.ck ..Standard and,
14 Aug 1948, p.5, col. 2.
GIASGOVf ^
.ïttfQimadâau.
’••Vo-.the well-knovm and, as v/e now thinlc, very innocent practice 
of young men and boys going about at Christmas masked or disguised, 
and enacting in the halls or kitchens of the better classes a rude 
sort of play or mystery. .....The custom, I believe, dates from a 
very early period. In Glasgow the party were sometimes called 
’Galatians’, no doubt from the opening words invariably used by the 
first performer, ’Hère come I, Galatifui*.
Source
Andrew MacGeorge: Old Glasgow: The Place and its People. (Glasgow: 
Blackie & Son, 1880), p.210.
GlASGOYf
Information
’It has been an immemorial custom in Scotland for numbers of young 
boys to go from house to house on the evening of the last day of the old 
year and the first of the new one in ludicrous apparel, and from being 
so disguised they received the name of ’guiaearts*, or ’guiseards*.
Their practice was to sing and dance, and sometimes to perform some 
coarse, irregular interlude, for which they generally received a 
trifling gratuity from each family they visited.*
Source 
Senex,
1804), p.464*
ept, Vol.Ill,(Glasgow: Robertson & Co.,
GLASGOV/iTT e
Texb
St. George
Beelzebub
I am St. George, that noble champion bold.
And with my glittering sword, I won two thousand
Twas I that fought the fiery dragon, and^brought
liim to the slaughteri 
And by these means I v/on the King of Egypt’s
daughter.
Over my shoulder I cany a club* 
Money I want, money I crave,
If you don’t give me money 
I’ll sweep you to the grave.
Beelzebub,
(They figlit, and St. George is killed. Everyone shouts,)
A doctor, a doctor, ten pounds for a doctor!
Doctor
Everyone
Doctor
Here am I, old Doctor Brown.
The best old doctor in the town.
i^That can you cure?
I can cure c.ll sorts,
The itch, the pitch, the palsy and the gout,
If a man has nineteen devils in his skull 
1*11 cast twenty of them out*
(The Doctor then gives him medicine end says,)
Rise up and fight again,
(The dead man rises, and money is collected by one 
of the company)
Here am I, old kee-cura-funny.
I’m the man that takes the money.
Two long pouches down to my knees.
Two pence or three pence or three bawbees.
Information
The play was performed by four boys (c*12 years old) who went from 
door to door. They wore ’false faces’ bought for a few pence, and 
’humble’ costume. The boys bought their copies of the play in booklets 
costing about a penny from a shop called ’The Poet’s Box’ on London 
Street (Hew london Road) near Moir Street. The word ’Galoshans’ was 
used to mean ’guisers’, and also to refer to the play.
Source
James Amott Collection.
Comment
This account is unique in that it is the only one to acknowledge 
the existence of the chapbook, the printed version of the folk play.
GIASGOy ^
Miss DorotJiy Dunbar’s father, vdio was b o m  in 1878, and spent 
his childhood in the Bridgeton and IhLddrie districts of the city 
performed in tlie Goloshan play. He could remember the characters 
Beelzebub and the Doctor.
Source
Ha,jn,7ard Collection.
imDDIHGTOH (H1'5174. Lothian)
’Our present guisards, or masks, during the daft days (who still 
have their Judas) are the only remains of these mummeries’.
Source
James Miller, ibLlIacldiuigiaiL.
(Edinburghs Boyd, 1844).
Comment
Although this sentence gives no direct evidence of the existence of 
a play, the reference to Judas suggests that one was, or had been, in 
existence.
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HAJICK (HT50I4; 
Text
Alexander
Farmer’s Son
Alexander
Galashuns
Farmer’s Son
Alexander
Wallace
Alexander
[jTallaceJ
Wallace
Borders)
Silence, silence, gentlemen.
And down I cast mine eye;
My name is Alexander,
I sing a tragedy.
My men they are too young, sir;
They never fought before;
Bit they will do the best they can - 
The best can do no more.
The next I call upon is the farmer’s son.
Here comes in the farmer’s son;
Although I be too young, sir,
I have a spirit brave.
And I will nobly risk my life 
My country for to save.
Tlie next I call upon is Gal a shuns.
Here comes in Galashuns,
Galashun3 is my name:
My ST/ord and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the garnie, sir.
It’s not mthin your power;
I’ll out you down in inches 
In less than ha,lT-a.n-hour.
Tlie next I call upon Sir Vfilliara Wallace.
Here comes in Sir William Wallace.
Scotia’s gloiy, death, or victory*
T/hat cheer?
Good cheer. I lay my hand upon 
Tlii.s awibl blade; I vow, I vow,
X make a vow - I vow before you all,
That since GalaEjhuns has come in 
I’ll make him dovni to fall.
(A combat in which Galashuns falls. Then the first 
two actors (Alexander and Farmer’s Son) chaunt in 
vengeful strains ;)
How that yoimg man is dead, sir,
And on the ground is laid;
And you shall suffer for it.
I’m very sore afraid.
Hell, well, if I have slain Galashuns,
I’ll bring him back to life a.gain.
Bring in Dr. Broim.
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Dr. Brovm
Wallace 
Dr. Brown 
Wallace 
Dr. Brown
Wallace 
Dr. Brovm
Wallace 
Dr. Brovm
Wallace 
Dr. Brown
Wallace 
Dr. Broim
Weep, weep, says I, old Doctor Brown,
I’m the best old doctor in the town.
How far have you travelled?
From the bed to the water-pot.
liThat have you seen in your travels?
I ho,ve seen old women flying in the air 
like ’tato-peelings and geese going on 
pattens.
What can you cure?
I can cure all sorts of diseases, from 
the howt, rowt, and the gout, to the 
rumblegumptions of the big toe.
Y/hat will you take to cure this young man? 
liifbeen pounds.
V/ill not five do?
Five would not get a good kit of brose.
Jack would come o’er the bed and sup them 
all out.
Will not ten do?
Ten would get a bottle of hoxy-croxy. A
little to his nose and a little to his chin
- rise up. Jack, and fight again.
(Galashuns rises up and sings.)
Oh brother! Oh brother! Jliy didst thou 
me kill? X never would have thought that 
you my precious blood \rould spill.
(AiLl .join hands and sing. )
But since we’re all revived again 
We’ll all shake hands and .’gree - 
We’ll all shake hands and ’gree;
And we’ll never fight no more,
And vre will be like brothers.
As \re were once before
There is five of us all - 
live merry boys are vre;
And we are all going a-roving,
Our lasses for to see.
Our lasses for to see,
And some pleasures for to have;
And what you freely give to us
5 9
We freely i,?!!! receive#
God bless the master of this house.
And mistress, too, likewise:
And all the pretty babies 
That round the mother flies
Go down to your cellars,
And see what you can find;
If your barrels be not empty 
I hope you will prove kind
I hope you will prove kind.
With some apples and some beer:
I wish you all good Christmas,
Likewise a good Hew Year*
(At this, the conclusion of the drama, 
the best singer of the company was 
called upon to sing a song; and then 
the hat went round by the last of the lot, 
who enters vrith a direful dress, and 
introduces himself by saying:)
Here comes in old Belzebub,
Over my shoulder I carry a club;
And in my hand a frying-pan - 
I think myself a jolly old men#
(The collection is then made, and then they 
march off/^he next likely place to get a 
performance ) #
Information
’Year after year, the companies of Guisards are becoming fewer 
and far less fanciful than what they used to be at this festive 
season....The enacting of a drama has been the general duty of these 
hilarious bands. Several of the dramas have in recent years found 
their way into the printing-press; and although there is a family 
likeness in them all, each of them varies according to their 
respective periods and geographical position. % e  version of the 
said drama which has been most popular in upper Teviotdale during 
the last sixty years was introduced into Hawick by a stocking-maker 
family bearing the name of 'Turnbull, that came from Ancrura, and as it 
now seoHS to be dying away, it may perhaps be interesting to some 
readers to preserve it in the columns of the Border Treasury. The 
actors, five in number, were generally dressed vdth iar^ white sliirts 
and mitre-shaped hats of paper and decorated with flaunting ribands.
The first of the five had to be a ’ferritsone’ lad, as he had the 
doors to open and begin the play* He of ben got a reception as rude as 
his own entrance had been, and had many a time to rush out more eagerly 
than he had dared to enter in’.
Source
R. Murray (of Hawick), ’The Teviotdale Guizards’, The Border Tren,sn,pv 
of Things new and old, 1, Ho.24 (2 Jan 1875) (Galashiels: Brockie), 
p.271, col. 2, p.272,
Comment
It makes satisfactory sense of the action if ’Hallace’ is 
presumed to speak the five lines of dialogue preceding the combat*
I presume that The Border Treasury is the orif?in of the text 
published in Jinifred M. Petrie, PoJt: Tales of the Borders. (London 
& Edinburgh: Helson & Sons, 1950)» pp.64-68*
mwic'K ^
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Text
Sir Alexander 
enters
Silence, silence, gentle men, and on me cast an eye; 
My name is Alexander, I’ll sing you a tragedy.
My men they are but young, sir, they never fought
before,
But they \7ill do the best they can - the best can
do no more.
The first I call in is ’the Farmer’s Son’.
Fanner’s Son
Crolaschin
Farmer’s Son
Golaschin
V/allace
Fanner’s Son
Wallace
Here comes I, the farmer’s son,
Although I be but young, sir,
I’ve got a spirit brave,
And I will freely risk ray life 
Hy country for to save.
Here comes I, Colaschin - Golaschin is ray name; 
My sword and pistol by ray side, I hope to win
the game*
The game, sir, the game, sir! it is not in your
power;
I’ll cut you into inches in less than half an
hour.
My body’s like a rock, sir.
My head is like a stone,
And I will be Golaschin till I am dead and gone,
Here come I, 81 r ’lilliam Tallace 'light,
Hho shed M s  blood for Scotland’s right.
Vfithout a right, mthout a re a. son.
Here draw I my bloody Yroapou,
(They fi gîit and Go 1 as chin fal Is.)
How that young man is dead, sir.
And on the ground is laid,
And you shall suffer for it.
I’m very sore afraid.
It was not me who did the deed - 
I don’t know how he was slain.
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Parmer’s Son
Wallace
How can you thus deny the deed?
As I stood looking on,
You drew your sword from out its sheath,
And slashed his body do\?n.
Well, well, if I’ve killed Golaschin, Golaschin 
shall be cured in the space of half an hour. 
Round the kitchen, round the town.
The next I call in is Doctor Brown.
Dr. Brown Here comes I, old Doctor Brovm, 
The best old Doctor in the town.
Wallace 
Dr* Brown
Wallace
Dr. Brown turns 
away
Wallace
Dr. Brown
Golaschin
All
T^hat can you cure?
I can cure all diseases.
I’ve travelled through Italy, France and Spain, 
And I’ve come to Scotland to raise the dead again.
How much would you talce to cure this young man? 
Would £5 do?
£5* Ho. £5 would not get a good kit of brose. 
Jack Y/ould come over the bed and sup them all up.
Would £10 do?
Well, ten pounds might get a little hoxy-croxy 
to his nose and a little to his bum. Rise up, 
Jack, and fi.ght again.
(GolascMn rises up and sings. )
Once I was dead, sir,
But now I sm alive;
0, blessed be the doctor 
That made me to revive.
0 brothers, 0 brothers,
Wliy drew you your oword to me?
But since I an revived again 
Weill all shake hands and gree.
We’ll all shake hands and gree 
And never fight no more*
But we wi-11 be like brothers.
As we were once before.
God bless the master of this house 
The mistress fair likewise,
And all the pretty children 
That round the table flies.
Go down to your cellar 
And see what ye can find.
Your barrels being not empty,
We hope you Mil prove kind;
We hope you Mil prove Icind,
With some whislcy and some beer,
We M s h  you a Merry Christmas 
LikeMse a Good Hew Year.
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(After this was sung, another appeared to make 
the collection)
Here comes I, old Beelzebub*
Over my shoulder I carry a club.
And in my hand a frying pan.
And I think myself a jolly old man.
I’ve got a little box which can speak Mthout a
tongue;
If you’ve got any coppers, please to pop ’em in.
The writer added a superscription to the text: ’..the above play, 
■which I have written out from memory, and -which I have often as a boy 
assisted to perform in the town of Hawick. The only bit of it about 
which I am not sure is the part where Wallace denies having slain 
Golaschin.*.*..’
Source
John Young Scott: ’Golascliin’ in Tlie Scotsman* 2 Jan 1889, p.6, col. 7<
HAWICK ° 
Text
Black Knight
Galashins
Black Knight
Galashins 
Black Knight
Black Knight 
Third Actor
Here comes in the King of Macedon,
Conquered the world sixteen hundred years ago 
So bright and so bold,
So fash and so free.
Send for Galashi,ns to figîrb with me*
Here comes in Galashins,
Galasliins is my name.
Sword and pistols by my side,
I hope to \rin the game*
The game, sir? The game, sir?
It lies not in your power.
I’ll slash you and dash you 
In less than half an hour.
You, Sir?
I, Sir*
(They fi^t* Father kills son.)
Horrible, horrible, what have I done?
I’ve mint myself and kilt my son.
Call upon Old Doctor Brown,
Tlie best old doctor in the tcwn*
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Dr* Brown Here steps in old doctor Brown,
% e  best old doctor in the tomi*
Black Knight Ehat can you cure?
Dr* Brown The rout, the scout, the scatter, and the rin,gworm*
I have here in my pocket a little bottle called hoxy
poxy,
Put a little to his nose, and a little to his bum, 
Rise up, Jack, and sing a song*
Dead Han Once I was dead, and now I am alive.
Blessed be the doctor that made me to revive*
Joliiuiy Funny Here comes in old Johnny Funny,
He’s the man for all the money.
This version was played c.1872, in a season from Hartinmass (i.e. 
11 November) to the Hew Year. The boys wore their fathers’ coats, 
often inside-out, moleskin waistcoats, and slouch hats decorated with 
cocks’ feathers. Tlieir wooden swords were stuck in their belts.
Source
A. Scott: James Carpenter Collection.
HAWICK ^
Text
 ^The same as Text B, above, except that it begins with Calashens’ 
fsic] entry, and the Collection is made by ’Jockey Funny*.
Information
. The informant had never seen the play in print, but had learned it 
from older players*
Source
John Robson: James Carpenter Collection*
HA'JIGK ®
Text
Similar to Texb B, except that a fee of ’five hundred pounds’ 
replaces the vaunting of cures. The dialogue is preceded by the ’First 
Man’ asking, ’’Jill ee let oo ack?* * Carpenter adds a note to the effect 
that ’oo’ (or ’ooyens’) ~ ’us’.
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Infamodâm
In perfomanee c,1880. The players wore ’polonaise’, ’Paddy 
don’t care’ (swallow-tail) coats.
Source
Robert Bell: James Carpenter Collection,
HAWICK
Tepdb
Similar to Text A, but starting with the entry of ’Galashen’, 
Information
The boys wore old-fashioned clothes, and blacked their faces, 
The performance took place s.t Hallowe’en,
Source
Richard Laidlaw: James Caipenter Collection.
HAWICK
Te:cfc
lirst Man
Black Kniglit
Calashen
Black Knight
Rad up stalks, rad up stools. 
Here comes in a pack o’ fools,
A pack o’ fools ahint the door, 
The like vds never seen before.
Hère comes in the Black Knight, 
The King of Macedonia.
I’ve conquered all the vrorld 
But Scotland alone,
Wlien I came into Scotland 
My heart grew cold,
To see the little nation 
So stout and so bold;
So stout and so bold
So fra-nlc and so free.
So I call in Calashen
To fight M t h  ne.
Here comes in Calashen,
Calashen is my name,
A sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir. 
It’s not within your power,
I’ll lay your body low, sir.
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Calashen 
Black Knight 
Calashen
First ],Tan
In space of half an hour.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Dravf your sword and try, sir.
(They fi^t and the Black Knight is knocked down.)
Through the leitchen, through the hall,
Ï3 there any good doctors to he found at all.
Doctor (outside) Yes, one, hut he canna fin’the snick,
first T"an Put it up a hit;
It’s all hen pen;
Pit it doon a hit.
It’s all dick pick.
Doctor Brovm
First Man 
Doctor
First Man 
Doctor 
First Man 
Doctor 
First Man 
Doctor
Jack (sings)
Additional Text 
Belzebub
Here comes in Old Doctor Bromi 
The best old doctor in the tovm,
T/hat can ye cure?
All sorbs of diseases
Can you cure a dead men?
Yes,
What’ll ye take tae cure a d^ad man?
Ten pounds.
Won’t you do it for five pounds?
Yes.
I’ve a little bottle in ray pocket 
Called IIo>y Cioxy, (Takes it out, )
A little to M s  nose and a little to his toes/bum
Stand up. Jack, and sing a song.
Once I was dead, but now I am alive,
Birb blessed be the doctor that made me to revive;
We’ll all shake hands ~ and we’ll never fight no more,
V/e’ll all gree like brothers - as once we did before.
Here comes in Old Belzebub.
Over my slioulder I carry a club, 
In mj- hand a frying pan,
I thinlc myself a jolly good man.
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Pinal Song Blinlcing Jock the Cohhler
He had a hlinlclng ee
He Belt hia T/ife for sixty pounds
And what the waur was he.
ïïie his pockets full of money
And his barrels full of hear
Here's a health to the Guisarding ('Guyserton')
A happy goid Hew Year!
The hoys wore men's jackets, tnmed inside-ont, and either blacked 
their faces, or wore 'false faces'. The doctor wore a 'tile hat'.
They played for every house, and sometimes performed a sword dance.
Source
Robert Vfood: James Carpenter Collection.
HAWICK %
Text
fSimilar to Havdck ' , but without the prologue, the comic dialogue 
surrounding the doctor's entrance, and Belsebub. The combatant is 
called here, unrlquely, 'Galaughan'.
Source
William Scott: James Carpenter Collection,
HELHJ3BUEGH (N32g82: Strathclyde)
Text
Room Room Centering withoirb Icnocking)
Room! Room! Brave gallants gXve us room to sport, 
5br in this house we must resort,
Resort, resoit to make a merry time.
Slasher Here comes I, Slasher,
For Slasher is my name,
My sword end buckler by ray side,
I hope to \vin the game.
? Tlie game, sir, the game, sir,
It's not within your power.
I'll cut you up in inches 
In less than half an hour.
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Doctor
9
Doctor
?
Doctor
St « George
Black Prince
(a fight ensues and one is slain, and falls on the
floor.)
A doctor, a doctor, ten pounds for a doctor.
(The Doctor enters.)
Are you a doctor?
Tes, I'm a doctor,
What can you cure?
I can cure all sorts,
T/hat's all sorts?
Tlie itch, the pitch, the palsy and the gout,
And if a man has nineteen devils in his head,
I can cast twenty out,
(The doctor hends dovm to the mounded man,)
Here, Jack, take a little out of my bottle,
Let it run down thy throttle.
And if you are not quite dead,
Rise, Jack, and figiit again.
(Jack rises, and putting his hands round his loins,
says,)
Oh, my hack, my hack is wounded.
My hearb's confounded.
To he struck out of seven senses into four score —
The like was never seen in Great Brita.iri before,
(St. George enters)
I am Gi'., George, of noble England sprung,
Mqny mi^ty deeds and rronders I've made it knovm.
I've made the tyrant tremble on his throne.
I followed a fair lady to a Giant's gate,
Entombed in dungeons deep, there to meet her fate.
Thé. giant alvrays struck me dead.
But by my s^ iTord I knocked off his head,
(lînter the Black Prince)
I am the Black Prince of Paradise, bom of high
renown,
Soon will I fetch St. George's lofty courage down. 
Before St. George shall be (? rescued) by me)These two 
St. George shall die to all eternity, )lines were
) said with 
special emphasis
(the next passage is forgotten)
Johnny Punny Here comes I, Johnny Punny,
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I'm the ma,n that draws the money,
[Oiva wee pooches doon to my knees,
Can only hand tuppence or three bawbees,
(The collection was then taken, and the cast formed 
a circle, crossing their arms across their bodies, 
and holding hands. The words of the song were 
forgotten, but the informant remembered that the 
song ended vdth a promise that they 'would never 
fight again',)
The informant played in 'Galochan' when he was a boy. Their 
practice was to go 'round the doors', lifting up the 'sneck' (latch), 
and walking in, not all at once, but as their cues arrived. They 
were never refused entry.
The boys dressed as well a,s they could in accordance with the 
characters they played, vdth paper hats and wooden swords. The Doctor 
wore a 'lum' (top) hat, and a frock coat, Jolmny Funny wore a large 
leather pouch, suspended around M s  neck like a bib, with a slot across 
the fl'ont in which could be deposited the 'bawbees'. The money 
collected was divided eqxially between the cast at tlie end of the 
evening.
Source
James Arnott Collection,
Comment
'TMs and Hamck^' are the two examples of 'traditional* entry.
The crossing of the arms for the singing of the song of friendship 
strongly recalls the contemporary fashion of singing the Hogmanay 
'Auld Lang Syne*,
IIURLFT ( I'IS5161 : Strathclyde )
•I was six years of age,,*,There would only be about five of us 
and we were told that we would get in five houses including my oim, 
he had to disguise ourselves as much as possible with clothes, also 
our manner of speaking, so as to deceive the people in the houses.
On Hallowe'en night we all met in a little sort of harness room 
attached to Renfrew's Carbw,riglrb and %itliy.,, .There we dressed, 
and in a little fire we burned a lot of corks which were used to 
colour our hands, legs and faces, THyo big girls helped to dress 
us,,,,He all had our wee part to play, Each of us began with the 
words 'Here comes'! ' - Somebody, I can only remember my o \tîi part;
Here comes I Sir Robert the Bruce 
I've spent my life in English juice 
English juice is Scotman's glory
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ïïho is the man who will stand before me?
Immédiately another from the end of the queue stepped out armed with 
a frail wooden sword and challenged me to battle. From under my 
cape or d o  ale I pulled out a tattle champer and smashed it (opponent's 
sword) to smithereens. •• The only other piece I remember was Hee Mickey 
Funny:
Here comes I, Hee Mickey Funny
I am the man that lifts the money
I've got pooches doon tae ma Imees
An' we'd be thanlcful to take what you please.
As you would expect he was so funny with his very long coat and big 
sugar-bag pooches. My dress by the way was a girl or lady's red hat 
with all the rim cut off, an old cape over my shoulders, a girl's 
short skirt, and white tape wound round my legs. I should have 
stated that as we entered the houses we all shouted: 'Hallowe'en,/ 
Hallowe'en,/Three wee Mtches on the green,/One black, one white,/
And the other dancing on the dyke*. Heedless to say that with 
apples 8 to 10 lbs per l/- and our pockets rattling M t h  nuts and 
bawbees we had a happy time'.
Source
Scottish Studies The Journal of the School of Scottish Studies,
University Press, Aberdeen, 14, 1970, 94-6 (J. Braidwood, quoting
Alexander Mackenzie, of Barrhead.)
lî'JKEBÏ.lAI'r (HS4565Î Strathclyde)
Text (1)
Master of 
Ceremonies
St. George
Master of 
Ceremonies
Slasher
Make room, make room, and give us room to rh'.nne,
For in this house we'll fight this time.
Stir up the fire and give us light 
For in tJiis house we mean to fight.
If you don't believe the word I say,
Call in St. George to clear the y/ay.
I am St. George and from old England spring.
Many deeds of vronder I have made and won,
I followed a fair maiden to a Dragon's gate,
That concealed in deep dungeons to meet her fate. 
Oft times the Dragon almost struck me dead.
But I drew my trusty blade and cut off its head,
I travelled this world all round and round.
And a man to equal me I never have found,
I call in Slasher
I am a gallant soldier and Slasher is my naiTie.
With sword and buckler by my side I hope to win the
game.
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St, George
Slasher 
St, George 
Slasher 
St. George 
Slasher
Master of 
Ceremonies
Wallace
Menteith
Wallace
Bruce
Master of 
Ceremonies
Black Prince
St, George
The game, sir! The game, sir, 'tis not within tliy
power,
I could cut you up in inches in less than half an
hour.
Hay.
VThat's that you say?
Talce out your purse and pay,
I have no purse to pay.
Then draw your svrord and prepare for the fray,
(They fence. Slasher is killed,)
I call in Sir William Wallace.
Here am I, Sir William Wallace, undeixieath disguise, 
YJhere was Sir John Meriteith who took me from the
battlefield,
V/hen I had neither svrord nor s}iield.
But now I have both sword and shield,
To meet my enemies on the battlefield.
Here I come, Sir John Menteith,
He'er a robber, nor a thief.
Sir William Wallace I'll betray.
Before the son lises at break of day,
Menteith, Menteitli, beware of the day
V/hen trumpets vzill mund and tlje bugles will ploy!
Hill you be prepared to meet your foe.
Or will you turn your back and go?
I am King Robert the Bmice,
Battle-axe over my shoulder,
England and Ireland to reduce,
And Scotland to renoble.
%%en first I came to Scotland,
Tlaey treated me veiy cold,
But now I'm in my native lajid 
And feeling very bold.
The Black Prince of Paradise.
I am the Black Prince of Paradise,
Bom of high renov/n.
Soon I'll have St, George,
And all his lofty courage dom.
Before St. George will be received by me,
Hé shall die by all etemiltyl
Stand back you morrica dog,
And let no more be said.
For if I draw my glittering blade,
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Black Prince
Black Prince
Hector
King of Egypt
St, George 
King of Egypt
St, George
King of Egypt
St, George
King of Egypt
Hector
St, George
I'm sure to strike you dead,
Ebw can you strike me dead?
My heart is made of iron, my body's made of steel. 
Also ray hands and Imuckle-bones—
I challenge you draw your steel!
(They fence. Black Prince falls,)
Hector, Hector, come with speed,
Hever was I in greater need.
Standing there with siTord in hand.
Come and fight at my command.
Fay, my prince, I'm not your bodyguard,
(Black Prince dies. Enter the King of Egypt,)
I am the King of Egypt, as plainly doth appear*
I have come to seek ray only son and heir.
He is slain.
Vdio did him slay? T/ho did him kill?
And on the p^round M s  blood did spill?
I did hirfl slay, I did him kill.
And on the grouhd M s  blood did spill.
Cross svrords with me for izhat you have done. 
You've ruined me and kl.lled my only son.
He gave me challenge. Fo-one that denies.
See how high he was and see how low he lies!
(They fence,)
Hector, Hector, come m t h  speed.
Fever was I in gi'eater need.
Standing there 7/ith sword in hand - 
Come and fig^ it at my commmid.
Yes, yes my King, I will obey,
And by my sword, I hope to in.n the day.
Argue with me, you who spilled his blood 
And made it gush in royal flood.
Stand back, Hector, Don't be so hot!
V/hat I can do thou laiowest not,
I can tame you of your pride.
So lay your anger to one side!
I can cut the smallest flies,
•Send them overseas to make mince-pies.
Mince pies hot, mince pies cold.
I'll send you to the black charm 
Before you're nine days old!
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(They fence. Hector dies.)
Beelzebub Here comes I, old Beelzebub,
Over my shoulder I carry a club,
In my hand a dripping-pan,
I count myself a jolly old man.
It's money I want and money I crave.
If I don't get the money, I'll sweep-you to your grave.
Johnny Rmny Here I come, wee Johnnie Funny,
I'm the man to collect the money.
Two deep pockets down to my knees.
Will you help to fill them, please?
Silver or copper? but no brass.
Bad money will not pass.
St. George A doctor, a doctor! £5 for a doctor!
Doctor No doctor at that pMce.
St. George £10 for a doctor.
Doctor Here I am, old Doctor Brown,
The best old Doctor in the town.
St. George %7hat can you cure?
Doctor All sorts.
St. George What's all sorts?
Doctor If there were nineteen devils on one man's head
X could lonock twenty of them off.
St, George Is that all, sir? Gan you cure dead men?
Doctor Yes, sir, I have a small bottle of inlcy-pinky
in my waistcoat-pocket, so rise up, 
all you dead men and sing a jolly song.
All Once we vrei'e dead but now we are alive.
Blessed be the doctor that made us all survive.
We'll bless the master of this house, the mistress also, 
And all the bonnie baimies that round the table go.
We'll all join hands and never fight no more.
We'll be better brathers then we ever were before.
Source
Carnegie Library, Ayr. (in typescript, with some minor corrections by hand). 
Text (ii)
"Galoshans".
Make room, make room, ye gallant boys,
Give us room to rhyme,
For remember and don’t forget
That this is Hallowe'en (or Christmas) time.
Stir up the fire and give us light
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St. George
Slasher
St, George
Slasher 
St, George 
Slasher 
St, George 
Slasher
Wallace
St. George
For in this house we've met (or we're yet) to fight.
If you don't believe the word I say.
I'll call in St, George to clear the way,
I am St. George and from old England sprung.
Many deeds and wonders I have made and done.
I follovfed fair lady to a Giant's gate.
He concealed her in deep dungeons to meet her fate.
The Giant almost struck me dead
But with my trusty blade I out off his head.
I've travelled this wo arid round and round 
And a man to equal me I have never found.
Call Slasher
I am a gallant soldier and Slasher is my name,
And with my trusty sword and spear 
I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir, that is witliin my power, 
I'll cut you up in inches in less than half an hour.
Fay,
Hliat's that you say?
Take out your purse and pay,
I have no purse to pay.
Then draw your sivord and prepane for the fray,
I am Sir John Menteitli, ne'er a robber nor a tliief,
Sir Hilliam Fall ace I'll betray before the sun rises
next day.
Menteith, Menteith, remember the day
% e n  the bugles did sound, and the trumpets did play,
Tïhen I had neither sword nor slii.eld.
But novr I have both sword and shield
And %)repared for enemies on the battlefield,
I challenged you mortal combat but you refused.
Have you snythin^; to say that you should be excused? 
Or have you thought to fly?
If not, draw your swoitl, for one of us must die.
I am Sir V/'illiam Fallace underneath disguise,
VJhere have I to wander, where have I to fly?
It was Sir John Menteith who led me from the battle­
field.
When I had neither sword nor shield,
But now I have a sword and shield 
To protect me on the battlefield.
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Black Prince
St. George
Black Prince
St, George 
King
St. Georgo 
King
St. George 
King
Hector
V^f)d-;i ace dlea._,^a±gr
I am King Roberb the Bruce, battle-axe over rny
shoulder,
England and Ireland to reduce, and Scotland to
renoble.
When first I came to Scotland, ray blood ran very cold, 
Until the Countess of Buchan crov/ned me with a collar
of pure gold.
.Tb-ey fence and Bruce Aies..
I am the Black Prince of Paradise,
Born in fiery known, (pres, 'of high renown]
Sooner than love St. George whose love of courage ,
davms.
Before St. George will be received by me,
He shall die by all eternity.
Stand back, you black Morocco dog,'
And let no more be said,
For if I draw ray glittering blade.
I'm sure to strike you dead.
How can you strike me dead when ray head is made of iron, 
My body's made of steel.
My hands and feet and knuckle bones,
I challenge you in this field*
I am the King of Egypt, and plainly doth appear,
I've come to seek ray only son and heir.
He is slain,
Y/ho did him slay, who did him kill,
And on the g]?ound hi.s blood was spilled?
I did liim slay, I did M m  kill.
And on the ground M.s precious blood was spilled.
Cross swords with me for what you have done,
You've ruined me and Mlled my only son.
He gave me challenge, V/hy should I deny?
See how high he was and see hovr low he lies.
Zbsx-ZsiiQai.
Hector, Hector, cone with speed.
I was never in such need.
Standing there m t h  svford in hand,
Come and figîit at my command.
Yes, yes, ray lord, I will obey.
And by my svrord I hope to m n  tMs day.
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St, George
Cross swords with me, you who hath slain my master's 
son and heir, and on the ground spilled his precious
blood.
I'll mal{e yours gush in royal flood.
Stand off, Hector, don't be so hot.
Thou dost not know what I have got,
I can tame you of your pride.
Lay tliy anger to the side,
I can cut the smallest flies,
Send them overseas to malie mince pies.
Mince pies hot or mince pies cold.
I’ll send you to the black charm 
Ere you're more minutes old.
St, George 
A Voice 
St, George
A doctor, a doctor. Five pounds for a doctor, 
Ho doctor at that'price.
Ten pounds for a doctor.
St. George 
Doctor 
St, George 
Doctor
St, George 
Doctor
St, George 
Doctor
St, George 
Doctor
All sing
Here am I, old Doctor Droim,
The best old doctor in the town.
What can you cure?
All fJorts,
Y/hat's all sorbs?
If there was nineteen devils on one man's head, I 
could knock twenty of them off.
Is that all?
Ho, As I was walking along a quiet road, I heard 
a shout of 'Hy! PatJ I turned aroixnd end said 
'Hey' That?', but I could see nobody,
Wei 1, anythl ng mo r e ?
Yes# I went furtlier on, a mile or so, and came to 
a house whitewashed with sour milk and built Math 
pancakes, I took a hop, step and a jump, and 
swallowed the whole lot up,
I'hough, TJhat cure have you for these men?
A small bottle of Inlqy-PinJcy, Rise up you dead men 
and sing a merry song.
Once we were dead bub now we are alive.
Blessing on the doctor who made us all alive,
He'll bless the Master of this house,
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He'll bless the Mistress too.
We'll all join hands and never fight no more,
And be better brothers than we ever were before,
Some _songs._o,re_j3]mg._
 ^possibly a cormption of 'Soon I'll have St, George,/ And all his 
lofty courage dotm',
Duncan Frew's hand\7ritten texb: Carnegie Library,'’, Ayr. (copy in Norman 
Peacock's Collection,)
Information
Duncan Frew, latterly a road-sweeper in Ayr, died in 1963, aged 
77. He played Johnny Funny as a boy, and vrrote doim the words of the 
play at the instigation of J,W, Forsyth, !Cibrarian at Ayr, The village 
of Xnlcerman was founded c.1838 in connection with the working of 
ironstone mines. It flourished in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century (the population in 1881 was 948), The village stood 2 miles 
ÏÏÎÎÏÏ of Paisley, perha%)S on the site later occupied by the Linwood car 
factory.
The debt owed by these Inkerman versions to the chapbook text 
published in Glasgow c,I860—70 is important proof of the importance 
of the chapbooks to ‘the fast-growing communities of industrialised 
Britain, (see Chapter 1\to),
BTNSRLErTTEN (NT5336Î Borders)
Text
1st Player Here comes in Galatian,
Galatian is ray name ;
My sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to m n  the game,
2nd Player The game, sir, the game, sir,
Is not aTithin your power;
I'll cut you down in inches 
In less than half an hour,
1st Player You, sir?
2nd Player I,sir,
1st Player Take our sword and try, sir,
(They each draw wooden swords and after some fencing, 
one falls dead. Old Doctor Brown then enters and 
says-)
Dr. Brown Here comes in old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the town etc.
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(Dr. Brown produces magic snuff, which brings the 
corpse to life again. At Dr. Brown's request the 
player sings-)
Once I was dead, but now I'm alive;
Blessed be the Doctor, who made me revive, and so on.
(After this a song or two were sung, and then another 
actor came to the front, and exclaimed -)
Here am I, Johnnie Funny,
I'm the boy that gathers the money.
(and held out a small tin box or other receptacle, 
into which the housefolk dropped their coins, 
generally pennies* The guisards expressed their ths.nks, 
and passed out to look for another audience..,*)
Information
'I think that we called them Gui sers in Innerleithen in my young 
days,,, I played Galatian man;y times as a boy. As far as I can 
recollect the play was as fabove^'
Source
27 Dec, 1940, p,2, col, 3,
INVEHKEITHING (M?1383s H.fe) 
Text
In comes I, Galashan,
Galashan is my name,
Swoi'd and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game.
You, Sir?
Yes, Sir,
Take your sword and try, Sir,
(They fight with wooden swords, Galashan knocks the 
other man do\Tu, )
Call in a doctor.
In comes Dr. Bromi,
Tlae best old doctor in the tovm 
Put a little to his nose,
And a little to his toes,
Rise up, Jack, and sing a song.
Once I was dead, and now I am alive.
Blessed be the doctor that made me to revive.
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The guisers blacked their faces, and the performance took place 
at Hallowe'en.
Source
Robert Faugh: James Carpenter Collection.
Comment
The handwriting is obscure in the doctor's dialogue.
JEDBURGH ^ (î'îT6520: Borders)
Tito popular holidays were 'Valentine's E'en' (13th February) 
and Hallowe'en. The 'mode of celebrating' on these two days is 
not described by the author, but dismissed vdth the suggestion that 
the practice was a 'remnant of the customs of our fathers in Roman 
Catholic times, or had been introduced to throw contempt on Roman 
Catholic usages'.
Source
Tliomas Somerville, Mv_ .Own Llfe.-and Tiines.;. 17.41.16X4 .(Edinburp:h; 
Edmonston and Douglas, 1861), p.344.
Comment
Tlie tone of the writing in this brief quotation and elsewhere 
in the work reflects the attitudes of a man who was, like his father, 
a minister of the Church of Scotland. I suspect that either the 
element of 'resurrection' in the folk play coloured the family's 
attitude to the guisers, and prevented them from taking any close 
or sympathetic interest in their custom, or that the presence of 
'Peter' and 'Paul' in the group of guisers prompted the reaction 
that the gui sing might be guilty of hagiolatry.
The period of the reminiscence is vague, but is later than 
1757 (when the family moved to Jedburgh from Hawick), and before 1800, 
The lack of detail in the notice is disappointing, for it is the 
earliest record in the Border region.
JEDBURGH ^
Text
Galatian Here comes in Galatian,
Galatian is my name,
A sword and pistol by my side, 
I hope to win the game.
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Galatian 
Second Actor 
Galatian
Galatian
Third Actor 
Galatian 
Dr# Brovm
Second Actor The game, sir, the game, sir,
It lies not in your power.
I'll slash you and dash you 
And lay you on the floor.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Take your sword and try, sir.
(The Second Man falls. )
Hello, hello, what's this I've done?
I've killed my mother's only son.
Is there a doctor in the town?
Yes, there's good old Dr. Brown.
Call in Dr. Brown.
Here comes in old Dr. Brown,
The 'best old doctor in the town.
(Banding over the dead man.)
What can you cure, Doctor?
Humph, gumph, and gingo.
Hovr much'll ye take to cure a dead man?
Ten pounds.
I have a little hot'Lle in my pocket 
Called hox;^'' poxy puddin and pie / elephant pain 
Put a little to his nose 
And a little to his hum.
Rise up Jack and lU.ght ag,ain.
Once he was dead 
Aiid now he's alive.
And blessed be the happy man 
Tîiat made him to revive,
God bless the master of this house,
His wife and hairnios too.
And all the little children 
That round the table go*
The informant gave the text he had learned from his father c. I87O, 
adding that the family had been in Jedburgh for four generations. There 
were three actors, who blacked their faced, and wore men's sliirts, 
women's white nighties, coloured slrirts, and a battered luin hat - 
aro'^ bhing to appear grotesque.
Performances, were given from Christmas to the Mew Year. The 
custom of celebrating Hallowe'en had been introduced from the Glasgow 
and Lanarkshire districts.
First Man 
Dr. Brown 
Third Man 
Dr* Brov/n
All
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Source
Provost F* Fells Mabons James Carpenter Collection.
Cpjimai
The remark about the 'four generations' in Jedburgh in association 
with the folk play, and knoiving that the informant had a professed 
interest in the traditions of Jedburgh and Roxburghshire (this I was 
told by his daughter, the informant for Jedburgh ), might be taken 
to indicate that the folk play had been traditional in the town for 
four generations of the Mabons. Assmiing that the account refers to 
c. 1870, ond that this was the third generation, Hogmanay gui sing had 
for the Mabons begun c. 1820.
Of particular interest is the observation that Hallowe'en guising 
spread eastwards from Glasgow and Lanarkshire in the nineteenth century.
JEDBURGH ^
'On Hogmanay evening bands of young men called guizards, 
grotesquely dressed, go from door to door singing and acting the very 
curious old play of Golascliin. The....[above]...version fis] prevalent 
in the Border district*
'The costume of the actors in this old world play is generally on 
the following lines. Three of tlie mummers are attired in long wirLte 
slirts coming down below the knee, and girt by a gaudy scarf. Each 
man has a wooden sword attached to the scarf, and hfmging by M s  side; 
hideous false-faces of grotesquely - painted pasteboard conceal their 
features; and tall paper helmets, g‘aily-decorated with bright-coloured 
ribbons, complete their disguise. Another is oddly conspicuous in a 
woman's black goim, tied round the waist with a red handkercMef, and 
with an old military, or police helmet for headgear. The doctor in the 
play wears a suit of rusty blacks, with a battered tall hat on his head, 
and carries on his arm a basket, presumably carrying the paraphemalia 
of M . S  craft.
'The versions of the play, as used in different districts of the 
country are not absolutely identical, and the names of the actors ond 
their dresses also vary, but noi: to any gi'eat extent,
'ilnother form of salutation on entry is —
Hery, Hary, Hubblihow,
See ye not quha is come now?
or -
Oh' leddy help your prisoner,
The last night of the passing year'.
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Soiirce
Andrew Cheviot, Pro,verbs, Proverhlal Rxnresslous.^nnd ..PoPuler...Rlrme& 
of Sootland, (Paisley: Gardner, I896), pp* 169-173.
Ooiament
The text given by 'Andrew Cheviot' (the non de plume of Border 
historian James MraiQ Fat son) is compiled from the Hawick®' and Unlocated 
Angus texts, and is therefore not reprinted here. The passage is 
useful, however, for the detailed picture of the costume, which I 
guess was observed in Hat son's home to^ vn of Jedburgh.
The alternative salutations I take to be a. little antiquarian 
coat-trailing. Tlie first is a garbled version of the opening lines 
of the 'Robin Hood Crying' (see Appendix Five); the second is listed 
in (1549), Cong 55, as 'Lady, help your
prisoneir*.
JEDBURGH ^ (UT632O: Borders)
Information
The infoïïüont’s father, Mr. Filliam Hells Mabon, was interested 
in preserving customs,, He had arranged for the guisers to visit his 
house, and had his family seated ready around the walls of the room 
he used as a.n office. Mrs. Reid, who wa.s four years old at the time, 
has a vivid memory of the waiting, of the knock a,t the door, and the 
irruption into the room, accompanied by the shout of 'Here comes in 
G'alashun, Galashuri is m;y name*, roared like a battlo-slogan, and 
'Galashun' strongly stressed on the second syllable. The five or 
six boys, black-faced, wearing old country felt hats, old jackets 
and long trousers, immediately began *bo batter one another with 
sticks, and the young girl sat petrified by the waving of the sticks, 
and the clatter and noise of the fighting. Then one of the combatants 
fell, the boys performed their party pieces, and were given lemonade 
and things to eat. Slie does not remember any ±\irther noise or 
dialogue, and did not, at the time, realise that it was a play.
She could not remember the time of the year, though it was dark, 
and therefore perhaps mid-winter, She could not associate it with 
either Hogaia,na.y or Hallowe'en, and referred to it as 'Guisarts' Might', 
as though it were a separate occasion. She wondered whether it might 
have been Guy Fawkes' Might, but then thoughtthab this might have been 
a mere verbal association.
Source
Mrs. Reid (March 1977) j Hayigard Collection.
Comment
The Carpenter Collection reveals that Mrs. Reid's father had 
been the Ameidcan's informant (for Jedburgli^).
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JOHNSTONE (NS4265: Jlbrathclyde)
Ia£atmki£iîull).
V/lien A.L, Taylor was a boy in Ayr in 1920, he was one of a 
group of boys who wanted to raise funds for a football team. Two 
brothers in the group, who were called Smith and who came from 
Johnstone, suggested that they performed a play involving St. George 
and the Black Prince. (In the event this suggestion was not adopted.)
Source
Norman Peacock: Collection.
AifQimatim .Cli.),
In the 1920*3, the Hallowe'en guisers, said, 'Please help the 
Galoshies'. No knowledge of the play remained.
Source
J. Braidwood (as for HURLHP)
KI-]LSO®’ ■ (NT7234: Borders)
Tlie Beelzebub character indulged in coarse jests, and resembled’a 
Punchinello, with a hump-back, a, huge paunch, a large club or stick, 
and a frying-pan. He wore a large, painted mask. He also filled 
the role of the Doctor.
Source
See Glasgow ^
The hump-backed guiser, common in some areas of southern England, 
is known in Scotland only in this and the Ednam account.
ICELSO^
Text
No.l Here comes in Galasliin
Galashin is my name.
A sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to vm.n the game.
No.2 The game, sir, the game,sir,
It's not ivithin your power,
I'll run a dagger through your heart 
In less than half an hour.
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No.1 
No.2 
No. 1
No.2
Doctor
Galasliin
You, sir!
I, sir.
Take your sword and try, sir.
(Then No. 2 pushes his wooden sword 'through* 
Galashin who falls to the floor vdth a migîity 
wallop!)
0 what is this I have gone and done.
I've killed my sister's only son.
(I forget the next few lines hut he (No.2) 
sends for the doctor.)
Here comes in old Doctor Bro\7n,
The best old doctor in the town.
1 have a little bottle in my inside pocket 
called 'Hoxy
A little to liis nose 
A little to his toes.
Rise up Jack and sing a song.
Once I was dead 
But now I'm alive 
Blessed be the doctor 
That made me to revive.
Auld Jock the cobbler
Had a blinldn* ee
Selt his wife for fifty pounds
V/hat the waur was he.
Bis pockets full o' money 
His barrels full o' beer 
Here's to the ^iisers 
We wish you a happy New Year.
(exeunt Qmnes)
Infomation
'T/hen I lived in Kelso, Roxburghshire, as a boy (1907-1911), 
we used to group together at New Year - somewhat randomly - and 
disguise ourselves - blackened faces, sashes - long-tailed coats, 
fancy waistcoats etc., and go from door to door M t h  the question 
'Fill you let the guisers act?' The a.nswer was invariably "Come 
in," .All but one,Galasliin,would remain hidden as far as possible 
from the room where our audience were sitting. '
Source
The Alex Helm Collection, Vol, p.235» Manuscripts and Rare
Books Room, The Library, University College, London,
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Kin'JlRNOCK (NS4238: S tra tlic ly d e )
The first hoy to enter was Goloshans. A second hoy responds to 
his challenge and kills him, whereupon Dr. Brown makes his appearance 
and brings him back to life.
Source
As for Auchi.nleck ,
KILSYTH (NS7177: Central)
'In the evening the mummers, dressed in character, went round the 
houses and acted their drama. The thing died out when I vfas very 
young’, but I have a vague remembrance of it* It began by the entrance 
of an old wife, who, with her besom, swept out the floor and retired. 
Then came in the first warrior, 'Alexander the Great', conqueror of 
the whole vforld, who spoke words of defiance to all within the limits 
of the earth, and challenged them to mortal combat. I do not quite 
remember who it was marched in and took up the gage of battle, but 
there was a fierce fight, ■with swords of lath, and a famous victor^ '’.
In the course of the play there was one of the warriors, who announced 
himself as 'Galatians'. I suspect no\T that he must have belonged to 
the tribe of Gath, and so the chronology is obscure. It would have 
been an interesting bit of folk-lore had I been able to give an 
accurate picture of this detail of the olden times.'
Source
Rev. Robert Anderson:
1793 - 1901» (Kilsyth: Duncan, 1901), p.107.
KINROSS-SHIRE (NS1100: life) 
Text
Here come I, Golashans, 
Gblashans is my name,
Sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to M n  the game.
The Game, sir, the game, sir. 
It's not within your power. 
I'll draw my bloody dagger 
And slay you on the floor.
(They fight)
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V/liat's this I've done?
I've killed my brother Jack,
My father's eldest son*
Is there a doctor to be found?
Tes, here comes Doctor Brown,
The best doctor in the tomi#
What can you cure?
The pout, the gout, and the scurvy.
Can you cure a dead man?
Yes, we will cure him.
Put a little on his nose and a little on his thumb. 
Rise up. Jack, and sing.
Once I was dead, but now I'm alive,
And. blessed be the doctor that made me alive*
Fe'll all join hands and never fight again,
Aid blessed be the doctor that made you alive.
Source
The Paul S, Smith Collection.
Comment
The informant knew only the text. Slie was aged 69 at the time of 
her letter in 1977, and stated that she had heard the texb more than 
sixty years earlier from her grandmother who, she presumed, had learned 
it as a child in Kinross-shire. These facts suggest that the play 
was in performance o, I87O-QO.
The decision not to list this location among the 'Unlocated* is 
based on the fact that Kinross-sMre is the smallest but one of the 
counties, with an area of only 82 sq, m., similar in size to the 
city of Glasgow.
KIRKCALDY (UT2791: life)
There were five performers. One fought and killed another, a 
third was the Doctor, but nothing could be discovered of the other 
two.
Much of the verse they recited was topical and extempore, and 
therefore forgotten by the informant*
Source
Information fi'om Peter Opie, from Myra Beath of Kirkcaldy as remembered 
by her grandmother: Alex Helm Collection.
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The ascription of this reporb to Kirkcaldy depends on the domicile of 
the infownants grandmother.
KIRKCUDBRIGHT (NX685I : Dumfries and Gal].ovra,y)
Text
Beëlziehoh
Belheotor
Beëlziéboh
Belheotor
BeUlzieboh
Dr. BroiTn
Beëlziebob 
Dr. Bi'own
Belheotor
Here come I, Beëlsiebob
And over my shoulder I carry my club,
Aid in ray hand a frying-pan.
Don't you think I'm a jolly old man.
Here come I Belheotor, Belheotor is my name,
My swoird and pistol in ray hand,
I'm sure to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It's not v/ithin your power,
I'll smash you up in inches,
In less than half an hour*
You, sir.
I, sir, die, sir,
(Knocks Belheotor down)
Oh what have I done?
Killed ray own beloved son*
£10 for a doctor.
Here come I, old Dr* Brown,
The best old doctor in the torm.
Fïiat can you cure?
All diseases to be sure.
The rcnit, "bhe gout, and t;he gTeat big snout.
And if the Devil's in him, I'll soon put M m  out. 
(.Bends down to Belheotor and waves his arras over him. ) 
Jtmip up, Jack, and sing a song.
Fe'll all shake hands and we'll never fight no more. 
We'll be as good brothers as we were before.
(All sing together)
oGurce
James Ainiott Collection.
MUDSR (.HT5347Î Borders)
Here comes in Galashan,
Text
Galashan
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Second Man
Galashan 
Second T.Tan 
Galashan 
Second Man
Dr. Brown
Second Man 
Dr. Brovm
Second Man
Di'. Brown 
Second Man 
Dr. Brown
Source
G-eorge Anderson:
Galashan is my name,
My sword and pistol hy my side,
I hope to win the gmne.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It's not within your power,
I'll cut you into inches 
In space of half an hour.
You, sir!
I, sir!
Draw your sword and try, sir.
Through the kitchen, through the hall.
Is there a good doctor in the town?
Yes, there is good old Dr. Brown.
In comes old Dr. Brown,
The best doctor in the town.
Fliat diseases can you cure?
I can cure all diseases.
I cured a boil on my father's bum as high as a church
steeple.
Could you cure a dead man?
T/hat'll ye tske to cure him?
TiTenty pounds*
Fell, carry on,
I have here in ray pocket a bottle of Hbxy Poxy.
Put a little to his beak,
A little to M s  bum;
Stairb up, Jack, and ficht again.
James Carpeirber Collection.
LAURlEwCTON (nx6864î Dumfries and Galloway)
Taxi; (a)
(Hector, Slasher, and Beelzebub enter the house and say,)
Hallowe'en, Hallowe'en comes but once a year.
And when it comes we hope to give all good cheer 
Stir up your fires, and give us light,
For in tMs house there will be a fight.
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Hector
Slasher
Hector
Slasher
Hector
Doctor
Hector
Doctor
Hector
Slasher
Beelzebub
Here comes I, bold Hector:
Bold Hector is my name,
Fith sword and loy pistol by my side 
I'm sure to v/in the game*
The game, sir! The game, sir!
It's not within your power;
For I will cut you up in inches 
In less than half an hour*
You, sir!
I, sir!
(They draw swords and fight* Slasher falls*) 
Do, sir! die, sir!
(Slasher falls.)
Oh, dear! V/hat's tliis I've done!
I've killed my brother's only son.
A Doctor! A Doctor! Ten pounds for a doctor! 
Fhat! Ho doctor to be found?
(The Doctor enters»)
Here comes I, old Doctor Brov/n,
The best old Doctor in the tovm.
■*(71iat diseased can you cure?
All diseases, to be sure.
I have a bottle by my side.
All mixed with polks and eggs;
Put it in a mouse's blether,
Steer it vd.th a cat's feather;
A drop of it v/ill cure tlie dead*
(The medicine is administered.)
Get up, old Dob, and sing a, song.
(Slasher jimips up.)
Once I was dea.d and now I'm alive;
God bless the old Doctor that made me survive.
(Beelzelmib comes forward.)
Here comes I, old Beelzebub,
And over mj'- shoulder I carry my clogs,
Aid in my hand a frying-pan;
So don't you think I'm a jolly old man?
And if you think I am cutting it fat,
Just pop a penny in the old man's hat.
8 9
A second text is given under the same place-name. 
Text (b)
Hector
Slasher
Hector
Slasher
Hector
Slasher
Doctor
Slasher
Doctor
Slasher
Hector
J olmi%r Funny
Here comes I, bold Hector;
Bold Hector is my name;
A sword and buckler by my side,
And I'm sure to ?.dn the game.
Here comes I, Bol Slasher;
Bold Slasher is my name;
A sword and buckler by my side,
And I shall xrin the game.
You, sir!
X, sir!
Talte out your sword and try, sir!
(They figlit and Hector falls)
Oh dear! Oh dear! Fhat's tlii.s I've done?
I've killed my brothers all but one.
A doctor, a doctor, ten pounds for a doctor!
(The Doctor enters.)
Here comes I, old Doctor Brown,
Tlie best old Doctor in the tovm.
V/hat can you cure?
All diseases to be sure ••
Gout, skout, bully gout, and the carvey.
(He administers medicine to Hector.)
Rouse up, sir; sing us a song,
(Hector rises)
Once I was dead, and now I'm alive.
God bless the doctor that made me survive.
Up and down the mountains, underneath the ground. 
Bating bread and biscuits all the year round,
(Jolmny Fiumy enters.)
Here comes I, wee Jolmny Funny,
The very wee boy to gather the money;
Pouches doiTn to my knees,
And I'm the boy to gather the bawbees.
Source
As for BAIMAGHIB, above.
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LEITH (MT207O: Lothian)
Text
The text "began, Here come I, Bol Slasher,
Bold Slasher is my name,
A sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game*
The game, sir, the game, sir,
It's never in your power,
I'll slash yon and slay you 
In less than half an hour.
'I sa.'w "guizers" in my home town of Leith ... about 1898.
They performed at Hallowe'en, and I well remember the last time I 
saw them* They arrived and were ushered into our kitchen, where we 
were ducking for apples. The group consisted of two men and several 
boys carrying lanterns* The men were disguised ... m t h  large false 
moustaches and wigs* They were belted and carried large swords in 
their belts* [They spoke the text above and they] then fought a 
rousing battle with their large wooden s\7ords, cheered on by their 
followers, and with much banter between them wliich I cannot recollect.
At last one fell flat on his back and the victor waved his sword over 
him and so ended the play.
Both men took off their disguises, sat with us and were given 
refresliments (v/hislcjr at 3/6 a bottle '!!) and the children joined 
us in our Hallowe'en games' and left later on for another show else­
where*
I have the strong impression that there was no written record of 
these plays - the words were handed on from father to son in cenbain 
families, at least in Scotland,*..'
Source
Alex Hood, Bermuda, 1977: the Paul S. %iith Collection.
Comment
The inforraation is unusual, and is therefore gi'ven in full,
I am inclined to believe that this was a unique event, and that the two 
men were re-living their boyhood practice, rather than teachJLng the 
tradition to the boys, or even allowing them to ula.y the Doctor and 
the supporting roles. Their reception, the social mixing, and the 
wM.sky, T^uggest that the two men were knomi to -bhe host, and liad been 
invited to demonstrate the (best of Scotland) folk play to their 
'eastern' hosts. These two men are the only adult parbicipants in 
the modern folk play, and the first noted since the Robin Hood players 
of Linton in I6IO (see Chapter Five).
Leith was a separate toimsMp in 1898, the year of 'bhe reminiscence: 
it was incorporated with Edinburgh in 1920.
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LKra (NO570O: Fife)
Information
The informant was a performer, aged eight, lie remerahered that 
they blacked their faces, and wore ordinary clothes, unless fancy dres; 
was s,vailable. He could remember the Doctor and the Sweep,but none 
of the text.
The information related to a Hallowe’en custom in 1930.
Source
Alex Helm Collection.
LIBSRTON (ÎW2769: Ix)t]iian)
Texrb
1. I am Bol Bendo - who are you?
2. I am here, the King of France,
Come for a battle to advance,
3 . I am here, the King of Spain,
Come for a battle bo maintain.
Information
’Of anything I have heard of the theatrical literature of our 
Scottish guisards, there is little but sheer common city vulgarity, 
and little wonbh noting even for its grotesqueness. An ingenious 
friend remembers in his youth the bef^nning of a sort of Hogmanay 
drama, in which there enter three boys, as appropriately armed and 
costumed as a village can afford, and commence a trialogue,
Source
John Hill Burton, . AliroAd, (Edinburgh: Black?rood, 1864),
X, 309.
Comment
Liberton, at the time of the reminiscence, a village outside 
Edinburgh, is now a suburb of the city.
Apaxi from ’Bbl Bendo’ (Bold Benbow), these fragments are found 
in Kelrose^,
LimOltl (HT7726: Borders)
JjifQ iE iaiicm
"Bast Yuletide, for the first time on record, [the guisard’s]
9 2
knock was uniieardah our door".
Source
J.F.L. ’The hying Ouisard’, T]ie Scotsman. 51 Dec 1902, p.8, cols.
1, 2.
The article vrith some addition was reprinted in James Fleming I/eishman, 
A Son of Knox (Glasgow: Kaclehose, 1909), pp.103-116. See also unloc. 
Berwick?!/
MELROSE (ET5435Î Borders)
Text
First Man
G-al ashen
King of 
Macedonia
King of France
King of Spain
King of France
Redstalks, redstools.
Here comes in a pack of fools,
A pack o’ fools no to he here,
A pack o’ Tools shilnt the door*
Here comes in Galashen,
Galasheii is my name,
A sword and pistol hy my side,
■ Thqpe to win the game.
The game, sir, the gome, sir,
And that I’ll let you Imow,
Within a moment’s time, sir.
I’ll lay your body low.
Here comes in the great King of Macedonia,
ITlio has conquered all the world around 
Fkcept Scotland along.
To see that little nation 
So franlc and so free 
And so stout and so bold.
It made his heart within him faint.
And his blood run cold.
Here comes in the King of France 
For a battle to advance.
Here comes in the King of Spain,
For a battle to remain.
Fi^it on, fi^t on, my merry men, 
light on, fight on with speed.
I’ll give any man a thousand pound 
ITlio kills the King of Macedonia dead*
(Galashin and the King of Macedonia fight: the 
King falls.)
How. the King of Macedonia is dead,
And now on the ground is laid,
And you will suffer for it,
I’m very sore afraid.
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King of Spain
Or* Bromi
King of France 
Doctor
King of Prance 
Doctor
King of Prance 
Doctor
King of Prance 
Dr. Brown 
King of Prance 
Doctor
( song)
Belzebub
Is there a good doctor in the tom?
Through the kitchen, throu^i the hall,
For a good doctor I do call.
Here comes in Dr. Brown,
The best doctor in the tom*
How far have ye travelled?
Pcom York to Cork.
Any farther?
Prom knife to fork.
Hhat have you seen in all your travels?
Mountains of beef and rivers of gi*avy.
How much m i l  you take to cure a dead man?
Twenty pounds.
Yfould not five do?
Hb, five pounds wouldna mend a good hole in my coat. 
(Turns dead man over)
I have a little bottle in my pocket called Ho%y
Croxy.
Put a little to his nose and a little to M s  bum, 
Rise up, Jack, and fight again.
0 Brothers, 0 brothers,
That drew their swords to me.
But since we’ve all revived again,
We’ll all shake hands and gi?ee.
We’ll all shalee hands and gree,
And we’ll never fight no more,
And we’ll all gree like brothers 
As once we did before,
God bless the mistress of this house,
And the mistress all likewise,
And all the little babies .
That round the table flies.
1 hope you will prove kind 
With some whisky and some beer
I wish you all a merr;^'' Christmas 
And a happy, happy Hew Year.
Here comes in old Belzebub,
Over my shoulder I carry a club,
And in my hand a frying pan,
I tMnk myself a jolly old gentleman.
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Information
The version was played in 1862. The boys wore their fathers’ white 
shirts, which reached their knees, blacked their faces or wore ?false 
faces’, ancl stuck their wooden swords in a coloured sash or ribbon round 
their waists. The doctor 170re a black coat and a lum hat, Golashi.n 
wore a ’Golashin-hat’ made from gilt wallpaper, rounded and gothic- 
shaped, decorated with ’gum~flowers’ (imitation flowers) with a cock’s 
feather stuck in the top*
Source
Peter Nisbet: James Carpenter Collection.
liELRÔSïï 0 
Test
MeGlashen
Second Actor
McGlashen 
Second Actor 
McGlashen
Third Actor
Dr. Brown
Third Actor 
Dr. Brown 
Third Actor 
Dr. Brown 
Tliird Actor 
Dr. Brown
Here comes in McGlashen,
McGlashen is my name.
Sword and pistol by my side,
I hope to m n  the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
Is not Mthin your power,
I’ll lay your body low, sir,
In the space of half an hour.
You, Sir!
I, Sir:
TaJce your sword and try, sir,
(Tliey figïit with wooden swords; Second Actor falls.)
And now he is dead.
And on the ground is laid.
I’m very sore afraid.
Round the kitchen, round the hall,
For a good doctor I do call.
’Yhoop, whoop, here comes in old Dr. Broini, 
The best old doctor in the tomi.
How far have you travelled?
From Paddy to Cork.
Any further?
From laiife to fork.
'That have ye seen in all these travels? 
Mountains of beer and rivers of gravy.
9 5
Third Actor 
Dr. Brown
TMrd Man 
Dr. Brown 
Third Man 
Dr. BroTm
Jack
(Song)
Any more?
Yes* An old wife lying at the seaside 
Like tatie peelins fleein in the air.
How much will ye take to cure a dead man?
Ten pounds.
Too much* '.Till ye do it for five?
üve pounds wouldna........... * .
I’ve a little bottle in my pocket 
Called Hoxy Croxy.
Put a little to his nose 
And a little to his bum.
Rise up, Jack, and fi^ i^t again.
Once I was dead 
But now I’m alive.
Thanks be to the doctor 
That made me to revive.
0 brothers, 0 brothers, 0 brothers are we, 
And since we’ve all revived again,
We’ll all shake hands and gree,
God bless the master of tliis house,
Go down into your cellar 
Aid see what you could find,
The barrels will not be empty 
I hope you will provide;
I hope you will provide 
With some whisky and some beer,
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a happy, happy Hew Year.
(Round of singing, then Belzebub vdth a hat takes up 
a collection.)
Belzebub Here comes in old Belzebub,
Aid over his shoulder he carries a club.
And in his hand a fiying pan.
He thinks himself a jolly old man,
.ia£û33aMiiûJi
It was played from Christmas to Hew Year, c,1875. The boys wore 
paper hats, men’s shirts, women’s nightgowns, and blacked their faces, 
or wore ’false faces’. Dr. Brown wore a tiled hat, and whiskers. They 
played in all the houses, ’gentry and peasants’.
Source
George Brown: James Carpenter Collection.
MELROSE
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Text
(Galatian)
(a challenger)
(Galatian)
(Dr. Beelzebub)
(Dr. BjTown)
(Dr. Brown)
(All)
Here comes in Galatian, Galatian is my name,
A s77ord and pistol by my side, I hope to win the garae.
Your names is not Galatian, and that I’ll let you know, 
And in a moment’s time, sir, I’ll lay your body low.
(Then the swords were crossed, and after a few passes, 
the challenger fell on the floor. The survivor 
then shouted for the Doctor, who was invaiiably left 
outside till the critical moment arrived.)
Round the house and round the hall 
For a good doctor I do call.
(And then the sound of tackety boots was heard in the 
kitchen passage, and the Doctor entered. Sometimes 
he appeared with:)
Here comes in Beelzebub
And over his shoulder he carries a club
And in his hand a frying pan.
And he thinlcs himself a jolly fine man.
(Or in a milder moments he was simply announced, as 
Dr. Brown;)
Here comes in Dr. Brown,
The best doctor in the tovm.
(Before being allowed to touch the victim, who was 
still lying motionless on the floor, he v/as cross- 
examined as to his quali:fi cat ions. Hliere had he been? 
He had been to Cork. Vdiat had he seen? Mountains of 
beef and rd.vers of gravy. How much Mil you take to 
cure this dead man? The fee was invariably fi:ffcy 
pounds, which was invariably paid without demur.
This ceremony over, he touched the prostrate figure 
with the T/ords ; )
A little to his head, a little to his bum,
Rise up, Jack, end be a bett.er man.
(Hliereupon the dead man sprang to life again, and the 
whole party joining together ended the play M.th a 
chorus ; )
0 brothers, 0 brothers, we’ll all take hands and ’gree 
For we are going a roMn some houses for to see.
Some houses for to see and some pleasure for to have, 
And what you freely give to us we freely will receive. 
God bless the master of this house, the mistress also. 
And all the little babies that round the table go.
Go down into your cellars, and see what you can find. 
Perhaps you will propine with whisky or some beer,
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And \7ô wish yon a Marry Christmas 
And a happy happy How Year.
(Tliey were never rewarded with wMsky or heer, hut 
pennies were put in the Doctor’s hat. If they 
were asked to sing an extra song, they would attempt 
’The Three Jolly Butchers’, and he quickly stopped 
by the parlourmaid,)’
’In this county - Roxburghshire - I am afraid the Gui sers, or, as 
they were often called, '"The Galawtians", have disappeared; but thirty 
years ago, and perhaps later, they were still in evidence. They made 
their appearance in the weeks which preceded Christmas. The party 
rarely numbered more than five or six. Their equipment was simple; 
most of them wore a ni^tshirt over their ga,rments, and on their heads 
a cocked hat decorated with wallpaper, masks covered their faces. In 
their hands they carried sticks or swords made from laths. There was 
one sinister figure among them - the Doctor - sometimes he appeared 
as ’’Beelzebub” who wore a tall hat and whose face was blackened,
’The performance usually took place in the evening in the 
servants’ hall, under the management of the parloumaid. The leading 
actors faced each other, and the play began*.
Source
James Curie (of Priorwood, Melrose), The, Tjjn,ieB. Litepa;
26 Rov 1951, p.950, col. 2.
Comment
’The Three Jolly Butchers’ is a traditional song which narrates 
the advenbures that befall the three travellers when they meet a 
naked woman.
MOHIAIVE (11X77^1 f Dumfries and Galloway) 
Text
Goloshuns, Goloshims, Goloshuns is my name,
%ford and pistol by my side 
I want to know your game.
Tlie game, sir, it’s this, sir.
(The second player draws his s^ rord, and they fight to 
the death, the first speaker being the victor. He 
places his foot on the chest of the fallen man, and 
improvised some verses. The hat was then passed 
round,)
Information
There were also some supporters, but they had no part in the 
play. The word ’goloshuns’ was believed to be equivalent of ’guisers’.
9 8
James Amott Collection*
Comment
The Monialve custom stands apart from the knot of Gplloway plays 
in three ways : (i) geographically (ii) in its garbled text and action 
(iii) in its use of the term ’Goloshuns’, not known in Galloway (see 
Castle Douglas). For these three reasons, hut especially the foorm 
of the word ’Goloshuns’, I consider this tradition to a relatively 
late importation from the Strathclyde area.
W m  SH'EVERSTON (NS7659; Strathclyde) 
Text
I’m wee Johnny Ftumy
I’m the man that takes the money.
The guisers were of both sexes, Tlie boys wore their jackets 
turned inside out, and a brown paper hat, something like a cocked 
hat* A metal or wooden sword was stuck in the belt. Quite often 
the boys wore girls’ clothing, and vice versa. They blacked their 
faces with burnt cork.
The performance took the fori^i of a procession, with each of the 
characters taking his or her turn and saying a rliyme, the recognised 
leader of the party beginning. With the exception of Johnny Funny, 
the invention of the character and the rhyme was the responsibility 
of each gidser, Johnny Funny always remained the same, and had a 
large bag in vrliich the talcings, the nuts and finit etc., were deposited,
Source
James Amott Collection.
Comment
This sighting marks the last stage in the change from the fo]k 
play to the contemporary manner of Hallowe’en gui sing, in which a 
smo.ll group of children, tvro to five in number, dress up in their 
oivn choice of fancy dress, and recite a poem, or sing a little song, 
qu3.te often of some relevance to their choice of costume. Each cliild 
carries a bag, to collect the fruit, nuts, sweets etc., that the 
householder contributes.
HET/TOTuT ST, BOSV/ELLS (ÎÏT5852: Borders) 
Text
Galashon Here comes in Galashon,
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Second Actor
Galashon 
Second Actor 
Galashon
Third Actor
Dr. Brown
Second Actor 
Dr. Brown
Jack
Galashon is ray name,
v/ith sword and, pistol by ray side,
I hope to win the game.
Tlie game, sir, the game, sir,
Tt’s not within your power,
1*11 lay your body low, sir.
In less than half an hour.
You, sir!
I, sir:
Draw your sword and try, sir.
(They fi^it with wooden swords: Galashon falls.)
RoTf you’ve killed Galashons,
And on the ground he’s laid.
And you will suffer for it.
I’m very sore afraid.
Is there a good doctor in the town?
Here comes in old Dr. Brown,
The best old doctor in the toY/u.
Hha.t can you cure?
I can cure a* things,
I have a little bottle in lay pocket called Hoxy Proxy. 
Put a little to his nose, and a little to his bum.
Rise up. Jack, and sing a song.
Once I \ms dead, sir.
And now I’m alive,
Blessed be the doctor 
That made me to revive.
Tlie informant learned this text c.1865. 
Source
Andrew Kerr: James Gai'penter Collection.
HHVTOHNST, 30S^ :TELLS b
Text
Galashan Here comes in Galashan, Galashan is my name 
Hith sword and pistol by my side I hope to vdn the
game.
1 0 0
2nd Man The game, sir, the game, sir, it isn’t in your power
I’ll knock you dovm in the space of half an hour.
(They fi^it and Galashan falls to the ground.)
Dr. Brown Here comes in Doctor Brown, the finest doctor in
the town*
Rise up. Jack, and sing a song.
(The ’dead* man rises and sings:)
Galashan Once I was dead, sir, now I’m alive,
Blessed he the doctor who made me revive.
(All dance round and sing together:)
We’ll all join hands and never fight any more.
And we’ll all he brothers, as once we were before.
Ia£o£iuailQ2L-ip.l
’Even as late as the 1920’s at Cliristmas and Hogmanay it was the 
custom for groups of boy Gui sards to go round the village and neigh­
bouring houses such as Hildon Hall, Dhitehill, Brundenlaws, Bowden 
and Holmes acting a version of the ancient play Galaslian, for which 
they were rewarded with pennies’.
Source
At^ r.,,yillage: _Nerd.on St*_Bo,sri;elkh, edited by I.E. Robb, (Galasliiels: 
Meigle, 19561, p. 19 (for Scottish Woynen's Institutes),
In a letter to Paul 5. Smith in 1977» Isobel F. Robb indicated 
that in the version given her by her mother, the cure had been 
accompanied by the line,
’Put a little to his beak and a little to his bum’, 
with appropriate actions.
The final song was sung to the tune of ’’Tee Millie Minltie’.
Source
Paul S, Smith Collection.
0CIÎILTRJ3R (1135021: Strathclyde)
The play vras performed, and St, George Yras believed to have 
been one of the characters.
Source
Mr. A.L. Taylor: îiorman Peacock Collection,
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OLD KILPATRICK (N84672* Strathclyde)
Text
Slasher I am a gallant soldier
And Slasher is my name,
My 8170rd and hückle hy my side,
I’m sure to vdn the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir.
Lies not within thy power.
For m t h  my glittering sword and spear 
I soon will thee devour.
(They fight and Slasher is wounded, Keekum Funny 
calls for a doctor.)
A doctor, a doctor.
Dr. Bxown Here I am.
Are you a doctor?
Doctor Yes, you can plainly see
Ply my art and activity.
Mliat diseases can you cure?
Doctor Itch,, the pitts 0 ’ pi Its], the palsy and the gout,
If you had nineteen devils in your skull,
I’d cast twenty of them ouk.
I cured Sir Harry of the rag nail fiity-five yards
long.
Surely I can cure this man,
Here, Jack, take a little from my bottle.
And let it run down thy throttle.
Thou art not slain.
Rise up and fight again.
I have in my pockets 
Crutches for lame ducks,
Spectacles for blind biuable bees,
Pack saddles and panniers for grasshoppers,
Plaster for broken-back mice.
(They fight again, and Slasher is killed, Keelaim 
Fumiy goes r*ound with a sea-shell gathering money, )
Infomna.tion
Their faces were blacked and they wore odd clothes.
Source
Janes Amott Collection.
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P A I S W  (N34864: Strathclyde) 
Text
Mho am I?
I’m Keekum-Pmmy,
I’m the man that takes the money.
Source
James Arnott Collection.
PATRA (K34110; Strathclyde)
JzLiComaÈimL.
Mr. David Adamson told me that his father, who was h o m  in Patna 
in 186*0, Imew the play that began ’Here come I, old 8t„ George*, and 
continued with a duel, and the entry of other characters. He called 
it ’Galoshans’ and remembered it as being a ’nystei-ious* affair.
Conment
The village of Patna owes much of its size to coa,l-miining in the 
nineteenth century.
Source.wim ■
Hayward Collection.
PEEBLES ^ (M*2540: Borders)
Text
Talking Man Haud away rocks, and hand away reels,
enters Haud away stocks and spinning wheels,
Redd room for Gorland, fmd gi’s us room to sing. 
And I will eliovr you the prettiest thing 
That ever was seen in Christmas time,
Muckle head and little wit, stand ahint tlie door; 
But sic a set as we are, ne’er were here before. 
Show yourself, Black KnightÎ
Black Knight Here comes in Black Knigh'b, the great King of
ent e rs Mac edon,
Y/ho has conquered all the vrorld save Scotland
alone,
\71ien I came to Scotland my he ark it grew cold.
To see a little nation so stout and so bold - 
So stout and so bold, so frank and so free;
Call upon Galatian to fight wi’ me.
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Galatian enters 
Black Kni^t
TalldLng Man
Black Kiii^ it
Young Man
Black Knifdit
Talking Man 
Doctor enters
Black Knight 
Doctor
Black Kni^t 
Doctor 
Black Knight
Here comes I, Galatian; Galatian is my name;
S\Torcl and: buckler by my side, I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir, it is not in your power; 
I’ll hash you and slash you in less than half an hour. 
My head is made of iron, my heairk is made of steel, 
And my sword is a Ferrara, that can do its duty weel.
(They fi^t, and Galatian is vrorsted, and falls.)
Down Jack, down to the ground you must go.
Oh* Oh* what is this I’ve done?
I’ve killed my brother Jack, ray father’s only son.
Here’s two bloody champions that never fought before; 
And we are come to rescue him, and what can we do
more?
Row, Galatian he is dead, and on the floor is laid.
And ye shall suffer for it, I’m very sore afraid.
I’m sure it was not I, sir. I’m innocent of the crime. 
’Twa.s this young man behind me, who drew the sword
sae fine.
Oh, you airful villianî to lay the blame on me;
Mien my tvro eyes were shut, sir, when tliis young
man did die.
How could your tvTo eyes be shut, when you were;
looking on?
How could your tiro eyes be shut, when their svTords
were drawn?
Is there ever a doctor to be found?
Call in Dr. Brown,
Tlie best in all the town.
Here comes in as good a doctor as ever Scotland bred, 
And I have been th:mugh nations, a-1earning of my
trade;
And now I’ve come to Scotland all for to cure the
dead.
That can you cure?
I can cure the rurvy soui'vy,
And the rumble-gumptlon of a man that has been 
seven years in his grave or more;
I can malce an old \7oman of sirby look like a girl
of sixteen.
What will you talte to cure this dead man?
Ten pounds
vrill not one do?
IDoctor 
Black Knight 
Doctor 
Black Knight 
Doctor 
Black Knight 
Doctor 
Black Knight 
Doctor
Galatian rises 
and exclaims,
Doctor
Galatian
Doctor
Galatian
Doctor
Galatian
Judas enters 
with hag
Ro.
Mil], not three do?
Ro.
Will not five do?
Ro.'
Mill not seven do?
Ro.
Mill not nine do?
Tes, perhaps nine may do, and a bottle of wine.
I have a little bottle of inker-pinlcer^ in my pocket.
0  small beer] 
(Aside to Galatian) Take a little drop of it.
%• the hocus-pocus, and the magical touch of my
little finger,
Start up, Jolm,
Oh, my back:
?/hat ails your back?
There’s a 'Qliole in it you may turn your ni eve ten
times round in it.
How did you get it?
3hLghting for our land.
How many did you kill?
I killed a’ the loons but ane, that ran, cmd vradna
stand.
(The whole party dance, and Galatian sings.)
Oh, once I vnis dead, sir, out now I am alive,
And blessed be th.e doctor that made me revive.
We’ll all join hands, and never fight more.
We’ll a’ be good brothers, and we hove been before.
Here comes in Judas, Judas is my name;
If ye put not silver in my bag, for gAidsske mind
our wDmeJ
Wien I gaed to the castle yett, and tirled at the
pin,
They keepit the keys o’ the castle, and wadna let
me in.
I’ve been i’ the east cause,
I’ve been i’ the west carse.
I’ve been i’ the carse of Cowrie,
Wiere the cluds rain a* day pease- and beans,
And the farmers theek houses wi’ needles and prins* 
I’ve seen geese gfUTii on pattens.
And swine fleeing i’ the air like peelings o’ ingonsi 
Our hearts are made o’ steel, but our bodies sma’ as
ware-
If you’ve onything to gi’e us, stap it in there.
All sing Blessed be the master o’this house, and the mistress
also,
And all the little babies that round the table grow: 
Their pockets full of money, the bottles full of beer 
A merry Christmas, guisards, and a happy New Year.
Information
’Dramatis Personae - Tivo Fighting-men or Knj.ghts, one of whom is 
called Black Kni^t, the other Galatian (sometimes Galatius or Galgacus), 
and alternatively John; a Doctor; a fourth Personage, who plays the same 
talking and demonstrating part vdth the Chorus in the Greek drama; a 
Young Man, who is little more than a bystander; and Judas, the purse- 
bearer.
Galatian is (at the royal burgh of Peebles) dressed in a good vdiole 
shirt, tied round the middle vdth a handkerchief, from which hangs a 
wooden sword. He has a large cooked-hat of vdiite paper, either cut 
out with little, human profiles, or pasted over idth. penn^ f valentines#
The Black Knight is more terrific in appearance, his dress being, if 
possible, of tartan, and his head surmounted by an old cavalry cap, 
wliile his white stockings are all tied round with red tape. A pair 
of flaming whiskers adds to the ferocity of his aspect. The doctor 
is attired in s.ny faded black clothes whi.oh can be liad, v;ith a hat 
probably stolen from a neighbouring scarecrow’.
Source
Robert Cliambers: Qelect Mritinazs. of Robert. Clia.)7ibers, Vol. VII. P o m i l a r  
Rhymes of Scotland, 3rd Edition, with additions, (Edinburgh: Chambers, 
1841), VII, 299-584.
Comment
Milliam Chambers was b om in 1800, and liis brother in 1802* They 
lived at Peebles until 1814, and there is a possibility of personal 
expelienee of the folk play custom. There are strong resemblances 
between the Falkirk’^ account and this Peebles version (for example, 
in the Judas speech), and I suspect that Chai.ibers was aware of the 
Falkirk version, published fifteen years earlier.
PEEBLES ^
In 1962, Nicol Smith (then 75 years old) said that he could remember
T06
a play in Peebles when he v/as a boy. 
Source
Norman Peacock Collection.
POLJARTE (I4TY450: Borders)
Information 
’Hogmanay’.
’The best o’ a* the Guizard time....an’ mony nichts before, we’d 
aye/Oor costumes to prepare;/ I’/hile a’ oor sangs we maun rehearse/An* 
eke - the time-worn pla.y,/0’ "Here cones in Gilashon.*-', vfha/Gets killed 
on Hogmanay./ Dressed in oor gaudy paper hats,/vfi’ sarks ootside oor 
claes,/And mimic swords hung by oor sides,/ At mirk we took oor ways;/ 
An’ first we took the ITanse by storm,/ For there a, welcome aye/ Frae 
minister to maids we had/ On ilka Hogmanay.
[Then'at the] ’laird’s big house’ ...’we sang, an’ acted there,/
A second time Gilashon fell/fo hansel Hogmanay* • The gnizards went 
on to ’farm and cottar’s hoose*.
There was a thorn tree on Polwarth village green that featured in 
traditional custom. The practice of dancing around it to celebrate; 
weddings was reputed to ha.ve begun in the fourbeenth century. Tlie 
same was known at harvest-time, ’Our forebears oft were seen/fo dance 
about the Thom,/.Then they get in their corn, ’ and had also concluded 
the ïïoc^ îianay celebration for the returning gnizards, ’roun’ the thorn 
we tripped a fit/ To vdnd up Ho,graa,nay ’.
H.kl. Calder was b o m  in Duns in 1841, and moved to nearby Polwarbh 
in 184-5.
Source
M.S.. Crockett (Ed.),
(Paisley: Parla.no, 1897), pp.27, 28, 31,117-19.
PILFSTONPANS (HT3874: Lothian)
Texrb
Stir up that fire and give us light, 
For in tliis house there’ll be a. fight.
Here comes in wee Doctor Brovm,
The best wee doctor in the town.
hhat can you cure?
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The root, the rout, the skit, the scurvy*
How do you do it?
Ruh his nose and ruh his bum,
And he’ll rise up end sing a song*
And we’ll all . join hands and we’ll sing a meriy song,
And we’ll be as good brothers as we were before, as
we were before*
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Jhfonaation
Two or three children made up the troupe, and they did the 
’guising around people’s houses, around the doors’.
Comment
It is not certain whether the performance was given in song, or 
a combination of song and speech, V/hen first asked for the play, Mrs, 
Mason started to speak it, stopped, and then sang the whole text through, 
without pausing* 7/hen asked to repeat the text, she began in a strongly- 
accented chant. After the first two lines, she stopped and asked for 
time to remember what happened. She then supplied a description of the 
action, and continued the tex*b in a more normal speaking voice. She 
said, "Then they said, ’Here comes in wee Doctor Brown*,,,,", but this 
may have been influenced by the enquirer’s saying, ’Mhat did you say 
then?’. She used the word ’sang’ of the final two lines.
i m
I a,Til inclined to Hamish Henderson’s suggestion that she had used 
the text as a dandling song, and her second inbeipretation of the 
rhymes had overlaid her first.
Source
Mrs. nason (Bom c.1902) of Prestonpans. Recorded hy Hamish Henderson, 
Tape Recording gA 1954/103, item 6l, The School of Scottish Studies,
27 George Square, Edinburgh 8.
QHOTHQUAH (HS9939: Strathclyde)
Text
Leader Redd chairs, redd stules,
Here comes I wi a peck of fuies.
And if ye dinna believe what I say,
I shall call in Alexander to clear the way.
Sir Alexander Here comes I, Sir Alexander,
Sir Alexander is my name,
With sword and pistol by ray side,
I hope to win the game.
.....he tells his various exploits and- Galatians is next called in and 
he and Sir Alexander quarrel and fight and Galatian is slain.*..
Leader- How Galatians he is dead
And on the floor is laid,
And. you shall suffer for it,
I’m -very sore afraid.
* ...Then the Greek Doctor is summoned and asked what he can cure.
Greek Doctor I can cure the rout, the gout, tlie rainbow and the
scurvy.
I can malce an old woman o’ three score look 
like ane o’ sixteen, by giving her three drops 
of ray Juniper inlc, tine and horn which is 
commonly called the ram’s hom*
.* *.The doctor applies the remedy and up rises Galatians. They then 
join hands and sing a song (forgotten). The hat is passed round, on 
they go to the next house.
Information
The above is taken from a letter written in 1903 by John Thorbum 
to Rev, W. Vdiitfield. Brian Lsmbie believes that Tliorbum was a 
contemporary of V/hitfield, and therefore b o m  after 1830 and before 1838. 
Thorbum -writes that he played the part of the ’Greek Doctor*.
Source
Brian Lambie Collection,
1.09
ST. ArmEE./S (NO50I6: Fife)
Information
’Apparently the usual time for these mumtners to appear is Hogmcnay 
(New Year’s Eve) but at St. Andrews they come out on Hallowe’en, and 
in Kincardineshire on November 2nd*.
Source . - . -
A.J.B, Mace, ’Mumming Plays in tlie Southern Balkans’, The .Annual of 
.tlqc .British School at 4t;hens. (London; MacMillan) ) 9'Cl d i .
Comiaent
A good deal of doubt is attached to this entry, for it occurs in 
the context both dramatic and non-dromatic gui sing, and there is a 
suspicion that Mace’s information is second-hand. Mace began his 
university-lecturing career at St. Andrews C.I905.
ST. BOHBLLS (HT5930; Borders)
Infomation
In a letter to Richard Heber, Sir Malter Scott reported that he 
had seen guisers during the Cliidstmas. festivities at Mertoun House in 
I8O7. î'ertotUT'House is two miles novbh-east of 3t.. Boswells.
Source
As for Linton (p.108).
SEUaHK ^ (!®472a; Bordera)
’The children from Selkirk were wont to dress in the motley of 
’guisers’ and visit the "Shirra’s home. There they played ’Goloshan’, 
and received their Hallowe’en bounty’.
Source
PeebLeshire Hews and County. Adve.risiser, 27 Dec 1940, p.2, col.3. 
Goiar-aent
In the spelling of Goloshan,and in the Hallowe’en season, Selkirk 
shows a susceptibility to the cultural influence of Glasgow (see 
Jedburgh^).
1 1 0
s w i m i  ^
Text
Prologue
Bls.ck Knight
Galashon
Black ÏCnigüit
Galashen 
Black Knight 
Galashon
Third Ployer
Dr. Brovm
Third Player 
Dr. Brown 
lliird Player 
Dr. Brown
Gal ashen and 
Black Ktiiglit
Dear Freens, if ye null gie an ear,
Then very sin ye wall hear 
How Scots defend their liononr,
And pit tae rout a* forei/pi foes 
Y/îiae tread upon her.
Here comes in Black Knight,
King of Kacedond-a;
I have conquered all the world around.
And when I came to Scotland,
I found the people so brave and so free,
That I call on Galashon 
In fight vdth me.
Here comes in Galashon,
Gal ashen is my name;
Sword"and pistol by my side,
I hope to vdn the gmne.
The game, 3irJ Tlie Game, Girl 
It lies not in your povrer.
I’ll cut you into inches,
In less than half an'hour.
You, Sir!
I, Sir’
Take you sword and try, Sir!
(Duel. Both fall dead.)
A doctor, a doctor,
YTho can find a doctor?
Here comes in old Doctor Brovm.
Best old doctor in the town.
How much T/ill you ‘bake to cure a dead man?
3*1 ve pounds.
The fee will bo yours if you succeed.
I have a potion in this bobtle,
Rub a little bo -their nose,
And a little to their toes;
How,rise up, men, and sing a song!
Once I was dead, Gir,
But novr I’m alive,
Blessed be the doctor 
That made me to re-vive.
Re-vlved, Sir! Re-vived, Sir! who once was slain,
He’ll all shake hands, Sir, and never -figjrb again.
11i1
Betty Funny Here comes in auld Betty Funny, 
Gathers; a’ the breed- an* money* 
long pooches, doon tae her. knees,, 
line for haudin the bawbees.
The custom was known as ’The Guisers’, or ’Galashen’, and was 
communicated by Hr# Aurelio D’Agrosa,' of 5 Southport, Selkirk, He 
had not seen the play in print, but had learned it from older boys 
55 ” 40 years earlier.
Source
James Carpenter Collection*
3BLKIHIC ° 
Text
KLack Kniight 
Galashin
Black Knight
Dr. Brown
Dr. Brovm
Unison Song
(speech forgotten).
Here cones in Galashin
Galashin is my name
With sword said pistol by my side,
I hope to win the game,
Tlie game, sir, the gsmie, sir,
And that I’ll let you know 
Tlxat in a moment’s time, sir,
I’ll lay your body lovr*.
(Tliey fight, and Black Knigjit falls. Dr. Brown is 
called in.)
Here comes in Old Doc/tor Brovwi 
The best old doctor in the tovm.
How much vrill ye 'bake tae cure tliis dead man?
Well I’ll take ......
Will ye take a tenner?
Yes.
A little hoxy croxy to.e his nose,
And a little tae his bum. (sometimes, among gentxy,
’chin’)
%se up, Jack, and sing a song.
Once I was dead, sir, 
ibid now I’m alive 
And blessed be the doctor 
That made me to revive.
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(Sometimes) 
Betty Funny
In comes I, Old Boelzebub,
Over my shoulder I carry a. club.
Here' comes in Bet'by Idiniiy
Tliat gathers in the breid and money,
God bless the (master) of this house, 
Tlie mistress likewise.
And all the little Babies 
That their mother lies.
% e  texrb was supplied by Hr. Brydon, at the Library, who had 
learned it from older guiaards when he was a boy*
Source
James Carpenter Collection.
SELKIRK
Text
Rise up aid wife an shake yer feathers 
Dinna tliink that vre are beggars 
We’re jist poor bairns come oot tae. play 
Rise up and gie’s oor hogminey;
An if ye gie’s a ha’penny, a ha’penny, a ha’penny*', 
He’ll sing ye a bomiie wee song.
And if ye gie’s a pen:c\y, a penny,, a penny.
We’ll sing ye twenty one
Information
This guiaards* ’song’ vras contributed by Hergeant Anderson, of 
Selkirk. The guiaards numbered five or six, and had blade faces or 
masks.
Source
James Carpenter Collection.
8ELKII3C
’ I remember some of the home-made enterbainments of my youth. 
The "guisers" of today were not a patch on tlieir grandfathers, V/lio 
can forget Galashen?
Here comes in Galashan 
Galashan is my name.
With sword and pistol hy my side 
I hope to van-, the gome.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
I vdll let you l-cno'.f
That in a moment’s time, sir.
I’ll lay your body low.
Do boys of today perform a play like that? I’m afraid not, *
Source
John Brydon, Jb_Soiit,er liooks Back (Selkirk: Adverbiser, 1951)» p.28,
Comment
Tliis informant also contributed Selkirk^,
SKIRLING (NTo457î Strathclyde)
The play is noted in connection with Sldrling, identifi.ed by the 
informant as ’a tin^ *- village two miles from Hggar’»
Source
A letter from Mrs, H.D. Shepherd (an ex-resident of Biggar), in the 
Paul Smith Collection,
Comment
In all probability tliis was a performance by the Biggar troupe.
In correspondence with me, tlie infonnant said that she had no idea of 
the origin of the troupe, and was unaware that Biggar had a troupe vront 
to tour surrounding villages.
SOUTHDBAN ^ (NT63O9: Borders)
Text
First Man Rad sticks, rad stools,
Here comes in a pack of fools,
A pack of fools behd.nd the door, 
Mas never seen here before,
Galashen Here comes in Galashon,
Galashen is my name,
Mith sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to win the game.
Second Man The game, sir, the game, sir,
It’s not within your power,
I’ll lay thy body low, sir,
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Ga].ashen- 
Pirst Man 
Galashen
Tliird llsxi
Doctor
Thi.rd Man 
Doctor 
Third Man
In space of half an hour.
You, sir?
I, sir!
Take your sword and try, sir!
(Tliey fight; Galashen falls,)
Now, Galashen, you’re dead.
And on the floor you’re laid,
And you vdll suffer for it,
I’m very sore afraid.
Is there any doctor in the tovm?
Here comes in old Dr. Brovm,
The best old doctor in the town.
He cured the man -zi.’ the broken thumb, 
What d’ ye think o* old Dr, Brovm?
v/hat’ll ye take to cure this dead man?
Twenty pound and a bottle of vdne.
Too much, ’^/ould fi.ve not do?
'Jlia-'c c an you cure ?
Doctor The rout, scout, skitter and sourv^ ''.
I have here in my pocket a little bottle called IToxy
Grozy.
Put a little to his nose, and a little to his bub, 
Rise up,Jack, and sing a, song.
Jack Once I was dead, but now I’m alive.
Blessed be the doctor that made me alive.
We’ll all shake hands and gree.
As we have done before.
And we’ll all be like brothers,
As we were once before,
God bless the master of tMs house 
j\nd the mistress also,
And all the pretty babies 
That round the table go.
The custom was in performance c,1865. 3Die performers wore gay 
colours, any kind of ridiculous garient, and (the doctor) a luri hat.
Source
Jol'in Bothwick; Janes Carpenter Collection,
oOUTEDFFHT
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Text
Galashan
Second Hsn
Galashan 
First Man
Galashan
Doctor
First Man 
Doctor 
First Ms.n 
Doctor 
Fn.rst Mon 
Doctor
Jock
Here comes in Galashan,
Galashan is my nome,
With sword and pisto,l hy ray side,
I hope to win the gone.
The gome, sir, the gome, sir,
It’s not within your power,
I’ll hash you end I’ll dash you,
And lay you on the floor.
You, sir?
I, sir!
Take your sword and try, sir.
(They fi^it with wooden svvords, and First Man falls.)
0 dear, dear, whnt’s tliis I’ve done?
I’ve killed my father’s only son.
Round the kitch n, round the hall,
Here I call, for Dr. Brown,
Here conies in old Dr, Brown,
The best old doctor in the tovm.
How; much ’11 ye -bake to cure a dead man?
Ten pounds.
I’ll give ye five pounds*
live pound.s wouldna mend a hole burning in iry pockoh.
Go ahead. Dlio.t diseases can ye cure?
-Ml sorts of lisca.ses, such as . .  ..........
1 have here a lit'tle bo'trtle in my pocket 
Called Ho.iy Poxy,,
It cures all diseases.
Put a little to his nose,
And a liiitle to his Wii.
Rise up, Jock, and fight aga.in / sing a song.
Once I was dead, but now I’m alivo,
Blessed be the doctor -bhat made mo to revive.
God bless the master of this house,
And the mistress rl.so, 
iUid all the pretty babies 
That round the table go,
With their pockets full of money 
And their barrels ful], of beer,
I wish ye a merry Cliristmas,
And a he.ppy guid Hew Yearl
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Info nna.-b ion
f^ iisens perfomod at Fe.llowe*en and the New Year, The doctor 
wore a Inn hot .and a long coat, and the others' blacked tîieir faces or- 
wore ’false faces’, carried long staves, and dressed in their fathers’ 
long sliirts, Clrlldren were sometimes frightened of them,
Source
Mrs, ]k>bson: James Carpenter Collection.
8PŒCTIO.700D2 (iÏÏ6049î Borders) 
Text
Enter Bessy TTith a besom.
Bessy
Enter Alexander) 
Alexander
(Enter Galatian) 
Go.latian
Alexander
Galatian
Ghoms
Alexander
(iünter Coctor) 
Doctor
Redd ivp stocks, redd up stools,
Here comes in a pack of fuies,
A pack o’ fuies that were never here before,
Little head end raiok:le rdt stands aMnt the door,
Here comes Alexander, a gall.ant men is he,
'71 ’ his crovai upon his head, his ,gnde sword at
his I v n e e ,
Here comes I, Galatian, Gala'tian o’ rencvvn.
I’ll slay King Alexander and I will take M s  cro^ Tn,
My croT/n indesdî I'y orevm! its no witMn your power, 
I’ll fell ye T/here ye stand in less 'bhan half an
hour.
Ye’ll fell rae where I standi Draw your sword and try. 
I’ll gar ye beg your life ere half an hour gae by,
(They fight, Galatian falls,)
How Galatian he is lead on the ground is laid. 
He’ll never fight uae mair, of this I m sore afraid.
If I hae killed (ralatian, Galatian I Mil cure,
I till bring him. to life again in less than half
an hour.
Is there onj=" good doctor to be found hero?
Here comes I a doctor, a doctor o’ renown, 
The best doctor in thi,s or anj'- other toT/n,
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Alexander
Doctor
Alexander
Doctor
A1exander
Doctor
Alexander
Doctor
Alexander
Doctor
Alexander
Doctor
Alexander
Doctor
Galatian
%at can you cure?
I can cure the fever, the p3,a;gue and madness of the;
brain,
An* only broken bone I can make whole again.
How muckle will ye tali* to cure this dead man?
Ten pounds 
Dill no five do?
No,
VTill six no do?
No,
Dill seven no do?
No.
Dill ei'^ it no do?
No,
Dill nine no do?
Ay, that will do,
I have a little bottle by my side called,Ho:qr Poxy, 
Drap a drap o’ t on his brow and anither on his e’en, 
And he’ll rise up a living man, and that will sure
be seen,.
(Galatian comes to life),
Ance I vms dead but now I sxi alive,
And blessed be the doctor thaï; made me to revive, 
We’ll a’ join hands the fpLiher, and we will fight
nae mair.
But we’ll gree again and dance and sing as if we
brothers were.
The morn’s the New Year, but this is Hogmanay,
Sae giG us our cckes and we’ll bid gude nicht to
a’ and gang array. 
Here’s a blessing on the Master and the Mistress
ilk ene,
An’ a blessing on this house where we hope to meet
again,.
Sourp_e
Ivor Gatty, ’The Eden Collection of Mumming Plays’, Folk-Lore, 59, No, 1 ' 
(March 1948), 26-27, (from a manuscript of Lady John Scott Spottiswoode, 
of Spottiswoodef)
A note on Lady Spottiswoode: ’She encouraged the observance of the old 
customs in connection Mth the Nei? Year, such as the play of ’Galatian, 
wliich was usually acted by the ’Guisards* on New Year’s night at
Spottiswoorle House in presence of her ladyship and her guests’. Lady 
Spottiswoode died 12 March 1900, aged 90, (from ’The- Late Lady John 
Scott Spottiswoode’', .The....So.Q.t.sra£yi, 13 March 1900, p,5t col.l,)
11Q
STIRLING (NS7993r Central) 
Text
Sir Alexander
Farmer’s Son 
Sir Alexander
The Admiral
Sir Alexander
Galatians
The Admiral
Galatians
Sir Alexander
Galatians
Keep silence, merry gentlemen, unbo your courts
said I
My name’s Sir Ai.exander, I’ll show you sport,
said I,
Five of us all, fine merry hoys are we,
And we are come a raiahling your houses for to see - 
Your houses for to see, six*, and pleasure for to
have,
And what you freely give us freely will receive.
The first young man. that I call, in, he is the
farmer’s son,
And he’s afraid he’ll lose his love ‘because he
is too young.
Altho’ I nan too young; sir, I’ve money for to rove. 
And I will freely spend, it he.fore I lose my love.
The next yoimw man that I call in, he is a hero'
fine,
He’s Admiral o:f:' th.e hairy caps and all his men are
mine.
Here am I the Admiral - the Adniral stout and hold, 
?7ho won the 'battle of Quinbeok and wear a crown of
gold.
The next young man th.at I call in is Galatians of
ronovm,
And he wil.l slay our Admiral and take his golden
crown.
Here comes in Galatians, Galatians is my name,
With sword and pistol by my side, I hope to win
the game.
The gune, sir, the game, it is not in your power - 
I’ll draw my 'bloody dagger,, and slay you on the
floor,
My head is made of iron, my body’s made of steel, 
I’ll drsxr my bloody weapon, and slay you on the
field.
Fight on, fight on, brave warriors, - fight on
vri.th noble speed,
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Sir Alexander
The Admiral
Parmer’s Son
Si r A1 ex s;nd e r
(Spoken)
Doctor
Sir Alexander 
Doctor
S,i r A1 exand er 
Doctor
Sir Alexander 
Doctor
Sir Alexander 
Doctor
Sir A1exander 
Doctor
I’ll give any man ten hundred pounds, to slay
Galatians dead..
(Here Galatians and the AdiMral fight, and Galatians 
falls, being stabbed.)
Galatians ye have killed, and on the floor have
slain -
Ye will suffer sore for him, as sure’s your on
the plain.
On no, it was not I, sir, I’m innocent of the
crijoB,
•'JhTas that young man behind me that drew his
sword so fine.
Oh, you awfu.1 villi an, to lay the Mght on me,
Por my two eyes were shut, sir, when this yoimg
man did die.
How could your eyes be shut, sir, when you stood
' looking on?
Vdien their two swords were drawn, you might iiave
cindered, them.
Since Galai'ians ye have killed, Galatians ye must
cure -
Galatians ye must raise to life, in less than’
half an hour.
Hoimd the kitchen, and roun'.i the hall,
Por an old greasy doctor I do call.
Here comes I, i;he best old greasy doctor in the
Itingdom,
Tdiait can you cure?
I can cure the .rout, the gout, the ringTzorm, cholic, 
and the scux-vy - cind can gar an old vjoman of seventy 
look as gay as a young vraman of sixteen. .
V/liat will you -bske to cure this dead man?
Ten pounds and a bottle of wine,
■Till not five do? - nor six.
Six tTon’t take kv-m a Highlandman’s brooks, to 
let the devil fart out fire.
Seven? light? Nine?
Ho.
Ten?
Yes ten’ and a bottle of wine.
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Sir Alexander 
Doctor
Galatians
Omnes
T/hat vdll you cure him with?
1*11 give him : and I have a small hottle in
ray hreek pouch full of Inky Pinky^ (sings) a little: 
to his nose, and a little to liis toes (applying it 
accordingly*) Start up Jack and sing.
Once I was dead, cind now I*m come alive.
Blessed be the doctor that made me to revive,
He will all join hands, and never fi^t more,
But we M i l  all *gree as brethern as we have
done before;
We tha.n}c the master of this house, likewise the
mistress too.
And all the little babies that round the tablé
grow.
Tour pockets full of money, and your bottles full
of beer,
We M s h  you a good Hogmanay, and a Happy New-Tear, 
(Exeunt)
Epilogue
Here comes in little diddlie dots.
With his pockets full of groats,
If you have anybliing to spare 
Put- ill’ there,
■^ Inlcy Pihlvy, about seventy or eighty years since, vr&s used by the 
.brewers in Stirlingslilre to designate the smallest kind of beer; the 
medium was tezmed hiddle-moy; and the best or strongest Hamtsmbling,
Information
*As the schoolmaster is so busy in effacing any vestiges of 
ancient customs and habits, the preservation of this relic of the 
olden time will afford gratification to those who take pleasure in 
their early recollections of what happy Britain once was’.
Source
(James Maidment): Galatians (Edinburgh 1935), B,IU Slielf Ho, 4406 
g 2 f,60.
Reprinted, with tvzo minor alterations, as ’The Guisers in Stirling’,
ed, 7.B. Goolc (reprinted from Thp Stirling 
Sentinel 1838-1895) (Stirling; Cook & Hylie, 1893), I, ^ 9 .
Comment
James Haidment was born in Ix>ndon in 1794, and qualified as a Scottish 
la,wyer in 1817. It has been suggested that the above reporb vzas 
written c.lOlg (Principal Geddes, *Tlie phrlesque of Galatian’,
S.cotjiish /Totes and Ouepies. (Hoy 1889), Is, II, 177), V/hether or not 
this is true, this is an early report in the Scottish corpus.
STÏlîLIîTG
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Text
St, George the 
valiant man
The Hoojrf.sh, or 
Black Knight
Doctor
Here comes in Galashans - 
Galaslmns is our name, 
hith sword and buckler by my side 
We hope to win the game.
Here comes in Galashans,
Galashans is my name,
With sword and buckler by my side,
I hope to win the gome.
The game, sir, the game, sir.
Is not within your power 
1*11 out you doTjn in inches 
In less than half an hour.
(They fight to the death, and a doctor is 
summoned.)
And I am Doctor Brown,
% e  very best doctor in all tliis town.
(With appropriate actions)
A little inlcy pinky on the nose 
A litkle hanky panky on the toes 
Get up. Jack, and sing.
Once I was dead, but now I am alive,
B3e ssed be the doctor vzho made me to revive. 
Now we will join hands and never fighb more. 
But all be brothers, as once we were before,
(Tlie performers then joined luuids and danced.
A collection was taken, and the customary well 
wishing rhymes for Hogmanay and the Hew Year 
spoken.)
Information
The performers were boys aged 12-14, and were known as ’Guisers* 
or ’Galashons*. The two combatants were costumed in paper cocked 
hats, paper plumes, gay coloured sashes or cloaks and leather belts, 
and carried swords that were invariably of wood. The doctor wore 
black, a tall black hot, and enormous spectacles, flie Moorish Knight’s 
face was blacked. The fourbh member of the broupe was Father Christman, 
but the account gives no detail of his costume, or any indication of 
his contribution.
Source
tirling Journal, 1 Feb 1927» p.11 (article by Daniel McHwen, who was 
presumably a performer at the time in question.)
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STIRLING ^
’In the course of'my investigations, an elderly gentleman recalled 
for me a performance of the play in which he took part sixty years ago 
in Stirling. As it was a fine moonlight night, the proceedings took 
place outside and the population of a large tenement building came out 
to see them. The players være dram up in a semi-circle with the open 
end towards the spectators, rather like a formation of the Salvation 
Army. As each character spoke his entry lines, he raa.rched round in a 
circle. Llie combat was a stately exchange of srzord-blows, rather than 
an exliihition of fencing and there was no horse-play. Tlie line spoken 
by the Doctor, "Rise up. Jack, and singl" and tlie song wJiicli followed 
were t e  only words actually recalled by this witness, who was very young 
at the time and had not been honoured by a speaking pa.rt*.
Source
A.L, Taylor: ’Galatians, Goloshan, and the Inkerman Pace-Eggers’ in 
Saltire Review, 5» N0.I6 (Autumn 1958), 42, 44.
SYMINGTON (NS3341; Strathclyde)
It wa:3 reporbed that in the Sym.ngton version Blue Sailor gave 
a ’fujy* to ’Jallace, a word, the unnamed correspondent derived from the. 
Gaelic ’fuidsae’ - a coward.’s blow. Another correspondent said that 
Jamieson gave ’cadger’ or ’cudgie’ to mean a schoolboy’s blow to dare 
another to fight.
Source
(Annie Dunlop), ’Ayrsliire Notes’,
Vleekly News, 27 Mar 1948, p.5, col.l.
TILLICOULTRY ( N S 9 1 9 7 ;  Central) 
Text
I em the King of Macedonia,
I have conquered all the world except Scotland, 
But since I came to Scotland,
My heart has grown cold.
To see such a nation 
So stout" and so bold,
So fraïik and so free,
So step in Galatians 
And fight with me.
Galatians Here steps in Galatians,
Galatians is my name.
Sword and pistol by my side, 
I hope to vdn the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
Is. not within your poYfer,
I will lash you and dash you,
Within a. half an hnur.
You, sir?
I, sir.
Draw your svzord and try, sir*
(Here you do a, little fencing with wooden siTords and 
one falls to the ground,)
Horrible, horrible, what have I done?
Ruined myself, and killed ray son.
Is there a doctor in the tovn who can cure tîiis man?
Here steps in Dr. Brovn,
Tlie finest doctor in the tovm,
I have a little Inlcy-Pinlcy in ray waistcoat pocket. 
I’ll put a little to his nose,
And a little to his toes.
Now rise up, Jack, and sing a song.
Once I was dead, now I’m alive,
Blessed be the doctor who made me revive.
We’ll all join hands and vra’ll never fight no more, 
And we’ll be good friends as we were before.
The informant and her sisters -nent gui sing on Hallowe’en, They 
wore boys’ caps and scarfs, to look like boys. They were welcomed, 
into houses, and rewarded rn.th money.
Source
Peter T, Millington Collection,
Comment
Dr, Emily Lyle has elicted more information from Mrs. Agnes Smith, 
t)ie informant.
TRACIMIH (NT3334: Borders)
’Then gloamin gray comes fray tiie east, 
Tlirough a’ the -gysaits venture"”^
In 8arks and paper helmets drest.
They for their be.wbees enter,
His gude claymore here Caesar wheels, 
An’ here raves Mexanderj
1 2 4
A compa,n.Y of boys, general3.y about half a dozen, blacken their 
faces, put on their shirts uppermost, and M t h  a helmet and sword, 
ariTied oap-a-nie, go to the neighbouring houses, and personating the. 
characters of Alexander, Caesar etc* act a certain interlude, which is 
handed down from father to son, A few ponce reward their Innocent 
endea-vours to please’.
Source
Rev, James Hi col, Foepis chiefly in the Scottish Dlalept (Edinburgh: 
Mundell, 1805), I, 29n.
Gomment
Thais is an early report, and unique in its inclusion of ’Caesar’, 
I am inclined to believe that the writer was unfamiliar vâth the name 
’Galashan’, and substituted an appropriate opponent for Alexander,
7ALKERBURÎÏ (m'3637; Borders) 
la&LimUâaa
’It is many years since I have seen a,ny attempt to act this play 
(Galatian), I recollect many visits from the Cuizards round about 
Christmas, and not in October or November’,
Source - - -
8 Nov 1940, p,2, col,6,
Comment
The writer, Mr, J,K, Ballantyne of Tweodliolme House, Talkorbum, 
was b o m  in 1872,presumably a relation of Henry Ballantyne, vzeaver, 
who founded the vill age of Halkerburn in 1854,
FISHfY (N07954S Strathclyde)
Text (Icnotm as ’Galoshchins’ Play)
Leader Stir up the fire end give us light
For in this house there m i l  be a fight, 
If you don’t believe the words I say,
I m i l  call Sir Hi H i  am ".Tallace, 
j\nd he m i l  clear the way,
Tallace Here comes in Sir Nilliam Hallace,
Dressed in disguise.
"Tliere shall he wander?
There shall he fly?
The last time he was on the battlefield 
He had neither sword nor shield.
But now he has his fwzord and shield,
Bruce
Beelzebub
Buck'beeth
Dr. Brown
Bruce 
Dr. Brown 
Bruce 
Dr. Brown 
Bruce
He M i l  fight the best man on the field.
(He-fights M t h  the leader and some others;,).
Here comes in Robert the Bruce,
He spent his life on Itiglish use,
Ihglond’s use and Scotland’s glory.
Ho*11 fight the best man 
% a t  stands before you,
(He joins in the fray)
Here comes in Old Beelzebub
And over his shoulder he carries a tub
And in his hand a dripping can.
He thinlts himself a jolly old man.
Here comes in big buckteeth,
If you don’t clear all your table 
I’ll eat all your beef.
Here comes in old Doctor Brown,
The best old doctor in the tomi.
That can you cure?
I can cure all ills.
How much, vdll you take to cure these men?
A hundred pounds.
Then cure these men.
7ee Johnny Funny Here cones wee Jolma\y Funny,
He’s the man to gather the money,
Long leather %)ooches down to his knees,
He’ll take tuppence or thrupence, or f^ree bavfbees.
Source
James Amott Collection,
miOO. ABBOTSFORD COLL. 
a
Galatian
Text
Personages
Judas ~ carrying the bag or purse. 
Belzebub 
Black Knight 
Prince George 
Farmer’s Son 
Galatian 
The Doctor
in appropriate dress
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Judas
Belzebub
Judas
Black Knight
Judas
Prince George
Judas
Poor Jack
(Enter Judas)
Had e.wGz rokes hn.d awa reels
Had a.wa. stocks and spinning wheels
Red chairs red stools here comes in a. pack of fools.
Sic as was never seen here before.
Red room for Gorlings 
Red room in a ring
And I will let you see the prettiest show 
That was ever seen in Christmas time.
I call upon Belzebub - Belzebub!
(Enter Belzebub)
Here comes in Belzebub
Over my shoulder I carry my club
And in my hand my drying pan
Don’t you tliinïc I’m a jolly yoivigman,
I call upon Black Ihight - Black Knight)
(I3nter Black Knigtit)
Here comes in Black Knight the great 
King of nacidonia, come to conquer the 
whole, world but Scotland alone îiis courage 
is so great. He is so bold and so stout 
and so couragious and able. His head 
is made of Brass and îiis body of steel 
and his back - of Rumpel bone,
I call upon Prrlnce George - Prince George!
(Enter Prince George)
Here comes in Prince George 
Hithout a right without reason.
Here I draw my bloody weapon 
My bloody weapon shines so clear 
It makes my body venture here 
To venture here or venture there,
I call upon poor Jack *- poor Jack!
(liînter poor J ack )
Here come I Poor Jack 
I am a Farmer’s son 
And I am like to lose my love 
Because I am too young 
Although I be too young 
I’ve got money for to rove 
And I m i l  freely spend it all 
Before I lose my love
Judas
Galatian
Galatian
Faaiïier’s Bon
Galatian
Judas
Doctor
Judas
Doctor
Judas
Doctor
Judas
Doctor
Judas
Doctor
r call upon Galatian-. - Galatian! •
( Enter Galatian )
Here comes in Galatian 
Galatian is my name 
With sword and pistol by my side 
I hoi^ e to win the game
(Here Galatian and the Farmer’s son dra-w their 
swords and fight - Poor Jack falls)
Alack Alack whats this tliat I have done 
I have slain his fathers only son.
And now he’s dead and died in his gore 
He will never rise to fight me more
Oh you dirty dog you are mista’n,
Although I’m hurt I am not slain 
I’ll rise and fi^t with you again.
You dirty dog you are not able 
You Yzith my svrord I will dischevle 
I’ll fill thy body full of rraunds 
And make thy buttocks fly.
Ten pounds for a doctor
(Enter doctor)
Here comes in a Doctor
The best that Scotland ever produced,
I" have gone from nation to nation to learn my tro.de. 
And now I’ve cone back to Scotland to cure the dead,.
What will you take to cure Poor Jack,
Ten pounds
Vfill not seven do?
No,
Will Tiot eight do?
Ho.
Will nine not do? I’ll give you nine.
Yes - I have- a- little bottle here that 
ha.ngs by my side they call it Hoxy Croxy 
now I’ll put a little to his nose
(The Doctor here suits the action to the words)
And a little to his Bum a,nd I say 
Jack rises up and fight again and 
it is done.
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(Jack here springs, from the ground and all the 
actors that can sing join in some Cliristmnn or 
popular song,)
WaiimiioD.
None.
Comment
’Gorlings’ (= nestlings) is recorded in Kircudbright, Dumfries, 
the Carlisle area, and the Cumbrifan/Noithumberland border, (Linguistic 
At Ip, 8 of ScotlFin^  (1977)» p.24). It is resembled only by the ’Gorlands’ 
of Peebleses both may be corruptions of ’gallants’, or ’garlands’.
Text ^
1, Silence silence gentle men
Upon me cast an eye
My no.rae is Alexander
I’ll sing a tragedy.
My own actors they are but young 
And they never fought before 
But they vmJ.'i. do khe best tîiey can
What can the best do more
The first tl.iat I call in 
He is B. Farmers son.
And he is like to lose his love 
Because he io hub young*
2, Alt}iO I am but young
I’ve got money for to rove 
And I will freely spend it all 
Before I lose my love*
1. The next that: I call in
Is galosliin of renorm
With sword and pistol by his side 
He hopes to gain the crorrue
5. Here comes galosliin
Galoshin is my name
With sword and pistol by rny side
I hope to win the game.
Will you take my J.ove from me 
Yes and I'll hove her too.
( . l i g h t )
1 , Now Galo shin you have Idlled
And on the ground is laid 
Young man you’ll suffer for it 
I’m very sore afraid,
2. Oh you villain bold
Don’t lay the blame on me
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I’m sure tliat both my eyes wore shut 
Wliou this young man did die*
1, Oh how could your two eyes be shut
When I stood looking on
I savz you slip behind his ba.ck 
And draw your sword so fine*
2, If galoshin I have killed
'^[lien Galoshin I will cure 
Galoshiîa shall be cured
In the space of ha,If an hour.
1 * Are there doctors to be found here, I say are
there any doctors?
(Enter Doctor)
Yes, here corne I, as good a doctor -jS over 
Scotland bred.
■.Dia.t can you cure?
The clap and the gangrene and an old man in his 
grave sevcm yea.rs and tizenty more,
VTliat will you ta.ke to cure t.his dead man?
Doctor Ten pounds
Will nine not do?
Doctor Yes, perhaps nine and a bottle of wine. I
will have a bottle of Hoxy-Oroxy ai: the head of 
ray breeches,, Put a little in his nose and a 
little in M s  bru:. Mse up Jack and fight.
5. Now once I vra.s dead
Dut now I am alive
And blessed are the hands of thoso
TJiat made me to revive.
2 & 3 Now we vril'l fjliake hands
And we will fighb no more 
And we will garee like b??others 
As once vze i.id before.
Bless the masker \7g all sing together 
And the mistress also and the pretty babies 
That round the table go.
Bless the men and maidens 
That ever wc?re liere 
I wish you all a good .%nas 
Likevâse a good new year.
Tliere are four of us all 
And merry boys are we
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And we are gone a, rajnbling 
Your housea for to see.
Your houses for to see 
And pleasure for to have 
And what you freely give to us 
7e freely will receive.
Information 
None.
Source
National Library of Scotland, Abbotsford Collection, MS.893 (Ballads 
and Songs), ff.85-90.
Comment
These tiTo texts were found smonst Scott’s papers, TO.th no 
indication of their provenance. There is little internal evidence 
to help place them, and neither relates to the description of the 
custom at Abbotsford House* I assivae that correspondents sent these 
papers to Scott some time in the 1820s., when his other vzritings 
evinced his interest in the custom*
UNIDO. ANGUS' - - .
"The New Year Mummers’ Tale of Golaschin."
Hamlton, December 27, 1888.
Sir,
The folloYzing version of this ancient and curious play (of vdilch, 
I believe, traces are found in most countries in Europe) I have taken 
dov.m from the lips of an old lady relative, according as she remembers 
it to have been said, sung and acted in her young days in Forfarshire 
and the eastern counties of Scotland*
I do not Imow whether it has ever been printed in its present 
form, but it is worth preserving. Though the rliyine is somewhat 
halting, I give it in its original doggerel form as recited to me.
Dramatis Personae: Sir Alexander, Farmer’s Son, Ackiiral, Solaschin.
Doctor Brown.
Sir Alexe.nder Good people all come round
(sings) And listen to my song
My name is Sir Alexander 
.I won’t detain you long;
There are but five of us, sirs.
And merry boys are we.
And we are going a-hunting 
Some houses for to see:
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Fanner Son’s 
(sings)
Sir Alexander 
(sings)
Admi ral (sings)
Sir Alexander, 
(sings)
Golaschin (sings)
Admiral (sings)
GoIascîi3.n ( sings )
Admiral (sings)
Sir Alexander 
(sings)
Some houses for to see, sirs,
Some pleasure for to have,
And what you freely give to us 
le freely shall receive,
The first young man that I call in,
He is a farmer’s son,
He is afraid he’ll lose his love 
Because he is too young#
(Calls, Farmer’s Son enters#)
Though I he too young, sirs,
I’ve money for to rove;
And I m i l  freely spend it all 
Before I lose my love.
The ne:cb young man that I call in 
He is a hero fine;
His cap is to the Admiral,
And all his men are mine.
(Calls Admiral, who enters)
Here come I,, the Admiral,
The Admiral stout and hold,
T/ho foufd.it the battle on the deck,
And gained three crovms of gold.
Tlie next young man that I call in, 
Golaschin is his name.
The bravest knight in all the land 
Of glory and of fame.
(Calls Golaschin, wlio enters.)
Here come I, Golanchin,
Golaschin of renomi;
Vfith s'word and pistol by my side,
And hope to gain the crovm.
The crown, sir, the crown, sir,
Is not into your power;
I’ll slay you and slash you 
In less than half-an-houri
Me head is made of fire, sir,
My body is well steeled,
And Tdth my bloody weapon 
I’ll slay you on the field.
I’ll do the best tliat I can do 
Hjtiile I have power to stand;
V/hile I have power to rdeld m^ r sword 
I’ll fight vd.th heart and hand.
Here are two champions going to fight 
That never fought before;
I’m not going to separate them,
Pray, what could I do more?
I >2
Sir Alexander
Farmer’s Son
Admiral
Sir Alexander
Admiral
(shouts)
Doctor (spealcs)
Adraiiral (sueales) 
Doctor 
Admiral 
Doctor
Admiral
Doctor
Adrairal
Doctor
Fight on, fight on, my merr^ '- hoys,
Fj.ght on, fi^t oil’ with speed 
I’ll give aaiy man a thousand pounds 
To lay Golaschin dead.
(They fight, Farmer’s Son joiimig the melee. Golaschin 
is slain)
Oh whet is this, oh what is tMs,
Oh what is this you’ve done,
You have slain Golaschin 
And on the ground he’s lain!
It was not me that did the deed,
Quite innocent of the crime.
It was the fellow behind my hack 
That drew his sword so fine.
Oh you are the villian,
To lay the blame on me.
For my two eyes were shut, sir,
T/hen tliat young man did dee!
■^.Thy could your eyes be shut, sir,
’Then I was looking on,
Then could your two eyes shut be 
Then both the swords were dra.™?
If I have slain Golaschin,
Golaschin- I will cure,
And I vdll make him rise mid sing 
In less than half-an-hour.
Call for the doctor,, Is there any doctor 
to be fomid?'
(Enter Doctor Brovai, stout and portly)
Yes, here come I, Doctor Brown 
The best doctor in all the tovm.
YDiat makes you so good, sir?
?/îiy, for ray travels.
And where have you travelled?
From Hi ckerty-pi c.kerty-hedgeho g, three 
times round the Test Indies, and back to 
old Scotland.
Is that all, sir?
No, sir.
Tliat more?
V/hy, I’ve travelled from fireside to 
chairside, from chairside to stoolside,
M 3
Admiral
Doctor
Admiral
Doctor
Admiral
Doctor
Admiral
Doctor
Admiral
from stoolside to tableside, from tableside 
to ‘bedside, from bedside to press-side, and 
got many a good lump of bread- and butter' 
from’ my mother, and that’s the way my belly’s 
so big.
Is that all, sir?
Yes, sir,
That will you take to cure a dead man?
Nine pounds and a bottle of wine.
I’ll give you six.
Six won’t do*
I’ll give you eight.
I wouldn’t take it.
Nine then, and a bottle of vrine.
(Doctor takes bottle, and putting it to Golaschin’s' 
nose, says,)
Put the smell of the bottle to his nose, 
and make, him rise and sing.
Golaschin (rises Once I was dead, sir
and sings) And now I am alive;
Blessed be the doctor 
Tlmt made me ^revive
(And then vi'bh hands joined, dance round, sin^’ing;
Bless the master of this house,
The mistress good also 
And all the little children 
That round the table go.
He’ll all shake hands 
He’ll never fight no more;
Hith our pockets full of money,
And our barrels iDull of beer,
He’ll all go a-dlinking 
Around tlie S-prmish shore.
Hooray, for e Kepny New Year!
I am etc.
H.G.D. "
Source
H.G.D,, ’Tlie New Year Mummers’ Tale of Golaschin’, The ,S,cotr?-npn 
51 Dec 1888, p.5, col, 4.
I ; w
Cominent
*}?orfn.rsMr.G* is now knovm as ’Angus’, in whicli the only Icnovm 
play location is Arbroath. Otherwise this ascription to ’Forfarshire: 
and the eo,stem counties’ is unsupported by particular evidence. The 
text given here closely resembles Stirling^, and raoy represent the 
version favoured c,1820 in east-central Scotland,
UNLOG. HUniOCKBUm/DULTFElilLIdra (.Bfumockbum is 1136190: Central) 
Text
Hore come I, Gal ay slum,
Galayshun is ny name,
Sword and pistol by my side,
I mean to M.n the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir,
*Tis not vithin your power,
I’ll cut you up in slices 
In less than half o,n hour.
(They fight)
Oh deaari.e me, vdiet have I done?
I’ve killed my brerbher’'a only son.
Go, call for Dr, Brown, tho best doctor in the tovar.
The text wa.s ooimumicated to t.he rinfomant by her grandfather, 
whose parents were married in Otird.ing in 1042, wh.o vzas born in 
Bannocklituni in 1845? and married in Diuifermline in 1871, zThere he 
lived uni:il he moved to i-icidlosborough in the 1880a., ''^ho chief
industry in i:he Da.nnockbum of his day was coal-mining, and he worked 
as a, mining engineer in Fife.
Coimnent
On 'Tie assumption that ho had. learned tho texi, as a. player, the 
problem of location is the question of who'kher he spent his boyhood 
in ’Bsnnockbui'n or the Dimferline area. Ab fa.r as the fro.il weapon 
of textua.l ooinparison may serve, the opening of the fragiieub compares 
closely ivlth the Dunfermline lines of tlie same period.
Source
From Marie C. Clark, Fairlight, New South "Tales: in 'Lhe Collections, 
of Brian Hayward, Alex Helm, and Fnily Lyle.
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UlïLOC* BEK.7ICK3 ^
’ many liappy recollections spent in a Beiwaokshire tovrn, many’' 
years ago, on the eve of Kograanay, acting the Gnizards, It Y/as a. 
regular institution at that time, and we were alvzays sure of a hearby 
welcome. The version was much abridged from that of your correspondent, 
but very much the same. At the beginning of each season vre had regular 
rehearsals. I remember as yesterday taking the part of Golishan, Ydth 
sword at my side, dressed in a white nightshirt: the doctor with his 
face blackened. At the end of the performance our names vrere enquired, 
and if wrell knovm we received an extra collection. One regrets to see 
these customs becoming a thing of the past ...’
Source
An unsigned letter in The Scotsman, 2 Jan 1903» P*7> col. 2.
Pomment
The ’correspondent* referred to I take to be the author of the 
information for Linton and unloc. Berwicks^.
UNLOC. BEPHIGKS ^
Information end OoTjuent,
A text is given which is clainred to be a collection of personal 
knowledge, oral tradition and tvzo plays collected by James hardy
L.L.D, (who was s. local historian of merit, and Secretary to the
BenTicksMre Naturalists Club in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century). Much of Leishman’s text can be found elsewhere; the two 
Hardy texts cannot now be traced. Okie handflil of linos that do not 
appear elsewhere in the Scottish corpus are (pven here, but no use 
is made of them in the .textual discussion, for Leishman io an 
unreliable Y/itness, and his information cannot be assumed to be of 
Scottish ox’igin.
Golishan My name is made of fire, sir
Doctor Here comes I, old Hector Protectox'.
The Hevl.l’ s o-'wi picture,
Sheepskins and camel’s hair.
(I’ve seen geese going on pattens,)
And mice eating rotteiis, (rats)
I can cure the scout, the sour, and the kinlt-host. 
I’ll touch his eyes, nose, mouth and cMn.
The cure is by snuff, as o.t Innerleithen.
Source
James Fleming Leishman, A Son of Knox (Glasgow: Kaclehose, 1909)
pp. 103-06.
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(see also Linton).
UNIDO. BUCKIE (NJ4265s Grampian) 
Texrb
Here come I, lee Keelcum Funnz,'", 
I’m the lad wha talc’s the money,
’Flora quotes firrbher lines from the Guisard play’
Source
Amy Stewart Fraser,. T)a.q Ye Min’ ■Lan£;sYne_?_ (London; Rout].edge & Kega.n
Paul, 1975), p.181.
Comment
The author’s method of identifying her sources leaves the reader 
in douht whether a Shetland or Buckie informent supplied, this couplet. 
Even if the Buckie ascription is correct, there is no proof that there 
wa.s a. tradition of performance in the tovm.
UNIDC. CHiUîBBRS 
libCamatlm
(a) At the time of writing, masquers, Icnorm as ’guisards’ were a 
conspicuous feature of New Year celebrations thazoughout Scotland, end 
vrere observed on Christmas Day, ïïogitaaïay, Hew Year’s Day, and Handsel 
Monday.
They wore men’s shirts, hats made of brown pai^ er in the shape of a 
Bishop’s mitre, and masks of brorm paper attached thereto which concealed 
the whole of their faces, with holes cub for eyes, nose and mouth.
The boys went about in pairs; one sang, and the other was dressed 
as a girl. The latter wore an old woman’s cep and carried a broom­
stick, and was called ’Bessie’. His function was to open tlie door, 
sweep the floor, and perfom amusing antics during the singing.
Soraetimea the boys were turned away, but the usual, reward was 
a half-pen-a^ r. The two boys took equal shares in the collection.
(b) Aipart from the activity described above,tliere was also a play 
which ’in various fragments or versions’ existed in eve.r3'- park of 
Lowland Scotland. It normally had between three and six perfonners, 
and was enacted in kitchens, watched by the family,
(c) ’In the west of Scotland, instead of Judas and his speech, enter 
a Demon or Giant, with a large stick over his shoulder, and singing -
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Here come I, a,uld Beelzebub 
Over my shoulder I carry ny club,.
In my hand a; dripping pan;
Am not I a jolly old man?
Here come I, auld Piddletie - doubt 
Gi’e me money, or I’ll svzeep ye a’ out.
Money I v/ant, and money I crave;
If ye don’t gi’e me money, I’ll sweep ye till
your g]?8.ve. *
Comment
The infomation given under (a) is not, of course, descriptive 
of a drama, but is included on the strength of its similarity in 
costume and action. By ’the Test of Scotland’, I "bake Cîismbers to 
mean the Strathclyde area.
Source
As for Peebles^.
mODC. EilSr IDiTTIAH
Infor'na'bion
The poem ’ï-Iogjna.nay ’ may be prxrauliraned thus ;
Hoisy gangs of gui sers rehearse 'bheir play. They wear fa.use- 
faces, and sarks over their trousers,, The boldest boy, he xrho is 
not afraid or ’blate’., though tiramer tuned, plays Judas, He shouts, 
’Goloshan is my name! with sword and pistol by my side. It’s me 
shall Y/in the game. Napoleon strides out, waves a wooden sword, and 
says, ’Goloshan, follow on! The game, sir, the gome, sir! It’s not 
'withi.n thy power, For with this -■ ray bloody dagger - I shall floy 
thee on that floor’* Goloshan is slain, but is restored by Doctor 
Gore, *wi’ a funic’. The performance concludes m'bh songs, scones, 
and halfp emiies„
The author provides this note:
"The customs and practices Jescribe! in the above were universally 
in fasîiioîi aiaongst the peasantry of Taut Iothia>i in the Trriter’s early 
days, ITor are they altogether forgotten, or obsolete yet in the arural 
parts of the coimtry. The ’big bands’ of muimnera or gui.sers, indeed, 
may not be met with now as often as formezdy, but this time-honoured 
species of frolic is still very common amongst the country and village 
cliildren during ’Yule-Tide’ - and especially on the evening of 
Hogmanay".
Source
James himsden, Siieep Head and Trotters (Haddington: Sinclair, 1896), 
Hogmanay’» pp.21-3.
1 5 8
Comment
blate = axiy: fïinlc “ kick; t immer " tone deof*
The author’s home was at Nether l^ailes (NT5678}, a dwelling—place 
between the communities of Haddington and East Linton*
UNLOC. FIFE 
Text
(The first actor steps into the middle of the floor, and speaks.)
Here Gome I, Galoshans, Galoshans is my name.
Sword and pistol by my side I hope to win the game.
The game, sir, the game, sir, is not within thy power: 
I’ll draw my bloody dagger and slay you on the floor,
(Galoshans is slain with a blovr from the dagger.)
What’s this I’ve done?
I’ve killed my brother Jack, my father’s eldest son*
Is there a doctor to be found?
Yes, here comes Doctor Brown,
The best doctor in the town.
% a t  can you cure?
Tlie rout, the gout, and the scurvy.
Can you cure this dead man?
Yea, we’ll cure him.
(The doctor kneels, and touches bin on the nose and the thumb.)
Put a little on his nose, and a llt'ble on his thumb. 
Rise up Jack anil sing*
(He rises and sings,)
Once I Yzas dead, but novr I’m alive,
And blessed be the doctor that made me alive.
(All join hands and sing,)
We’ll all join hands and never fight again 
And blessed be the doctor that ma.de you alive.
One of the rliymes the young people used to say went:'
Here comes I Jolmny Funner 
I am the lad for the money.
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Hands in pooches doon to my knees,
Ain for pennies cind ain for bawbees.
A penny or tuppence I’ll no dae. nae ill, 
A shilling or sixpence vaid gae me a gill.
Information
The writer adds that forty years earlier the boys were welOomed 
by housoholders snd given coppers, but thot at the time of xvriting 
they had come to behave and be regarded as beggars.
oource
A Correspondent: ’Hogmanay novz and Fifty Years Ago’, in Edinburgh 
Fvenrmg Pi snatch, 31 Dec 1903» p.4 col, 4.
UlTOC. GALLOWAY: Arnott 
Text
Here conic I, old Doctor Brown,
The best old Doctor in the tom, 
What can I cure?
All diseases, to be sure,
»••«....the gout.
Here come I, weo Johnry Blmiy,
I’m the man that lifts the money.
Information
The play was enacted by half a dozen small boys irho dressed up 
to suit their parts. The last to speak, Johruy Ihimy, was dressed" 
as a clown, and collected the money in a cup,
Source
Jmes Arnott Collection (from a letter to the ’Ardr^assan and Saltcoats 
Herald*)
Comment
Hote the similarity wd.tli the following entry,
UNLOC. GALLOWAY: Dunlop
Infazmdliaa
The drsiaa ’was enacted in Galloway in living memory at Hallowe’en, 
the quote made by "wee Jolmny Funny" in a cup’.
Source
(Anmle Dunlop): ’Ayrshire Notes’ in -üie_..IClLmamock Standard apj
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[a, 1 Jun 1948, p*3, col.l. 
Cornent
Note the similarity m t h  the proceeding entry,
UNLOC. CALLOVfAY: Jolinstone 
iNLftoiatlaa
"Smarb folk rush off to see the fantastic mummers of Carnival 
time or the gay kaleidoscope of the Battle of the Flowers* Yet if 
you ask then of the customs of their owa country they can tell you 
nothing - perhaps regarding them as common or unclean.
Some of our customs are of so ancient an origin that even, the
oldest inhabitant is hut a broken reed as an authority. During 
Christmas week a band of boys go from house to house and act a draiûa 
in the various kitchens. The boys are locally known as Chi te I3oys, 
a name of Irish origin. In the border counties they are called 
Guizards or Galatians, the last name being the name of the play 
T/hich they act. From the structure of its verse I believe it dates
back to the time of Ralph Royster Roister.
The boys o.re dressed with large hats decorated vrith coloured 
paper, supposed to be o. ludicrous copy of the HI shop’s mitre, long-, 
white shirts and wooden swords complete their costume. Alexander 
of Macedon sometimes appears, ornamented with curtain rings in nose 
and ears, which is suppjosed to surround him with a pleasing Oriental 
atmosphere,. devil appeo.rs a:b the close with a broom and a sooty
face, and sweeps bad luck in or out, wi’bh a guileless impartiality-, 
according to the douceur which he receives".
The accompanying illustra-bion (Plate One ) shows a. kitchen 
performance. One player is exal'bing over the body of another; both 
are dressed in vdiite govnis, ties wl-bh a sash at the waist, wear 
white pointed hats, and carry wooden swords. Another acbor, dressed 
similarly but ivithout a sword, waits outside the open door, accompanied 
by a -fourbh in black, iFeoring horns and cariying a, besom, 'Tie clock 
shows 4.40 pm. Tlie audience is a notlier vrith a child in arms,and -bwo 
young children at lier knee,
Source
Miss TkM. Johnstone, ’Galloway Yew Year’s Gu stem s’, GrauMc,
47, No.1206 (7 Jan 1893), p.14, col.3.
Comment
The writer makes a careful distinction bo-bween the title by which 
the custom vras known in Galloway ("diite Roys) and in 'bho Borders 
(Galatians), In the matter of sea.son, -bîil.s and "bhe unloc, Galloway 
T.-acTaggar-b are the only t“wo Galloway reports to credit a Midvfinter 
occasions neither is localised.
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PLATE One
The 'White Boys' of Galloway
74L JJOp
I
The drawing is one of five in a composite illustration 
labelled 'Some New Year Customs in Galloway!, by the author 
of unloc. Galloway; Johnstone, jhich account it accompanies.
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I R F L O C .  G A J j I j O ,7A Y  î M a c T a g g a r t  
'Jext
(ISriter Belsebub, and nrocecds *-)
Here cone I, anld Bol^ebnb,
And over my shoulder I carry a clnB;
And in my hand a frying-pan,
Sae don't ye think I'm a, jolly a.uld man,
Christmas cones but a,nee in the year,
And when it comes it brings good cheer,
For here are two just going to fight,
T/liether I say *tis wrong or right, 
hy master loves such laeri'y fun.
And I the same to never shun;
Their yarking splore with the quarter~staff,
I almost s\7e8,r mil malce no laugh •
The knights enter now, dressed in white robes, m.th 
sticks in their liands, and so they have a. set-to at 
sparring, while one of them accompanies the strokes 
of the sticks with this rli^ nne -)
Strike, then, strike my boy,
For X will strike if you are copy,
I'm lately come frae out the west,
1/here I've made many a. spirit rest;
I've fought in ray bloody wars.
Beyond the sun, among the stars,.
With restless gTiosts, and what you know 
Flock "there when ere tîie cock do’bh. crow;
I've elbow'd ‘thousands into hell.
Jdy ears delight to hear them yell,,..
I've broke the ba.ck of mfiliions more 
IPpon that {;p.vlm infernal shore;
So strike if you're a valiant knight 
Or I shall kiiock ye down rdth raight.
Tour proud insults I'll never bear,
To inches I'll your body tear;
If you, my love, can keep, ciui keep,
You first must naJce ne sloop, sleep, sleep*
(The seond Turight ‘now speak.s, and -the sparring becomes 
keener*)
Lash, dash - your sba.ff to crash,
My fool, have you the water brash?
If you have no'b, I soon shall know,
I soon shall cause you ttimble low;
3o thump away and I shall fling 
Some blows on you, and make ye ring 
Like ye sounding belly buts*.
To stari", "the music of tli^'' guts;
Or clinkers on tliy haiiy slcull,
To fell thee like a horned bull* 
keel awn.y, who first sliall fall*
Must pardon from ‘the other call;
Though you have :cought beyond the sun,
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I'll find we'll have some goodly fun;
For I have' boxed in tho Bast,
To solar furnace tossed the beast.
(First Knight falls and sing out -)
A doctor! doctor, or I die - ■
"A doctor, doctor, here ora I
(bounded Knight soyeth -)
What oan you cure?
(Belzebub a.n£r.7ereth «)
All disorders to be sure,
The gravel and the gout.
The rotting of the snout;
If the devil be in you,
I can blow liim oivb,
Cut off legs and o.ms,
Join then too again 
%• the virtue of ray club,
Up Jack, and fight again, etc, etc,'
(Tlius a fellow is stru.ck out, of five senses into 
fif been,)
'YULE - BOYS - Boys who rarable the country during the Cliristno.s 
holidays. They are dressed in vdiite, all but one in each gang, the 
Belzebub of the corps. They have a foolish kind of rh^ nae they go 
throu^ before people mth., and so receive ba,wbees. and pieces. This 
rliyme is now-a-days so sadly rmtilatod, that I can make little of it 
as to what it means, but it evidently seeras to have a,u ancient oii^ yln; 
and in old Scottish books I see some notice taken of Quhite boys of 
Zule. The plot of the rhyme seeras to be - two knight.s disputing about 
a female, and fight; the one falls, and Belsebub appears and cures him, 
I may give here a sketch of something like the scene, vdth the attend­
ing rhymes.
Source
Join l-a,c^ aggart, , 2nd edn, (London;
Hamilton Adams, I876), pp,502-5,
Coimnent
The first edition of YacTaggart's Encyclopedia (1824) had a very 
limited circulation, and 'bhe second edition is more frequently en­
countered, Recently, however, t]io orif^nal has been reprinted, in a,n 
edition by L,L, Ardem in 19&1, printed by the O'lunie Press at Old 
Balleohin in Perthshire,
There are several points of interest about this infonaa-bion:
1, Tltis is by far the earliest of the Galloway accounts, preceding 
the others by c,75 years.
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2, Tlie first seven and the closing thirteen lines appear in other 
versions; the remainder I. take-to he., khe author's invention.
3, This roporrb,. and the unlocated Johnstone account , a.re the. only 
tvra to ascribe the Galloway play to the midwinter season*
4, The phrase 'Yule Boys' is not known from an^ " other source, o.nd 
I have been able to trace no 'old Scottish books' that take notice, 
of 'Onliite Boys of Zule',
The 'ir.regularity' of MacTaggairb's account has to be set against 
his admirable credentials as an informant. îïis biogara.pliy, which he 
himself gives under the heading 'MacTagganb', informs us that he was 
b o m  in 17911 the son of a farmer, at Borgue (a feudal seat), and 
moved to Torrs when he was seven. Torrs is noubh of Bor:p%o, five 
miles from I'irkcudbriglit (a play location), where he attended school 
until he was thirteen. Tiaen he travelled widely in Britain, had a 
spell at Edinburgh University, and returned to Torrs from Ca.nada 
0,1820, at which place he composed the JMsiCSloilSdJli, and died in 
1830.
Although îîacTaggart lived as man and boy in a farmhouse in a folk 
play area, he gives no hint of ha,ving either seen or taken pa.rb in 
the folk play.
In only one area is MaoTaggart consonant with the rcîiaainder of 
the Galloway information: the Encyclopedia does not include the vrord 
'Golo shall'.
IBTIOC. GALjBOV/ATî hiall.
'My father used to tell me how delighted the family was when a 
group knocked on the door of the house; they were never reiCused 
permission, and crowded in to per.form, heavily dilsguised. One of 
the tilings that pravlded great amusement was identifying the players. 
Anyone who got away Tdthout being identified was veiy proud of himself,
'The characters varied in different localities, I think, I was 
never given the exact pattern of the Hallowe'en performances in my 
father's time,'but I oan just remember a group coming to the farm a.nd 
singing, shouting and laughter 'bhey brought irith them,'
Source
Ian Hi all : 'A Countryman* s Hot os' in Countin'' Life, 132 (l ITov 1962), 
p, 1065, cols. 2, 3.
Comment
Mthough no mention is made of a dramatic perfomancc, the above 
passage was occasioned by a reference to a Cheshire Souling Play, and 
it is obvious that the writer was supplying a Galloway equivalent.
The informant appeared to obstruct the discovery of the precise
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location. Hiall's autobiographical A .GaJJ.owpy Ohiiab.ool, Heinemann, 
Iiondon, 196?' is evasive, and says merely that- the family homo was in 
Galloway, 'Tigtô'misliire-, on the. hills, 'up the Glutag*'. In correspondence 
with Ho man Peacock, Hiall said that his father lived pt different times 
at I'onreith, Higkown, and Garlieston.
Ke added that the time referred to would be between 1885 and 190.0. 
Tlie plays were not 'acted'. According to M s  father, the performers 
stepped forwards and said 'X am so-and so' before reciting his lines 
and stepping back to give place to another character.
Since Hiall was over 70 at the time of the correspondence (1962),
I presume he was b o m  c.1890.
Source
Forman Peacock: Collection.
TJFIOC. KïFCARDlî'îESHIHS 
Source
See St. Andrews.
Comment
The reference- is geographically vague as* well as being uncertain 
in nature.
UFK)C. LAUDSllDALB (IÎT504OS Borders)
Te^ rb
First Man Nbo ye've killed my brother Jake, 
And on the gTound he's laid.
And you will suffer for it,
I'm vera sore afraid.
Second Man 
Doctor
Second Man 
Doctor
First lien 
Doctor
Is there an,y gt:od doctor tae be found in this town?
(Hidden behind door)
0 yes, bit he canna find -the snick*
Put yer hand a li'iitle lower,
0 yes, it jist comes intae my han like a dram glass, 
Here comes in Old Dr. Bro\m,
The best old doctor in the tovm.
How far have ye travelled?
From Dublin to Cork.
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First 7'Ie.n 
Doctor 
First Man 
Doctor 
First Man 
Doctor 
First Man
Doctor
J eke
All sing
And how much further?
From the knife to 'Tie fork.
■^ /hat can you cure?
The nap's cap an? the dingleorie, 
Mliat'll ye take to cure a dead men? 
Ten pound and a bottle of wine.
Aye, all aright.
I've got a little bottle in my pocket 
They call îloxy Croa:^ %
Put a, little to his beak 
And a little to his bimi,
Stairb up, Jake, a.nd fight a.gainî
(Ke bangs up, and sings)
Once I was dead, and now I'm a,live, 
Blessed the hand of man 
Tîiat made me to revive,
We'll all join hands a.nd hands 
And we will fight no more,
And we will gree like brethren 
As once we did before*
(k)d bless the mistress of bhis house,
The master also
•And all the pretty ba.bies
Around the table qp,
Blinkin Jock the Gobbler 
He ha.h a blinkin oe,
He cheetit his wife wi ‘bhirty guineas 
And viiat the worse was he?
Hir pockets ’.full o' money,
And YO.r bottles fill o' beer,
He* re a' ga.un too : he f;;eysor-{;on,
I wish ye o, ha;niy t'cvr Year,
Belzebub
Here comes in Johnay ’'\m:ry,
He's the nan for all 'l;h.e money, 
Lang pooches loon tao his Inieos, 
little feet like bawbees.
In cones I, Old d'ol'-.-ebub,
Over me shoulder I carry a club, 
iind in my hand a. frying nan,
I think myself n. jell;, old man.
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Information
The performance wan 0.1362, and took place from Christman.to the 
Few Year. They wore long white shirts, and blacked their faces or v/or.e 
'false faces'. The soldiers wore red coa.ts, and helmets, like dunces' 
caps, and the doctor wore a great coat, a tiled hat, and (possibly) a 
'false face'. Each tried to look the most ridiculous.
Andrew Roberts: James Carpenter Collection.
This informant reported sixty-five years after the 'geyserbon', 
or 'guisarding', and much of this accoimt is taken from a second, 
'corrected' version that he gave.
UFIDC. IhiCRlTCHIE
Fere come I, auld Beelsebub,
And over my shoulder I carry a club, 
And in my hand a frying-pan,
Sae am I not a jolly old îhni?
Groups of boys, knoun as Yule lk>ys, or the Fîiite Boys of Yule 
performed the play. All wrore dressed in wldte, except Beelsebub, 
who had a black face, and -wore a sheepskin coat ‘burned -wool out­
wards , belted with a straw rope.
Text (b)
Here comes Goloshin, Goloshin is my name, 
Hith sword and pistol by ray side 
Its me sh.a.11 win the game.
This was reported in the Host of Ccotland.
Source
Source
David Mac Ritchie, 'Gliristraas and 'Tew Year Customs in Scotland' *
in , 21 Dec 1905, pn.572-3.
The text and almost all the information in (a) could have been 
taken from Unloc, Galloway: î'acTaggart, The 'Test of Scotland' implies 
a Strathclyde provenance.
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UFLOC. HOÏM'H AYRSHIRE
A correspondent remembered, the lines.
Here cones I, Galoshans, Galoshons is my name,
Hith sword and pistol by my side, I hope to win the
game.
The location given wa.s 'north Ayrsliire*.
Source
(Annie Dunlop), 'Ayrshire Rotes',
- 1 J'Lui 1948, p.3, col, 1,
HNLOO. PIirailSHIRE
'An interesting thing..is  to find in Perthshire what is 
evidently a siftall remnant of a Ilimmiing Play, which took the part 
of the stick-thwacking, common in other districts to mark the 
visitors' presence. The performance wa,s described as follows by 
one who had often in his boyhood taken i^ arb in it.
One wa.s chosen to be ’’Doctor”, the others, divided into two 
parties, were each provided with a lath s-vord. On e.rriMng at a 
door these guisers, guizards, stmiding opposite each other, recited
'Here comes I Gelossians, G'olossians is my name,
A sword. a,nd pistol by my side, I hope to win the
game'.
to this was answered -
'The game, Gir, the game, 3ir, is not into your
power,
For I'll slay you down in inches, in less than
half mi hour' •
A shapi fi^ ÿit ensued, and one of the combatanbs, pretending to 
have been wounded, fell to the gmound, and wa,s immédiately attended 
to by the "Doctor”, the others leaving off fighting, and singing
*Here comes little Doctor Brown
Thie best liitie doctor in the tow.n.
Crie's oor carol an' let us run,
Gle's oor carol an' let us run'.
The actors were then revrarded by such Hogmanay gifbs as the 
guid-vdfe found in her heart to bestow on them, and then passed 
on to another house to repeat the ceremony.
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oQurce
R.G, Ilaclaglan, 'Additions to "The gomncas of Arg^ O.esliiref Folk-lore,,
16 (1905) , pp.210-11.
Comment
This is an interesting fom foi' the play, at a mid-point between 
a morris-style stick dance, and a, drama.
The only other PerthsMre record is at Crieff.
The second syllable in 'Golossians' suggests that this name has 
been brought from the Vfest of Scotland.
UNLOC. ROBB 
Text
'As X remember it - vaguely now - it began with the entry of a 
Herald carying
Room, room, brave gallants,
Give us room to sport,
For in this place 
We wish to resort,
- Resort, resort and merry be.
Then came St, George or,....Slasher,
I am, a valiant soldier,
And Slasher is my name,
A sword and pistol by my side 
I hope to M n  the game,
ISnter a sailor,...he fought Slasher till he himself was wounded in 
the Icnee,,..fought on till he was wounded in the other leg so that... 
at last "he fought uponthis stumps",...As he fell over on his side, 
he called for a doctor,
A doctor! a doctor! or I die.
..,.Beelzebub
A doctor, a doctor, here am I,
(Slasher) What can you cure?
Beelzebub All diseases to be sure
From the cramps to the gout, 
Out off legs and n.rms,
Join them d;o again.
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A hs,ppy cure followed. Hien round the company went the smullest 
boy in the cast,, vdth
Here comes I, old ICeekum Fimny,
I'm the man that "lifts the money,
Great big pouches down to my knees,
Threepence, tippence, three bawbees.
Of course, this Keelaim was the latest metamorphosis of Judas Iscariot, 
but instead of a bag, he would hold out his little oa.p. Sometimes, I 
thinlc, he was called Devil Doubt, and called upon his audience to 
"'turn their pockets inside out". '
The writer thought 'Goloshins* was the latest surviving form, 
and he derived it from *Tlie Gal at chan'.
Source
T.D. Robb, 'Yuletide', in Th,e Scots. Ma^zinie, 4, Ho.3» (Deo. 1925), 
16Î-8.
Comment
Tlie term 'GolosM-ns' might indicate a Strathclyde setting, but
11. 10-16. I presume to be taken from Unloc, GAL.LO’rTAYs I.TacTa.gga.jrb.
UlTLOC, HQX33URGHS. Cook
"the version,...in the county of Roxburgli was....loss elaborate 
.....Only three persons....took part*♦,..Galashon ara.s a blustering, 
boastful....person. (The other was) some populo.r hero - Gir John 
Graham, Sir JamBs Douglas....no recollection of Judas....,in the play".
Source
ed. H.B. Cook (Stirlings Cook & 'Tylie, 1909),
Y (19O6-I909).
m m c .  ROXBURGHS. MacRitchie
'A Roxburghshire friend, however, informs the present writer that 
in *b]ia.t county the dialogue and action of the play are, or were quite 
recently, in full force; the ordinary actors wearing white shiirbs and 
tall conical caps, and 'the doctor' bo fittingly attired'.
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coure e
D. MaoMtohle,, IX'kh January-
1906.
UNLOC. .STIRLINGSHIRE 
laZa2m&hlQ&
'•...in the villages at least of the county., .paities of boys 
go about from house to house disguised in old sMrts and paper visors. 
Odiey act a rustic kind of drama, in wliich the adventures of tiTO rival 
kniglits and the feats of a doctor are conspicuous; finishing up by 
repeating a rhyme, addressed to the "gudeMfe", for their "liogaianay".'
Source
William Uimmo, Tlie Klst.QTV-,0-f. _3ti_rliJig8hi.ra, 3rd ed. (Glasgow: 
Korrison, 1880), II, 386-7.
UNIOC. oTEiOR-IENDRlCIC (west—central 8tirlingsMre )
"In the main, my Scots is the speech thot I was familiar Tvith 
as a boy in Stra.thendrick, and I seldom use a word t}i.at would not 
come as readily to my tongue as to my pen".
'Hogmanay'
"He......... .........................
.....meets some lads in orra duds 
Got for goloshans".
The poet glosses 'orra duds' as 'odd, old worthless clothes', 
and 'goloshens' a.s 'Hew Year ra'ivvaers'.
Source
W.D. Cooker, (Glasgow: Brovai, 1932), up.5,
119.
Comment
Another poem in the collection, 'Glesca' (p.137) talks of 
'going home to Kipp en', Yrhich torni may be the location for the custom.
UIIÏjOC. T.EVIOT'OALE Roxlmrghshire
'jflfby }'eo.r8 a.go paarbies of young men, under the name of Gazards 
or Guisards, used to make a roimd of all the country houses in 
Teviotdale at Christmas - time, and nerfom a m d e  play, always in nearly 
the same vrords, of wliich the dramatic personae were Sir Alezconder, 
Galatian, the atoiral, the farmer's son, and the doctor'.
Source
5th Ser. (25 Dec 1875), p.506, (author *W.E.*)
IJIHjOG. vale of LEVSd (Dumharbon)
"Only once did 1 hear a troupe of Goloshans in the Vale go through 
their entearbainment. It was a pret'by cmde perfoimance, the arbistes 
being baokwa.rd and cowed, doubtless due to their alleged efforts not- 
being too welcome in liouses vdiere they had previously visited. Ibxl the
Ckaloshans selected a season other tlion round about the close of the
year, they might have evoked more eirbhtisiasiD. The truth is that the 
Vale housewives tried to have their homes spotlessly clean - especially 
at that period - and they simply were not going to allow a whoen 1 audios 
wl' glauiy feet 'bo come in and majce a mass of their kitchens,.... .even, 
if they were talented performers of the 'CaOhC.' or Queen's Minstrels..."
Tl'io authors say tha/b the book deals with events between 40 and 60
years ago before the date of pulilicivtion.
Eource
James Ferguson and J«G. Temple, (Icndon:
G.T7. Jones, 1928), p.83. (privately printed).
(see also Alexandria,; Balloch)
UNAaKlTOLEJGED RYFElglTCBE
It may be of assistance to o'hhor researchers to note t’lat the 
following have printed first-hand sources without their correct 
i d out i fi c a'bi on î
I:!.r. Jlanks, (Tendon: Folk Tore
Society, 1939)» II, 70, quotes a letter wMcJi uses JedburgU- and 
Unloc. Iti.fe.
A, Cheviot, Proverbs, IlQwulrx ■E.rzmes,.,0f
Scotland (Paisley: Gamer, 1896), pp.169-73, uses Hawick""- and Unloc, 
Angus îsGG Jedburgh'^').
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A.D. Oumming, OjA. .Tinau .in. 3o.atJ.ami (Paisley: Gardner, I910) uses 
Unloc. Galloway: MacTaggarb.
E.J. Guthrie, Old Sonttinh Ousriiorojl etc, (London: lïsrailton, Adoras, I885O, 
p. 165, uses Unloc. GoAloway: MacTo.ggart.
J.F. Leisliman, 4 Gnn of Knnpc (Glasgow: Maolehose, 1909), uses, eraong 
others, unloc, Angus.
0* Morrison, 'The Guiser Gangs of Hallowe'en', GomrLrv.Jdjte. T20 Oct 
1965)juses Falkirk^.
¥.IT. Petrie, 
uses Hhwi-ck^.
Lors (ixjndon: Nelson, 1950), py.64-8.
H. sli9ht, ,The_JlrchaeBlOiai^ Tb^ .,aivI-!lou m aA.xif ..AntiÆiaxiaiL-Scionoe.T
I (1841-42), 176-183, uses, among others, FaDiirk" (see Chapter %vo).
Tli,e Scotsman (27 Dec 1899) published an anonymous axiicle on the folk 
play, including a text. Neither the text nor the comentaiy appears 
to derive from a Scottish source.
L. Spence in 
Peebles^.
Scots MAvagine, 44, Ho. 3, (Dec 1945), 203, uses
Note also that the informant for Hurl et (q.v.), writing in Scotti s^ 
Journal refer to three texts of Anna Jean Till, and Irving's 'evidence' 
for Langholm. Hiss Mill wrote me a most generous letter, saying that 
the three frogqents she had collected had been destroyed, with other 
of her papers, in the U.S.A. Tlae 'evidence* for Langholm is the 
result of an unfortunate misreading of living's use of 8ir 'falter 
Coott•
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APPENDIX TïïO
Tliio list of important feudal centres has been abstracted; from: 
ïkinoan, of niJiqioAom, Barrow,
Barrow, TliaJlngXa-Norinap..Br.a In ..3cot:ldxd\JIl3iaMl and Ritchie, The 
Hermans in Scotland. A full entriY contains t]ie location, the name of the 
feudatory, nation (where K “ Norman, E = English, P = Flemish, A/ = 
Anglo-, and S = Scots), his/her origin, and the earliest record of the 
settlement.
Annandale: Brus CN) (Yorks) 1124 
Borgue: MorevsMle (N) (Hunts) 1124 
Bskdale: Avenel (N) (Northants) 1141 
Liddesdales Soules (N) (Forthants) 1142 
ITrr: Berkeley (E) (Som. ) 1174 
Anwoth’i Teri (E) (Cumbria) 1186 
Colvend: Gbspatrick (S) (Cumbria) 1186
Xotiiian
Bbrwick-on-Tweed; Lindsey (E) (lAncolnshire)
Innerm.ck: Avenel (N) (Horbhants) 1184 
Imxerwick : Berkeley ( E ) ( S o m ) 114 0
Lauderdale, St, Boswells, llertoun, Diyburgh: Moreville (N) (Hunts) 1128
'Test Lot Ilian: Melville (P) (Korthants) 1145
TTest Lothian: Olifard (H) (Hortliants) 1145
Cranston: Riddell (H) (TForthants) 1142
Strathbrockr fieskin (Fl) 1128
Bo'ness; Beroivald (■El) 1128
Haddington: -Tarenne (F) (Yorks) II50
Bast Lothian; Kervey c,1170
pt • of P e  e b l oshire : 3?raser 1170
'Test Linton; Comyn (H) 1142
Î rakerstoun; Berkeley (B) (Som *) 1174
Tranent; Hess (P /s ) 1145
Hawick ; IjOvqI 1145
Peebles: 1125
lilliesleaf; Riddell (F) (Horthants) 1125
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J edburgh:
Cradling:
Kelso; Corbet
Bothwell; Olifard (H) (Hunts) 1144 
Libbertoii: Somerville (N) (Yorks) 1144
Crawfordjohn, Roberton, Lariingbn, Yiston, Syraington, Thaukerton, Biggar 
(PI) 1140
Cunningliem, Renfrew, Paisley, PolloKand parts of Renfrevadiire ; 
Moreville (H) (Hunts) 1124
North Kyle: Balter (A/Pl); Moreville (above); The Stevrard (S) 13 50 (also 
Bute)
Symington; Simon (Pl) 1124 
Lennox
No infeftment
Kincardine; Montfiquet (ïï) 1200
Strathboy : Mali se (A/Pi) 1178
pt of Stirlingshire: liraser 1170
Muthill and six other pla.ces; Kali se (A/p) 1175
Bolpatrick (Madderby); Lovetoft (E) (Hunts) 1178
Fife
I'ife (earldom of); IXmcan (S) 1100 
Leuchars; Hess (P’/S) 1170 
lochore; Robert (1^ ) or (S) 1125 
Cra.ilÏ Yarenne (E) (Yorks) 1140 
Pitmilly; Ha.y (H) (Horthants) II78 
Houghton: rt It
AWiQXLdal-Csiaâfi
Errol: Hay (H) (Horthants) II90
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PoYrgavie: Gifford 1190
Cargill: Mùshet (H) 118.0 (also Muschet)
All three in Govfrie, Atholl was not feudalised.
Angus
'Hewtun' Ihverkeilor: Berkeley (E) (Som.) 1174 
Fowlis Easter: Mortimer 1190 
Benvle, Parunure: Valognes 1180 (Ilonikie) 
Gtrbhrie: Carnal 1 1180
Tealing: Gifford (E, Loth,, ITbrthants) 1174
Tannadice: Melville (F) (Horthants) 1174
Dun: Eastings {A/W) 1180
Ruthven: london (A/H) 1180
Rossie: Clerk 1180
OgilvY’: Angus (3) 1180
lejoKoa)
Fordoun, Laurencekiark: Berkeley (B) (Com,) 1174
Kiiineff : Montferd 1180
Aa.’buthnott: Olifard (H) (Hunts) 1180
Abo^ fUie: Eisset (E) (Notts) 1220
Garioch: Gifford (B) (E, Loth,, Horthants) 11200 )also subinfeuded) 
Inverurie: Malcolm (3) 1180 (or possibly from Chester),
Lumphanen: " " "
Strathbogie: Dimoan (S) 1250
LIsesy:
Duffus and extensive northem territory: Freskin (Pl) (Ctrathbrock, 
Y. Loth.) 1150
Innes, Hether Urquarb: Berowold (Pl) (Bo'ness) 1130 
Elgin, Forres, Inverness: The Steward (3) 1240 
Rothes: Muriel (3) (Pollock) 1240 
Dallas: Finley (E) (Yorks) pre-12T4
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Aird, Redca.stle: Bis set (B) (Notts) 1220
Abort a,ff (loch Hess): Thirlestane (B) (Lauder) 1228
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Appendix Three 
The Plough Song
The version given here is one I have compiled from the 
text given in riusica Brittanica, XV, p.141f, and that printed 
by Fenton in 'The Plough Song etc'. Tools and Tillage, 1, No. 3 
(1970), pp 175ff.
My heartly service to you, My Lord,
I recommend as should accord;
There is ane ox into your pleugh 
It is right so mot he go
and he is waxed old eneugh '5
ye say the sooth he has not a tooth
And he no langer may be drawn
bot he be led I dare lay uedd (-lay bets)
bot he was never half so thrown (stubborn)
nor yet so acuart but goeth backward 10
how is he weak and wonder swear (reluctatnt)
I tak on me
out of ana house he may. not stire; 
suppose ye brod him while he oie,
while he die, while he die, 15
Hey down a down . , , duna die.
Yet better it war that some remeid 
were found in time ere he be dead
for causes for skentling of bowts (wrenching of pleugh bolts) 
and startling of other men's nowts (disturbing : cattle) 20 
And I am woe your pleugh should lye,
And I might come and be near by 
To yoak another in his staid 
To drug and draw whill he be dead
out of an uncouth fair leasure (very .leasing pastime) 25
and if it be your proper will
gar call your hyndis all you till,
Ginken and tJilken, Higgin and Habken 
Hankin and Rankin, Robert and Colin
Nicol and Colin, Hector and Aiken, 30
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r'srlDn I'lawer, Sandie Sawar 
Michael and furice, Falseiips Fergus 
Heynard and Guthrey, Symon and Jafrey 
Orp/iu$; and Arthur, Allan, Norice
OownlQ, Javie, Robert, Richard, 35
Philpie Foster and i'lacky Ni H e r
Ruffie Tasker and his marrows all
Stca^bots, Tarboys and Ganzel
ai 1 that he3 most domination
and pfiiStorie of your common 40
before you, one and one present 
and thereto show them your intent.
Beaire them all if they will be 
Appeasit for to mell with me,
And iiuik me a Is so fast and sicker 45
As Ï i,ior bound evin with a wicker
for to deliver me be the heid;
the ol.d ox Trip-free he be dead.
Then snll I come be robles cocks (Tby rood-blessed God)
An:d bring with me my fair fresh ox 50
Wi t h oil that belongs to the plough;
Soms of' iron start eneugh (harness chains: stror;g; 
the crjwtor and the pleughead, 
sole ohuet and mowdie bread
rack, rest, and the gluts and the slee band 55
the mis,sol and the pleugh-bowl,
the pifcugh staff and the pleugti shoon,
the mg 11 and the stilt and the beam .and the lieel-wedge, 
the chock, :he yoke, the ring, th.. sling,
mine oxen bolls is wreathed and pind, GO
this wliole year saw no sun nor wind ; 
the ga4 wand is both light and sharp 
To bfOici his belly while he start.
New i n the rood name call about
our pleugh so graiths with a shout G5
Hey, Call about, wind about,
AnA n In'od, brod about Hakey 
ui.nc] about Brandie 
call th(£ brown Humly
150:
Trow bally Chow-bullock •
White horn, Grayhorn and Cromack,
Wind r.arrow-garie
Wind about hey
Brod futt thee further
I sail brod him whill he rair
The red stot and the dun
Wynd about again sune
Wind narrow, wind about
hold, draw him forth in the -.rood's name.
Not ane of them for sic draught (drawing power) 80
In all Scotland is there sic aught (such an eight)
And if ye please this pleugh of mine 
Tell me shortly into time 
or I contract and hired be 
With others :hat desires me 
No else but the Trinitie 
conserve you into Charitie, Amen,
Note
The lines that accompany the capering of the revived ox (ll. 66- 
79) show some similarity to those that accompany the dance of 
the hobby-horse in a version of the Summer King drama 
written in London in 1599:
About, about, lively! Put yu:ur horse to it, rein him 
harder, jerk him with your wand ! . . ,
Thomas Nasha, The Unfortunate Traveller and Uther works, 
ed. J.B.Steane (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), p.153,
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Appendix Four
Robin and Robert
Behind the more obvious aspects of the interplay of the 
'Robin* with folk drama lies a sometimes obscure web of language 
connecting Robin and Robert with the horse ritual. Many if not 
all of these obscurities can be explained by the hypothesis that 
Robin and Robert were the names through which a north European 
version of the ritual horse combat was translated into other, less 
overtly pagan forms. This hypothesis is outlined in this 
Appendix. All linguistic detail and examples are taken from 
BED, unless otherwise stated.
1. Scandinavian Horse Ritual
Brother kings (sometimes twin gods) customarily Fight and kill 
one another. An association with horses is a characteristic of the 
dioskouroi, most obviously in Hongest (=stallion) and Horsa (-horse), 
the legendary Anglo-Saxon kings: Davidson, Gods and Myths of 
Northern Europe; see Chapter Four, n58.
2. The Brothers, Robin and Robert
'Robert' is a French name, from Germanic 'fame-bright'. 'Robin' 
is the friendly diminutive. The pairing is parallel to the 
Swedish twins, Alrik and Eirek (see Davidson, above).
Note the folk play lamentation for having killed 'his father's 
son', and the revived man's sorrowful 'Oh brother, Oh brother, 
why didst thou me kill?' (Hawick),
The names are frequently corrupted: for example, Robert - 
Obert, Hobert, Roberd, Hoberd; Robin - Obin, Hobin, Hobby.
3. Medieval and Modern French and English Horse Words
The word for'a small horsa' was in"ME hobyn, hoby, in 
OF hobin, hobi, haubby . • • The OF was adopted from English 
where the word is app, native, in all probability it is the by­
name Hobin, Hobby , var. of Robin",
In modern French: aubare - horse whose coat is a mixture of 
red-brown and white; aubin = a small, ambling horse, [me which 
gallops with front lags, and trots with rear legs. From OF hober- 
to Jump:(Grande Larousse de la Langue Française), aubin - little 
horse of England and Ireland, 13th cent (Trésor de la Langue 
Française ). aubere (also aubert)= a horse between white and bay; 
little esteemed, and thought to go blind (Larousse Dictionnaire 
Universale du XIX^ Siecle),
Hobin, first noted in Barbour's Bruce 1375 (hobynis), was 
frequent name for carthorse c. 1595. Now occurs as 'Dobbin'.
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4. Jeu de Robin et Marion
This play is the clearest survival of the horse ritual 
combat: Robin and. (Sir) Aubert contend for the love; of f.arion 
(?the flare). Sae Chapter Four.
5• Good and Evil
Robin is 'good'; Robert is 'bad'.
In the Jeu (see above), Robin is the (poor, rustic) hero, 
and Sir Aubert the (wealthy, powerful) villain - a relationship 
closely mirrored three hundred years later in Britain by Robin 
(Hood)and Sir Robert(Ingram), the Sheriff of Nottingham (see 
Chapter Five, 1 ).
'Robin Goodfellaw' was a nickname given to the woodland 
sprite;'Sir Robert' ( in the form 'sere hoberd') was a term of 
reproach c.1450,
Robin's men were the 'merry men*, who stole from the rich 
to give to the poor; conversely the roberdsmen and robertsmen 
were thieves c.1331,
6. Hobble
'Robin' is the hero/lover, the fool/dancer, gambolling 
about in horse disguise, 'Hobby-horse' is open to several 
interpretations, but appears to be constructed from the words 
for 'small horse' and 'Robin',
The action of cavorting about in a hobby horse has appropriate 
verbs in relevant languages: Du. hobbolan means 'to toss, rock 
from side to side, ride on a hobby-horse'; hober was OFr. verb 
'to jump' (Grande Larousse); (See also mod. Fr, aubin above.)
'Hobble' — to ride a hobby-horse (14th cent.) parallels hobelar 
a 'lightly-armed horseman' (1308) (Dictionary of the Older Scottish_ 
Tongue ).
The Fool dancing probably gave rise to hobble = danco (1535), 
and Hoball clown, fool and idiot (1553). Note that the Lincolnshire 
Easter Horse was known as '(Old) 8all'(Cawte, Ritual Animal 
Disguise, p.140), The 'Fool's display' I suggest could be the 
hobbiIshow in the Robin Hood Crying (see Appendix Five).
Hobbididance and hoberdidance are explained as " the name 
of a malevolent sprite or fiend, one of those introduced in the 
morris dance", first noted in 1503. One the lines of the 
hypothesis, the malevolent aspect would belong to the Hoberd
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(Robert) rather than the Hobby (Robin),
6, Redness
A theme of redness is perceptible in the mod, Fr. aubere 
(Grande Larousse), and in the Robert Redbreast (1425), or Robin 
Redbreast (c,1450). The Du. dialect robi.jntje (= robin redbreast) 
has the literal meaning of 'red stone', an informant tells me,
7. Outsiders
(i) The mocking lines on the fugitive Robert the Bruce:
Now Kyng Hobbe in the mures yongeth.
For te come to toune nout him ne longeth, (c,1325)
may use 'Hob* in thé sense of 'rustic countryman', rather than
a recapitulation of the regard of Bruce as a 'Summer King' (see
Chapter Four).
(ii) Barbara Lowe (in 'The Final Truth about Robin Hood*) 
has pointed out that 'Robin' is used in the sense of 'penis'.
The source is Gascoigne's farewell to his youth and vitality:
Eke Lullabye my loving boye
My Little Robyn take thy rest , . .(A Hundreth Sundrie 
Flowres (1573), Gascoignes Lullabie, pp.201-202)
This may relate to the role of Robin uJooer, and to 
Priest John's emblem at Inverkoithing (see Chapter Four); 
alternatively, it may be a unique and idiosyncratic use of the name 
by Gascoigne.
(iii) 'hobbledehoy' is defined as 'clumsy or bad-mannered 
youth', from hobbard de hoy (l5th cent,),"of uncertain origin" 
(Collins English dictionary). The awkwardness of the 'hobble 
dance' is explicable, the 'da hoy' not.
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Appendix Five
The Robin Hood 'Crying', as given in The Asloan Manuscript, 
ed. W.A.Craigia (Edinburgh; Blackwood, 1925), II, pp.149-154,
followis maner’ of pe 
crying of ane pi aye
h arry harry hobillschowe
Se quha Is cuw/myfi -bowe 
Bot I wait nevir’ howe 
With pe quhorle wynd 
A  soldane owt of srHand land 
A  gyand strang for to startd 
That with pe strenth of my hand 
Beres may bynd
5Ît I trowe pat I wary 
I am pe nakit blynd hary 
That lang has bene in pe fary 
ffarleis to fynd 
And 3it gif pis be nor^ t I 
I wait I am pe spreit of gy 
Or ellis go by pe sky 
Licht as pe lynd
The god of most magnificence 
Conserf pis fair’ presens 
and saif pis amyable audiens 
Crete of re no v ne
Prowest bailies officer/s 
and honorableTnduellarA 
Marchander and familiarrj 
Of all pis fair’ towne
Liij
lO
15
20
Quha Is cuwmyn heir’ bot I 25
A  bauld bustuoft bellamy 
At 3our corft to mak a cry 
With a hie sowne
Quhilk genmt am of gyandzj kynd
fTra strang hercules be strynd 30
Off all pe occident of ynd
My eldar/j bair’ pe crovne
My foregrantschir’ hecht fyn m^ k^owle 
That dang pe devill and gart hiw: 3owle 
The skyis ranyd quhew he wald scowlc 35
and trublit all pe ain?
He gat my grantschir’ gog magog
Ay quhen he dansit pe warld wald schog
fifive thousand ellA 3eid in his frog
Of hieland pladdzk of hairg  ^ 40
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5*it he was bot of tender’ 300th
Bot eftir’ he grewe mekle at fouth
Ellevyne ell wyde met was his mouth
His teith was teh myle sqwaire
He wald apon his tais stand 45
and tak pe sternis dovne wz't,^ his hand
And set pam i« a gold garland
Abone his wyffj hairf
He had a wyf was lang of clift î - ■ ?
iBr’ bed wan hiear' pan pe lift ^M . F / 50
The ’hevyne rerdit quhen schb'waîd'rîft 
The laft was no thing sklender*
Scho spittit lochlomond wi'tA hir’ lippis 
Thuwner and fyreflaucht flewe fra hir' hippis 
Quhen scho was crablt pe son tholit clips 55^
The fende durst noc/rt offend hir’
For cald scho tuke pe fever’ cartane
ffbr all pe claith of fraunce & bertane
Wald nocht be till hir’ leg a gartane
pocht scho was ^ Ing and tender’ 60
Apon a nycht heir*? in pe north
Scho tuke pe grawell and stalit cragorth
Scho pischit pe mekle watter of forth
Sic tyde ran eftir header’
A  Thing writtin of hir I fynd 65
In Irland quhen scho blewe behynd 
A t noroway cost A scho rasit pe wynd 
and gret schippis drownit parf 
Scho fischit all pe span^ e seis
With hir’ sark lape befor' hir' theis 70
Sevyne dayis saling betuix hir’ kneis 
Was estymit and mairg
The hyngand brayîs od athir’ syde
Scho poltit w/t/i hir’ lywmis wyde
lassis myc/tt leir’ at hir’ to stryd 75
Wald ga to lufA lair<r
Scho mfkkit syne to land witA myrth
And pischit fyf quhalis In pe firth
That cropyfi war’ in hir’ count for girth
Weltfxand amang pe wairf 80
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My fader’ mekle gow makmorne 
Out of pat wyfij' wame was schornc 
ffor litilneft scho was forlornc 
Sic a kempe to beir^
Or he of eld was ^ erzj thre 85
He wald stepe ourf pe occeane se 
The mone sprang ncuer abonc his kne 
The hevyn had of him feir<?
Ane thousand ^ erg Is past fra mynd
Sen I was gen<?rit of his kynd 90
ffull far’ amang pe desertA of ynde
Amang lyoun and beir<?
Baith pe king arthowr & gawane .
and mony bald berne In brettane
ar deid and in pe weris slane 95
Seh I couth weild a speirg
I haue bene forthwart euer in feild
And now so lang I haf borne scheld
That I am all crynd In for eld
This litill as 5e may se 100
I haue bene bawnist und^r pe lynd
ffull lang pat no man couth me fynd
and now with pis last southin wynd
I am cu7;/myfl heir’ parde
My name Is welth pairfor be blyth 105
I come helr^  comfort 30W to kyth 
Suppoft pat wretchis wryng & wryth 
all darth I sail gar de 
.ffor sekerly pe-treuth to tell
I come amang pcnv heirg to duell " iio
V sound of sanct gdjs b e l l ^ ; ' .•,. v 
Nevir’ think I to fie
Sophea and pe soldane strang
With werrk pat has lestit lang
flTurth of par’ boundiV maid me to gang 115
and turn to turky tyte
The king of frauncA gret army
Has brocht in darth in lombardy
and in ane cu/ztre he & I
May nor/;t baith stand p£’7'fyte . . 120
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In denmark swetherik & noroway
Na in pe steidA I dar’ nochi ga
amang pai?« Is bot tak & sla
Cut thropilHs and mak quytc
Irland for evir’ I haue refusit 125
all wichtfj suld hald me excuslt
ffor neuür \n land quhar' erische was vsit
To duell had I delyte
Quharfor’ In Scotland come I heirf
With 30W to byde and p^ rseveir^  130
In Edinburgh quhar’ Is meriast cheir^
Plesans disport & play 
Quhilk Is pe lampe & A  per se 
Of pis regiouh in all degre
Of welefairi? & of honeste - 135
Renovne & riche a ray ' ' r - . - : - k :
Sen I am welth cuwmyfl to ]^ s w a n e ^ - t ^ N : 
noble me/'chandA eu^ rilkane _ . ,V - . _ _ 
addref^  30W furth wzth bow & flane 
In lusty grene lufraye 140
and follow furth oh robyn hude 
With hartA coragiouft & gud 
and por,^ t pat wretchis wald ga wod 
Of worschipe hald pe way
ffor I and my thre feres aye 145
Weilfair^ - wan ton ef^ & play
Sail byde w ith 50W in all affray :
and cair' put dene to flicht 
and we sail dredleft ws addreft 
To ba;znif^  derth and all distref^  . 1^0 !
. and w/t/& all sportzk and meryneft 
5o«r hartA hald euer. oh hicht ■
I am of mekle quawtite 
Of gyand kynd as 3e may se •
Quhar’ sail be gottin a wyf to me 155
Siclyke of breid and hicht
I dreid pat p a ir be no^ r^ t a maide
In all pis towne may me abyd
Quha wait gif ony heir’ besyd
Micht suffer' me all nycht 160 '
With 50W sen I moh.leid my lyf '
Gad serft baith loulhiane & fyf 
and vale to me a mekle wyf 
a-gret vngracioufb gan
Sefi scho Is gane pe gret foflore • ‘ • . 165
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APFMDIX SIX
tühe st^ing-poini for this enquiry m s  a passage in Galley* s 
Xd.flh M,K Drs%, p«12t
Another name for the mummers is Hogmansyman 
used about lishellaw, Flvemiletown and 
Ballinamallard, that Is, mainly in east county 
Ifermanagh, hut also in the nei^houring fringe 
areas of south county Ofyrone* There was some Scots 
settlement here in the seventeenth century; it 
is significant that this is one area where there 
is departure from the usual tiime for the performers 
to appear. Hbgmanaymen are apt to perform their plays 
any time between 26th December and êth January, but 
often about- New Year, a further indication of Scottish 
influence.
To discover more, precisely what this • Scots settlement . . .  
in the seventeenth century* had been, a search wag made in George 
Hill, The Plantation of IHater (Belfast: K*Caw, Stevenson & Orr,
1877)f a comprehensive account of the manner in which James I & VI 
changed the character of Northern Ireland by planting English and 
Scottish settlers. Els method was to give Irish estates to the new 
British landlords, on the understanding that they would encourage 
numbers of their countrymen, to join them, as workers on the estates.
(It^will be noted that this is a mirror to the policy of the Scottish 
kings during the feudal! sat ion of lowland Scotland).
Hill, basing his information on the Inquisitions of,..Ulster 
(Tyrone, Car. I), states that the estate in question here was a tract 
of land known, after the Plantation of 1^1, as *the Manor of Ridgeway*, 
*described in . . . 1628 as lying in both the counties of ü^ yrone and 
Fermanagh* (pp.265-66), I have studied the details of the estate 
description: it is triangular in shape and the three townships named 
by Galley lie in' the three angles of the estate boundaries. Clearly, 
therefore, there is the closest correlation between the area noted 
by Galley as being the province of the Hbgmanaymen, and the l6ll land 
grant.
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The second stage of the enquiry was to attempt to establish the 
identity and origin of the landlord and the tenants of this estate.’
Ih his description of the estate. Hill reports that the estate in 
question was given to two brothers, of *obscure descent*, with the 
surname of Edney,' The only channel of enquiry is through the surname, 
with the help of George P. Black, The SnmaTnesof Scotland (New York: 
N.Y. Public library, 1946), ■ïdiose entry reads:
*Edney: from Ednie in Aberdeenshire : surname 
recorded in Fife. . Vstill exists in 
Edinburgh and Kirkcaldy* (p.240).
The first indication is, therefore, that the Edney brothers were 
from Fife, poasibly from the Kirkcaldy area* Bill, however, adds that 
Edney brothers put the estate in others* hands soon afterwards, and 
indeed. King James* plan was jeopardised by lax landlords who simply 
rented back the land to the Irish from whom it had been taken. The 
monarch therefore was obliged to despatch Commissioners seven years 
after the initial Planting to discover how diligently his intentions 
had been carried out, Mil quotes from Pynnar*s Survey of 1618-19 to 
the effect, that the investigator of the Manor of Ridgeway found a
* castle in earthwork* inhabitated by *a Scottish gentleman *^. On the 
estate were nineteën * British* families, able between them to furnish
* sixty Men with Arms*. Pynnar names two of the major landlords: James 
Emilton is cited as owing one half of the manor, and Michael Balfour 
i.s mentioned as a lessee (p.542). According to The marner of 
Scotland. * Balfour* originates from Markinch in Fife, and * Hamilton*, 
another old Scottish name, from a place-name in Lanarkshire.
# ■ •
The recurrence of Fife in the backgrounds of the Edneys and 
Balfour, is re-inforced by M. Perceval-Maxwell (in The Scottish 
Migration_to_Nlst_er in the Reign of,James ,I (London: Routledge & Kegau 
Paul, I9T3), when he points out that Michael Balfour came from Kinross, 
15 miles north-west of Kirkcaldy (p.'353). He writes that
immigrants with names associated with a specific 
district of Scotland very often settled near to one 
another (p.286).
Althougii the evidence of the names suggests that Fife may have 
provided the first Hogmanaymen in this district (see Map One) it is
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by no means oompèlling, and is moreover, oontradicted by other factors.
In the first place, although immigrants indeed tended to go among 
their own folk, very many did not. Secondly, Fife features very 
little in the reckoning of the Plantation historians;
County Fermanagh provides the most striking example of 
the practice [of grouping according to homeland]. The 
names occurring most frequently in the muster of this 
county were...,all Border names (Perceval-Maxwell, pp.
286-7).
The muster referred to was made in 1650, and was in the main of 
the Jacobean immigration, believed to be mainly from the Borders and 
the south-west coast of Scotland, up to Argyllshire (p.289).
In the l630s, however, there was a heavy immigration of Scots 
Cp.313), and thi.s doubtless changed the identity of the settlements 
yet again. '
looMng a little beyond the Manor of Ridgeway, the barony of 
Closer, lying on its north-east boundary,dttracted manycWam'yointi at 
this time, and Closer and St rabane were the only two towns where all 
the burgesses had Scottish names (p.145).
The curiosity of the Manor of Ridgeway preserving the Hogmanay 
season is best explained by recognising the dominance there of eastern 
Scots, with the Borders and perhaps Fife providing the population.
Tlie immigration was begun in strength in l609, and doubtless strengthened 
in the 1650s, but it is impossible at this remove to prove that 
Hogmanay was as important to the first settlers as it was to the second 
wave. Nevertheless, the evidence of the Plantation gives good grounds 
for believing that the Hogmanay folk play existed in some form, in iL - 
south-east Scotland, if not in southern Fife, in the first decades of 
the seventeenth century.
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0 Markinch 
("origin of 
Baifôurs) LevanKinross .(origin of Michael Balfou:^
(associated 
with Edney) ■ irkcaldy
Dunfermline
Inverkeithin
dinburgh .
f KEY
= modern folk play locations
The juxtaposition of the names associated with the 
Jacobean settlement of the Manor of Ridgeway, and their 
relationship with modern survivals of the folk play, 
suggest that the original ’Hogmanaymen' may have come 
from this part of Fife,
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